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Abstract 
This thesis investigates shoreface behaviour relative to equilibrium over time scales 
of decades to millennia within a common sedimentary system in the U.S. Pacific 
Northwest. The study area encompasses the Columbia River littoral cell, a dynamic 
entity composed of four barrier/strandplain sub-cells (separated by estuary entrances) 
with regional morphologic gradients and variability. Within this system, contrasting 
modes of shoreface behaviour governed by different combinations of variables enabled 
comparative analysis. A number of complementary methods show that coastal 
evolution manifests over a range of temporal and spatial scales. Based on research 
within the study region, the concept of nested hierarchical scales is demonstrated, 
where the system of interest is evaluated within the framework of its environment and 
components. 
Two principal data sets-vibracores and historical shoreface profiles-are analyzed 
and interpreted within the context of previously collected seismic-reflection profiles 
and side-scan sonar images. Vibracore analysis-involving laboratory processing, 
logging, x-radiography, grain-size analysis, and radiocarbon dating-resolves 
shoreface change at centuria! to millennia! scale. Historical shoreface profile analysis 
uses data-processing techniques and algorithms to extract metrics that quantify change 
at decade to century scale. Mean trends are examined in light of factors governing 
equilibrium, as well as in response to two disequilibrium conditions: shallow shoreface 
shoals imposed by jetty construction, and coseismic subsidence. Historical shoreface 
profile change is quantified with respect to theoretical equilibrium, while the effect of 
rapid subsidence is explored using a behaviour-oriented shoreface model, calibrated by 
Abstract 
interpreted ground penetrating radar profiles. A historical sediment budget analysis for 
the entire littoral cell is then performed to evaluate shoreface change within the context 
of the regional sediment -sharing system (made up of 19 components). 
Equilibrium concepts proved valuable in interpreting shoreface behaviour. The data 
show that the mean trend of the shoreface is governed by a range of variables (sediment 
properties, energy-regime, substrate slope, sediment supply, and sea level variability) 
and inherited disequilibrium so that over time, the shoreface evolves (at decreasing 
rates) toward equilibrium. The time scale at which the shoreface adjusts to~ard 
equilibrium increases with water depth and distance offshore, while the depths at which 
profile reopening and maximum height change occur on the mid-shoreface remain 
relatively constant. The shoreface can act as a capacitor for sediment supply at time 
scales of decades to centuries, and possibly millennia, as the result of large 
perturbations. 
Relationships between the lower shoreface and barrier were validated through 
multiple methods, with results that were consistent both internally and theoretically. 
Onshore sediment transport from the lower shoreface was evidenced by observations of 
shoreface rotation and interpretation of sedimentary deposits. A historical sediment 
budget analysis also indicated that lower-shoreface sediment supply is required to 
balance the budget and account for barrier progradation. Modeling of shoreface 
response to recurring coseismic subsidence events showed that sediment transfer from 
the mid- to lower shoreface to the barrier is commensurate with interseismic rebound, 
and that shoreface rotation during interseismic periods is required in order to reproduce 
barrier and shoreface dimensions and stratigraphy. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Aims 
The principal aim of this research is to investigate trends in shoreface behaviour, 
relative to equilibrium concepts, over time scales of decades to millennia. Because of 
the inherent difficulty of quantifying shoreface change, a variety of approaches and 
methods are utilized. The approaches include testing for consistent behaviour over a 
range of time scales, analyzing shoreface response to disequilibrium conditions, 
exploring contrasting modes of shoreface behaviour, and evaluating the relationship 
between the shoreface and barrier. Two principal methods, shoreface profile change 
analysis and shoreface vibracoring, are used to test ideas and to measure or infer the 
behaviour of the shoreface. Over a range of site conditions within a common sediment-
sharing system, analyses of historical bathymetric data are performed to document the 
dimensions, magnitudes, rates and directions of shoreface change at decade to century 
time scales. Shoreface vibracores are collected and analyzed to infer shoreface 
beha~iour over the late Holocene (millennia! time scale). 
One objective of this research is to determine whether consistent shoreface 
behaviour is evidenced over decadal to millennia! time scales and whether the 
behaviour is also consistent with that expected based on equilibrium principles. It is 
hypothesized that net changes in the shoreface profile are governed by departure from 
equilibrium. Disequilibrium of the shoreface profile may result from an episodic event 
or a change in environmental conditions that occurs faster than the shoreface can 
respond. 
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Two perturbation conditions of disequilibrium are considered in order to evaluate 
rates of change and relaxation-response' time. The first condition examines the 
transition of sand bodies from a shoal to a shoreface environment following the 
construction of jetties; the second examines shoreface response to rapid subsidence 
(effectively, sea-level rise) through shoreface modeling calibrated by barrier 
stratigraphy. 
Another objective of this research is to explore contrasting modes of shoreface 
behaviour and conceptualize their governing variables and the role these variables play 
in regulating coastal tract dynamics. Thus, after analyzing shoreface behaviour, a 
unifying theory is developed in which the shoreface plays a central role. It is hoped 
that this work will lead to new insights about the importance of shoreface behaviour in 
understanding and predicting coastal evolution over time scales of decades to 
centuries. 
The motivation for performing this research comes from the hypothesis that the 
state and behaviour of the lower shoreface play a fundamental role in governing the 
long term evolution of the shoreline and barrier/strandplain. Thus, documenting and 
interpreting shoreface change are essential to predicting coastal evolution, which is of 
principal concern in coastal management and sustainable development. 
1 Allen (1974) distinguishes relaxation from reaction time in morphological systems in response to a 
change in energy supply rate. Relaxation occurs when morphological change to a new equilibrium state 
is delayed independent of reaction time. 
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1.2 Background 
The coast is often perceived as a narrow zone having a relatively fixed location in 
space at a given time. The word 'coast' is often used synonymously with 'beach', or 
perhaps to imply a slightly larger area that spans from the foredunes to the surf zone. 
Yet an even narrower usage of the term 'coast' is common, referring to the border that 
separates the land from the sea, as in 'shoreline' and 'coastline'. These perceptions 
and definitions of the coast and coastal processes are prevalent, yet inadequate, and 
have contributed to analyses of classical morphologies (e.g., dune, beach, surf zone) 
and features (e.g., shoreline) that lack the context of an integrated coastal system. 
Such studies have proved incapable of solving, or even properly addressing, issues of 
widespread concern in coastal management (Cowell et al., 2003a). 
It is imperative to recognize the coast and coastal zone as an expansive continuum 
of sub-aerial and sub-aqueous physiographic features and processes that interact and 
co-evolve over space and time. Within the realms of science and management, the 
inadequate perception of the coast as a meandering border at the land-water interface 
must be overcome if progress is to be made in dealing with the coast as a complex 
system influenced by numerous natural and human factors. In particular, the cross-
shore dimensions and processes involving the flow and exchange of matter between 
terrestrial and submerged environments must be brought to the forefront of attention by 
the scientific and management communities. 
At a large scale, coastal zone morphodynamics is concerned with topographic and 
bathymetric substrate changes that occur across the land-ocean margin, with emphasis 
on cross-shore evolution from the upland coastal plain to the edge of the continental 
3 
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shelf (Cowell and Thorn, 1994 ). These boundaries generally define the zone that has 
been affected by active littoral processes over the Quaternary period. The landward 
margin includes the coastal plain formed during the interglacial highstands of the 
present and Quaternary sea levels. The seaward limit at the edge of the continental 
shelf marks the edge of the shallow depositional margin. This zone therefore includes 
the features that define the geological framework and largely control the present-day 
morphodynamic processes. 
Associated with this broad offshore extent of the coastal zone is a range of time 
• 
scales of morphologic change that increases in the cross-shore direction. The most 
morphologically active zone extends from the primary dunes to the inner shelf (Stive et 
a!., 1995; Stive and de Vriend, 1995), but the profile response time can vary from 
hours at the shoreline (e.g., Lippmann and Holman, 1990) to millennia on the shelf 
(e.g., Niedoroda and Swift, 1991). Likewise, the morphological time scale increases 
from the shoreline, across the barrier to the backbarrier (e.g., Beets eta!., 1992; Cowell 
et a!., 2003a). 
The coastal zone is, in reality, continuous in the alongshore direction. However, for 
scientific and management endeavors, boundaries are prudently set at 'naturally 
occurring' breaks in physical features and morphological processes, consistent with the 
temporal scale of interest and in coherence with the cross-shore length scale (as 
discussed further in Chapter 8). Together with the cross-shore area, these alongshore 
boundaries define the regional coastal system, which can be investigated as a complete 
unit, influenced collectively by the inherited substrate environments, the internal sub-
4 
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system dynamics, and external factors such as discharges of water and sediment from 
the terrestrial environment and upland watersheds. 
1.3 Propositions 
Relative to coherent space and time scales, it is hypothesized that a dynamic 
shoreface equilibrium exists for a set of environmental conditions. Nevertheless, it is 
presently impractical to precisely define what an equilibrium shoreface would be for a 
given set of conditions. Furthermore, a shoreface in dynamic equilibrium would by 
definition undergo insignificant change, and it would be untenable to prove that a 
shoreface is in equilibrium simply because it does not change. On the other hand, 
departures from theoretical equilibrium can be demonstrated by identifying mean 
trends and perturbation responses. By comparing different shoreface behaviour modes 
and explaining the magnitudes and directions of change, equilibrium can be defined 
inversely, because the behaviour is presumed to be a response to disequilibrium. 
It is important to note that equilibrium is a state that is approached but possibly 
never achieved (due to changing conditions), or only achieved locally (and possibly for 
a relatively short time). Systems are typically not in equilibrium, but rather in a 
transient state tending toward equilibrium following some disturbance (Wilson, 1981 ). 
Thus, the mean trend of shoreface behaviour is presumed to be governed by the 
degree and direction of disequilibrium relative to equilibrium. An aggraded shoreface 
would suggest a trend from a 'too deep' condition toward a shallower equilibrium. 
Alternately, an erosional lag on the surface of the lower shoreface would be indicative 
of a 'too shallow' condition evolving toward a deeper equilibrium. If the shoreface is 
5 
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excessively shallow and wide, bottom shear stress and downwelling storm currents 
may rework the substrate into ridge fields (Roy et al., 1994). In contrast, a shallow 
swell-dominated shoreface would likely rework sediment onshore (Roy et al., 1994 ). 
Sediment supply and energy regime are key factors that influence shoreface 
behaviour and equilibrium (Swift and Thorne, 1991 ). For a lower shoreface that is too 
shallow relative to its equilibrium profile and is also subject to high sediment supply, 
the energy regime would be expected to disperse sediment in both the onshore and 
offshore directions. The lower shoreface would function as a distributor, with 
sediment moving onshore to prograde the upper shoreface and barrier, as well as 
offshore to bypass the shelf or build a clinoform onto the outer shelf or slope. 
Conversely, if a lower shoreface is too deep relative to its equilibrium surface and is 
also subject to high sediment supply, it would be expected to sequester sediment, 
aggrading toward the equilibrium surface to build a shoreface sand body (Roy et al., 
1994 ). A shoreface that inherits an inadequate quantity of sediment or has an 
inadequate supply from external terrigenous sources is considered to be geologically 
controlled and is therefore unable to develop a theoretical equilibrium profile. A 
shoreface with abundant sediment supply that retains bedrock outcrops provides an 
important indicator of where the shoreface is too shallow relative to equilibrium for the 
inherent energy regime. 
Relative sea-level change is another major factor affecting shoreface equilibrium 
(Curray, 1964). A shoreface that is subject to sea-level rise would be expected to 
respond relative to the equilibrium profile. If the lower shoreface and shelf remain too 
shallow relative to equilibrium following sea-level rise, only the upper shoreface 
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would gain accommodation space to sequester sediment. If the lower shoreface and 
shelf were initially at or below equilibrium, sea-level rise would create accommodation 
space across the entire profile. In this regard, the shape of the lower shoreface can play 
an important role in determining the effect of sea-level rise on barrier beaches (Roy et 
a!., 1994 ). A shoreface in equilibrium subject to sea-level fall would be expected to 
disperse sediment in the onshore or offshore direction, depending on the energy 
regime. 
Given the above general propositions, the following research questions are put 
forward: 
• When accommodation space is available, can the shoreface act as a capacitor 
for sediment supply in response to episodic events or supply-stress? 
• Does a lower shoreface adjust toward a deeper equilibrium in response to a 
reduced external sediment supply or effective increase in dispersal-stress? 
• Conversely, does a lower shoreface adjust toward a shallower equilibrium in 
response to an increased external sediment supply or effective decrease in 
dispersal-stress'? 
• Does aggradation or lowering of the lower shoreface indicate a trend toward 
equilibrium? 
• Can a lowering of the lower shoreface be shown to account for the progradation 
of the upper shoreface and barrier? 
1.4 Study Area 
The study area is ideally suited for research on shoreface behaviour and equilibrium 
concepts, including extensions to nested hierarchical scales of coastal 
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morphodynamics. The combination of a high-energy oceanographic climate, an active 
tectonic margin, abundant terrigenous sediment supply, and a geologically-confined 
sediment-sharing system--complete with prograded barriers/strandplains that are 
situated on diverse substrate slopes and separated by a large river mouth and two 
coastal plain estuaries-makes the Columbia River littoral cell unique and one of the 
most dynamic coastal environments in the world. Moreover, this study area features 
both mean trend and episodic morphological behaviour on a variety of space and time 
scales in response to the interplay of tectonic uplift, repeated large subduction zone 
earthquakes, episodic subsidence, tsunami inundation, catastrophic floods, volC(anic 
eruptions, decadal-scale climate oscillations, interannual El Niiio events, seasonal 
shifts in coastal currents and wave climate, seasonally variable and episodic river 
discharge of fine sediment, and human interventions. 
The Columbia River littoral cell (CRLC) is a 165-km long stretch of coast between 
Tillamook Head, Oregon, and Point Grenville, Washington, USA (Figure 1.1 ). The 
littoral cell comprises four barrier sub-cells separated by the Columbia River and two 
large estuaries, Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor. Peterson et al. ( 1999) indicate that 
Clatsop Plains and Long Beach began to prograde between 4000 to 5000 BP, whereas 
the progradation of Grayland Plains and North Beach was delayed until 2000 and 1500 
BP, respectively. Herb (2000) analyzed subsurface data and calculated that the total 
volume of barrier and shelf sediment above the ravinement surface is greatest in the 
Clatsop Plains sub-cell and decreases northward, corresponding to a gradient in the 
depth of the ravinement surface. One possible explanation for the delay in formation 
or progradation of the northern barriers is that the large accommodation volume in the 
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south needed to be filled before significant littoral supply of sediment to the northern 
sub-cells was possible. 
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Figure 1.1. The Columbia River littoral cell along 165 km of Pacific Northwest coast, USA. 
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Interpretations of seismic-reflection data and of the Holocene evolution of the 
CRLC by Twichell and Cross (200 I) provide a regional view of the inherited substrate 
upon which the barriers transgressed and formed as sea level rose over the Holocene. 
By 10,000 years before present (BP) sea level was about 47 m lower, and the shoreline 
was 5-15 km west of its present location. Both the Columbia River Valley and the 
Chehalis River Valley (Grays Harbor) were submerged and filled with sediment, 
primarily from the Columbia River, as sea level continued to rise. By 6000 BP the 
shoreline was near its present location and sea level was II m lower than present. By 
this time, Willapa Bay had flooded and was filled nearly to sea level with sediment., 
Figures 1.2 and 1.3 reveal the regional. alongshore gradients in the inherited 
substrate depth which the shoreline transgressed. At the present 40-m depth contour, 
the interpreted ravinement surface indicates that the inherited shelf substrate for 
Clatsop Plains and Long Beach was a large valley between Tillamook Head in the 
south and Grayland Plains in the north. At the location of the present 20-m depth 
contour, the interpreted seismic-reflection data suggest that the substrate is located 14 
m or more below the present shoreface along Clatsop Plains and Long Beach. In 
contrast, the Grayland Plains substrate ranges from more than 20 m below the present 
shoreface in the south to about 5 m below present in the north. Both interpreted 
alongshore profiles of the ravinement surface suggest that the inherited substrate of 
North Beach is very close to the present shoreface surface, except where previously cut 
by fluvial channels. Much of the shallow substrate north of Grays Harbor is Tertiary 
rock (Twichell et a!., 2000; McCrory et a!., 2002) or glacial outwash transported by 
fluvial systems when sea level was much lower (Venkatarathnam and McManus, 
1973). 
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Figure 1.2. CALC alongshore profile at the present 40-m depth contour showing the 
interpreted Holocene evolution surfaces of Twichell and Cross (2001 ). For reference 
purposes, the location of the vibracore transects and the present entrances to the Columbia 
River, Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor are shown. 
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Figure 1.3. CALC alongshore profile at the present 20-m depth contour showing the 
interpreted Holocene evolution surfaces of Twichell and Cross (2001 ). For reference 
purposes, the location of the vibracore transects and the present entrances to the Columbia 
River, Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor are shown. 
The CRLC shoreface can be considered partially allochthonous, i.e., composed of 
sediment derived from an external source, usually terrigenous sediment supplied by 
rivers (Swift, 1976). The Long Beach shoreface is in fact allochthonous since it is 
composed completely of sediment from the Columbia River. However, the lower 
shoreface along North Beach is autochthonous as it is composed of mostly relict and 
reworked sand and gravel. Autochthonous sedimentation refers to the reworking and 
supply of sediment from an internal source, such as the degradation of the lower 
shoreface to supply sediment to the upper shoreface. The autochthonous sediment 
eroded from the lower shoreface of North Beach is composed mostly of gravels and 
coarse sediment from the Chehalis River Basin at the upper Grays Harbor Estuary. 
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Sediment on the upper- to mid-shoreface of Clatsop Plains and North Beach is 
composed of sediment both inherited and supplied by the Columbia River. The 
inherited coarse sediment is considered relict in the sense that it is out of equilibrium 
with the prevailing hydraulic regime (Swift et al., 1991 ). These contrasting shorefaces 
and modes of behaviour are shown in Figure 1.4. 
a 
SL 
b 
______.I··· 
1000m 
Figure 1.4. Contrasting modes of shoreface behaviour. (a) Allochthonous shelf with 
shoreface translation. (b) Autochthonous shelf with shoreface rotation. Modified after Cowell 
et al. (1995} and Roy et al. (1994) . 
The Columbia River littoral cell provides an excellent natural laboratory for 
exploring shoreface behaviour relative to equilibrium. This coastal cell comprises 
several features conducive to this study. First, the cell has prograded barriers and 
strandplains that offer a geological record for stratigraphic and geochronologic 
investigation (Meyers et al. , 1996; Jol et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1999). Second, the 
barriers and strandplains have been created from terrestrial sediments supplied by river 
discharge (Sternberg, 1986; Gelfenbaum et al., 1999; Peterson et al., 1999; Herb 2000; 
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Twichell and Cross, 2001 ), implying that the shoreface must respond to this supply and 
necessarily has a relationship with the barrier beaches. Third, the cell has a high 
energy regime and a relative abundance of fine sand, enabling high sediment-transport 
rates and large signals of morphology change (Ruggiero et al., 1997, 1999; Kaminsky 
et al., 1998). Fourth, the cell comprises four sub-cells, separated by estuaries, 
implying sediment-sharing systems and sub-systems within the cell that must co-
evolve according to equilibrium principles (Gelfenbaum et al., 1999). Fifth, the 
inherited substrate slopes for each sub-cell are significantly different (Twichell and 
Cross, 2001), suggesting a range of initial conditions and comparative sites within a 
single control volume. Sixth, large perturbation-response phenomena have occurred: 
one is coseismic subsidence resulting in instantaneous sea-level rise on the order of 2 
m followed by interseismic rebound with a recurrence interval of approximately 500 
years (Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997); the second is the installation of jetties 
across shallow sub-tidal shoals in which the response of the shoreface and coast can be 
documented on decadal to centuria! time scales (Kaminsky et al., 1999a; Buijsman et 
al., 2003a). 
1.5 Outline 
Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 presents the scientific motivation for 
studying large-scale coastal morphodynamics and elaborates on the theory of shoreface 
equilibrium. A brief review of the development of the research field in large-scale 
coastal behaviour provides the context in which this study was performed-namely, 
bridging temporal and spatial scales by using multiple methods and integrating data 
sets. Shoreface equilibrium concepts relevant to this study are then explored. This 
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chapter then summarizes the factors that are presumed to govern shoreface behaviour 
on time scales of decades to millennia. 
Chapter 3 describes the methods used to investigate shoreface behaviour in this 
study. The two principal methods are: (a) vibracore collection and analysis to study 
millennial-scale shoreface behaviour; and (b) historical shoreface-profile change 
analysis spanning approximately the past 130 years. The vibracoring methods entail 
collection in the field and processing in the laboratory, including core logging, x-
radiography, grain-size analysis, and radiocarbon dating. Historical shoreface change 
analysis involves the development of data-processing techniques and algorithms to 
extract metrics that quantify shoreface change. Because no single method (or even the 
two methods above in combination) can provide definitive proof of the proposed 
concepts, additional methods are employed throughout this study and are briefly 
described in these chapter overviews. 
Chapter 4 presents the results of the data collection described in Chapter 3. This 
chapter is principally included so that the vibracore data referenced in subsequent 
chapters can be presented largely free of interpretation. The criteria used to distinguish 
depositional environments are described, and the reader is directed to the core logs in 
Appendix A to view the detailed core data. Summary whole-core diagrams compiled 
from the core-section logs are included in this chapter to illustrate the shoreface 
stratigraphy alongside the calibrated radiocarbon results. The core locations are also 
shown on overlays of seismic reflection profiles, and further complemented by side-
scan sonar images. Finally, figures showing an overview of the historical shoreface-
profile change analysis are provided. 
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Chapter 5 presents the main thrust of this thesis: interpretation of shoreface 
behaviour over millennial and historical time scales. First, the late Holocene shoreface 
evolution for each CRLC sub-cell is described, followed by interpretation of the 
vibracore results. Next, the historical shoreface change analysis is presented. The 
results from both methods are integrated to explore consistency among time scales and 
with regard to shoreface behaviour propositions stated in Section 1.3. 
Chapter 6 expands upon Chapter 5 by investigating shoreface behaviour specifically 
in relation to equilibrium. Shoreface behaviour is evaluated based on two perturbation 
conditions: (a) jetty construction forcing evolution from shallow shoal to shoreface; 
and (b) modeled shoreface response to rapid subsidence events. Historical profile 
changes in the vicinity of jetties are analyzed to obtain rates of change starting from a 
condition of disequilibrium. Next, shoreface profiles at transects both closer to and 
farther from these inherited disequilibrium profiles are compared to theoretical 
equilibrium profiles. Finally, shoreface profile response to earthquake-induced 
subsidence events is explored with the Shoreface Translation Model (Cowell et al., 
1995) and calibrated by interpretations of ground penetrating radar (GPR) (Jol et al., 
1998; Peterson et al., 2002; Jol and Peterson, 2006). 
In Chapter 7 an independent check on the profile responses documented in Chapters 
5 and 6 is performed through a historical sediment budget analysis. This chapter also 
reviews examples of similar shoreface behaviour and other case examples of onshore 
sediment supply from the lower shoreface documented in the literature. The sediment-
sharing contribution of the lower shoreface is often difficult to quantify and less 
definitive than other compartments such as the inlets, ebb-tidal deltas, and barriers. 
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The sediment budget analysis reduces this uncertainty and constrains the range of 
possibilities that can account for the better known sediment sources, pathways, and 
fluxes. 
Chapter 8 expands on the concept of a decadal-scale sediment budget taken in 
Chapter 7 by generalizing the idea of a sediment-sharing system to apply to a broad 
range of temporal and spatial scales. This chapter revisits the basic premises regarding 
multi-scale research in the field of coastal morphodynamics that are introduced in 
Section 1.2 and further discussed in Chapter 2. An approach based on hierarchical 
morphodynamic systems is proposed in light of recent developments in the field of 
large-scale coastal behaviour and the coastal tract meta-morphology introduced by 
Cowell et al. (2003a,b ). As an example of a way forward, six levels of nested 
hierarchical scales of coastal morphodynamics are proposed and illustrated based on 
the study area, the research performed in this thesis, and the findings of others. 
Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions of the research performed in this thesis. The 
key findings are evaluated and discussed. Finally, suggestions are offered for future 
research on shoreface behaviour and hierarchical coastal morphodynamic systems. 
References and appendices follow Chapter 9. Appendix A provides detailed core 
logs for each section of the 37 vibracores collected in this study. Appendix B provides 
the results of radiocarbon dating of material sampled from the vibracores. Appendix C 
presents historical surveys at the mouth of the Columbia River and discusses the 
morphologic changes that assist in interpretation of some of the Clatsop Plains 
vibracores. 
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2 Coastal Morphodynamics and Shoreface Equilibrium: 
Motivation and Concepts 
2.1 Motivation 
Many geological studies of coastal evolution during the 1970s and 1980s were 
undertaken to address changes associated with relative sea-level fluctuations over the 
last 125,000 years. Most of these studies have investigated coastal changes over time 
scales of millennia. More recently, increasing attention has been given to 
understanding coastal evolution over the past 10,000 years with temporal resolution of 
centuries. Conversely, coastal engineering and nearshore oceanographic studies during 
the 1970s and 1980s focused on understanding the basic physics that govern nearshore 
hydrodynamics and morphology on time scales of seconds to hours. During the 1990s, 
geological-based and process-based studies have increasingly overlapped with regard 
to the temporal_ and spatial scales of scientific inquiry. With greater knowledge of 
fundamental coastal processes as well as advancements in technology and computing 
capacity, studies of coastal behaviour on scales of decades and tens of kilometers have 
. 
become a focus for coastal sedimentary research. Research themes have since evolved 
toward understanding the interaction of hydrodynamic, geological, and sedimentary 
processes of large-scale coastal morphodynamics ( cf. Carter and Woodroffe, 1994). 
Several international conferences and research programs have helped to merge 
traditional disciplines, approaches, and methodologies to advance the knowledge of the 
functioning and evolution of coastal sedimentary systems over a broad range of spatial 
and temporal scales. Among the first coordinated research programs of this nature was 
the International Geological Correlation Programme (IGCP) Project 274: Coastal 
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Evolution in the Quaternary (1988-1993). Since the initiation of the IGCP Project 
274, other conferences and programs have helped stimulate an emerging field that 
addresses the coastal zone as a morphodynamic system (e.g., the conference 'Large 
Scale Coastal Behavior' (LSCB'93) (List, 1993; List and Terwindt, 1995) and the 
European Union project on Prediction of Aggregated Scale Coastal Evolution (de 
Vriend, 1997)). The 1996 U.S. National Science Foundation Ocean Sciences 
Workshop on the Future of Marine Geology and Geophysics (FUMAGES) report 
identifies the need to investigate the basic components of the shelf and shoreface in 
order to better understand the role of antecedent controls and processes that gove~ 
system behaviour (National Science Foundation, 1996). The 1999 IGCP 437 
workshop on The Non-Steady State of the Inner Shelf and Shoreline: Coastal Change 
on the Time Scale of Decades to Millennia in the Late Quaternary emphasized the 
need for multidisciplinary integrated research on sedimentary processes over a range of 
spatial and temporal scales, including from the coastal uplands to the continental 
shelves and slopes (Fletcher eta!., 2000). A U.S. National Science Foundation science 
program, MARGINS Source to Sink (Nittrouer and Driscoll, 1999) is now underway 
and aims to advance the understanding of sediment flux through the broadest range of 
linked physiographic units across the land-ocean margin. 
Despite the scientific progress that has been made over the past decade and a half in 
combining bottom-up and top-down approaches to bridge the gap between small-scale 
morphodynamics and large-scale coastal evolution, there remains a major gulf between 
traditional methods, disciplinary boundaries, and scientific understanding. Pye and 
Allen (2000) argue that much more emphasis is needed on hybrid approaches. They 
urge the development and extension of historical trend analysis, and application of 
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equilibrium concepts, regime relationships, data synthesis and integration, and the 
cross-testing of different model outputs and hypotheses. 
In order to improve the management of sediment resources and their transfer 
through watersheds, coasts, and oceans, a concerted scientific effort is needed to 
understand these linked sedimentary units as a system. Investigating coastal 
sedimentary systems requires multi-disciplinary research teams applying expertise and 
methods that span the land-ocean interface. Such study teams are needed to 
concentrate on particular sediment dispersal systems over periods of several years in 
order to develop a scientific understanding and basis for effective long-term, regional 
schemes for coastal and sediment management (e.g., Nittrouer and Kravitz, 1996; 
Kaminsky and Gelfenbaum, 2000). 
Because coastal sedimentary systems can require over a century to respond to 
perturbations-such as jetty construction or an extreme river flood and the associated 
sediment discharge to the coastal zone-the 'state' of the coast and its tendencies to 
evolve at decade to century scale (the scale most relevant in coastal management) must 
be examined within the context of larger-scale forcing and dynamics. Without further 
research into the processes that govern large-scale coastal behaviour, predictions will 
be restricted to the changes driven by smaller-scale processes and events. Such 
predictions, while useful to managers in assessing the relative susceptibility of coastal 
property to storm events, are of limited value in long-term coastal development 
planning and hazard management. One approach to dealing with this difficulty is to 
use geomorphological interpretation of controlling parameters and influences to 
qualitatively estimate coastal evolution at the century scale, beyond the horizon of 
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existing planning efforts (Cooper and Jay, 2002). In order to properly understand and 
predict coastal change at a management scale of tens of kilometers and decades, it is 
essential to investigate a coastal region from an integrated multi-scale systems 
perspective. 
Predictive modeling at scales of tens of kilometers and decades relies considerably 
on the concept of nested hierarchical scales of coastal systems (Chapter 8) with 
accompanying endeavors to scale down from geological-based models and scale up 
from process-based models (e.g., de Vriend, 1997). In practice, this approach requ(res 
data and knowledge of the coastal system at three hierarchical scales. At large scale is 
the geological framework and inheritance that controls low-order net trends over 
millennia. At medium scale is the system of interest, where regional changes in 
coastal configuration at decade to century scale can be documented by historical data. 
Finally, at small scale are the coastal processes that drive higher-order fluctuations in 
coastal morphodynamics. These three hierarchical scales are illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Geological-based behaviour-oriented models can provide upper boundary conditions 
and information on the background natural evolution of the large-scale system (e.g., 
Cowell et a!., 1995; Niedoroda et al., 1995; van Goor et al., 2003). Process-based 
models can successfully simulate morphodynamic behaviour on times scales of days to 
years (e.g., de Vriend 1987a,b; 1990; 199la,b; 1992a,b). 
A remaining difficulty is accurately modeling and predicting coastal changes on 
time scales of multiple decades. Process-based, behaviour-oriented models such as 
one-line shoreline change models enable the simulation of decadal-scale changes, but 
the results in their own right are not well constrained and must be calibrated by other 
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data and prediction methods to reduce the uncertainty. A combination of approaches is 
necessary to overcome the natural complexity of coastal system evolution and improve 
predictions at the management scale. These approaches include the integration of data 
with conceptual models and expert knowledge, the development of empirical relations 
between multiple parameters, the development of realistic scenarios bounded by the 
effects of processes occurring at both smaller and larger scales, iteration between 
model simulation and data collection (for input as well as output calibration and 
validation), and probabilistic modeling. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic temporal and spatial scale cascade showing three levels of nested 
hierarchical coastal systems with their corresponding modeling frameworks and approaches to 
predict coastal change at a management scale of decades and tens of kilometers. 
Even if all necessary process and morphology data were available, accurate long-
term predictions would remain problematic. This difficulty is due to the fact that 
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natural phenomena such as the magnitude and frequency of storms, climatic 
fluctuations, and tectonic events are stochastic processes (i.e., they depend on random 
variables that cannot be predicted with certainty). At best, stochastic processes can be 
associated with probabilities of occurrence and levels of uncertainty. Therefore, 
probabilities and uncertainties are integral components of the most advanced decision-
support products required by coastal managers for activities such as defining 
acceptable levels of risk, mitigating coastal hazards, guiding land-use planning, and 
informing investments in community infrastructure. 
Despite the present limited capability to predict coastal evolution at multi-decadal 
time scales, an understanding of regional sedimentary systems provides the scientific 
basis for improving human responses to coastal change. An important step in applying 
knowledge of large-scale coastal behaviour to management practice is to develop 
coastal policies consistent with this knowledge. For example, the Dutch government 
revised its coastal policy in 2000 to adopt a sustainable approach to assessing and 
preserving coastal sand volumes using a dynamic reference frame (van Koningsveld 
and Mulder, 2004). The revised coastal policy is based on research that found that the 
shoreface along the Netherlands coast of the North Sea has a closure depth of 20 m at 
time scales of three to five decades (Hinton, 2000). The alongshore spatial scale is 
assumed to be several tens of kilometers (van Koningsveld and Mulder, 2004), and 
nine coastal cells making up the Dutch coastal system have been defined (Mulder, 
2000). The first operational objective of the redefined sustainable coastal policy is to 
preserve the total sand volume within this coastal system (Mulder, 2000). As an 
example of how science can influence policy, the JARKUS monitoring program-
surveying the Dutch coast to a depth of 8 to 12m water depth annually, and to a depth 
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of 16 m every three to five years since 1965-is now being extended to include 
shoreface monitoring to a depth of 20 m every five years (van Koningsveld and 
Mulder, 2004). 
In summary, it is evident that more research is needed on linking morphodynamic 
systems across a cascade of scales relevant to LSCB. The approach necessarily 
involves the integration of many disciplines and methods within the broad field of the 
geosciences. As progress is made within this field, the next step would be to integrate 
hierarchical levels within the coastal tract cascade to their equivalent scales within 
ecological, economic, and social systems. In this way, science can be better integrated 
with management, and the prediction of coastal evolution will continue to be 
improved. 
2.2 Shoreface Equilibrium Concepts 
The concept of an equilibrium shoreface profile has been proposed and discussed 
over a relatively long time by many authors (e.g., Cornaglia, 1889; Fenneman, 1902; 
Johnson, 1919; Keulegan and Krumbein, 1949; Bruun, 1962; Dietz, 1963, 1964; 
Moore and Curray, 1964; Dean 1977, 1987, 1991; Inman eta!., 1993; Nummedal et al., 
1993; Cowell et a!., 1999). Similar to the concept of 'depth of closure', theory 
regarding shoreface equilibrium has ranged from being categorically valuable when 
appropriately applied to being useless or wrong when inappropriately applied (Pilkey 
et a!., 1993; Capobianco et al., 2002). In addition, the equilibrium concept has a 
number of nuances that can lead to misinterpretation (Riggs et a!., 1995). 
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In order to explore the concept of shoreface equilibrium, it is important to clarify 
some points at the outset. First is a definition of terms. The use of the term shoreface 
is inconsistent in the literature. For the purpose of this thesis, the shoreface is defined 
broadly as the zone with a cross-shore profile (shape, slope, curvature, and 
configuration) extending from the upper beachface (or dune) to the middle of the 
continental shelf (cf. Stive and de Vriend, 1995). Although not inherently part of the 
shoreface, the landward extension of the shoreface, the coastal landform topographic 
profile, is an important consideration to shoreface behaviour and equilibrium (see 
Chapter 8 on LSCB and the coastal tract concept) because a shoreface comprise~ of 
unconsolidated sediment in disequilibrium with its environment exchanges sediment 
with its linked environments, e.g., strandplain, barrier, backbarrier, and estuary ( cf. 
Stive et al., 1998; van Goor et al., 2003). 
The definition of equilibrium is also not consistent in the literature. In this paper, 
equilibrium is generally taken to imply a system at steady state within its environment. 
More explicitly applied to the shoreface, an equilibrium profile is one along which the 
local, time-averaged, cross-shore sediment transport is zero, as are the gradients in 
alongshore transport (Inman et al., 1993). Often in the coastal geosciences the term 
'dynamic equilibrium' is used to recognize that, though a system is continually 
evolving, at the scale of interest it can be characterized as spatially or temporally 
constant. Therefore with the use of such terminology as 'equilibrium' it is essential to 
have explicit recognition of the inherent space and time scale commensurate to the 
system of interest (Schumm and Lichty, 1965). A fundamental difficulty herein is that 
the shoreface behaves as a function of multiple and interacting temporal and spatial 
scales. In simple terms, the shoreface evolves on short time scales in shallow water 
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and long time scales in deep water (Stive and de Vriend, 1995; Capobianco et a!., 
1997). Thus with the concept of shoreface equilibrium, it is critical to recognize the 
intrinsic time scales associated with portions of the shoreface. 
The definition of the upper shoreface is commonly based on identification of a 
seaward closure depth to the envelope of annual-scale profile change. Hallermeier 
(1981) determined that the upper-shoreface profile has a closure depth, h1, of 
h1 = 2.28H,, - 68.5 ( H I.TJ (2.1) 
where Hsx is the extreme wave height that is exceeded 12 hours per year, Tsx is the 
associated wave period, and g is acceleration due to gravity. Based on improved 
profile data, Birkemeier (1985) updates the first and second coefficients of Eq. 2.1 to 
be 1.75 and 57.9, respectively. Because these statistics on regional wave climate are 
often unknown, Hallermeier also provided a more practical approximation of 
h1 = 2H, + 110" (2.2) 
where H. is the mean annual significant wave height, and O" is the standard deviation 
' 
of H,. By definition, this expression provides an estimate of closure depth based on 
mean wave climate, not anomalous storm conditions. Relative to shoreface 
equilibrium, Eq. 2.2 provides a reference to an annual-depth scale for shoreface 
behaviour. 
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Extending seaward from the upper shoreface is the lower shoreface, which 
Hallermeier (1981) refers to as the shoal zone. The seaward limit of the lower 
shoreface, h;, corresponds to the maximum water depth of sand motion by median 
wave conditions. This empirically derived limit is 
h; = (ii, - 0.3a) f, (g /5000 D )Y, (2.3) 
where T is the mean annual significant wave period and D is the characteristic 
median grain diameter (D50) of the shoreface, which may be taken at a water depth of 
h z 1.5h1. 
The most fundamental expressions for shoreface equilibrium profiles are derived 
from analysis of a large number of beach profiles. Bruun (1954) examined beach 
profiles from the Danish North Sea coast and U.S. Pacific coast at Mission Bay, 
California, and found them to follow an equilibrium form of 
'" h(y) = Ay'"' (2.4) 
where h is the water depth, y is the seaward distance, and A is an empirical coefficient 
dependent on sediment characteristics. Dean ( 1977) analyzed 504 beach profiles along 
the U.S. Atlantic and Gulf coasts and confirmed Bruun's simple power law equation 
(Eq. 2.4) with the remarkable finding that a power value of% provided the best fit of 
these profiles. Dean (1977) also determined that Eq. 2.4 is consistent with uniform 
wave-energy dissipation. per unit volume, D •. For a given grain size, d, the cross-shore 
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uniform energy dissipation per unit volume in which the sediment remains in 
equilibrium is 
I dF _ -D (d) 
-- . 
- ' h dy 
(2.5) 
where F is the wave energy flux and y' the onshore-directed, shore-normal coordinate. 
Using shallow water linear wave theory, Eq. 2.4 can be expressed as 
d(~ pgy'h' fih) 
8 =-hD,(d) 
dy' (2.6) 
where F = ECg such that, E = }_ pgH 2 in which p is the density of water, g is the 
8 
acceleration of gravity, and H is the local wave height. C, = ..Jih is known as the 
shallow-water group velocity. The breaker index, y, is equal to HI,, "' 0.8. After 
differentiation and integration, Eq. 2.6 becomes 
h(y) = ( 24D,(d) )'
11 
2/3 
5pgy' fi Y = A(d)y'n (2.7) 
wher~ A is now referred to as the equilibrium profile scale factor. 
Bowen ( 1980) developed models of cross-shore sediment transport based on the 
null-point hypothesis (lppen and Eagleson, 1955; Eagleson and Dean, 1961) for 
equilibrium profiles where it is assumed that the time-averaged transport is zero 
everywhere on the profile. Bowen also found an intriguing relationship in the form of 
,, 
h =Ay where 
A= ( (7.:01)
2 r (2.8) 
shows the relationship with sediment settling velocity, w. 
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Moore (1982) developed an empirical relationship between A and d from which 
Dean ( 1987) then transformed d to settling velocity, w, such that 
A=0.067ol44 
(2.9) 
where A has dimensions in m"' and win cm/s. 
These developments represent significant progress on basic processes for defining 
the equilibrium profile with an emphasis on the beach and upper shoreface. These 
simple concepts are remarkably robust and useful in evaluating shoreface behaviour. 
There are notable deficiencies in these descriptions, such as the beach slope 
approaching infinity at the shoreline, and the profile sloping monotoni<;ally offshore. 
There have since been improvements to these fundamental concepts to better represent 
natural complexities and to improve predictive capabilities. Most notably, two-section 
compound equilibrium-profile shapes have been derived (e.g., Inman et al., 1993; 
Cowell et al., 1999; Larson et al., 1999; Bernabeu et al., 2003; Jenkins and Inman, 
2006) to account for the cross-shore spatially-varying mechanisms that govern 
shoreface behaviour and equilibrium. However, most improvements to equilibrium-
profile modeling concentrate on the beach and nearshore environments. The emphasis 
in this thesis is on the behaviour of the lower shoreface and the relationship of the 
lower shoreface to the upper shoreface and barrier. As a first-order evaluation of 
shoreface behaviour relative to equilibrium, the rudimentary developments are 
sufficient. Indeed, simplification of models to include only the terms that drive net 
change is required for prediction of large-scale coastal behaviour (Larson and Kraus, 
1995). 
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Given that the intrinsic time scale of shoreface change increases with distance and 
depth offshore, the mean trend behaviour of the shoreface must be considered in the 
context of its environment. Near the shoreline, the shoreface responds to stresses in its 
environment on time scales of hours (Stive et a!., 2002). Varying wave energy and 
tidal cycles directly affect the response of the upper shoreface within the surf zone on 
these short time scales. Cycles in forcing conditions lead to the definition of 
equilibrium as the 'average' or 'characteristic' profile on a commensurate time scale, 
viz. summer and winter equilibrium profiles (Inman et a!., 1993); yet equilibrium 
profiles at annual, interannual, or decadal time scales may be significantly different 
(Capobianco eta!., 2002). At larger time scales, these short-term changes of the upper 
shoreface are viewed as mere fluctuations, and the principal concern is to determine 
the mean trend of the upper shoreface, e.g., landward or seaward translation. At time 
scales of decades to centuries, the upper shoreface extending to the lower shoreface 
may be observed to undergo a mean trend such as profile steepening or flattening 
(rotation), thus lowering or aggrading the upper portion of the lower shoreface beyond 
annual closure depths (e.g., Roy and Thorn, 1987; Wijnberg and Terwindt, 1995; 
Hinton et a!., 1999; Wijnberg, 2002, Cooper and Navas, 2004; Taylor et a!., 2004 ). 
These changes may occur due to changes in sediment budget, wave climate (energy 
regime), or human intervention; yet few studies have been performed to determine the 
causes of these changes on this temporal and spatial scale. On time scales of centuries 
to millennia, lowering or aggrading of the lower shoreface may occur as a long-term 
relaxation time or in response to a change in relative sea level (Curray, 1964; Swift, 
1975; Roy and Stephens, 1981; Roy and Thorn, 1981; Swift and Thorne, 1991; Cowell 
and Thorn, 1994). Thus, the 'environment' of the shoreface may be undergoing 
constant change, and the reference frame by which to determine the state of the 
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shoreface relative to equilibrium is in actuality Lagrangian in nature (i.e., moving in 
space and time). 
Despite these complexities, on time scales of interest in this thesis (decades to 
millennia), the concept of shoreface equilibrium can be expressed in simple terms that 
are broadly applicable, such as the 'Goldilocks paradigm'. A shoreface profile can be 
thought of as being too deep (or steep), too shallow (or flat), or just right (cf. Figure 
8.15 in Dean and Dalrymple, 2002; Figure 2 in Cowell et al., 2003b). The shoreface in 
equilibrium is 'just right' in that it has no predominant tendency to become e!ther 
deeper/steeper or shallower/flatter. A shoreface in equilibrium balances the mean 
effects of its environment to maintain a constant shape (at the temporal and spatial 
scale of interest). A shoreface that is too deep/steep is not in equilibrium and has a 
tendency to aggrade/flatten. Likewise, a shoreface that is too shallow/flat has a 
tendency to lower/steepen toward equilibrium. 
Following the development of the simple cross-shore sediment transport model that 
Moore ( 1982) proposed, Kriebel (1982), Kriebel and Dean (1984, 1985) and Kriebel 
( 1986) investigated profile response to disequilibrium conditions. The basic concept is 
that the energy dissipation rate is dependent on the profile departure from equilibrium. 
The difference in energy dissipation rate between the actual profile and the equilibrium 
profile thus determines the amount and direction of net sediment transport and results 
in profile adjustment toward equilibrium. The volumetric cross-shore sediment 
transport rate per unit width in the offshore direction (q,) is given as 
q, = K(D-D,) (2.10) 
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where K is a dimensional constant. As discussed above, the equilibrium energy 
dissipation rate per unit volume, D ,, depends on the grain size, d, and equilibrium 
profile scale factor, A, as given in Eq. 2.7. The energy dissipation rate per unit volume 
can be obtained by differentiation of Eq. 2.6, which is 
5 2 e~:dh 
D, =J6pgy -vgh dy 
(2.11) 
to reveal that energy dissipation is mostly dependent on the bottom slope, and to a 
lesser degree, the water depth. If the actual profile is 'too steep or deep' relative to 
equilibrium, then there is greater energy dissipation on the upper shoreface compared 
to the equilibrium profile. This condition requires that Din Eq. 2.10 is greater than D,, 
and results in a positive quantity for q5 , implying net offshore sediment transport to 
flatten and aggrade the lower shoreface toward equilibrium. Alternatively, if the actual 
profile is 'too f!at or shallow' relative to equilibrium, energy dissipation is greater on 
the lower shoreface, resulting in onshore transport and a steepening and lowering of 
the profile toward equilibrium. Profile change as described here requires conservation 
of sediment such that 
dh dq, 
dt - dy (2.12) 
Moore ( 1982) coupled Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 to predict profile evolution, and in 
laboratory tests found a relatively constant value forK, where K = 2.2 x I o·6 m 4/N. 
Zheng and Dean ( 1997) noted that' the equilibration time for disequilibrium profiles 
varies widely, due to the non-linear nature of sediment transport. Based on Froude 
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scaling relationships, Zheng and Dean (1997) suggest a modification of Eq. 2.10, in 
which 
q= K(D-D,f (2.13) 
While these concepts have been derived for relatively small scales (e.g., the upper 
shoreface changing over days to months), they nevertheless represent a behaviour-
oriented, macroscale approach, consistent with the aims of this thesis. Furthermore, on 
much larger time scales, shoreface behaviour has been shown to be consistent with 
these principles derived from small-scale empirical and theoretical developments. For 
example, Roy and Thorn (1987) and Roy et al. (1994) find that substrate slope has a 
profound influence on coastal evolution and can govern net onshore or offshore 
sediment transport over much longer time scales. 
Regardless of the temporal and spatial scale of interest, it is important to recognize 
the governing factors in shoreface behaviour and equilibrium. The shape of an 
equilibrium shoreface is governed by a balance between (I) the sediment composition 
and characteristics, (2) the energy-regime forcing on the bottom sediments, (3) the 
inherited substrate slope and regional configuration, ( 4) the rate and persistence of 
sediment supply, and (5) the variability in relative sea level. At multiple spatial and 
temporal scales the shoreface inherently tends to evolve toward a dynamic equilibrium 
surface through mutual adjustment of the governing variables (Thorne and Swift, 
1991). In practice it can be difficult to determine the precise combination of factors, 
and the relative contribution of each factor, that defines the equilibrium state. 
Nevertheless, inverse modeling can be used to assess the dominance of one factor over 
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another, and in some cases, equilibrium can be dominated by a single factor (e.g., 
Cowell et at., 1995). Each of the factors governing shoreface equilibrium is discussed 
below. 
I. Sediment composition and characteristics are largely inherited as part of the 
regional substrate, but can also be influenced by terrigenous sediment supply. 
Of particular importance to shoreface change is the extent to which the 
shoreface sediment can be mobilized by the energy regime. A substrate that is 
sufficiently consolidated may in itself prevent a shoreface from reaching an 
equilibrium state. In any case, the physical properties of the substrate that 
affect sediment mobility-particularly grain size and density, and to a lesser 
extent, shape-have a direct effect on the equilibrium profile as well as on the 
inherent time scale at which equilibrium can be attained. The equilibrium state 
for a shoreface with coarse sediments is different (steeper) than for a shoreface 
with fine sediments. Inherited patterns of sediment composition can impose a 
control on shoreface equilibrium (Liu and Zarillo, 1990), especially if the 
. sediments cannot be actively reworked and redistributed across the shoreface, 
such as in the case of paleofluvial gravel channels or indurated substrate (e.g., 
Riggs et at., 1995). Lacking such irregularities, an equilibrium profile would 
manifest as a graded distribution of sediment size across the shoreface (Liu and 
Zarillo, 1989; Dunbar and Barrett, 2005). 
2. The energy regime that affects the bottom sediments naturally varies over time. 
For the purposes of assessing shoreface behaviour and equilibrium within a 
coherent spatial and temporal scale, the energy regime must be assumed to 
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possess a constant mean quantity that can effectively mobilize the shoreface 
sediment (cf. Niedoroda et al., 1995). 
3. The inherited substrate slope and regional configuration of the seafloor are of 
major influence and provide a spatial reference frame for determining 
shoreface equilibrium (Roy et al., 1994). By definition, the successive mean 
trends of sediment transfer and accumulation relative to the inherited shoreface 
profile determine whether the shoreface is too steep/deep or too flat/shallow. A 
deep shoreface implies positive accommodation space and the tende~cy to 
accumulate sediment up to the equilibrium profile. An inherited shoreface that 
is too shallow implies negative accommodation space and the tendency for 
shoreface erosion down to the equilibrium profile (except where prevented by 
indurated substrate). The overall slope or configuration of the inherited 
shoreface also affects these trends. For example, an inherited disequilibrium 
shape will govern the cross-shore 'cut and fill' needed to achieve the 
equilibrium profile. 
4. The rate and persistence of sediment supply affect the shoreface behaviour and 
equilibrium in two ways. For a shoreface that is too deep, a supply of sediment 
provides the material to fill accommodation space. For a shoreface that is too 
shallow, a supply of sediment will be dispersed and distributed according to the 
energy regime and sediment composition. Where excess sediment cannot be 
transferred to other physiographic units (e.g., the backbarrier), the 
accumulation of this sediment may result in a shift in shoreface extent and 
location. The principal tendency in this case is to have sediment accumulation 
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toward the onshore and/or offshore portions of the shoreface, resulting in an 
overall translation and seaward extension of the shoreface profile. If the rate 
and persistence of sediment supply overwhelms a shoreface that is otherwise 
too shallow, this factor then governs the equilibrium profile itself. On the other 
end, if the rate and persistence of sediment supply is insufficient to fill 
available accommodation space (i.e., if the shoreface is under-nourished), this 
factor likewise determines the equilibrium. Persistence of sediment supply 
does not require a steady input of sediment; it can be episodic, but averaged 
over time, the supply must be positive (i.e., the dispersal rate must not deplete 
the available source). 
5. Relative sea level change (including uplift and subsidence caused by tectonic 
and isostatic movements) ultimately defines the response of the shoreface 
relative to equilibrium (Bruun, 1962; Curray, 1964). Similar to the inherited 
substrate slope and configuration, sea level provides a spatial reference frame 
for determining shoreface equilibrium. A change in sea level redefines the 
environment to which the shoreface must respond. Because sea level is a 
fundamental driver of shoreface change, shoreface equilibrium must be 
evaluated either relative to stable sea level (stationary reference frame) or 
changing sea level (Lagrangian reference frame). Another important 
consideration with sea level change is the tendency of the shoreface to respond 
quickly near the shoreline and more slowly with increasing distance and depth 
offshore. 
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In summary, the shoreface evolves in response to a combination of conditions 
governed by these forcing factors. The inherited shoreface configuration interacts with 
other variables and affects equilibrium. Combinations of inherited substrate slope and 
sea level change are particularly valuable in evaluating shoreface kinematics and the 
response to other variables. 
A special mention is warranted here with regard to shallow, substrate-controlled 
platforms that prevent the shoreface from attaining an equilibrium depth. This type of 
geological setting has been raised in arguments refuting the validity of the shoref~ce 
equilibrium concept, and in particular, the application of the concept in predictive 
modeling (Pilkey et al., 1993; Thieler et al., 1995). Others have viewed this natural 
setting as helpful to elucidating equilibrium concepts (e.g., Pomar, 2001). Sonnenfeld 
and Cross ( 1993) defined a conceptual model of the 'wave-base razor' "to describe a 
natural upward limit of accumulation or base level that is not sea level, but rather a 
zone characterized by an unsteady outer-shelf equilibrium between sediment supply 
and removal that occurs in the water-depth zone between storm- and fair-weather 
wave-base (Osleger, 1991 )." In a study of sub-tidal carbonate cycles, Osleger ( 1991) 
advanced the idea of the suppression of carbonate accumulation by wave sweeping. 
Essentially, the concept is that active sediment reworking by the wave regime 
establishes an energy barrier (critical depth) that prevents vertical aggradation of 
carbonates into the photic zone of optimal productivity. Cross and Lessenger (1997) 
proficiently articulate the 'wave-base razor' concept and illustrate the effect of a 
shallow substrate-controlled shelf on shoreface progradation. They explain how a 
shallow, low-gradient shelf surface within wave base forms a sediment-bypass zone. 
Shoreface progradation is limited to the upper shoreface within wave base and to 
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locations below wave base, such as the outer shelf. Between the upper shoreface and 
the outer shelf below wave base, the shallow shelf surface undergoes repeated 
'shaving' (or 'sweeping') by storm waves to remove sediment. The bypass surface 
and shaving process creates a physical and stratigraphic separation between the upper-
shoreface progradational sequence and the offshore accumulation sequence (typically a 
clinoform) below wave base. In summary, the 'wave-base razor' metaphor 
incorporates equilibrium concepts into models of shoreface behaviour in situations 
where others have argued that the concept does not apply. In this case, recognition of 
the factors that govern equilibrium helps to define where it does or does not exist and 
improves the understanding and interpretation of shoreface morphology and evolution. 
Kraus (200 I) expounds on the central role of equilibrium concepts in predictive 
modeling of coastal morphology. 
Returning to the concept of the shoreface equilibrium state of 'just right', the shape 
of this profile tends to be concave-up from the lower shoreface to the beach 
(Niedoroda et a!., 1985). The upper portion is steepest and is principally governed by 
sediment composition and energy regime. The lower, offshore extent of this profile 
grades to either the edge of the continental shelf or, in the case of sediment supply and 
accommodation space, grades to a rollover point of a convex sand body or clinoform 
sequence. The top of a low-relief clinoform (i.e., topset) represents an equilibrium 
surface governed by wave-induced bed shear stress that increases in the shoreward 
direction (Pirmez eta!., 1998; Hampson 2000; Hampson and Storms, 2003; Quiquerez 
and Dromart, 2006). A shoreface comprised of mixed sediments that has evolved to 
equilibrium will have an offshore-fining gradient in grain size corresponding to the 
cross-shore time-averaged energy distribution. 
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Presumably, many shorefaces have not yet reached an equilibrium state due to the 
long time scales required to adjust to the factors identified above, particularly on the 
lower shoreface in environments subject to large fluctuations and sufficient 
accommodation space. In principle, however, small changes over long time scales on 
the lower shoreface are proportional to larger changes over shorter time scales on the 
upper shoreface. Independent of time scale and water depth, a shoreface in 
disequilibrium and comprised of unconsolidated, mobile sediments requires, to at least 
some degree, sediment transport in either the up-slope/onshore or down-slope/offshore 
direction to achieve equilibrium. In summary, large-scale shoreface behaviour should 
• 
be consistent with smaller-scale net change of the shoreface profile as described by 
Eqs. 2.1 0-2.13. 
2.3 Summary 
This thesis is motivated by the scientific challenge of and management needs for 
understanding and predicting coastal change on multi-decadal time scales. Knowledge 
of shoreface behaviour is essential to bridging the gap between interannual-scale 
coastal morphodynamics and millennial-scale coastal evolution. Equilibrium profile 
theory and the governing factors described in this chapter serve as a useful reference to 
the evaluation of trends in shoreface behaviour that can be measured on a decade to 
century scale and inferred on a millennia! scale. 
Subsequent chapters will evaluate these concepts in further detail. Chapter 3 
describes the methodology used to quantify decadal-scale shoreface behaviour, 
including the development of profiles from bathymetric data using smoothening and 
alongshore averaging techniques, as well as the development of equilibrium profiles 
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based on the equations presented in this chapter. In addition, Chapter 3 describes the 
collection and processing of vibracores to develop data for interpretation of millennial-
scale shoreface behaviour. Chapter 4 presents the basic data. Chapter 5 presents 
comparisons of the trends in shoreface behaviour based on these two methods and time 
scales. Chapter 6 analyzes decadal-scale shoreface profile response to disequilibrium, 
and compares the changes to theoretical equilibrium profiles. Chapter 6 also 
investigates shoreface response to coseismic subsidence events, drawing upon the 
factors governing shoreface equilibrium discussed in this chapter. Chapter 7 evaluates 
shoreface change in the context of a regional sediment-sharing system, which turns 
toward addressing the motivations presented in this chapter. Chapter 8 then expands 
upon this approach by casting the results of this research within the framework of a 
nested hierarchy of coastal systems. 
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3 Methods 
3.1 Introduction 
There are several methods by which shoreface behaviour and equilibrium can be 
investigated. None of the available methods can provide definitive proof of shoreface 
equilibrium, but several methods applied to a single case study provide sufficient rigor 
to evaluate propositions and gain insights into the problem. More importantly, 
different methods address different time scales and, when applied in concert, can 
advance the knowledge of the connections across a hierarchy of morphodynamic 
systems (as discussed in Chapter 8). 
The principal thrust of this thesis is to apply the most promising tools, techniques, 
methods, and approaches available to examine shoreface behaviour on time scales of 
decades to millennia. All available methods are applied to some degree, including 
shoreface vibracoring and radiocarbon dating, shoreface translation modeling, 
historical bathymetry (shoreface profile) change analysis, historical shoreline change 
• 
analysis, and historical sediment-budget analysis. However, this thesis centers on two 
methods: shoreface vibracoring and historical shoreface profile analysis. The other 
methods (shoreline change analysis, shoreface translation modeling, and sediment 
budget analysis) are then used in an auxiliary way to check the consistency of the 
results. In addition, some of these methods rely on data integration: vibracores are 
interpreted with the support of seismic-reflection profiles and side-scan sonar images, 
and shoreface translation modeling is calibrated with results of ground penetrating 
radar data. 
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This chapter presents the detailed methods applied in vibracoring and historical 
shoreface profile analysis. Other methods and data mentioned above are described as 
needed in the chapter in which they appear. 
3.2 Vibracoring Methods 
3.2.a Field Work 
Thirty-three vibracores were collected during August 11-18, 2002, and about a year 
later on September 6, 2003, three vibracores were collected along the Clatsop P\ains 
shoreface and one vibracore was collected within the mouth of the Columbia River on 
the submerged Clatsop Spit. Both vibracoring cruises made use of the 'Olympic', a 
23-m (75-ft) fishing vessel with an elaborate rigging system, a large aft working deck, 
and capacity for cold storage to maintain core quality for the period of field work. The 
starboard outrigger and three-point lift system enabled the vibracorer to be deployed 
over the starboard side. A stabilizer, suspended from the port outrigger, reduced roll 
and thereby improved the stability of the boat as a coring platform. The use of this 
vessel enabled the collection of cores in water depths as shallow as 7 m. Most of the 
cores were collected along seismic-reflection tracklines and primarily on transects for 
which the best historical bathymetric data are available. Consideration was also given 
to collect cores where their results could be compared with other data sets including 
surface sediment grain size, side-scan sonar, ground penetrating radar, barrier coring 
and drilling, and mid-shelf box coring and gravity coring data. 
Conditions during the coring operations varied with 1- to 2.5-m swells and light to 
moderate wind chop. Current strength (0.1-0.8 rnls) and direction varied with 
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proximity to the Columbia River mouth, the stage of the tide, and water depth. At 
most coring sites, a single bow anchor was used with the boat oriented into the 
(sometimes strong) currents. 
The Australian-designed vibracorer mobilized to collect the cores consists of an 
electrically driven vibrating head and a lightweight 7-m aluminum tower with three 
retractable legs. The corer uses 6-m aluminum barrels (76 mm ID) and has a relatively 
light (100 kg) vibrating head that effectively delivers its vibration energy to the barrel. 
Another special feature of this system is that the barrel and head are contained within, 
but not attached to, the frame. They rotate freely within the frame, which improves the 
capability of the corer to penetrate difficult substrates. Success of this coring system 
can be measured by recovery; the corer recovered gravel and individual cobbles up to 
7 x 12 em, as well as sequences of moderately consolidated Pleistocene mud. 
Once the vessel position was stabilized at a pre-defined site, the corer was 
deployed. The core location was determined using a Furuno GPS Navigator, and the 
position was recorded as the corer touched the seafloor. The vibracorer was turned on 
within a few seconds of resting on the seafloor. The operator independently lowered 
the power cable so that the rate of penetration could be sensed, especially as it slowed 
or the corer encountered resistance. The vibrating time was typically about 105 
seconds, depending on rate of barrel penetration into the seabed; the maximum period 
of vibration was 125 seconds. With the vessel positioned with the main winch rope 
vertically over the vibracorer, the core barrel was slowly extracted from the seabed and 
then lifted to the surface. 
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After the vibracorer was secured on deck, core penetration and recovery lengths 
were measured using scrape marks along the side of the originally-painted barrel. 
Scrapes on the barrels often showed that they had rotated several times during 
penetration. The core barrel was then capped, labeled, and secured in an upright 
position to allow for excess water drainage. At the end of each day, the core catchers 
were removed and the cores were cut into 1.5-m sections. The sediment was described 
at the exposed cut ends, and then core sections were capped, labeled, and stowed in 
cold storage below deck until completion of the coring operations. 
The depth of penetration measured for each core (immediately after it was brought 
on board) was typically within 15% of recovery length. Differences between 
penetration and recovery were due to compaction during vibracoring and/or partial loss 
of sediment out the bottom of the barrel as the corer was being raised to the surface 
(observed from the vessel). Well-designed core catchers were used, but the 
combination of moderate swell and mostly clean fine sand resulted in less-than-full 
recovery at some sites. The cores recovered are of a high quality, with relatively little 
disturbance observed in most cores. 
While ideally penetration depth would equal length of recovered sediment, 
differences between the two values are common and may be attributed to a number of 
causes: 
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• Recovery less than penetration could be due to compaction of sediment during 
the coring process (common with most corers and especially common when a 
hard substrate is encountered which causes the sediment within the barrel to be 
Methods 
compacted until the corer penetrates that particular layer, or the vibrating is 
halted). 
• Recovery more than penetration could be due to expansion of the sediment in 
the barrel as the core is brought to the surface and the pressure is reduced 
(especially common in organic-rich muddy sediment that contained gas). 
• Recovery less than penetration could be due to loss of sediment as the corer is 
raised to the surface (especially when particularly fine sand was cored or sea 
conditions resulted in surging of the vessel during recovery of the coring tower). 
Attempts to minimize this loss were made by plugging or capping the core 
catcher/cutter as soon as vibracorer was on deck. 
3.2.b Lab Work 
Initial core processing: 
The core sections were removed from the vessel and transported to the Oregon State 
University (OSU) refrigerated core-storage facility for subsequent processing. Once 
the vibracore sections arrived at the OSU core lab, they were immediately placed in the 
refrigerated storage facility. 
The cores were logged using the Geotek Multi-sensor Core Logger (MSCL) to 
measure gamma ray attenuation (to calculate bulk density), P-wave amplitude, P-wave 
velocity and temperature of whole cores. The gamma density data were used to 
identify possible disturbance prior to opening a core section; very high values indicate 
low density (e.g., the barrel being not entirely full for that particular interval). 
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For initial core processing, the cores were split, photographed, briefly logged 
(visual descriptions) and sampled. The archive half of each core section was placed on 
a horizontal platform illuminated by four lamps. Digital photographs were taken at I 0-
cm intervals with approximately 50% overlap between successive photos. This 
overlap ensured that minimal distortion would be seen when the individual frames 
were joined together to construct the photomosaic image (as shown in core-section 
logs in Appendix A). 
After the photographs for each core section were completed, the archive half of th.e 
core sections was placed alongside the working half and a measuring tape on a work 
table. Visual descriptions of the cores included disturbance (if any), color using the 
Munsell Soil Color Chart, grain size at various depths, sedimentary· structures, 
occurrence of shells and other organic material, and general observations/comments. 
After initial logging, both core halves were covered with plastic wrap, sealed, put in 
labeled plastic 'D tubes', and placed in the OSU cold-storage room. 
3.3 Detailed Laboratory Analysis 
Following the initial core processing detailed core analysis commenced including x-
radiography, sediment sampling and grain-size analysis, biogenic material sampling 
and dating by the radiocarbon method. In addition, detailed core logs were constructed 
following the results of these analyses. 
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3.3.a X-radiography 
X-ray images of the each of the cores were taken at OSU. Each core section was 
labeled and marked in decimeter units during filming. The films were scanned and the 
digital images (covering approximately 30 em length of core) were later adjoined to 
produce a complete mosaic for each core section. The x-ray mosaics were then aligned 
with the photo mosaic images (as shown in the core-section logs in Appendix A) for 
analysis and interpretation. Many of the x-ray images revealed features that were not 
visually apparent on the surface. The images were used to look for indications of 
disturbance, aid with the interpretations of the cores, and to locate shell material for 
sampling and dating. The digital x-ray images were viewed at a range of scales to see 
details that may not be apparent at the scale of the printed core-log mosaics in 
Appendix A. 
During logging of the cores, it was difficult to decisively determine whether the 
sharp boundaries between mud and sand laminae were in some cases, actually 
erosional surfaces. However x-radiographs, paired with the core photographs and 
detailed core logs, provided the necessary additional data to understand and interpret 
the nature of the contacts between sand and mud in the laminated units. 
3.3.b Grain-Size Analysis 
Typically, one to three sediment samples were collected from each core section for 
grain-size analysis. The sediment intervals are sufficiently spaced among (primarily 
sand) units and were selected to enhance the interpretation of sedimentation rates and 
depositional processes corresponding to age dates of selected intervals. More closely-
spaced sediment samples were collected from the mid-shelf cores. 
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Grain-size analysis was performed by the U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo Park, 
California using standard protocols. Sediment analysis was completed at 14-phi 
intervals from -2.00 to 11.50 phi. The analysis of fines was performed on samples that 
have 3% or more fines with a small-volume Coulter counter. The analysis of the 
intermediate fraction was performed with settling tube. 
The results of the sediment grain-size analysis are used in the recognition of 
depositional environments (Chapter 4 ), in the interpretation of mean trends of 
shoreface behaviour (Chapter 5), and in the derivation of equilibrium shoreface 
profiles (as described in Section 3.3 and presented in Chapter 6). The mean grain size 
and sorting values obtained from the entire sample distribution for each sample 
analyzed are recorded on the core-section logs in Appendix A. 
3.3.c Radiocarbon Dating 
During logging of the vibracores, samples of biogenic material (primarily shells and 
wood) were collected for possible dating by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 
radiocarbon analysis. In general, samples considered to be 'ideal' for dating were 
those that were found in the center (away from the edges of the barrel) of an 
undisturbed core, and appeared to be in depositional position. Wood fragments or 
organic-rich sediments were carefully extracted from the core and put in a labeled vial 
or sample bag, and immediately stored in the refrigerator until being submitted for 
AMS analysis. Samples of organic plant material were dried and hand-picked to select 
only the fibrous, brown organic matter; charcoal was specifically removed since it may 
represent much older wood. Sediment was removed to reduce the potential for 
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contamination by small sand-sized shell particles that would affect the radiocarbon 
result. 
In all cases, the freshest material available was selected for dating. Shells or other 
fragments of carbonate, such as sand dollars or barnacles, were preferentially selected 
if they retained some original color or luster, and did not show signs of surface 
abrasion or boring by marine organisms. In addition to color, and surface luster, 
'freshness' was determined by examining samples under a microscope to identify 
potential causes of contamination (e.g., small encrustations or borings by organisms 
younger than the selected shell). If a non-encrusted sample was available, it was 
selected preferentially. If not, then the surfaces of the carbonate fragment were 
scraped to remove the potential source of contamination. Where sufficiently large 
fragments were sampled, shells were identified prior to radiocarbon dating. Samples 
that could not be identified as either shell, barnacle, or sand dollar are described as 
'carbonate'. Occasionally, carbonate material that did not meet the 'freshness' criteria 
just described were selected for analysis if no other material was available and the 
depth.interval was considered important/pivotal for interpretation. 
Approximately three times as many samples were collected and archived, as were 
dated. Before a decision was made to date a particular sample, the core log was 
studied in detail to determine which interval(s) would provide the most valuable 
information to assist in the interpretation. Most often, intervals close to (above or 
below) a sedimentary contact were selected for dating. Contacts between sedimentary 
units may represent an erosional event, a change in depositional energy or the 
dominant process, or in sediment supply. Additional samples, spaced between 
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sedimentary contacts, were sent for dating in order to calculate long-term sediment 
accumulation rates. In some cores, the scarcity of datable material, or of material 
deemed to be of reasonable quality, necessitated dating a sample from another depth 
interval. 
Radiocarbon ages were obtained from analysis of shells, other carbonate fragments 
(e.g., sand dollars and barnacles), fine organic fragments, and pieces of wood. Most 
samples were analyzed by the National Ocean Sciences Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry (NOSAMS) Facility at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, W !:JOds 
Hole, Massachusetts, USA. In addition to the samples analyzed for radiocarbon by the 
NOSAMS facility, a smaller number of samples were dated through a cooperative 
agreement with the USGS. Samples were processed to graphite· at the USGS 
radiocarbon laboratory and AMS dated at the Center for Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry (CAMS) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), 
Livermore, California, USA. Samples for dating were selected according to the 
criteria discussed previously. Often, multiple samples were selected within a single 
vibracore to obtain a well-spaced chronologie history of sediment accumulation. 
However, lack of datable material sometimes prevented dating of preferred intervals. 
In some cores, specific intervals were targeted in order to determine the age of a 
specific depositional unit. 
The 'best' and most representative radiocarbon dates are obtained at sites where the 
rate of sediment accumulation is high, such as adjacent to the Long Beach Peninsula. 
In contrast, the Clatsop Plains shoreface is generally characterized by erosion, or lower 
rates of accumulation (Buijsman et al., 2003b; Kaminsky and Ferland, 2003). The 
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dating of material in an eroded sedimentary deposit results in long-term sediment 
accumulation rates that may not represent the actual rate of accumulation for a 
particular sedimentary unit within the sequence. 
A significant and relevant problem inherent in radiocarbon dating is the potential 
transportation of older material to the depositional site (i.e., the core site). It is usually 
impossible to estimate the likely age of material prior to dating, except where a 
carbonate fragment is heavily 'bleached' or abraded, and appears 'old' (in which case 
it is unlikely to be selected as a preferred sample for dating). Despite these constraints 
and complications, radiocarbon dating is an essential tool in the analysis and 
interpretation of vibracores. Although it may not be appropriate to extrapolate rates of 
sediment accumulation, radiocarbon dates do provide a maximum time-frame for the 
depositional history. 
3.3.d Radiocarbon Age Calibration 
Calibrating radiocarbon ages of samples containing carbon (fragments of shell, sand 
dollar,• barnacle, plants or wood) is a complex process and only a brief summary will 
be described here. After death, organisms (plant or animal) no longer take up any 
carbon from the atmosphere or water. Carbon-14 ( 14C), which is the radioactive 
isotope of ordinary carbon e2C), begins to decay from that time. There is a known 
relationship between the proportions of the various isotopes of carbon in living 
organisms (although there are some assumptions and uncertainties that are discussed 
below). The proportion 14C of remaining in the sample can be determined, and this is 
referred to as 'fraction modem'. The measured radiocarbon age of the sample is 
determined based on the fraction modem and a correction. This first correction is 
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made to aust the age because there are differences in the Carbon-13 ( 13C; a non-
radioactive isotope of 12C) values in marine carbonate (shells, sand dollars, barnacles) 
vs. plants or wood. This correction usually increases the age of marine carbonate by 
approximately 410 years and also enables calculation of the error range associated with 
the measured radiocarbon age (i.e., +1- 30 years). However this measured radiocarbon 
age is not equivalent to the actual age. Several other corrections and calibrations are 
required before it can be compared to other dated materials. 
Organisms that grow in seawater incorporate marine carbon, which is older tha!J the 
carbon in the atmosphere. The difference in age depends on the specific ocean and 
depth of water in which the organisms lived. The measured radiocarbon age is 
adjusted using a marine reservoir correction, which reduces the age· of the sample. 
There are uncertainties involved in this correction because values have been 
determined only for large regions, not specific sites, and areas where marine and fresh 
waters mix receive carbon of different ages. Thus, samples from the shelf adjacent to a 
large river may have incorporated carbon from the ocean and the river. Such a 
transitional environment introduces some uncertainty (lack of accuracy). A correction 
is not necessary for samples of wood or plants, so their measured radiocarbon age is 
not affected. 
After both corrections have been made, the age should be calibrated using a 
standard program. The sample is calibrated to correct for the known variations in the 
long-term atmospheric production of 14C. Published studies indicate that radiocarbon 
has not been produced in the atmosphere at the same rate over the last 50,000 years. 
This affects the proportion of 14C: 13C: 12C and thus the calculations to determine the 
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age of a sample. Samples are calibrated, regardless of whether they are marine 
carbonate or wood. However, the calibration does not follow a general trend of 
increasing or decreasing the measured age. The production rate of radiocarbon has 
often fluctuated both above and below the modern value. The age of one sample might 
increase during calibration and a sample that is 350 years older may decrease during 
calibration, which might result in very similar calibrated ages for both samples that had 
measured radiocarbon ages that varied by 600--800 years. 
Sample results from the laboratory that are '> Modern' cannot be calibrated. The 
fraction of modern material is large enough, that statistically it is not possible to 
produce a realistic age given errors inherent in the measurement and age calculations. 
In addition, samples of marine carbonate that produced a measured radiocarbon age of 
less than about 350 years were also not able to be calibrated because once the marine 
reservoir correction is subtracted, the calibrated age is a negative number. 
The radiocarbon age and the error reported by the laboratory were entered into the 
calibration program, CALIB REV4.4.2 (http://depts.washington.edu/qil/). Other data 
that were input into the program included the sample number, depth in the core, the 
regional value for the marine reservoir correction factor for the ocean adjacent to 
Washington and Oregon (398.0 +1- 25), and whether the sample was marine carbonate 
or wood/plant matter. The program incorporates this information and compares the 
result to the 14C production curve to produce a calibrated age. The calibrated age is 
reported as one sigma (I cr; 68% probability) and two sigma (2cr; 95% probability) 
statistics of age range, and these were used to interpret the cores and to estimate 
generalized rates of sediment accumulation in the various regions. 
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Radiocarbon dating is an essential tool for studying sediments deposited within the 
last 30,000-45,000 years. Using reputable laboratories, and obtaining large numbers 
of dates, increases the value and consistency of the data. However, the uncertainties in 
individual dates must be recognized. Radiocarbon ages are best used as an 
approximation to identify patterns of sediment deposition and accumulation. 
The results of radiocarbon dating are used in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, and the data 
are fully presented in Appendix B. The calibrated weighted-average age and 2cr range 
for each radiocarbon sample are included in the core-section logs in Appendix A. . 
3.4 Shoreface Profile Change Analysis 
3.4.a Analysis Approach 
This study quantifies shoreface profile behaviour by developing morphological 
parameters that describe the shape and changes of the shoreface relative to cross-shore 
position and water depth. The morphological parameters include slope, concavity, 
height change, slope change, contour migration, and disequilibrium. Graphs of these 
parameter values with cross-shore distance enable the identification of morphological 
features on the profiles. Generally, morphological features of interest are defined by 
maxima, minima, and inflection points on these graphs. For example, the shoreface 
profiles have minimum and maximum slopes and corresponding inflections between 
upward and downward concavity; these point features tend to have characteristic cross-
shore distances and water depths. The changes in position of these points between 
successive shoreface profiles provide a means of quantifying the behaviour of the 
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shoreface. Trends can be observed in the graphs, and rates of change can be calculated 
from these data. 
The main advantages of this approach are that changes on each part of the shoreface 
profile (where 'each part' is defined by the resolution of the bathymetry grid-in this 
case, 50 m in cross-shore distance) can be observed and quantified over time and 
space, and multiple reference points can define the state and behaviour of the 
shoreface. In contrast, many coastal studies use only one reference point-namely, the 
shoreline-to quantify historical-scale coastal change. The shoreline is typically 
delineated by visual cues on the beach or an elevation datum, rather than by a 
morphological feature (e.g., Kaminsky eta!., 1999b). Even where the shoreline may 
be defined by a morphological feature such as a berm crest (e.g., Kraus and Rosati, 
1997) the shoreline is highly variable in space and time, and it is not necessarily the 
optimal feature for quantifying coastal change (Ruggiero et a!., 2003a). The approach 
of using multiple points-and more specifically, features defined by the morphology 
itself-to quantify change should, at least in concept, be more robust than quantifying 
coastal change based only on the position and movement of the 'shoreline'. 
Other than shoreline change analysis and studies related to the geometry and 
migration of nearshore sand bars-primarily defined by bar crest and trough positions 
(e.g., Larson and Kraus, 1989)-no other studies known to the author have taken the 
approach of mapping morphological parameter features to quantify shoreface 
behaviour. This section describes the development and processing of the shoreface 
profiles to enable morphological feature mapping and change analysis. 
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3.4.b Shoreface Profile Data Development 
In this study, historical shoreface change analysis is based on available processed 
data from four eras in which regional bathymetric surveys were performed. Along 
Clatsop Plains and North Beach the four eras are represented by the years 1868, 1926, 
1958, and 2000. Along Grayland Plains and North Beach the four eras are represented 
by the years 1900, 1927, 1954, and 1999. As explained in Section 4.7, some of these 
gridded bathymetric surfaces are composed of merged sub-regional surveys from two 
or more years. In these cases, a single date is assigned to represent the range of dates 
that make up the composite surface. The 1868 data for Clatsop Plains and Long Beach 
include a portion of survey data from 1877 and 1887; the 1900 data for Grayland 
Plains and North Beach include a portion of survey data from 1887; the 1927 data for 
Grayland Plains and North Beach include a portion of survey data from 1926; and the 
2000 data for Clatsop Plains and North Beach include a portion of survey data from 
1998. The gridded bathymetric surfaces were compiled from Buijsman et al. (2003b) 
at a resolution of 50 m. All surfaces are referenced to the NA VD 88 datum and the 
State Plane Washington South, NAD 83 (m) horizontal coordinate system. 
The development of shoreface profile data from gridded bathymetric surfaces 
involved several steps. To begin, the gridded data was imported into Matlab as a 
matrix. Transects and areas of interest were defined for analysis based on geographic 
overlays of the available data. Once an area of interest was defined, the depths for a 
particular bathymetric surface were organized into 1-m interval contours. A summary 
matrix was created that identifies these contour intervals and summarizes the 
population of member cells of each particular contour interval. Each contour has a 
defined alongshore orientation, cross-shore width, and cross-shore position. The 
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Easting and Northing coordinates of each grid cell within a contour are averaged to 
obtain a 'centroid' of the contour. These are stored and used later to compare the 
migration of the centroid from one era to the next. 
A transect is defined by a reference center point and the transect angle. The transect 
angle can be either: (1) the 'optimized transect orientation' that is calculated to be 
normal to the largest number of depth contours; or (2) a pre-determined orientation, for 
example, along the seismic lines used for vibracoring. The 'NS' swath series uses the 
first method to define the transect angle, and the 'SL' series uses the second. 
Once the transect angle is defined, the gridded data is grouped into strips that are 
perpendicular to the transect. A strip is a group of contiguous cells that is one cell 
wide in the cross-shore direction and extends from one side of the polygon of interest 
to the other. When the polygon of interest is a 'swath' (used for alongshore-
averaging), the collection of cells that make up a single strip forms a group that runs 
perpendicular to the transect. When the polygon of interest is a 'line', there is only one 
cell per strip. All cells that are members of a certain strip are averaged to obtain a 
mean depth for that strip. Each strip has a cross-shore distance associated with it, 
referenced to the center point of the transect. The mean depths of sequential strips are 
amalgamated to form a 'strip profile'. In the case of swaths, incomplete strips at the 
landward and seaward ends of the area of interest are excluded from the data set, 
because the average depth of the strip is biased when the available data do not span the 
entire width of the swath. 
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The strip profiles were then smoothed by applying a 19-strip running average. The 
slope of any given strip was calculated as the change in depth divided by change in 
distance, where the changes in depth and distance are obtained by differencing the 
averages from the 4 strips immediately seaward (200 m) to the averages from the 4 
strips immediately landward. Concavity of any given strip was calculated as the 
change in slope divided by the change in distance (i.e., the derivative of slope), where 
the changes in slope and distance are obtained by differencing the averages from the 9 
strips immediately seaward (450 m) to the averages from the 9 strips immediately 
landward. Theoretical equilibrium profiles were then developed as described bel?w. 
3.4.c Equilibrium Shoreface Profiles 
A near-surface sediment sample was selected from each vibracore, and sediment 
grain-size analysis results were obtained as previously described. In order to calculate 
a theoretical equilibrium profile, an A value developed by Dean ( 1977) was used as a 
z~ 
best-fit power law profile of the form h = Ay 73 (Eq. 2.4). The A value is a function of 
sediment diameter, which is a single value intended to be most representative of the 
full sediment-size distribution. Three methods were used to calculate the A values 
from each selected sediment sample: 
I. The first method used the first moment mean of the entire sediment distribution 
with Table 3.1 (as provided in Dean and Dalrymple, 2002). When the diameter 
exceeded the range provided by this table, the I'' moment diameter (in mm) 
was converted to a radius (in em), which was then used in the Gibbs et at. 
(1971) equation to obtain settling velocity (w), where 
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(3.1) 
where J1 is the dynamic viscosity of water at 21 °C, r is sediment radius, and p., 
is the sediment density. The settling velocity was then converted to an A value 
by the Dean ( 1987) equation (Eq. 2.9). 
2. The second method used the settling velocity distributions provided in the 
USGS settling tube lab results to obtain a sample-weighted average settling 
velocity for each sediment sample. This settling velocity was based on the 
Bowen equation (Eq. 2.8) to obtain the A value. 
3. The third method used the Gibbs equation (Eq. 3.1) to convert sediment sizes 
into settling velocities. The USGS sediment lab provided weights for each 
sediment size, and from that a weighted-average settling velocity was 
determined for each sample. This settling velocity was entered into Eq. 2.9. 
Table 3.1. Recommended A values (m 113) for diameters from 0.10 to 1.09 mm (from Dean 
and Dalrymple, 2002). 
-d 0.00 0,01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 (mm) 
0.1 0.063 0.0672 0.0714 0.0756 0.0798 0.0840 0.0872 0.0904 0.0936 0.0988 
0.2 0.100 0.1030 0.1060 0.1090 0.1120 0.1150 0.1170 0.1190 0.1210 0.1230 
0.3 0.125 0.1270 0.1290 0.1310 0.1330 0.1350 0.1370 0.1390 0.1410 0.1430 
0.4 0.145 0.1466 0.1482 0.1498 0.1514 0.1530 0.1546 0.1562 0.1578 0.1594 
0.5 0.161 0.1622 0.1634 0.1646 0.1658 0.1670 0.1682 0.1694 0.1706 0.1718 
0.6 0.173 0.1742 0.1754 0.1766 0.1778 0.1790 0.1802 0.1814 0.1826 0.1838 
0.7 0.185 0.1859 0.1868 0.1877 0.1886 0.1895 0.1904 0.1913 0.1922 0.1931 
0.8 0.194 0.1948 0.1956 0.1964 0.1972 0.1980 0.1988 0.1996 0.2004 0.2012 
0.9 0.202 0.2028 0.2036 0.2044 0.2052 0.2060 0.2068 0.2076 0.2084 0.2092 
1.0 0.210 0.2108 0.2116 0.2124 0.2132 0.2140 0.2148 0.2156 0.2164 0.2172 
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The 32 vibracore sediment samples were used as point samples in a Matlab 
'griddata' process that assigned an interpolated A value to each strip of the strip 
profile. Although shoreface data exists since 1868, the only sediment size data 
available were from the vibracores collected in 2002. Thus the A values derived from 
the 2002 data were assumed to be acceptable for use with profiles created from earlier 
eras. 
In order to apply the equilibrium equation (Eq. 2.4), the cross-shore distance was 
converted to a positive distance seaward of Mean High Water (MHW; approximated as 
2.0 m NA VD 88), and the depth of each strip was converted to a positive depth below 
MHW. These new distance and depth values were then said to be referenced to the 
'Equilibrium Profile Origin' (EPO). 
The position of MHW along the strip profile is found by either: (I) interpolating its 
position from the profile data when the profile extends landward of 2.0 m NAVD 88; 
or (2) extrapolating its position from the profile data when the profile does not go far 
enough landward. The slope of the profile in the first 6 strips (300 m) is averaged and 
used to extrapolate the position of the 2.0-m contour. 
The calculation of the equilibrium profile begins by assigning an equilibrium profile 
depth to the first strip in the strip profile that is lower than MHW height using Eq 2.4. 
Each subsequent strip in the seaward direction has an equilibrium profile depth slightly 
greater than the previous strip. The equilibrium depth for each subsequent strip is 
determined by the incremental cross-shore distance ( y- y, ) and an interpolated A 
value, such that 
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h(y)=(hf' +Af'(y- yJ)Y, (3.2) 
for y, < y < Y ,+I · 
Three theoretical equilibrium profiles were calculated for each strip profile, based 
on the three methods for obtaining A values described above. The third set of A values 
using Eq. 3.1 consistently yielded the best results (i.e., closest to the actual profile). 
Thus, the third method was used in the analysis. For each strip within the profile, the 
equilibrium profile depth was subtracted from the actual profile depth to obtain the 
'disequilibrium' (difference in depth at each strip). Each 50-m wide strip of the 
shoreface profile then had an associated true depth, a theoretical equilibrium depth, 
and the disequilibrium. 
3.4.d Morphological Parameters 
From the available data, a number of morphological parameters were then 
computed including profile slope, concavity, interval height-change rate, interval slope 
change per year, interval centroid migration, and disequilibrium. These parameters 
were then plotted on 'stacked plots' so the relationship between them could be 
observed. Features of interest were digitized such as minimum and maximum slopes, 
erosion and accretion peaks, the toe of upper-shoreface progradation, the toe of 
concave-upward upper shoreface, peak minimum and maximum concavity, and toe of 
slope change per year. Horizontal boundaries of positive and negative height change 
and positive and negative disequilibrium zones were digitized to calculate averages. 
An interval-average profile was calculated to determine an average depth to associate 
with change over an interval. Once features of interest were digitized, the data were 
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entered into a spreadsheet for further analysis. Over subsequent intervals, the 
behaviour of these features of interest was quantified in terms of position change and 
rates of change. 
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4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the principal data, both collected and compiled, upon which 
analyses and interpretations are developed in subsequent chapters. These data include 
whole-core logs of the vibracores collected for this thesis, seismic-reflection profiles 
(Twichell and Cross, 2001), side-scan sonar imagery (Twichell et al., 2000), and 
graphs of morphological parameters that quantify the shoreface and profile change. 
Other data that are specific to auxiliary analysis, such as ground penetrating radar and 
historical bathymetric surveys at the mouth of the Columbia River, are shown as 
needed in the chapters in which they are analyzed. This chapter also includes 
information relevant to data interpretation such as macrofauna indicator species and 
the referencing of both modem and prehistoric water depths. In relation to the 
vibracores, this chapter identifies the criteria for the recognition of depositional 
environments and the application of those criteria to the available data. Integrated with 
these criteria are key outcomes of data processing such as the results of sediment 
grain-size analysis. In summary, an overview of the geologic and geomorphic setting 
is provided directly from the data upon which this thesis is based. 
Thirty-three vibracores were collected in 2002 along eight shore-normal transects 
(except for one mid-shelf core) that cross the upper to lower shoreface. All vibracore 
transects, except SLI2, are located along tracklines where seismic-reflection profiles 
and side-scan sonar imagery were also collected (Twichell et al., 2000). These 
transects are designated by SL and have the same number as those of Twichell et al. 
(2000). In 2003, three vibracores were collected on the Clatsop Plains shoreface closer 
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to the mouth of the Columbia River (Cores 107, 108, and 109), and one vibracore was 
collected inside the inlet on the submerged Clatsop Spit (Core 207). The vibracores 
collected in 2003 are given transects designated by L so these cores can be referenced 
to a shoreface profile. A summary of the 37 vibracores is presented in Table 4.1. The 
locations of the vibracores in Clatsop Plains and Long Beach are shown in Figure 4.1. 
The locations of the vibracores in Grayland Plains and North Beach are shown in 
Figure 4.2. 
Table 4.1. Summary of the vibracores collected and analyzed for this study. 
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ID 
Depth 
NAVD 
88 
(m) 
Depth 
MSL 
(m) 
101 ·18.4 -19.6 
102 -14.6 -15.8 
103 -10.8 -12.0 
104 -17.3 -18.5 
105 -25.6 -26.8 
106 -40.5 -41.7 
107 -12.2 -13.4 
108 ·12.2 -13.4 
109 -11.3 -12.6 
207 -5.5 -6.9 
301 -31.8 ·33.1 
302 -17.3 -18.6 
303 -18.2 -19.5 
304 -44.7 -46.0 
305 -12.2 -13.5 
306 -31.4 -32.7 
307 -41.1 -42.5 
501 -24.3 ·25.4 
502 -15.5 -16.6 
503 -36.0 -37.1 
504 ·44.6 -45.7 
505 -17.3 -18.4 
506 -27.1 -28.2 
507 -45.9 -46.9 
508 ·8.4 -9.5 
701 -12.7 -13.7 
702 -27.4 -28.4 
703 -38.3 -39.4 
704 -36.3 -37.3 
705 -26.3 -27.3 
706 -13.1 -14.1 
707 -8.8 -9.8 
708 -8.3 -9.3 
901 -66.4 -67.7 
902 -65.4 -66.7 
903 -49.9 -51.1 
904 -64.2 -65.4 
Dis!. 
from 
1999 
shore 
(km) 
6.1 
3.1 
1.8 
3.2 
6.1 
10.4 
4.0 
4.0 
2.3 
1.7 
8.2 
3.6 
3.9 
12.5 
1.8 
8.7 
11.1 
5.7 
3.1 
7.9 
10.5 
4.1 
7.1 
12.2 
1.4 
3.0 
6.2 
10.2 
9.3 
5.9 
2.8 
2.0 
1.4 
17.1 
17.8 
13.8 
15.2 
-'-slope 
650 
519 
193 
267 
343 
242 
625 
625 
303 
454 
410 
235 
326 
246 
256 
312 
198 
228 
351 
227 
370 
438 
196 
573 
178 
303 
277 
384 
1173 
171 
311 
285 
235 
250 
384 
152 
203 
Core 
length 
(em) 
101.5 
94.0 
553.0 
541.0 
374.0 
543.5 
301.0 
219.0 
509.0 
423.0 
374.0 
461.0 
256.0 
142.0 
507.0 
527.0 
519.0 
428.0 
538.0 
559.0 
550.0 
567.0 
311.0 
487.0 
427.0 
451.0 
413.0 
560.0 
553.0 
536.0 
500.0 
409.5 
417.0 
223.0 
391.0 
249.0 
188.0 
Northing 
(m) 
103361 
103395 
96775 
96807 
96716 
96899 
105768 
105757 
104530 
106421 
131432 
131465 
120196 
131726 
120081 
120452 
120322 
171595 
171444 
171604 
171823 
177113 
177070 
177319 
171165 
194464 
195247 
195990 
189097 
189092 
188997 
195106 
189112 
126406 
131935 
103882 
97366 
Easting Latitude Longitude 
(m) (dd) (dd) 
223927 46.20690 -124.07873 
226905 46.20642 -124.04020 
230655 46.15042 -123.98787 
229206 46.15013 -124.00662 
226354 46.14817 -124.04345 
222077 46.14807 -124.09887 
225378 46.22913 -124.06135 
225386 46.22903 -124.06125 
227058 46.21868 -124.03888 
226744 46.23547 -124.04410 
218501 46.45695 -124.16587 
223104 46.45915 -124.10603 
221869 46.35737 -124.11537 
214137 46.45775 -124.22280 
223985 46.35720 -124.08783 
217051 46.35763 -124.17807 
214647 46.35548 -124.20918 
219461 46.81828 -124.17775 
222038 46.81800 -124.14393 
217323 46.81747 -124.20575 
214730 46.81833 -124.23983 
220047 46.86812 -124.17345 
217042 46.86647 -124.21280 
211997 46.86655 -124.27905 
223779 46.81622 -124.12097 
217875 47.02312 -124.21262 
214806 47.02885 -124.25343 
210851 47.02885 -124.25343 
211319 46.97208 -124.29537 
214715 46.97350 -124.25078 
217803 46.97397 -124.21018 
219080 47.02940 -124.19718 
219158 46.97557 -124.19247 
209161 46.40782 -124.28418 
208853 46.45728 -124.29167 
216263 46.20842 -124.17825 
217216 46.15157 -124.16307 
• Vibracore 
Sites 
Regional 
1""-..J 10-m 
bathymetry 
Figure 4.1. Clatsop Plains and Long Beach vibracore sites and transects. 
Data and Results 
The results of the vibracore processing and laboratory methods (MSCL and visual 
logging, sampling, x-radiography, grain-size analysis, and radiocarbon dating) 
described in Chapter 3 are illustrated in core-section logs in Appendix A. The core-
section logs are presented in numerical order. A key is provided to explain the content 
and layout of the logs. These core-section logs include information on core location 
and depositional environment, core photo and x-ray images, a graphic representation of 
the core, descriptions of sedimentary structures and other features such as carbonate 
and organic material, visual observations of grain size and color, bulk density data, and 
summary radiocarbon and grain-size results from analyzed samples. 
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Figure 4.2. Grayland Plains and North Beach vibracore sites and transects. 
Appendix B provides a table of results from all radiocarbon samples analyzed by 
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). The table provides the uncalibrated age and the 
I cr (one standard deviation) estimate of error provided by the laboratory as well as the 
calibrated 2cr age range and a weighted-average age based on statistical probability. In 
this study cal means 'calibrated' and BP means ' years before A.D. 1950'. Weighted-
average ages in the text are denoted with '-' , as in '-3125 cal BP', to indicate 
approximate age. Included in this table are the designations of the samples used and 
the results obtained in the determination of accumulation rates. For comparison to the 
accumuJation rates based on calibrated ages of the samples, the table also lists vertical 
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change rates derived from the historical bathymetric data at both the core extrapolated 
core location on the profile and the bathymetric grid of the actual core site, which is 
typically offset a short distance from the profile. 
Early historical surveys at the mouth of the Columbia River (prior to jetty 
construction) provide insight into the scale of tidal inlet dynamics that has likely 
existed over thousands of years. The surveys provide interpretative value for marginal 
tidal inlet deposits identified in the vibracores collected on the Clatsop Plains 
shoreface. A presentation and discussion of these surveys is provided in Appendix C. 
This appendix supports the findings in Chapter 5 on the mean trends of shoreface 
behaviour on both millennia! and historical time scales. 
4.2 Water Depth Data 
Accurate measurement of water depth and consistent referencing to a common 
vertical datum is imperative for integrated analysis of sub-aqueous data. This section 
describes the water depths used for documentation of the vibracores, both for the 
modern seafloor depth and for estimating the prehistoric depth at the time of 
deposition. 
4.2.a Modern Bathymetry 
The bathymetry data for the vibracores collected in this study is primarily obtained 
from Buijsman et al. (2003b ), in which the modem bathymetry was collected during 
1998-2000. Although the vibracores were collected in 2002 and water depth 
measurements were taken at each core site, the 50-m gridded data processed in 
Buijsman et al. (2003b) is considered to be the most accurate regional bathymetry data 
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available. Buijsman et al. (2003b) rigorously evaluates, compares, and adjusts 
individual overlapping and adjacent surveys within the same era to minimize offsets in 
deep water and tie each survey and a regional bathymetric gridded surface to a 
consistent land-based datum (NA VD 88). 
Several core sites (at Cores 504,701,702,703,707,901,902, and 904) are located 
outside the areas of regional bathymetric data available from Buijsman et al. (2003b ). 
For these sites, water depths are derived by tide-correcting and datum-adjusting the 
water depths measured by the coring vessel's fathometer at the time of core collection. 
The water depths taken at each core site are corrected for tide based on tide predictions 
(http://tbone.biol.sc.edu/tide/) at either Grays Harbor at Point Brown (for cores along 
North Beach and Grayland Plains) or Astoria at Tongue Point (for cores along Long 
Beach and Clatsop Plains). These tide-corrected depths are then adjusted to NA VD 88 
and compared to 1998 bathymetric grid generated by Twichell and Cross (200 I), also 
adjusted to NA VD 88. 
Figure 4.3 compares the water depths at the core sites for both the coring cruise and 
the Twichell and Cross (2001) bathymetry, relative to the Buijsman et al. (2003b) 
bathymetry. This comparison suggests the Twichell and Cross (200 I) bathymetry data 
averages 0.62 m shallower than the Buijsman et al. (2003b) bathymetry data, and the 
coring cruise bathymetry data averages 0.28 m deeper than the Buijsman et al. (2003b) 
bathymetry data. This result provides additional confidence that the Buijsman et al. 
(2003b) data is reliable for referencing the water depths of the vibracores. For the core 
sites where these data are unavailable, the tide-corrected coring cruise bathymetry data 
is further adjusted by 0.28 m to remove the apparent 'over-depth' offset. 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of core-site water depths from Twichell and Cross (2001) and the 
2002 coring cruise bathymetry relative to water depths from Buijsman et al. (2003b). 
Throughout this report, water depths are consistently referenced to the NAVD 88 
datum because it provides a consistent reference plane for both bathymetry and 
topogMphy. However, in the application of depositional environment criteria (as will 
be presented Section 4.3b), water depths are referenced to Mean Sea Level (MSL) 
because this datum provides a better indication of the actual water depth that affects 
physical processes and morphology. The conversion from NA VD 88 to MSL uses 
localized values available from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) tide stations. Table 4.2 lists the stations used and shows the spatially-varying 
relationships between these datums. 
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Table 4.2. Conversion of water depths between common datums (Mean Lower Low Water, 
Mean Sea Level, and North American Vertical Datum 1988) using localized values throughout 
the Columbia River littoral cell. 
Station 
MLLW with respect to MSL with respect to MSL with respect to 
Sub-cell Location 
NAVD 88 MLLW NAVD 88 
(m) Based on ... (m) Based on ... (m) Based on ... 
Ocean Ocean Shores 
North Shores, http://tidesandcurrents MLLW 
Beach WA ·0.54 Daniels et al. (1999) 1.55 .noaa.gov 1.01 and Northing Station 9441102 Westport 
185848 m MSL 
Westport, Westport 
Grayland WA http://tidesandcurrents MLLW 
Plains Northing -0.46 Daniels et al. ( 1999) 1.55 .noaa.gov 1.09 and Station 9441102 Westport 181306 m MSL 
MCR North Jetty 
Long North Jetty, http://tidesandcurrents MLLW 
Beach WA ·0.05 Daniels et al. ( 1999) 1.37 .noaa.gov 1.32 and Northing Station 9439040 Astoria 
110670 m MSL 
Ft Stevens, Ft Stevens 
Clatsop OR http://tidesandcurrents MLLW 
Plains Northing -0.15 Daniels et al. (1999) 1.37 .noaa.gov 1.22 and Station 9439040 Astoria 100054 m MSL 
4.2.b Prehistoric Water Depth 
The first relative sea-level curve for the U.S. Pacific Northwest coast was published 
in Peterson and Phipps (1992). A modified sea-level curve that incorporated the 
results from Shennan et al. (1996) and Atwater and Hemphill-Haley ( 1997) was 
published in Twichell and Cross (200 I). Most recently, Peterson et al. (in press-a) 
proposes a new sea-level curve by incorporating results of vibracores from Willapa 
Bay and Grays Harbor (Vanderburgh et al., 2000) and the Warrenton borehole near the 
present Columbia River mouth (Baker, 2002). The sea-level curves from Twichell and 
Cross (2001) and Peterson et al. (in press-a) are shown in Figure 4.4. These sea-level 
curves are similar from 0 to 11,000 cal BP and then diverge, showing a difference of 
3000 years when sea level was 110 m below present. 
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Figure 4.4. CRLC sea-level elevation relative to present. 
The sea-level curve from Peterson et al. (in press-a) is used to estimate prehistoric 
water depths of vibracore samples dated by the radiocarbon method. The 2cr calibrated 
age and the weighted-average age of each sample in stratigraphic order are used to 
infer a range of water depths at the time of deposition (Section 4.3). The approach to 
' 
estimate the 'depositional depth' (also referred to as paleowater depth) is similar to that 
of Tamura et al. (2003). The uncertainty of the 'depositional depth' increases for older 
dates due to both the 2cr age range of error for radiocarbon ages and the uncertainty of 
sea level, especially during the late Pleistocene. 
4.3 Depositional Environments 
Depositional environments are recognized on the basis of water depth, lithology, 
sedimentary structures, benthic fauna, calibrated radiocarbon ages, relations to 
over/underlying units, and geographic location relative to adjacent environments and 
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geomorphic features such as inlets, estuaries, rock outcrops, and relict channels. The 
water depths considered include both the present surface depth at the core site as well 
as the inferred water depth at the time of deposition (based on the sub-surface position 
and age of vibracore samples dated by the radiocarbon method). Interpretations of 
depositional environment are also made in context with seismic-reflection profiles, 
side-scan sonar imagery, and historical shoreface profile change. 
4.3.a Benthic Macrofauna 
On the Washington shelf and shoreface, few macrofauna! species are characteristic 
of specific depositional environments; most benthic macrofauna occupy a broad range 
of water depths and sediment types. However, of the species identified in the cores, 
sand dollars (Dendraster excentricus) are a diagnostic shallow-water species, and the 
nut clam (Acila castrensis) is an abundant and characteristic species for silty-sand 
substrates in water depths greater than 50 m on the Washington continental shelf 
(Dethier, 1990). Although Acila castrensis has been documented at water depths as 
shallow as 5 m (Bernard, 1983), this species is typically found in deeper water and 
fine-grained, sandy-mud sediments (Lie and Kelley, 1970; Lie and Kisker, 1970; 
Powell, 1998). Furthermore, outside of estuarine environments, Acila castrensis is 
persistent in deeper moderate-energy settings composed of mixed-fine sediment, 
showing high fidelity to this one habitat type (Dethier, 1990). In the vibracores of this 
study, Acila castrensis is only found in mid-shelf Cores 901, 902, 903, and 904, and it 
is by far the most abundant species identified in these cores. 
Sand dollars are relatively abundant on the upper shoreface but are generally not 
found on the deeper portion of the lower shoreface. Twichell et al. (2000) documents 
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the presence (and local abundance) of live sand dollars in water depths of 7-18 min 
side-scan sonar surveys and bottom photography along the Columbia River littoral cell 
(as will be discussed in Section 4.6). Parks (1973) performed dredge surveys along the 
Washington and Oregon coasts and found live sand dollars from 9-15 m water depth 
and only dead sand dollars from 18-27 m water depth. Parks (1973) hypothesizes that 
storms may be responsible for the accumulation of dead sand dollars in deeper water, 
while food sources may be optimum just seaward of the surf zone (Merrill and 
Hobson, 1970). Along the California coast, Fenstermacher et al. (200 I) documents 
isobath-parallel bands of Dendraster excentricus, indicated by acoustic backscatter and 
confirmed with video images. Dense populations of sand dollars were found between 
the 16-m and 24-m depth contours offshore of the entrance to Humboldt Bay, and 
between the 8-m and 15-m isobaths along Samoa Beach. Fenstermacher et al. (200 I) 
attribute the deeper band to tidal currents in excess of 2 m/s that prohibit the stability 
of sand dollars within the entrance, and further suggest this sand dollar population has 
apparent grain-size preference of 186-206 !Am. Sharply delineated, dense Dendraster 
excentricus beds at Zuma Beach, California, have been monitored for nearly five years 
and documented to seasonally expand and contract at the seaward edge between 7.5 m 
depth in the summer to 11.5 m depth in the winter (Morin et al., 1985). 
In the vibracores collected in this study, 16 whole or nearly-whole sand dollars were 
identified during logging of the following Cores: 103, 105, 108, 302, 501, 502, 505, 
508, 707, and 708. The inferred water depth of these specimens at the time of 
deposition, taking into account radiocarbon dating results and sea-level change 
(Peterson et al., in press-a), is estimated to range from 10.4 m to 28.0 m. The sand 
dollar at 28.0 m paleowater depth is from Core 501/2 at 288 em below the top of the 
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core (25.4 m below MSL) and is co-located with a sample with an age of 124-318 cal 
BP, indicative of a major erosion event which will be discussed in subsequent chapters. 
The next deepest whole sand dollar has a paleowater depth of 22.0 m; this specimen 
was found in Core 105/3 at 363 em below the top of the core (26.9 m below MSL) and 
has an age of 5639-5870 cal BP. 
Sand dollar fragments are also common in upper-mid shoreface cores and are rare 
in lower-shoreface cores. In Clatsop Plains, sand dollar fragments were found in all 
shoreface cores except Core I 06, and thus were present in cores in water depths 
ranging from 12.1 to 26.9 m below MSL and not found in cores at 41.8 m below MSL 
and deeper. Two sand dollar fragments were dated from the deepest core in the 
Clatsop Plains shoreface (Core 105; 26.9 m below MSL) in which sand dollar 
fragments were present. The sample at 36 em in Core I 05 has an age of 3815-40 I 0 
cal BP, with an inferred water depth of 23.1 m. A deeper sample in this core has a 
shallower inferred water depth. In the Long Beach shoreface, sand dollar fragments 
were only found in the shallowest vibracores (Cores 302, 303, and 305), spanning 
water depths of 13.5-19.5 m below MSL, and were not found in other cores (32.7 m 
below MSL and deeper). In Grayland Plains, sand dollar fragments were found in all 
cores except Core 503. Sand dollar fragments in the Grayland Plains cores are 
relatively abundant in Cores 501, 502, 505, 506, and 508, which span water depths of 
9.5-28.2 m below MSL. Sand dollar fragments were not initially identified in Cores 
504 (45.7 m below MSL) and 507 (47.0 m below MSL), but a rare small sand dollar 
fragment in each core was found during sediment sampling, and both fragments were 
dated. The sample in Core 504/3 (211 em below top of core) was found to have an age 
of 4951-5240 cal BP with an inferred water depth of 41.3 m. The sample in Core 
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507/3 (307 em below the top of core) has an age of 9139-10,252 cal BP, slightly older 
than a bivalve dated at 485 em below the top of core. Using the younger date from the 
bivalve below, the average inferred water depth at 307 em in Core 507/3 is 14.4 m. 
Aside from these rare fragments in relatively deep cores, the inferred depth for the 
deepest identified sand dollar fragment is 25.7 m in Core 506/2 (158 em below the top 
of the core at 28.2 m below MSL), which has an age of 2082-2398 cal BP. In North 
Beach, sand dollar fragments were found in Cores 70 I, 706, 707, and 708 spanning 
water depths of 9.3-14.1 m below MSL; sand dollar fragments were not found in all 
other North Beach cores (27.3 m below MSL and deeper). 
In brief, the distributions of whole or nearly-whole sand dollars and sand dollar 
fragments compare well to previous studies of sand dollars on the modem shoreface of 
the U.S. West Coast. Whole or nearly-whole sand dollars were found in inferred water 
depths up to 22.0 m below MSL, and a single specimen was found in 28.0 m inferred 
water depth. Sand dollar fragments are relatively abundant up to 25.7 m inferred water 
depth, and one fragment was found to have an anomalously deep inferred water depth 
of 4 ].;3 m. 
The vibracores are generally low in carbonate material and contain many small 
fragments in which the species cannot be readily identified. Because most species in 
the study area inhabit a broad range of water depths and sedimentary environments, 
and because relatively few shells are sufficiently intact, rigorous species 
identification-other than the identification of Acila castrensis and Dendraster 
excentricus-is not warranted for the purposes of this study. Where the cores do show 
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an increase in abundance of carbonate, this may suggest winnowing of sediment more 
mobile than the carbonate fragments. 
4.3.b Criteria for Recognition of Depositional Environments 
Based on the vibracores collected in this study, II depositional environments are 
recognized: shoreface; lower shoreface; deep lower shoreface; mid-shelf; prograded 
spit; ebb delta; tidal inlet channel or tidal channel; fluvial channel; backbarrier; 
transgressive shoreface; and ravinement. In certain cases, a depositional environment 
has been assigned an additional modifier to characterize its setting (Table 4.3). The 
use of these modifiers is explained, where needed, as part of the depositional 
environment criteria. 
Table 4.3. Modifiers used to describe depositional environments. 
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Depositional Environment 
active (ravinement) 
aggraded (lower shoreface) 
early Holocene (ebb delta) 
early Holocene shallow (mid-shelf) 
early to mid-Holocene (ebb delta) 
old (ebb delta) 
Pleistocene (backbarrier) 
prograded (shoreface) 
relict (backbarrier, fluvial channel, 
tidal channel, tidal inlet channel) 
Depositional Environment 
preceding Modifiers 
(backbarrier) with channel 
(fluvial channel, tidal channel) fill 
(fluvial channel, tidal channel) lag 
(ebb delta, fluvial channel) margin 
(shoreface) with reworked relict gravel 
Data and Results 
The term relict is used to emphasize a depositional environment (or deposit) that 
would not exist in the present setting. For example, relict tidal inlet channel 
designates a depositional environment in which a tidal inlet channel formed when the 
conditions were substantially different. However, relict is not used when there is an 
obvious natural transition from one environment to another. For example, in the case 
of a lower shoreface that transitions to a deep lower shoreface as sea level rises, relict 
is not used to describe the lower shoreface. 
Several 'interpreted lag deposits' are identified on the core-section logs in 
Appendix A. These deposits are composed primarily of shoreface sand and 'shell 
hash' or pebbles that are approximately I 0-15 em thick. They are viewed as facies 
within the shoreface and not as a distinct depositional environment. However, 
sediment samples from these 'interpreted lag deposits' are excluded from the analysis 
of grain-size results binned by depositional environment, because they are generally 
not representative of the shoreface environment. The core sections (and subsurface 
depths) with 'interpreted lag deposits' include: 104/4 (464-472 em); 307/3 (405-420 
em); 5()2/1 (0-14 em and 140-153 em); 506/2 (150-160 em); 508/3 (315-322 em); 
701/3 (433-451 em); 705/2 (272-278 em); and 706/4 (496-500 em). 
The results of grain-size analysis binned by size class, sub-cell, and depositional 
environment are presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Among sub-cells, there are 
interesting variations in the mean percentages of gravel and very fine sand across the 
shoreface. Mean percentages of gravel on the shoreface are 6% (North Beach), 3% 
(Grayland Plains), 2% (Clatsop Plains), and 0% (Long Beach). Insignificant 
percentages of gravel are found in the samples analyzed from the lower shoreface, 
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deep lower shoreface, and mid-shelf. The mean percentages of very fine sand on the 
shoreface are 30% (Long Beach), 26% (North Beach), 14% (Grayland Plains), and 
11% (Clatsop Plains). The percentages of very fine sand increase on the lower 
shoreface to 57% (Long Beach), 28% (Grayland Plains), and 14% (Clatsop Plains). 
On the deep lower shoreface, the mean percentages of very fine sand again increase to 
75% (Long Beach) and 30% (Grayland Plains). The percentage of very fine sand then 
decreases on the Long Beach mid-shelf to 30%, whereas on the Clatsop Plains mid-
shelf the percentage is 13%, just below the percentage on the Clatsop Plains lower 
shoreface. 
Table 4.4 lists the number of samples, first moment mean, sorting and mean 
percentages of the combined samples (all sub-cells) for each size class and 
depositional environment. While the percentage of mud consistently increases across 
depositional environments from I% on the shoreface to 34% on the mid-shelf, the 
percentage of fine sand decreases from 69% on the shoreface to 15% on the deep lower 
shoreface and then increases to 41% on the mid-shelf. For each depositional 
environment, the mean percentages of the top-three size classes of the combined 
samples are also noted in the Application portion of each criteria section that follows. 
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Table 4.4. Sediment grain-size analysis results of combined samples for each depositional 
environment. 
Standard % 
deviation Med % 
Depositional Number (sorting) % to % Very % 
Environment of Mean second Gravel Very Fine Fine Mud Samples first moment moment Coarse Sand Sand 
(mm) (4>) (4>) Sand 
Shoreface 
& 90 0.16 2.67 0.42 3 7 69 20 
Prograded SF 
Lower SF 
& 23 0.13 2.97 0.44 0 4 51 40 5 
Aggraded Lower SF 
Deep Lower SF 19 0.10 3.28 0.58 0 10 15 63 12 
Mid-shelf 46 0.04 4.57 1.97 0 0 41 24 34 
Prograded spit 6 0.20 2.32 0.36 0 18 79 3 0 
Ebb delta 15 0.14 2.80 0.41 0 72 22 4 
Tidal inlet channel 
& 20 0.24 2.06 0.96 4 43 37 6 11 
Tidal channel 
Fluvial channel 12 0.23 2.12 0.77 40 49 7 4 
Backbarrier 5 0.24 2.05 0.59 6 25 63 3 3 
Transgressive SF 6 0.30 1.72 0.51 2 70 26 0 
Ravinement 3 0.67 0.58 1.81 40 34 24 2 0 
The following sections present the criteria for recognition of each of the 11 
depositional environments in the CRLC vibracores. Each depositional environment is 
described and then the application of the criteria to the CRLC vibracores is 
summarized. 
4.3.b.1 Shoreface 
Description. This depositional environment applies to the upper to mid-shoreface 
and is discernible from the lower shoreface and transgressive shoreface. The shoreface 
is typically composed of well-sorted fine clean sand (with insignificant mud or silt 
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content) and rare to moderate content of shell or, more commonly, carbonate 
fragments of benthic infauna, especially sand dollars (Dendraster excentricus) and 
miscellaneous bivalves. In shallow water depths, barnacle or razor clam shell 
fragments may be present. The sand is typically homogeneous, lacking significant 
bedding (indicative of active mixing), with possible subtle, irregular, or discontinuous 
laminations. There may be occasional shell hash layers, which are typically 5-10 em 
thick, where present. 
Application. All cores with a depositional environment of 'shoreface' have this 
designation at the modern seafloor, extending down-core. Vibracores with shoreface 
depositional environments include Cores 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 302, 303, 
305, 306, 50 I, 502, 505, 506, 508, 701, 702, 705, 706, 707, and 708. The water depths 
of these cores in 2002/2003 ranged from approximately 9 m below MSL (Cores 508 
and 708) to 28 m below MSL (Core 506), but extended to as much as 33 m below 
MSL (Core 306). In considering calibrated radiocarbon ages and sea-level change for 
all cores with a 'shoreface' depositional environment, the maximum inferred water 
depth at the time of deposition is approximately 35 m in Core 306. Calibrated 
radiocarbon ages typically indicate upper-shoreface progradation at millennia] (and 
possibly shorter) time-scales. Where especially high accumulation rates are indicated 
by 14C and/or supported by seismic-reflection data, 'prograded shoreface' is 
designated. Grain-size analysis of 90 samples in this depositional environment reveals 
the sediment to be well sorted with a mean diameter of 0.16 mm and class distribution 
averages of 68% fine sand, 20% very fine sand, and 2% mud. 
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4.3.b.2 Lower Shoreface 
Description. The 'lower shoreface' exists in deeper water than the 'shoreface' and 
this depositional environment is typically recognizable by higher content of very fine 
sand with some silt or mud content. The grain-size variations help to preserve 
bioturbation structures, where present. This environment typically lacks sand 
dollars/fragments and has fewer carbonate fragments than the shallower shoreface. 
Bedding structures and mm-scale laminations are more prevalent in the 'lower 
shoreface' than the 'shoreface', though homogeneous fine sand is also common. 
Application. Cores with a depositional environment of 'lower shoreface' that 
extends down-core from the modem seafloor include Cores 106, 301, 307, and 503. 
The water depths of these cores in 2002 ranged from 33 m below MSL (Core 30 I) to 
43 m below MSL (Core 307). In considering calibrated radiocarbon ages and sea-level 
change, the 'lower shoreface' depositional environment has inferred water depths (at 
the time of deposition) that range from approximately 33 m in Core 301 to 47 m in 
Core 307. Older units of 'lower shoreface' are present in the subsurface of Cores 306 
and 507; these have inferred water depths at time of deposition of 35-36 m and 44 m, 
respectively. Calibrated radiocarbon ages in Core 307 indicate significant shoreface 
aggradation at millennia! (and possibly shorter) time scales. Because high 
accumulation rates are indicated by radiocarbon ages and supported by seismic-
reflection data, 'aggraded lower shoreface' is designated for this core. Grain-size 
analysis of 23 samples in this depositional environment reveals the sediment to be well 
sorted with a mean diameter of 0.13 mm and class distribution averages of 51% fine 
sand, 40% very fine sand, and 5% mud. 
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4.3.b.3 Deep Lower Shoreface 
Description. The 'deep lower shoreface' is typically composed of very fine sand, 
with higher silt content than the 'lower shoreface' depositional environment. The 
'deep lower shoreface' has occasional interbedded intervals of moderately clean fine-
to-medium sand, which may represent offshore sediment transport during high-energy 
events. Some intervals may show evidence of bioturbation structures, and some 
intervals have fine-scale laminations that are more distinct than in 'lower shoreface' 
depositional environments. 
Application. Cores with a depositional environment of 'deep lower shoreface' that 
extends down-core from the modern seafloor include Cores 304, 504, and 507. The 
water depths of these cores in 2002 ranged from approximately 46 m below MSL 
(Cores 304 and 504) to 47 m below MSL (Core 507). The depositional depths ranged 
from approximately 41 m (Core 504) to 48 m (Core 507). Grain-size analysis of 19 
samples in this depositional environment reveals the sediment to be moderately sorted 
with a mean diameter of 0.10 mm and class distribution averages of 63% very fine 
sand, 1-5% fine sand, and 12% mud. 
4.3.b.4 Mid-Shelf 
Description. The 'mid-shelf depositional environment is characterized by muddy 
and heavily bioturbated (mottled) sediment, mud-filled burrows, and/or lenticular 
bedding. Silt content of the sediment is typically -20% or greater. The 'mid-shelf' 
has higher carbonate content than the 'shoreface'. The 'mid-shelf' also has relatively 
high abundance of well-preserved whole shells and carbonate fragments. Articulated 
bivalves, especially Acila castrensis, are moderately common; Nassarius gastropods 
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are occasionally present. Wood and organic fragments are occasional to common. 
Calibrated radiocarbon dates indicate deposition throughout mid- to late Holocene. 
Application. Cores with a depositional environment of 'mid-shelf that extends 
down-core from the modem seafloor include Cores 901, 902, and 904. The water 
depths of these cores in 2002 ranged from approximately 65-68 m below MSL. Core 
903 has a slightly older subsurface 'mid-shelf' unit with an inferred water depth of 
approximately 49-51 m. Core 904 has an early Holocene shallow mid-shelf unit that 
has estimated depositional depths of 43-46 m. Grain-size analysis of 46 samples in 
this depositional environment reveals the sediment to be poorly sorted with a mean 
diameter of 0.04 mm and class distribution averages of 41% fine sand, 34% mud, and 
24% very fine sand. 
4.3.b.5 Prograded Spit 
Description. This depositional environment pertains to the sub-aqueous spit 
platform that extends from a progradational barrier spit complex into a tidal inlet. The 
bedding reflects a surface morphology that may range from flat to locally undulating or 
hummocky, associated with a fluctuating high-to-moderate flow regime influenced by 
both littoral and tidal processes. The deposit is typically composed of well-sorted fine 
sand with fine-scale inclined laminations which have very slight differences in grain 
size, shape, density and/or mineralogy. This depositional environment has relatively 
few carbonate fragments and bioturbation structures. Proximity to a tidal inlet may be 
indicated by an occasional barnacle fragment, mud clast, and/or traces of organics. 
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Application. Core 207 comes from a prograded spit depositional environment 
(partially truncated by a tidal inlet channel) that is presently situated within the mouth 
of the Columbia River. The core has a thick sequence of inclined laminations 
indicative of bedding planes in a progradational setting (or ridge migration onto runnel 
topography). Historical bathymetry data indicate 5.5 m of accumulation at this site 
since 1868. Present water depth at the core site is 6.9 m below MSL and two 
radiocarbon results from barnacle fragments indicate that accumulation within this 423 
em-long core occurred within the past few hundred years. Grain-size analysis of 6 
samples in this depositional environment reveals the sediment to be well sorted with a 
mean diameter of 0.20 mm and class distribution averages of 79% fine sand, 18% 
medium to very coarse sand, and 3% very fine sand. 
4.3.b.6 Ebb Delta 
Description. This depositional environment extends over a broad range of water 
depths because it includes the landward shore-connected shoals and the seaward ebb-
delta shield that protrudes onto the deeper portion of the lower shoreface. 'Ebb delta' 
units oontain primarily fine to very fine sand (and a small percentage of silt) with 
discrete, thin mud lenses and occasional rip-up clasts or wood fragments, and 
relatively low carbonate content. The depositional environment also requires 
proximity to the modern inlet and paleochannel location as inferred from seismic-
reflection data. 
Application. Cores with a depositional environment of 'ebb delta' include Cores 
I 06, 903, and 904. The upper 25 em of Core 903, located in water depth 51 m below 
MSL, is part of the contemporary 'ebb delta margin', likely influenced by offshore 
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migration of the Columbia River ebb-tidal delta following the construction of jetties 
and migration of dredged material placed along the ebb-tidal delta margin. Cores I 06, 
903, and 904 have older units of 'ebb delta', which have inferred depositional depths 
as shallow as 12 m (Core 106) and as deep as 49 m (Core 903). Core 904 has two 
relict 'ebb delta' units that have inferred depositional depths of approximately 18-45 
m (early Holocene) and 44-47 m or deeper (early to mid-Holocene). Grain-size 
analysis of 15 samples in this depositional environment reveals the sediment to be well 
sorted with a mean diameter of 0.14 mm and class distribution averages of 72% fine 
sand, 22% very fine sand, and 4% mud. 
4.3.b.7 Tidal Inlet Channel or Tidal Channel 
Description. This depositional environment refers to marginal channels and channel 
margins associated with dynamic estuary entrances. Laminated mud and sand 
sequences (alternating em-scale layers or lenses of mud, sand, silty sand, organics, 
and/or clay) are the prominent sedimentary structures of the 'tidal inlet channel' 
depositional environment. Sharp and sometimes angular erosional contacts are found 
between laminae, likely due to erosion by a subsequent event. Mussel or barnacle 
fragments are occasionally present, indicating proximity to an estuary or tidal inlet. 
Also common are mud rip-up clasts, organic-rich lenses, and/or wood and organic 
debris among fine-medium sand, likely transported by high-energy events and floods 
delivering land-derived organics. 'Tidal channel fill' is a variation included in this 
environment to specify units that are composed of relatively uniform medium-to-fine 
sand and lack laminated sequences. 
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Application. Core 109 has a depositional environment of 'tidal inlet channel' that 
extends down-core from the modem seafloor. The water depth of this core in 2003 
was 12.7 m below MSL. This and other 'tidal inlet channel' or 'tidal channel' 
depositional environments identified in the cores are relict and were primarily 
identified by the laminated sequences. Relict 'tidal inlet channel' or 'tidal channel' 
deposits are present in the subsurface of Cores 101, 102, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 207, 
505, and 708. These have inferred water depths at time of deposition that range from 
approximately 9 m (or less) in Core 106 to 22 min Core 105. Grain-size analysis of 
20 samples in this depositional environment reveals the sediment to be moderately 
sorted with a mean diameter of 0.24 mm and class distribution averages of 43% 
medium to very coarse sand, 37% fine sand, and II% mud. 
4.3.b.B Fluvial Channel 
Description. 'Fluvial channel' units typically contain coarse sediment, rounded 
pebbles, and/or gravel, rip-up clasts, and a distinct absence of marine carbonate 
material. A variation of 'fluvial channel' is 'fluvial channel fill', composed primarily 
of fine sand. Contacts between coarse and overlying fine sediment are often sharp, 
suggesting erosion as the channel migrates. On seismic-reflection profiles, fluvial 
channels are typically illustrated by reflectors outlining depressions in pre-Holocene 
substrate. 
Application. Cores with a depositional environment of 'fluvial channel' include 
Cores 504, 702, 703, and 704, and are 'relict' units at depth within the cores. Seismic-
reflection profiles indicate Core 504 is located at the landward edge of a broad 
depression and Cores 702 and 704 are located within channel depressions. Core 703 is 
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positioned within a gentle depression on the seismic-reflection profile formed by a 
syncline. Grain-size analysis of 12 samples in this depositional environment reveals 
the sediment to be moderately sorted with a mean diameter of 0.23 mm and class 
distribution averages of 49% fine sand, 40% medium to very coarse sand, and 7% very 
fine sand. 
4.3.b.9 Backbarrier 
Description. This depositional environment is a general term for core sequences 
with fine-grained, low-energy deposits including bioturbated sequences, pre~erved 
burrows, laminated clays and silts (slackwater deposition), channel-fill sequences of 
sand (bedding sometimes apparent) and rip-up clasts, wood fragments, and other 
debris. Sharp contacts indicate erosional events as channels cut Into fine-grained 
deposits. Some cores contain strongly oxidized sediment that indicates exposure and 
weathering during lower sea level. A lack of carbonate/shells indicates possible 
leaching; alternatively, the sequence could be fluvial rather than estuarine. 
Application. Cores with a depositional environment of 'backbarrier' include Cores 
504 and 705, and are 'relict' units at depth within the cores. Core 504 has a 
Pleistocene backbarrier unit composed of oxidized sediment, laminated clays and silts, 
sharp contacts, rip-up clasts, and channel fill. Core 705 is composed of bioturbated 
sequences, burrows, coarse channel fill, and laminate clays. These relict backbarrier 
units in both cores are void of carbonate material. Grain-size analysis of 5 samples in 
this depositional environment reveals the sediment to be moderately sorted with a 
mean diameter of 0.24 mm and class distribution averages of 63% fine sand, 25% 
medium to very coarse sand and 6% gravel. 
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4.3.b.10 Transgressive Shoreface 
Description. Like the 'shoreface' depositional environment, the 'transgressive 
shoreface' applies to the upper to mid-shoreface, but differs in sediment texture and/or 
composition. It is composed of moderately sorted, typically medium to coarse 
sediment and sometimes reworked gravel. The 'transgressive shoreface' accumulates 
as sea level rises during the early to mid-Holocene. On shallow topography, the 
transgressive shoreface tends to be coarse-grained or reworked sediment; on deep 
topography or within depressions, it tends to be a finer-grained sequence. 
Application. Cores with a depositional environment of 'transgressive shoreface' 
include Cores 503 and 507. The transgressive shoreface unit in Core 503 occurs at the 
base, with inferred depositional depths increasing from 18 m at the base of the core 
(559 em) to as deep as 35 m up-core at 424 em. However, the sharp contact at 425 em 
likely indicates erosion into the older transgressive unit, which would make the 
inferred depositional depth on the order of 20 m. Core 507 contains a 'transgressive 
shoreface' unit that also extend from the base (487 em) up-core to 330 em, but the 
calibrated radiocarbon ages are not well constrained and the inferred water depth at the 
time of deposition ranges from approximately 4-21 m. Seismic-reflection data 
indicate Core 503 is located just above the lowstand surface between channel 
depressions just offshore and onshore, and Core 507 is located within a broad 
depression that deepens in the onshore direction. Grain-size analysis of 6 samples in 
this depositional environment reveals the sediment to be moderately sorted with a 
mean diameter of 0.31 mm and class distribution averages of 71% medium to very 
coarse sand, 27% fine sand, and 2% gravel. 
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4.3.b. 11 Ravinement 
Description. 'Ravinement' deposits are composed of a mixture of poorly sorted 
sediments, typically including coarse-grained to granular lag derived from the 
underlying bedrock and/or reworking as a result of erosion at the toe of the shoreface. 
The deposit may also contain a relative abundance of carbonate fragments. When a 
'ravinement surface' is formed during sea-level transgression, it may manifest as a 
relatively thin veneer representing an erosional unconformity as the ravinement shifts 
landward. An active ravinement during sea-level highstand may undergo more 
winnowing of fines or carbonate fragments as a result of persistent erosion. 
Application. Cores 507, 703, and 704 have 'ravinement' depositional environments. 
The 'ravinement' deposit in Core 507 is above the 'transgressive ·shoreface' unit, 
indicating development of this surface after the infilling of the broad landward-dipping 
depression in the lowstand surface, as indicated by seismic-reflection data. The 
inferred depositional depth is not well constrained by radiocarbon dates but may be on 
the order of 20m. Cores 703 and 704 have 'active ravinements' at the modem surface 
in water depths of 39.4 m below MSL and 37.3 m below MSL, consistent with both 
seismic-reflection and side-scan sonar data. Grain-size analysis of 3 samples in this 
depositional environment reveals the sediment to be poorly sorted with a mean 
diameter of 0.67 mm and class distribution averages of 40% gravel, 34% medium to 
very coarse sand, and 24% fine sand. 
4.4 Whole-Core Logs 
This section presents whole-core logs for each of the vibracores collected in this 
study. The whole-core logs are constructed by joining the individual core-section 
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visual logs (Appendix A). Fitting the combined graphic within a single page requires a 
change in the aspect ratio, which slightly distorts the image. The graphic is stretched 
horizontally and compressed vertically, so features such as pebbles, burrows and clasts 
appear flattened compared to the original. The basic lithology patterns are not 
affected. In order to clarify carbonate material such as bivalves and shell fragments, 
these features are rectified to improve their illustration; nevertheless they are 
disproportionate to other features that remain horizontally stretched. 
Whole-core diagrams are designed to provide a summary of information from 
which stratigraphic profiles can be constructed. However, the construction of these 
profiles is beyond the scope of this thesis. The diagrams present whole-core logs in 
transect groups positioned in sequence across the shoreface. Within each diagram the 
shoreface profile is plotted above the logs, with the positions of the cores shown to the 
correct vertical scale. Each visual core log includes water depth, distance from shore, 
core length, depositional environments, and the calibrated radiocarbon ages (weighted-
average and 2o- range) of each sample analyzed. A key is provided (Figure 4.7) to 
explain the notation used on the whole-core logs, including the abbreviations used for 
the depositional environments. The summary whole-core diagrams are shown in 
Figures 4.8-4.19 in order from south to north along the CRLC. 
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Transect: L 53 
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4.5 Seismic-Reflection Profiles 
In order to provide a view of the geologic framework in which the vibracores were 
collected, clips of the seismic-reflection profiles from Twichell and Cross (2001) in the 
vicinity of the vibracores were taken and assembled into a set of figures. The intent of 
the figures is to illustrate the position and vertical scale of the vibracores on the 
seismic-reflection profiles. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the locations of the seismic-
reflection profiles and vibracore sites. A seismic-reflection profile figure is included 
wherever a vibracore is located sufficiently close to a seismic-reflection profile. For 
some vibracore sites, there are seismic-reflection profiles oriented both east-west and 
north-south near the vibracore, thus providing two views of the seismic-reflection data. 
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In some cases there are slight differences in water depth between the seafloor at the 
vibracore site and the seafloor mapped by the seismic-reflection profile. A difference 
in seafloor depths is certainly expected where a vibracore site is offset landward or 
seaward from a north-south-oriented seismic-reflection profile. Seafloor depth 
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differences may also be due to actual changes in the seafloor that occurred over the 
few years between the collection of these data, as well as to accuracy limitations of 
depth and location measurements of both the seismic-reflection profile and vibracore. 
Regardless of the reason, the top of the vibracore in the illustrations is positioned at the 
interpreted seafloor on the seismic-reflection profile. In this way, the vibracore is 
correctly scaled in vertical position and length relative to the seismic-reflection profile. 
Nevertheless, care should be taken to avoid over-interpreting agreement or 
disagreement between cores and seismic-reflection data due to the fact that the 
positional accuracy of these data is uncertain (but estimated to be roughly I 0-20 m) 
and the co-location of the data is variable (as noted on the figures in terms of an offset 
distance and general direction). The seismic-reflection profiles are shown in Figures 
4.22-4.42. These figures are generally arranged by geographic order of the core sites 
from south to north along transects from shallow to deep water as shown in Figures 
4.20 and 4.21. 
The seismic-reflection profile clips are taken directly as interpreted by Twichell and 
Cross (2001). The green line delineates the lowstand surface; the red line delineates 
the ravinement surface; and the blue line delineates the top of deposits possibly 
associated with the Missoula Floods (as described in Chapter 8). In some cases the 
vibracore site is near the edge of a seismic-reflection profile with a gap between an 
adjoining profile. The distance between the profiles is positioned accordingly. In two 
cases an offset between adjacent interpreted lines is evident: the red and blue lines in 
seismic line 24 near Core 903 (Figure 4.27); and the red line in seismic line 41 near 
Core 504 (Figure 4.35). This discrepancy is acknowledged, but a reinterpretation of 
the seismic-reflection data is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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4.6 Side-Scan Sonar Imagery 
Side-scan sonar was collected in 1997 and verified with surficial sediment sampling 
in 1998 (Twichell et al., 2000) along the same tracklines as the seismic-reflection 
profiles presented in the previous section. These data provide a view of the surficial 
sediment facies that complement both the seismic-reflection profiles and vibracore 
data. 
Of primary interest in this study are the areas of high backscatter that have been 
shown by Twichell et al. (2000) to be gravel patches or beds similar to rippled-scour 
' 
depressions (Cacchione et al., 1984) where there are alternating bands of high and 
moderate backscatter. Sediment grain-size analysis indicates the gravel patches 
contain well-rounded pebbles of mostly 2-20 mm in diameter, and bottom photographs 
show that they are mostly free of shell debris (Twichell et al., 2000). Furthermore, 
gravel patches were found in some cases to be associated with shallow depressions and 
paleoriver valleys that are apparent in the seismic-reflection profiles. Most of the 
gravel patches have abrupt boundaries with veneers of rippled fine sand, indicated by 
areas of low backscatter on the side-scan sonar imagery. 
On the mid- to upper shoreface, areas of high backscatter were often found to be 
associated with sand dollar fields (Twichell et al., 2000). The sand dollar fields 
typically appear on side-scan sonar imagery as a band of high backscatter with an 
abrupt seaward edge and a gradational landward edge. Within this band, bottom 
photographs show abundant sand dollars standing on edge with their faces 
perpendicular to oscillatory ripples. Sediment samples collected by Twichell et al. 
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(2000) did not reveal any significant difference in sediment texture within and outside 
the sand dollar fields. 
To compare with the seismic-reflection profile figures presented in the previous 
section, clips of the side-scan sonar imagery were formatted to have the identical span 
of coverage. However, only a subset of the corresponding side-scan sonar imagery is 
presented, concentrating on areas showing a change in backscatter intensity. Similar to 
the seismic-reflection profile figures, the locations of the vibracores in the vicinity of 
the side-scan sonar imagery are shown. Again, the true position and co-location of 
these data is not precisely known, so it is important to avoid over-interpreting 
agreement or disagreement the between the cores and the side-scan sonar images. On 
the other hand, general agreement between these data would be expected, with the 
vibracore data providing the local sub-surface detail between the regional-scale 
surficial sediment texture provided by the side-scan sonar imagery and the framework 
geology elucidated by the seismic-reflection profiles. Figures 4.43-4.49 present the 
side-scan sonar images in an order similar to the seismic-reflection profiles figures in 
Section 4.5. 
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Data and Results 
4.7 Historical Shoreface Profile Change Results 
Analysis of historical shoreface change requires the extraction of profiles from 
bathymetric data when a time series of profile data is not available. Because the 
transects or areas of interest for change analysis typically exceed the geographic extent 
of an individual bathymetric survey, it is generally necessary to merge data from 
multiple surveys, which may have been performed over a number of years. The 
merging of these data involves comparing data from individual surveys in areas of 
overlap, and making careful adjustments to minimize offsets in depth measurements 
(which are rarely, if ever, taken at exactly the same location). Such offsets may be due 
to actual bathymetric changes that occurred between surveys; differences in measuring 
techniques or accuracies; errors in referencing the depth data to a horizontal location or 
vertical datum; or a combination of these factors. In addition, the accuracy of the 
bathymetric surface, which is actually a composite of individual surveys, can be 
affected by gridding procedures. 
In this study, analysis of historical shoreface profile change is based on regional 
bathymetric survey data obtained from Buijsman et a!. (2003b ). These data were 
rigorously evaluated and processed for change analysis and are available for four 
historical eras: late 1800s-1900 (pre-jetty; Era I), 1920s (post-jetty; Era 2), 1950s 
(mid-century; Era 3), and 1990s-2000 (contemporary; Era 4). Some eras of regional-
scale bathymetric data are derived from a composite of sub-regional individual surveys 
from different years. Because it was not desirable to assign multiple dates (from 
individual surveys) to a composite surface, a representative date for the merged 
bathymetry data was selected. 
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Assigning a single date to a regional gridded surface composed of data collected 
during different years is subjective. Logically, one might assume an average date, or 
perhaps some weighted-average date based on the percentage of the region covered by 
an individual survey. In this study, regional gridded surfaces that span the sub-cells of 
Clatsop Plains to Long Beach and Grayland Plains to North Beach are assigned a 
common date so that shoreface changes from adjacent sub-cells are directly 
comparable. This decision is justified on the basis that, relative to the change between 
eras, the shoreface change among surveys within the same era is relatively small, as 
observed by inspection of annual condition surveys performed by the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers. Some of the dates assigned in this study differ from those used in 
Buijsman et al. (2003b). The use of different dates affects only the calculated change 
rates, which are calculated from successive survey dates (e.g., 1868-1926, 1926-1958, 
and 1958-2000) as well as the entire interval (e.g., 1868-2000). It is relatively 
straightforward to adjust these rates by assuming different dates (and thus the total 
length of time by which to divide the magnitude of change). 
Along Clatsop Plains and Long Beach, original bathymetry data are available from 
1868, 1877, 1887, 1926, 1958, 1998, and 2000. In this region, the Era 1 bathymetric 
surface is composed of sub-regional data from 1868, 1877, and 1887; the date assigned 
to represent this composite is 1868. The Era 2 data are from 1926, and the Era 3 data 
are from 1958. The Era 4 bathymetric surface is composed of sub-regional data from 
1998 and 2000; the date assigned to represent this composite is 2000. 
Along Grayland Plains and North Beach, original bathymetry data are available 
from 1887, 1900, 1926, 1927, 1954, and 1999. In this region, the Era I bathymetric 
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surface is composed of sub-regional data from 1887 and 1900; the date assigned to 
represent this composite is 1900. The Era 2 bathymetric surface is composed of sub-
regional survey data from 1926 and 1927; the date assigned to represent this composite 
is 1927. The Era 3 data are from 1954 and the Era 4 data are from 1999. 
The locations selected for shoreface change analysis include 'seismic line' (SL) 
transects where vibracores, seismic-reflection profiles, and side-scan sonar imagery 
were collected, as presented in the previous sections. In addition, two types of areas 
were selected for alongshore-averaging of the shoreface profile to provide robust and 
representative shoreface change data. These areas are referred to as 'swaths' and given 
the abbreviation NS. The first type is the 'mega swath' which is intended to be 
representative of each sub-cell for mean trend analysis (Chapter 5). The 'mega 
swaths' were designated by optimizing both the distance away from estuary entrances 
as well as the availability of historical bathymetry for the entire swath. The second 
type is the 'jetty swath', which is designated for perturbation analysis immediately 
adjacent to the stabilized inlets (Chapter 6). These shoreface profiles and swaths are 
shown in Figure 4.50. 
The methodology described in Chapter 3 produced a number of morphological 
parameters and metrics to describe shoreface morphology and enable quantitative 
change analysis. The morphological parameters include shoreface slope, concavity, 
interval-average depth, disequilibrium, slope change over time, height change rate, and 
contour ('centroid') migration. Figures 4.51-4.66 present the summary 'stacked plots' 
of these parameters for each shoreface profile and alongshore-averaged 'swath'. 
Disequilibrium is not included in the swath profiles, because insufficient sediment data 
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were available to construct theoretical equilibrium profiles in these regions. These 
figures provide an overview of the data that are analyzed in Chapters 5 and 6. 
Analysis of these data involves digitizing features of interest such as minimum and 
maximum slopes, erosion and accretion peaks, the toe of upper-shoreface progradation, 
the toe of concave-upward upper shoreface, peak minimum and maximum concavity, 
and toe of slope-change per year. These digitized data serve as the key metrics to 
quantify historical shoreface behaviour over time and space. 
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Figure 4.51 . Clatsop Plains NS08 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.52. Clatsop Plains NS09 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.53. Long Beach NS06 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.54. Long Beach NSOS shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.55. Grayland Plains NS04 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.56. Grayland Plains NS03 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.57. North Beach NS02 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.58. North Beach NS01 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.59. Clatsop Plains SL23 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.60. Clatsop Plains Sl24 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.61. Long Beach SL33 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.62. Long Beach Sl28 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.63. Long Beach SL36 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.64. Grayland Plains SL41 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.65. Grayland Plains SL43 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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Figure 4.66. North Beach SL 12 shoreface morphology and change parameters. 
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5 Mean Trend Signatures of Shoreface Behaviour 
5.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to evaluate the mean trend shoreface behaviour of each 
sub-cell within the Columbia River littoral cell (CRLC). First, a brief overview of the 
geologic and geomorphic setting is provided. Second, interpretations of shoreface 
evolution from the vibracores are presented in context with seismic-reflection data 
(Twichell and Cross, 2001). Third, the results of historical profile change analysis are 
presented. Finally, the results of the vibracores and historical shoreface changes are 
compared and discussed. 
5.2 Overview of Coastal Evolution and Geomorphic Setting 
Shoreface evolution in the CRLC over the last several thousand years has been 
influenced by the inherited geology and geomorphic setting, which differ among each 
of the sub-cells. Although each sub-cell shares Columbia River sand, a contrast in 
shelf ?radient, accommodation space, and therefore Holocene sediment accumulation 
on the shelf, created dissimilar initial conditions from which the shoreface evolved as 
the rate of sea-level rise slowed toward present (see Figure 4.4). 
The inherited topographic setting from which the CRLC evolved is shown by 
surface maps derived from seismic-reflection data as interpreted by Twichell and Cross 
(200 I). Figure 5.1 shows the topographic setting in the vicinity of the Columbia River 
during sea-level 'lowstand'. For reference purposes, the 1999 shoreline, jetties, and 
vibracore sites are included in the figure. Although sea level was likely lower during 
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the Last Glacial Maximum, the lowest point on the sea-level curve is 110 m below 
present and occurred at approximately 13,000 BP (16,000 BP based on Peterson et al. 
(in press-a); refer to Figure 4.4). During this 'lowstand' of sea level, the Columbia 
River Valley was located about 10 krn south of the present location of the mouth and 
passed between the north and south transects of the Clatsop Plains shoreface cores 
(which are shown to be on land at that time). The site of Core 901 was near the 
shoreline. 
13,000 BP Surface 
Figure 5.1. Columbia River regional topography at 13,000 BP, when sea level was 110 m 
below present (Twichell and Cross, 2001 ). Vibracore sites, jetties, and 1999 shoreline are 
shown for reference. 
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The topographic setting for the same lowstand conditions around the Grays Harbor 
mouth is shown in Figure 5.2. Here, a relatively wide basin centers on the present 
location of the mouth, and a meandering valley continues toward the sea. Compared to 
the inherited topography around the present Columbia River mouth, the Grayland 
Plains and North Beach topography seaward of the modern shoreline is much wider, 
flatter, and higher. 
13,000 BP Surface 
0 1 2 3 
Figure 5.2. Grays Harbor regional topography at 13,000 BP, when sea level was 110 m 
below present (Twichell and Cross, 2001 ). Vibracore sites, jetties, and 1999 shoreline are 
shown for reference. 
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Sea level rose rapidly during the late Pleistocene and reached about 60 m below 
present by 11,000 BP (Figure 4.4). Around this time the Columbia River Valley likely 
lost its direct connection to the Astoria and Willapa canyons that notch the continental 
slope and shelf (Canyon locations are shown in Figure 5.5). Figure 5.3 indicates the 
mouth of the Columbia River was near the site of Core 106 and the ebb delta would 
have been near the site of Core 904. The sites of Cores 306 and 304 were on the upper 
shoreface, and the sites of Cores 901 and 902 were on the lower shoreface. 
11 ,000 BP Surfa_ce 
Figure 5.3. Columbia River regional topography at 11,000 BP, when sea level was 60 m 
below present (Twichell and Cross, 2001 ). Vibracore sites, jetties, and 1999 shoreline are 
shown for reference. 
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Farther north, in the vicinity of the Grays Harbor, the interpreted topographic 
surface of Twichell and Cross (2001) reveals that-even after about 50 m of sea level 
rise, by 11,000 BP when the sea level was 60 m below present-most of the modem 
shoreface of Grayland Plains and North Beach remained more than lO m above sea 
level. Figure 5.4 shows the Chehalis River Valley cutting about 25 km across a broad 
and shallow shelf at approximately sea level. The site of Core 507 was within a 
meandering section of the valley, just landward of an apparent constriction. The high 
ground encircled by the 10-m contour located 5 km west of the site of Core 507 is 
shown by Twichell et a!. (2000) to be a submerged sea stack of pre-Quaternary rock 
above the modern seafloor. McCrory et a!. (2002) delineates this outcrop as an 
anticline along the Grays Harbor fault zone, with the fault located along its southern 
edge. 
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11 ,000 BP Surface 
Figure 5.4. Grays Harbor regional topography at 11,000 BP, when sea level was 60 m 
below present (Twichell and Cross, 2001 ). Vibracore sites, jetties, and 1999 shoreline are 
shown for reference. 
The total volume of sediment that has accumulated above the marine transgressive 
surface (i.e., ravinement) is estimated to be 87 km3 (Twichell et al., in press). Of this 
total, the shelf accumulated approximately 79 km3 and the barriers accumulated about 
6 km3. Unfortunately, Holocene sediment accumulation rates on the shelf are 
unknown. Based on seismic-reflection data, Twichell and Cross (200 l) interpret the 
shelf deposit thickness to range from 15 to 50 m across the broad basin in the southern 
portion to only a few meters thick along Grayland Plains. The deposit is generally 
thickest on the mid-shelf off of southern Long Beach and thins to a few meters or less 
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on the outer shelf. Just to the north and offshore of Grays Harbor, much of the inner 
shelf is composed of glacial outwash, supplied by the Chehalis River Valley during 
lower sea level and reworked by marine processes into local accumulations 
(Venkatarathnam and McManus, 1973). To the north of this region, upper-middle 
Miocene and Pliocene bedrock is exposed on the modern seafloor, interspersed with 
gravel deposits filling depressions and channels (McCrory et a!., 2002). The barriers 
are generally composed of fine sand from the Columbia River and have a nearshore 
sediment wedge that fines offshore and with distance from the Columbia River. A 
modern mid-shelf silt deposit extends along a north-northwest trend across the shelf, in 
water depths generally ranging from about 60 to 120m (Nittrouer, 1978). Figures 5.5 
and 5.6 illustrate the distribution of the primary surficial sediment facies in the study 
area, interpreted by Twichell et a!. (2000) from side-scan sonar imagery, surface 
sediment data, seismic-reflection data, and historical sediment samples (Roberts, 1974; 
Nittrouer, 1978). 
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Figure 5.5. Clatsop Plains and Long Beach surficial sedimentary facies mapped by Twichell 
et al. (2000). Lower beachface sand, inner-shelf sand, and mid-shelf silty sand are identified 
by sediment texture that generally fines in the offshore direction. Megaripples are identified by 
bedforms. Sand dollar fields are identified by dense populations of these macrofauna. 
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Figure 5.6. Grayland Plains and North Beach surficial sedimentary facies mapped by 
Twichell et al. (2000}. Wisps of coarse sand are identified by bedforms. 
As the shelf filled with sediment and sea level began to stabilize, the modern 
barriers and strandplains began to prograde. A succession of shore-parallel ridges that 
line the barriers and strandplains attest to their progradational history (Cooper, 1958; 
Rankin, 1983; Peterson et al., 1999). The most landward ridge is the oldest, and each 
seaward ridge is progressively younger. Between the ridges are broad plains or valleys 
that in some locations form lakes, wetlands, or cranberry bogs. The barriers and 
strandplains have prograded roughly 0.5-0.6 rn/yr (Peterson et al. , 1999), but studies of 
the shallow stratigraphy using ground penetrating radar indicate that progradation 
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phases are interrupted by episodic erosion associated with coseismic subsidence 
(Meyers et al., 1996; Jo1 et al., 1998). Over the historical period since the 1870s, 
shoreline change analysis shows that the construction of jetties in the early 1900s at the 
entrances to the Columbia River and Grays Harbor has resulted in a dramatic increase 
in shoreline progradation rates (Kaminsky et al., 1999a). Prior to jetty construction, 
shoreline progradation rates were on the order of 1-2 rnlyr, maintaining fairly uniform 
rates alongshore. After jetty construction, shoreline progradation rates generally 
increased to roughly 5 rnlyr, with significant alongshore variability associated with 
enhanced sediment dispersal from the stabilized inlets and ebb-tidal deltas. 
Additional information on the geomorphic setting, especially as it relates to tidal 
inlet dynamics near the mouth of the Columbia River, is provided in Appendix C. This 
appendix reviews historical bathymetric surveys and provides context for interpreting 
the marginal tidal inlet deposits in the vibracores and the inferred mean trend of 
erosion of the Clatsop Plains mid- to lower shoreface, which is discussed in the next 
section of this chapter. 
5.3 Late Holocene Shoreface Evolution Based on Vibracores 
and Seismic-Reflection Data 
5.3.a Clatsop Plains Shoreface Evolution 
Clatsop Plains (Figure 5.7) inherited a steep shelf gradient and low sand supply, 
resulting in low barrier progradation rates. Within the NS08 mega swath, the Clatsop 
Plains shoreface has alongshore depth contours that run roughly parallel to the 
shoreline to at least 80 m water depth. The divergence in depth contours between 15 
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and 25 m depth at the northern end of the Clatsop Plains shoreface, beginning just 
south of the SL23 transect, is associated with the gradual northward migration of the 
ebb-tidal delta. 
Figure 5.7. Clatsop Plains mega swath (NS), seismic line transects (SL), and vibracores (•). 
Along Clatsop Plains, relatively slow rates of barrier progradation and a series of 
high foredune ridges (generally > 20 m above sea level; Cooper, 1958) indicate 
moderate accumulation rates onshore. The Clatsop Plains shoreface is subject to 
dispersal-stress due to the predominant northward-directed sediment supply from the 
Columbia River, which is governed by winter-storm wave climate in congruence with 
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northward coastal currents. As a result, much of the Clatsop Plains shoreface is 
sediment-starved and is degrading. The shoreface of this sub-cell has neutral to 
negative sediment supply and positive shelf accommodation space. 
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the interpreted Holocene surfaces across the shoreface 
profile from Twichell and Cross (200 l ), revealing the steep inherited substrate on 
which Clatsop Plains developed. Relative to the other sub-cells, the Clatsop Plains 
shoreface remains steep. The substrate of the Clatsop Plains shoreface is highly 
irregular with a deep channel apparent on the seismic-reflection data (see Figure 1.3; 
see also Figure 4 in Twichell and Cross, 2001). These data show that the Columbia 
River entrance channel was initially located between the SL23 and SL24 transects. 
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Figure 5.8. Clatsop Plains SL23 Holocene surfaces interpreted by Twichell and Cross 
(2001 ). 
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Figure 5.9. Clatsop Plains SL24 Holocene surfaces interpreted by Twichell and Cross 
(2001 ). 
Sea level rose 110 m over the past 13,000 years, and the Columbia River Valley 
filled with sediment as the environment transitioned from fluvial to estuarine (Baker, 
2002). Twichell and Cross (2001) indicate that as recently as 3000 BP, Clatsop Plains 
was narrow and did not extend as far north as it does now. Rather, the river mouth was 
even wider than it has been in recent historical time prior to jetty construction. This 
implies that the ebb-tidal delta of a few thousand years ago also extended farther to the 
south than in historical time. Evidence in the vibracores indicates long-term erosion of 
the mid- to lower shoreface, which is consistent with a narrowing and substantial 
reduction in the size of the ebb delta from its previous, more southerly extent. As the 
environment transitioned from ebb delta to shoreface, the sediment of the delta was 
redistributed, resulting in a lowering of the seabed, as the core data indicate. 
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The northward migration of the Columbia River over the past few thousand years is 
evidenced by the growth of Clatsop Plains toward the northwest, as documented by 
radiocarbon dating of barrier samples (Rankin, 1983; Peterson et al., 1999). This trend 
is consistent with historical data since the mid-1800s (Appendix C) that show a 
southern entrance channel passing through the present location of Clatsop Spit in 1841, 
mostly to the south of the Columbia River South Jetty (Figure C.3). Even as Clatsop 
Spit extended northward since that time, the site of Core 102 is within the well-defined 
south channel in 1850 (Figure C.3). 
A more in-depth study of the Clatsop Plains shoreface was motivated in part liy the 
observation of well-preserved bedded sequences of 0.5 em- to 2 em-thick laminated 
mud and sand units (see Section 4.3.b.7) in Clatsop Plains shoreface Cores 101, 102, 
105, and 106 (see Figures 4.8 and 4.9; Appendix A). It was initially unclear why these 
units were common within the Clatsop Plains shoreface but rare in the other parts of 
the littoral cell. Moreover, there was not an obvious explanation for why similar units 
were recovered from a wide range of depths across the Clatsop Plains shoreface. A 
second vibracoring cruise in September 2003 enabled the collection of additional 
vibracores (Cores 107, 108, 109, and 207) closer to and within the river mouth. 
The laminated mud and sand units present in each of the cores collected in 2003 
complement the cores farther south on the Clatsop Plains shoreface. In order for these 
units to be preserved in shallow water on this high-energy shoreface, they would have 
to have been buried soon after deposition. The lack of bioturbation in these units 
supports this hypothesis of rapid burial. It is possible that the laminated mud and sand 
units were deposited at the margin of the once wide and dynamic entrance that had two 
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major channels (north and south) with a large sand bank/shoal in the middle, and large, 
shore-connected shoals extending from the south (Ciatsop Spit) and the north (Peacock 
Spit), as shown in Appendix C. Rapid burial would have been possible-indeed 
likely-as ebb-delta shoals shifted and deposited sand. Erosional events are likely 
recorded in the cores as sharp, angular contacts within the laminated unit that cut 
bedding at a low angle. Similar units were recovered in cores from the Fraser River 
delta in Canada (Monahan et al., 1997). 
Samples from laminated units on the Clatsop Plains shoreface have been analyzed 
by AMS, and the results indicate that these units are 'relict'. The radiocarbon age of 
the organics within the laminated mud are oldest in the south (> 5600 cal BP; Cores 
105, 106) and younger in cores just south of the South Jetty (< 2400 cal BP; Cores 
108, 109). Within the present inlet, laminated mud and sand units in Core 207 post-
date 121-313 cal BP, providing a modem analog to the relict deposits found on the 
shoreface. In contrast, the old dates near the surface of the shoreface cores indicate 
that relatively little sediment has accumulated on the Clatsop Plains shoreface since the 
dated-material was deposited or, more likely, that sediment has been eroded. 
In all cores in which organics have been dated, the ages are older than those 
determined for dated carbonate fragments in the same cores (e.g., shell, sand dollar, or 
barnacle). The discrepancy in ages between organic matter and carbonate supports the 
hypothesis that the organic matter was probably old when it was eroded from the 
Columbia River catchment or floodplain prior to being transported down the river, 
discharged during peak floods (especially during the spring freshets), and deposited 
near the margins of the ebb delta. 
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The mud laminae of the laminated units on the Clatsop Plains shoreface are 
somewhat resistant to erosion because they are composed of clay-rich mud and are 
therefore semi-consolidated. Their composition enables them to be eroded and 
transported as 'mud clasts' that can be redeposited intact without disaggregating into 
individual mud particles. These mud clasts appear in many of the Clatsop Plains 
shoreface cores and are inferred to be 'rip-up clasts'. These clasts occur most 
commonly in erosional settings where mud has been deposited and is available to be 
eroded. They provide additional evidence that parts of the Clatsop Plains lower 
shoreface has undergone long-term erosion. 
In general, the vibracores contain relatively little carbonate material compared with 
cores from other continental shelves. This is perhaps not surprising, given the 
substantial volume of land-derived sediment contributed by the Columbia River. A 
few cores contain intervals of relatively higher concentrations of shell and/or sand 
dollar fragments and slightly coarser sand. Near the Columbia River, coarser sand was 
likely deposited by high-energy flows when the axis of the channel was located in the 
vicinity of the core sites. High-energy flows would also winnow the finer sand and 
result in somewhat coarser-than-average grain size for the remaining sand. 
Except where relict material is encountered, the Clatsop Plains shoreface cores 
contain coarser Columbia River sand than that found at comparable depths elsewhere 
in the littoral cell. The largest difference in grain size for Columbia River sediment is 
found between Clatsop Plains and Long Beach. Figure 4.5 shows that the Clatsop 
Plains shoreface, lower shoreface, and mid-shelf each have the highest percentage of 
fine sand and lowest percentage of very fine sand and mud. In contrast, each of these 
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Long Beach depositional environments has the highest percentage of very fine sand. 
The coarser sand in Clatsop Plains is indicative of an erosional setting where very fine 
sand and mud is winnowed away. The coarser sediment deposits in the northern 
Clatsop Plains shoreface cores are consistent with the previous locations of the 
entrance channel(s) (Appendix C, Figures C.2-C.5) as well as with the net erosion of 
the seabed that has occurred since the late 1800s (Appendix C, Table C.1 ). 
Additional evidence for long-term erosion on the Clatsop Plains shoreface is 
provided by radiocarbon dates of carbonate material from two cores. In each core, the 
dates are not in stratigraphic order because an older date occurs above a younger date. 
In Core 104 (17.3 m water depth) a bivalve fragment collected at 112-116 em depth 
interval returned an age of -2400 cal BP whereas another bivalve fragment at 184--189 
em had a > Modem age. These ages suggest that the seabed has been actively 
reworked to nearly 2 m along this shallow shoreface. Relatively old dates out of 
stratigraphic order were also found at lower depths in this core. A bivalve fragment at 
322 em returned an age of -4744 cal BP, while a shell fragment at 464--472 em had an 
age of -3836 cal BP. Together, the dates in this core suggest recent sedimentation at 
the toe of the progradational (upper shoreface) sediment wedge over relatively older 
reworked sediment. In Core 106 (40.5 m water depth) a bivalve fragment collected at 
76-77 em returned an age of -5649 cal BP, whereas another bivalve fragment at 184--
185 em returned a younger age of -4962 cal BP. This result is more likely when there 
is a slow rate of sediment accumulation and sediment is eroded and redeposited 
locally. In addition, both of these relatively near-surface samples are old (another 
indicator of an erosional setting). 
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The only exception to the trend of long-term erosion on the Clatsop Plains 
shoreface occurs in the shallow nearshore zone of the central Clatsop Plains. In Core 
103 (10.8 m water depth), a sand dollar fragment at 133 em returned an age of -558 
cal BP, another sand dollar fragment at 237 em returned an age of -588 cal BP, and 
third sand dollar fragment at 548-549 em returned an age of -1800 cal BP. These 
dates indicate sediment accumulation on the upper shoreface at rates on the order of 30 
cm/100 years. This nearshore accumulation is not surprising given the history of long-
term progradation of Clatsop Plains (Kaminsky et al., 1999a; Peterson et al., 1999). 
The radiocarbon ages and inferred accumulation rates derived from the vibracores 
(Appendix B) are consistent with the historical bathymetric changes observed on the 
Clatsop Plains shoreface (Appendix C). Relatively old radiocarbon dates occur at 
shallow depths within Cores 10 I, 102, 105, and 106 and indicate very low sediment 
accumulation rates in the same areas where high rates of historical seabed erosion have 
been measured. Similarly, within Core 103, young dates occur at moderately deep 
core depths and indicate moderately high accumulation rates on the upper shoreface 
where historical seabed accumulation has been measured. In Core I 04, recent 
accumulation over old and out-of-sequence dates is consistent with the erosion and 
accumulation patterns shown in Appendix C, Figures C.8-C.IO. The pattern of older 
radiocarbon ages and relict mud deposits in the southern-most and offshore Clatsop 
Plains shoreface cores, and the progressively younger dates associated with these 
deposits in the onshore and northerly directions, are consistent with the northward 
migration of Clatsop Spit over the past few thousand years and the subsequent 
movement of the ebb delta (Twichell and Cross, 200 I). 
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In summary, there are several pieces of evidence in the vibracores for long-term 
erosion of the Clatsop Plains shoreface. These include the laminated mud and sand 
units that occur near the top of many cores, near-surface 'old' radiocarbon ages, 
winnowed or lag deposits, and inferred rip-up clasts and mud clasts. Furthermore, 
radiocarbon dates from carbonate material that are out of stratigraphic order are 
indicative of re-working in a low sedimentation or erosional setting. In this way, the 
cores 'ground-truth' and extend the value of the historical bathymetric change data 
(Appendix C). Taken together, these findings provide abundant evidence that the 
Clatsop Plains shoreface has eroded significantly over millennia! time scales. 
5.3.b Long Beach Shoreface Evolution 
Along Long Beach (Figure 5.10), the inherited substrate is relatively deep and steep 
(see Figures 1.2 and 1.3), and barrier progradation has resulted from a large supply of 
sand from the Columbia River. This 38 km-long, 2-3 km-wide, 17-25 m-deep 
Holocene sand barrier, like Clatsop Plains, is two to eight times thicker than other 
Holocene barriers along the North American coast (Smith et a!., 1999). Unlike the 
Clats\Jp Plains shoreface, which has depth contours that run roughly parallel and 
accentuate the concavity of the shoreline, the Long Beach contours on the lower 
shoreface are convex seaward, counter to the broad concave shape of the shoreline 
over the length of the barrier. Comparing the shapes of the 20- and 40-m depth 
contours in Figure 5.5, and considering the broad valley that filled with Holocene 
sediment (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3), this morphology indicates an abundance of 
sediment supply and a massively aggraded shoreface. 
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Figure 5.1 0. Long Beach mega swath (NS), seismic line transects (SL), and vibracores (•). 
Most of the lower shoreface is aggradational due to the dominance of sediment 
supply in prehistoric time. In addition, it is possible that excess sediment may have 
been stored on the lower shoreface as a result of episodic river discharges that have 
been documented in the Columbia River in prehistoric time (e.g., Missoula Floods, as 
described in Chapter 8). A millennia! time scale would be expected for dispersal of 
excess sediment at depth on the lower shoreface, indicating a long-term mean trend of 
sediment supply to the upper shoreface, despite a historical reduction in sediment 
supply from the Columbia River (Gelfenbaum et aJ., 1999). During the early 
Holocene, the Long Beach shoreface had a positive sediment supply and positive 
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accommodation space. As the rate of sea-level rise slowed during the late Holocene, 
the shoreface at depth likely became full and then overfull, possibly because the rate of 
sediment dispersal could not keep up with the accumulation of sediment at lower sea 
level. The offshore and alongshore fining of sediment from the Columbia River is a 
signature of this dispersal system (Nittrouer and Sternberg, 1981 ). Figures 5.11 and 
5.12 show the interpreted Holocene surfaces from Twichell and Cross (200 1 ), 
revealing the deep nature of the inherited substrate upon which the Long Beach barrier 
and shoreface were built. 
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Figure 5.11. Long Beach SL33 Holocene surfaces interpreted by Twichell and Cross (2001 ). 
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Figure 5.12. Long Beach SL36 Holocene surfaces interpreted by Twichell and Cross {2001 ). 
Vibracores collected on the Long Beach shoreface contain mostly homogenous sand 
with few shells or she!J layers, although sand do!Jar fragments are relatively common. 
Radiocarbon dating of sand do!Jars and she!Js indicates that these shoreface deposits 
are younger and accumulated more quickly than Lhose from other sub-cells within the 
CRLC. The sediment is uniformly well- to very well-sorted, lithic-rich fine to very 
fine sand. Although the compositional and textural similarity of the sand, and the 
overall lack of shells, make it more difficult to resolve sedimentary bedding, 
photographs and x-radiographs of some Long Beach cores do contain evidence of 
horizontal to sub-horizontal laminations (for example, Core 30111, 95- 120 em; Core 
302/2, 225-300 em; Core 303/2, 155-250 em; Core 306/4, 440-490 em; and Core 
307/2, 175-205 em, as shown in Appendix A). 
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Vibracores along the southern Long Beach transect (SL33) show relatively high 
accumulation rates (Appendix B) with proximity to the Columbia River in this sub-
cell. The high accumulation rates are consistent with high supply-stress associated 
with the Columbia River. The deepest site, Core 307 (41.1 m water depth), with three 
samples :5 658 cal BP, yields increasing accumulation rates over time, from ;:: 35 
em! 100 yr to ;:: 7 5 em! 100 yr. Core 306, located in 31.4 m water depth, has two dates 
:5 545 cal BP which independently give accumulation rates;:: 52 cm/100 yr; between 
these two samples the accumulation rates are <:: 17 em/ 100 yr, with an average of 30 
cm/100 yr. Core 303 was collected in 18.2 m water depth, and the one sample dated-
a fresh sand dollar fragment (:5 297 cal BP) located at the base of the core at 247 em 
subsurface depth-suggests a high accumulation rate of ;:: 83 ern! I 00 yr. Finally, at 
shallowest depth, Core 305 (12.2 m water depth) contained a fresh gastropod at 285 
em, which returned a > Modern age. Thus, AMS dates from across the shoreface 
profile consistently show high rates of sediment accumulation within the past few 
hundred years. Considering only the average accumulation rates from the topmost 
young samples ( < 2.5-m deep) reveals increasing rates with decreasing water depth 
from !06 em/ I 00 yr in Core 307, to 113 em/ I 00 yr in Core 306, to 134 em/ I 00 yr in 
Core 303. 
The relatively young radiocarbon ages found within deeper sections of the Long 
Beach lower-shoreface cores contrast sharply with the much older radiocarbon ages 
found within shallower sections of the Clatsop Plains lower-shoreface cores. The 
Clatsop Plains SL23 transect is about 9 km south of the Columbia River South Jetty, 
and the Long Beach SL33 transect is about 10 km north of the North Jetty, which 
allows comparison between cores of similar water depths and distance from the 
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Columbia River. Core 106 (40.5 m water depth) on the Clatsop Plains lower shoreface 
has 4 samples within the top 292 em of core that range from 4646 to 7662 cal BP (the 
youngest at 49 em), whereas the oldest of three samples in Core 307 ( 41.1 m water 
depth) on the Long Beach lower shoreface is only 658 cal BP, located at 408 em. Even 
comparing the shallower Core 105 (25.6 m water depth) on the Clatsop Plains 
shoreface with the deeper Core 306 (31.4 m water depth) on the Long Beach shoreface 
shows a large difference in shoreface evolution: the youngest date in Core 105 is 3815 
cal BP at 36 em depth, whereas the oldest date in Core 306 is 2028 cal BP at 474 em. 
These data indicate a mean trend of aggradation on the Long Beach lower shoreface 
and a mean trend of erosion on the Clatsop Plains lower shoreface. 
The vibracores along the Long Beach north transect (SL36) attest to the Columbia 
dispersal system described by Nittrouer and Sternberg (1981) when compared against 
the core results along the SL33 transect. Each vibracore along the SL36 transect has 
slightly finer sediment and lower accumulation rates than the core at comparable depth 
along the SL33 transect. Core 304 in 44.7 m water depth on the SL36 transect is only 
slightly deeper than Core 307 (at 41.1 m water depth) but has a 'deep lower shoreface' 
depositional environment with average accumulation rates of 19 and 2 cm/100 yr, 
compared to 106 and 47 cm/100 yr in Core 307). Similarly, Core 301 (31.8 m water 
depth) on the SL36 transect is a 'lower shoreface' depositional environment with an 
average accumulation rate of 20 cm/100 yr, whereas Core 306 (31.4 m water depth) on 
the SL33 transect is a shoreface depositional environment with a depth-averaged 
accumulation rate of 73 cm/100 yr. Finally, Core 302 (17.3 m water depth) on the 
SL36 transect has average accumulation rates of 36, 33, and 64 cm/100 yr, whereas 
Core 303 (18.2 m water depth) has an average accumulation rate of 134 cm/100 yr. 
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These data show that just II km north of the SL33 transect, the accumulation rates are 
less than one-half of the rates at the SL36 transect. 
The accumulation rates along the SL36 transect generally increase in the onshore 
direction, with progressively younger dates located deeper in the cores in shallower 
water. Core 902 (65.4 m water depth) on the mid-shelf has five samples, with 2cr 
radiocarbon ages ranging from 1695 cal BP to 7402 cal BP, that yield accumulation 
rates averaging 3-11 cm/100 yr. A relatively old radiocarbon age of -2717 cal BP was 
obtained from a moderately fresh bivalve fragment at 123 em subsurface depth in Core 
304 ( 44.7 m water depth), which suggests a period of very low accumulation until the 
last few hundred years. The very low accumulation at this depth could indicate a near-
equilibrium surface. Farther landward, Core 30 I (31.8 m water depth) has a sample 
with an age of -1906 cal BP at 380 em, and Core 302 (17 .3 m water depth) has a 
sample with an age of -I 028 cal BP at 440 em. 
In summary, the vibracore data from southern Long Beach (SL33) indicate a mean 
trend, of accumulation with an aggraded lower shoreface and a prograded upper 
shoreface. In central Long Beach (SL36), the lower-shoreface accumulation rates are 
much lower, suggesting it is closer to equilibrium and functions more as a bypass zone. 
The central Long Beach upper shoreface has a mean trend of moderate progradation. 
The reduction in shoreface accumulation rates with distance from the Columbia River 
mouth follows the similar trend observed on the mid-shelf by Nittrouer et a!. (1979). 
This trend is also consistent with the seismic-reflection data that shows a much thicker 
Holocene deposit at SL33 than at SL36 (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). 
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5.3.c Grayland Plains Shoreface Evolution 
Along Grayland Plains (Figure 5.13), the progradational sand wedge filled a limited 
accommodation space over the past few thousand years. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show 
the interpreted Holocene surfaces from Twichell and Cross (200 1 ), revealing the 
shallow substrate and the limited accommodation space for the development of 
Grayland Plains. Relative to the lowstand surface, accommodation space would 
presumably increase with proximity to Grays Harbor, but much of the lower paleoriver 
valley filled with glacial outwash and fluvial sediment prior to the transgression. 
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Figure 5.13. Grayland Plains mega swath (NS), seismic line transects (SL), and vibracores 
(•). 
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Figure 5.14. Grayland Plains SL41 Holocene surfaces interpreted by Twichell and Cross 
(2001 ). 
The Grayland Plains shoreface is characterized by a modest progradational sand 
wedge that generally thins toward Grays Harbor (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3). The 
shoreface is perched above an irregular shallow substrate that pinches out to bedrock 
or a thin veneer of Holocene sand in the vicinity of 50 m water depth (Figures 5.14 and 
5.15). Across the northern end of the sub-cell, the shoreface is built above glacial and 
fluvial deposits within a paleoriver valley (Figure 5.4). Near Willapa Bay, the upper to 
mid-shoreface is strongly influenced by the Willapa ebb-tidal delta. On the lower 
shoreface 11 km west of the southern end of Grayland Plains, a fault displaces the 
ravinement surface about 8 m vertically on the landward side (McCrory et al., 2002). 
At the SL41 transect, the smooth, concave downward profile suggests that the 
Grayland Plains shoreface may be near equilibrium on the deep lower shoreface 
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(seaward of approximately 45 m water depth), albeit with little accumulation of 
Holocene sediment. A significant outcrop, described in Section 5.2, is observed on the 
SIA3 profile, indicating that this portion of the profile is too shallow for equilibrium. 
Without the concept of a 'too shallow' shoreface having no accommodation space, the 
relatively thin, modem shelf sequence would be surprising given the large input of 
sediment that was dispersed northward from the Columbia River throughout the 
Holocene. 
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Figure 5.15. Grayland Plains SL43 Holocene surfaces interpreted by Twichell and Cross 
(2001 ). 
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In contrast to the thick deposit of modern shoreface sand identified on the Long 
Beach shoreface, the Grayland Plains shoreface is generally less than 3 m thick on the 
deep lower shoreface and is on the order of 8 m thick on the upper shoreface. Thus, 
some of the cores capture the entire existing record of Holocene shoreface 
progradation. All but one of the cores in Grayland Plains (Core 506) contain at least 
some readily recognized sediment that is not from the Columbia River (e.g., occasional 
pebbles). Some vibracores, such as Cores 503, 504, and 507 have depositional 
environments void of Columbia River sediment. The vibracore data provide much 
detail in support of the geologic setting interpreted from the seismic-reflection data. 
The following paragraphs describe main features of each core that contribute to the 
interpretation of shoreface evolution along Grayland Plains. 
On the SIAl transect, deeply weathered Pleistocene clay was encountered at 263 
em in Core 504 (44.6 m water depth), which is consistent with the interpreted seismic-
reflection data (Figure 5.14; see also Figure 4.35) in that it penetrates the lowstand 
surface. Core 504 is located at the landward rim of a broad depression (Figure 5.4). 
An early-Holocene fluvial channel unit (220-263 em) likely eroded into the 
Pleistocene surface (interpreted to be backbarrier), leaving a sharp contact. A 'deep 
lower shoreface' unit with radiocarbon ages of -5096 cal BP at 211 em and -1139 cal 
BP at 125 em is preserved above this fluvial channel, separated by an irregular sharp 
contact. These adjacent depositional environments indicate that early Holocene 
shoreface deposits were likely eroded away during the transgression. In addition, this 
sequence demonstrates a lack of accommodation space on the Grayland Plains 
shoreface, because only 220 em of accumulation follows the Holocene transgression, 
and over half of that is within the last millennium during the peak in sea level. 
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Accumulation rates in this core average II em/! 00 yr for the topmost section and 2 
cm/100 yr for the older section between 125 and 211 em. 
Core 503 (36.0 m water depth) is the next core landward on the SIA I transect, and 
it intersects the ravinement surface that is co-located with the lowstand surface 
interpreted on the seismic-reflection profile (Figure 5.14; see also Figure 4.34). This 
core records a transgressive shoreface that is absent from Core 504, indicating slightly 
more accommodation space at this shallower site. At 550 em, near the base of this 
core, a bivalve sample has a radiocarbon age of -8063 cal BP. The transgressive 
shoreface unit extends up to 424 em, where there is a sharp contact with a lower-
shoreface unit that extends to the seafloor. As in Core 504, there is no preservation of 
a shallower-shoreface unit. Near the top of a muddy lower-shoreface sand unit at 344 
em, a bivalve fragment has a radiocarbon age of -2853 cal BP, indicating most of the 
accumulation occurred after sea level rose to within a few meters of its present level. 
Three additional samples are located above this sample and have radiocarbon ages of 
-2514 cal BP (286 em), -1997 cal BP (110 em), and -1413 cal BP (52 em). The 
combined radiocarbon sample results yield average accumulation rates from bottom to 
top of 4, 17, 34, 10, and 4 cm/100 yr, indicating the peak in accumulation occurred 
during 1905-2669 cal BP. Evidently the shoreface in the vicinity of Core 503 has 
approached equilibrium within the last millennium and has bypassed sediment to the 
deep lower shoreface, because the accumulation rates in Core 504 are much higher 
during this time. 
Core 50 I (24.3 m water depth) is situated in the progradational shoreface wedge 
above the interpreted ravinement surface on the seismic-reflection profile (see Figure 
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4.34). This core has a bleached and pitted bivalve sample dated from the core catcher 
with an age of -3185 cal BP. Oddly, two samples above (at 288 and 148 em) have 
nearly identical radiocarbon ages of -225 cal BP, despite being nearly 1.4 m apart. 
The sample at 288 em is a gastropod located near the base of a shelly interval that has 
slightly coarser sand. Extending upward to about 140 em is a unit with a relative 
abundance of carbonate material. This thick unit, with similar radiocarbon ages at its 
base and top, is indicative of a deposit from a large event. 
In contrast to the probably rapid accumulation of 288 em of sediment within Core 
501, Core 502 (15.5 m water depth) has consistently low accumulation rates spanning 
547-6983 cal BP. Four radiocarbon samples (three of which have duplicate analyses 
using another AMS laboratory) yield average accumulation rates from bottom to top of 
7, 7, 9, and 12 crn/100 yr. Although these results suggest a small increase in 
accumulation rates over the late Holocene, a lag deposit of carbonate fragments caps 
the top 14 em of this core, indicative of recent erosion. A similar lag deposit is located 
between 140 and 153 em, where duplicate dating of the same sand dollar fragment by 
two la~oratories resulted in a 2cr age range of 1310-1741 cal BP. 
Core 508 (8.4 m water depth) also contrasts with Core 502, with much younger 
radiocarbon ages and much higher accumulation rates. While higher progradation 
rates are expected on the upper shoreface, the oldest 2cr radiocarbon age is only 682 cal 
BP, located at the base of the core (425 em). Approximate ages of the four samples in 
this core are, from top to bottom, -157 cal BP (60 em), -259 cal BP (214 em), -573 
cal BP (316 em), and -610 cal BP ( 425 em). Minimum accumulation rates from top to 
bottom are 23, 35, 18, and 65 crn/100 yr. A slight coarsening upward of the topmost 
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section of this core is evidenced by the mean sediment sizes in three samples, from 95-
100 em (0.13 mm) to 65-70 em (0.14 mm) to 2-7 em (0.15 mm). 
On the SIA3 transect, Core 507 (45.9 m water depth) is located above the paleoriver 
valley (Figure 5.4) that filled with sediment from both marine and fluvial sources. 
Figure 5.15 shows the interpretation by Twichell and Cross (2001) that this valley 
filled with sediment at the pace of sea-level rise. The infilling of the valley can be 
seen in the seismic-reflection profile (Figure 4.37a) by landward-dipping reflectors that 
are below and landward of Core 507. Figure 4.37b shows southward-dipping 
reflectors to the north and below Core 507, thus the infilling occurred mostly down the 
axis of the northwest-oriented channel from this core site. The likely mix of river 
gravel with marine sediments is demonstrated by Figure 5.6, which shows a modern 
surface expression of gravel across much of the paleoriver channel to the north and 
west of Core 507. The glacial gravel was delivered to the Chehalis River and the 
adjacent shelf during the lowstand and the latest Pleistocene (Venkatarathnam and 
McManus, 1973). 
Core 507 has a transgressive shoreface unit from the base of the core at 487 em up 
to 331 em. A bivalve fragment at 485 em has a 2cr radiocarbon age range of 8964-
9731 cal BP. After basin infilling below this core, sea-level transgression occurs in the 
lee of the offshore topographic high (Figure 5.15; see also Figure 5.6 and related 
discussion), which may have initially sheltered this site. As sea level continued to rise, 
this shallow shoreface would have been exposed to high energy. Consequently, 
reworking and landward transport of relict gravel would have been likely as part of the 
ravinement process. This process is consistent with the general interpretation of 
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Twichell and Cross (2001), in which the ravinement forms after depressions fill nearly 
to their rims just prior to the transgression. On the seismic-reflection profile (Figure 
4.37), the interpreted ravinement surface is at the modem seafloor. In the core, the 
transgressive shoreface is truncated by the ravinement at 290-331 em, which is 
composed of well-rounded pebbles and medium to fine sand. A sand dollar fragment 
at 307 em has a 2cr radiocarbon age range of 9139-10,252 cal BP. The inferred water 
depth of the ravinement is approximately 14m, but given the wide range of dates and 
rapid sea-level rise, the depositional depths may range from approximately 4 to 19 m. 
Nevertheless, the sand dollar fragment would be consistent with mid-range depths (see 
Section 4.3a). 
Above the ravinement in Core 507 is a fining-upward sequence associated with a 
shoreface environment that becomes deeper over time with sea-level rise. Little 
accommodation space is evident during the transition from a shallow shoreface to a 
'deep lower shoreface' environment, as only 140 em of accumulation preserves this 
transition. A deposit from a large event appears between 30 to 150 em as a poorly 
sorted unit composed of granules, medium to very fine sand, and rip-up clasts. A 
slightly pitted, very bleached bivalve fragment at 139 em has a 2cr radiocarbon age 
range of only 103-399 cal BP, indicating recent accumulation of this coarse, fining-
upward unit. This unit extends upward to 30 em, where an irregular, disturbed contact 
marks the base of a muddy, very fine sand unit that is more characteristic of the 'deep 
lower shoreface' depositional environment. 
Farther landward on the SL43 transect, Core 506 (27 .I m water depth), is situated 
well above the lowstand surface (Figure 5.15) and above the interpreted ravinement on 
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the seismic-reflection profile (see Figure 4.36a). In this case, three radiocarbon 
samples indicate moderate shoreface progradation, likely in the vicinity of the toe of 
the progradational wedge. A bivalve fragment at 299 em near the base of the core has 
an age of -2857 cal BP. A gastropod at 155 em within an interpreted Jag deposit has a 
radiocarbon age of -2428 cal BP. Finally, a bivalve fragment at 59 em within a large 
burrow structure has a radiocarbon age of -422 cal BP. 
The shallowest core on the SlA3 transect, Core 505 (17 .3 m water depth), is just 
above the southern rim of the broad paleovalley to the north (Figure 5.4 ). The 
interpreted seismic-reflection profiles (Figure 5.15; see also Figure 4.36) indicate that 
the core should intersect the ravinement surface, though this core is 140 m north of the 
seismic-reflection profile, which would place it just to the north of the rim. No 
ravinement surface was recovered in Core 505, but the base of the core from 567 em 
up to 500 em is a tidal channel environment with coarse sand lamina. A barnacle 
fragment at 551 em has a radiocarbon age of -4927 cal BP, which would pre-date 
barrier progradation according to Peterson et al. ( 1999). Above a sharp contact at 500 
em is the shoreface depositional environment with the typical composition of fine, 
well-sorted sand and scattered carbonate fragments. This shoreface unit is truncated 
by another shoreface interval with a significant portion of reworked relict gravel and 
coarse sand from 377 em up to 306 em. A thin-walled bivalve fragment at 374 em was 
dated by two AMS laboratories, and the 2cr range in radiocarbon ages is 5944-6316 cal 
BP, indicating the reworking of older deposits that were likely transported landward. 
At the top of this coarse sand and gravel interval is a sharp contact, above which is a 
typical shoreface unit of fine sand, similar to the shoreface unit below 377 em. A large 
bivalve at 284 em has a radiocarbon age of -2857 cal BP and a sand dollar fragment at 
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28 em has a radiocarbon age of -81 cal BP. These dates indicate moderate 
accumulation rates of~ 9 em/! 00 yr. 
In summary, tbe Grayland Plains shoreface has evolved with a moderate mean trend 
of progradation with evidence of erosion on the mid-shoreface (marked by lag 
deposits) and event deposits on the lower shoreface (marked by coarser and/or shelly 
units with young radiocarbon dates). Episodic events and mean trend shoreface 
lowering exposes relict gravel deposits on the mid-upper shoreface. Some gravel is 
reworked and transported landward across the shoreface profile, as evidenced by relict 
pebbles within the upper shoreface that prograded within the last millennium. Thus, 
the upper shoreface appears to prograde, at least in part, through landward sediment 
transport from the mid- to lower shoreface. 
5.3.d North Beach Shoreface Evolution 
Along North Beach (Figure 5.16), the barrier has prograded as a perched sand body 
above a shallow substrate with the progradational sand wedge limited to approximately 
30 m water depth (with shallowing depths in the northward direction). This seaward 
limit is evident from side-scan imagery and seismic-reflection profiles (Twichell et al., 
2000; Twichell and Cross, 200 I). The shallow shoreface allows sand transported from 
the south along the mid- to lower shoreface to be efficiently swept onshore, resulting in 
high progradation rates and a low elevation barrier (Kaminsky et a!., 1999a). The 
North Beach shoreface is considered to have a positive sediment supply and negative 
lower-shoreface accommodation space. At water depths greater than approximately 35 
m, tbe North Beach shoreface is primarily reworked glacial outwash (gravel) or 
Tertiary bedrock and is too shallow to accumulate sand (Figure 5.6). Both a seismic 
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survey (Twichell et aJ., 2000) and a high-resolution multibeam survey along the North 
Beach shoreface (Ferrini and Flood, 2002) have revealed that the lower shoreface 
contains essentially no sand and has a shallow geological substrate that outcrops on the 
surface offshore of the progradational sand wedge. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the 
interpreted Holocene surfaces from Twichell and Cross (2001) and reveal the shallow 
nature of the inherited substrate upon which the North Beach barrier was built. 
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Figure 5.16. North Beach mega swath (NS), seismic line transects (SL), and vibracores (•). 
The substrate underlying the North Beach shoreface is irregular and very shallow, 
based on interpreted seismic-reflection data (Twichell and Cross, 200 I). Sediment 
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thickness is greater along the southern transect (SLI2; Figure 5.17) 1 because this 
transect is positioned along the northern rim of the Chehalis paleoriver valley (Figure 
5.4 ). Tertiary bedrock is closer to the surface along the northern core transect (SL!l; 
Figure 5.18). Farther north, where North Beach fronts the Pleistocene marine terrace, 
the beach plain overlies bedrock and fluvial gravels (of glacial origin) by only a few 
meters or less (McCrory et a!., 2002). This bedrock forms a series of synclinal folds 
having wavelengths of 3-6 km that corresponds to the onshore geomorphology; 
synclinal axes align with stream valleys and anticlinal folds match structural ridges 
(McCrory et al., 2002). The greatest alongshore variability in sediment thickness is 
associated with the proximity to the entrance to Grays Harbor. 
1 The SLI2 transect is not along a seismic-reflection profile. Seismic-reflection profile 12 runs 
alongshore from the landward end of SL II to just south of the site of Core 706. as shown in Figure 4.17. 
The SLI2 profile shown in Figure 5.17 is derived from the interpolated Holocene surfaces of Twichell 
and Cross (200 I). 
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Figure 5.17. North Beach SL 12 Holocene surfaces interpreted by Twichell and Cross (2001 ). 
Several of the North Beach vibracores contain intervals of well-rounded pebbles 
and poorly sorted, coarse sand. Given the thin sedimentary sequence of fine to very 
fine Columbia River sand over the lowstand inherited substrate, coarse deposits and 
scattered pebbles are the likely result of 'recent' shoreface reworking of older (relict) 
sediment. This interpretation is supported by the moderately young radiocarbon ages 
of shells found with some of the pebble deposits, similar to the vibracores on the 
Grayland Plains shoreface. Relict gravel deposits are documented by a radiocarbon 
date on wood sampled from a pebble-rich interval at the base of Core 703, which 
produced a background age (> 48,000 BP). In addition, Core 705 recovered 
backbarrier deposits that are separated by a pebble and coarse-grained channel deposit, 
and Core 702 recovered a fluvial gravel channel deposit. 
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Figure 5.18. North Beach SL 11 Holocene surfaces interpreted by Twichell and Cross (2001 ). 
The progradational sand wedge along North Beach is relatively shallow and young 
(only a few thousand years old or less) because (a) during lower sea level, less 
sedim,ent was transported to this shoreface because its substrate is higher than the 
substrate to the south, and (b) the shoreface had insufficient accommodation space to 
retain sediment. Much of the sediment transported to the north during winter 
conditions would have been transported landward and southward during summer, 
where accommodation space was higher (e.g., south of and into Grays Harbor). The 
alongshore gradient in topographic relief and the orientation of the geologically 
controlled shoreline relative to incident wave direction would have enhanced this 
southerly transport and trapping of sediment. 
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The two most seaward cores collected on the lower shoreface, Cores 703 (38.3 m 
water depth) and 704 (36.3 m water depth), show remarkable agreement with the side-
scan sonar imagery and seismic-reflection profiles. On the side-scan sonar images 
both cores are located in gravel patches (see Figures 4.49 and 4.46) which Twichell et 
al. (2000) interprets to be the primary surficial sediment facies on this part of the 
shoreface (Figure 5.6). Accordingly, each of these cores has gravel deposits at or near 
the surface, which are interpreted to be active ravinements. Core 704 has a gravel 
deposit within the top 24 em that caps fluvial channel fill composed of homogeneous 
sand (and occasional pebbles) to the end of the core at 553 em. Core 703 has a thin 
mud layer and 2 em of silty sand at its surface, interpreted to be an ephemeral 'deposit 
on top of a gravel deposit about 10 em thick. Below this gravel is a short interval of 
transgressive shoreface on top of a fluvial channel margin deposit which extends 
downward to 539 em where it tops a fluvial channel lag that extends to the end of the 
core at 561 em. The deposits in both of these cores are equally supported by the 
seismic-reflection profiles. Core 703 is situated with a gentle depression interpreted to 
be a syncline (see Figure 4.42). Core 704 is positioned within a well-defined channel 
similar to other relict fluvial channels located in the region (see Figure 4.39). 
Although Figure 5.6 shows Core 705 (26.3 m water depth) to be within the same 
region of surficial gravel as Cores 703 and 704, no side-scan sonar imagery or seismic-
reflection data is available from the immediate vicinity of this core site. In fact, the 
topmost gravel is within an interpreted lag deposit at the base of the shoreface sand. 
This lag deposit tops a relict backbarrier unit from 277-304 em that is void of gravel 
and carbonate. A gravelly interval from 304-345 em is interpreted to be a backbarrier 
unit with channel. The lower section of this core to 536 em is also interpreted to be a 
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backbarrier unit, and it too is void of gravel and carbonate. Radiocarbon dates in the 
top portion of this core support its interpretation as a shoreface. A bivalve at 98 em 
has a radiocarbon age of -693 cal BP, and another bivalve fragment from the 
interpreted lag deposit has a radiocarbon age of -2141 cal BP. 
On the SLII transect, Core 702 (27 .4 m water depth) is positioned along the 
boundary between the toe of the progradational sand wedge and the surficial gravel 
deposit offshore (Figure 5.6; see also Figure 4.41). These figures suggest the vibracore 
would be just on the landward side of this boundary. The seismic-reflection profile 
indicates that this core is within a fluvial channel (Figure 4.41 ). Given the setting, 
these data would lead one to expect a veneer of shoreface sand above fluvial gravel 
deposits. This is in fact the case, but unfortunately the vibracore deposits suggest the 
core was graded (i.e., disturbed) during coring. The core deposits are almost perfectly 
graded from very fine sand at the top to cobble at the bottom. Nevertheless, the top 
261 em has scattered carbonate fragments, so this interval is interpreted as shoreface. 
It is possible that the fluvial channel deposits from 261 em to the end of the core at 423 
em were graded naturally, but probably not to the extent apparent in the core. The 
boundary between these depositional environments is highly gradational within the 
core, but probably much less so in the field. 
Cores 701 (12.7 m water depth) and 707 (8.8 m water depth) are on the upper 
shoreface in the progradational sand wedge. These cores are shown to be within the 
sand dollar field (Figure 5.6), which is evidenced in the side-scan sonar imagery by 
moderately high backscatter (Figure 4.47). The interpretation of the side-scan imagery 
contrasts with the interpretation of the ravinement surface shown at the modern 
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seafloor in Figure 4.40. Both cores show evidence of a prograded shoreface, in 
contrast to Cores 703 and 704, which have active ravinements. Samples of sand dollar 
fragments at 60 em in both Cores 701 and 707 have radiocarbon ages> Modern. Core 
701 shows indications of reworking and landward sediment transport, with radiocarbon 
samples having ages of -1050 cal BP at 131 em and -147 cal BP at 227 em. Other 
indications of landward sediment transport are the small, rounded clasts of weathered 
siltstone scattered throughout the core, especially in the interval from 160-350 em. 
The siltstone clasts are presumed to be eroded from the bedrock outcrop on the lower 
shoreface (Figure 5.6), described in Palmer and Lingley (1989) as the upper siltstone 
member of the Montesano Formation of Miocene age. The bottom of Core 701 'from 
433--451 em is an interpreted lag deposit with a radiocarbon sample at 446 em with an 
age of -1097 cal BP. Core 707 has a sand dollar fragment at 219 em with a 
radiocarbon age of -1328 cal BP and a gastropod sample at 400 em with an age of 
-1850 cal BP. The interval from 340-409 em at the end of the core has a much higher 
abundance of pebbles and carbonate fragments, with angular siltstone pebbles present 
from 404--409 em. 
Closer to Grays Harbor on the upper shoreface, Core 706 (13.1 m water depth), has 
three radiocarbon samples with ages of -1759 cal BP (at 180 em), -2172 cal BP (at 
408 em), and -2583 cal BP (at 497 em). These samples are all older than those dated 
in Core 70 I of similar water depth. The older of the samples in Core 706 may reflect a 
shoreface that was farther from shore than its northern counterpart prior to the 
construction of the Grays Harbor North Jetty during 1907-1916 (Kaminsky et al., 
1999a). Measured from the estimated shoreline position in 1700 (Woxell, 1998), Core 
706 would have been approximately 0.5 km farther seaward than Core 701. Core 706 
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has notably finer sediment than Core 701. Five sediment samples in Core 706 have 
mean grain sizes of 0.12-0.16 mm, whereas Core 701 has three samples with mean 
sediment sizes of 0.19-0.23 mm. The coarser sediment in Core 70 I represents a 
mixture of relict granules transported landward and fine sand supplied by the 
Columbia River. Other possible explanations for the older deposits on the shoreface 
closer to Grays Harbor is that upper-shoreface progradation was delayed with distance 
northward from Grays Harbor, or that the shoreface near Grays Harbor ts 
accommodation full and functions as a sediment bypass zone in contemporary time. 
Core 708 (8.3 m water depth) has a prograded shoreface unit that extends from the 
top of the core to 269 em. Two radiocarbon samples (> Modem at 42 em, and -195 
cal BP at 245 em) are consistent with a shoreface that has prograded substantially since 
the Grays Harbor North Jetty was constructed. Below this young shoreface unit are 
relict tidal channel deposits, which include a distorted mud layer at the contact, -8 em 
of very fine to medium sand, -2 em of sandy mud with organics, two thick layers ( -5 
em) of silty clay, a -7 em of interbedded mud and organics, a thick layer ( -4 em) of 
organic fragments, and a layer ( -4 em) of organic-rich muddy sand. A sample of 
organic fragments at 295 em has an age of -2490 cal BP, which is interpreted to 
predate the time of deposition. Below the relict tidal channel deposits (269-309 em) is 
a relict tidal channel lag (309-325 em) of sand, gravel, carbonate fragments, and 
organics. Below this channel lag deposit is another shoreface unit (325--417 em) with 
scattered carbonate fragments and pebbles. A sand dollar fragment at 331 em has a 
radiocarbon age of -1573 cal BP, which is similar in age to the topmost sample in 
Core 706, located approximately 1.4 km farther seaward. 
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The radiocarbon samples reveal a consistent pattern in overall age and rates of 
sediment accumulation. The oldest date (> 48,000 BP) was obtained from the base of 
the most seaward and deepest site (Core 703 in 38.3 m water depth), whereas the next 
oldest date ( -2583 cal BP) obtained is at the base of Core 706 in 13.1 m water depth. 
The ages are gene rail y young near the surface of the cores and increase with 
subsurface depth. The topmost samples of cores collected in shallowest water depths 
returned > Modern ages (in Cores 701, 707, and 708) in 12.7 m, 8.8 m, and 8.3 m 
water depths, respectively. Across the SL12 transect from deep to shallow water, the 
highest of the average accumulation rates are 14 cm/100 yr (Core 705 in 26.3 m water 
depth) to 55 cm/100 yr (Core 706 in 13.1 m water depth) to 126 cm/100 yr (Core 708 
in 8.3 m water depth). 
In summary, the vibracores along southern North Beach show that the lower 
shoreface remains too shallow to accommodate sediment supplied by the Columbia 
River. The lower shoreface deeper than approximately 30 m water depth is an active 
ravinement surface where there is reworking of glacial and fluvial deposits and 
Tertiary bedrock. The ravinement process contributes relict sediment to the upper 
shoreface through landward sediment transport. The prograded upper shoreface is 
relatively young, with the oldest radiocarbon sample determined to be -2583 cal BP, 
located at the base of Core 706 in a lag deposit. This sub-cell demonstrates the 
behaviour of a lower shoreface shallower than equilibrium. The barrier and upper 
shoreface prograde by erosion of the lower shoreface (where possible), and littoral 
sediment supply is confined to the upper shoreface, unable to accumulate on the lower 
shoreface due to lack of accommodation space (i.e., disequilibrium depth-stress). 
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5.4 Historical Shoreface Change Based on Bathymetry 
Surveys 
This section discusses the historical shoreface change results in each sub-cell of the 
CRLC. Shoreface change analysis is performed as described in Section 3.4 at the SL 
transects along which multiple shoreface vibracores were collected and at NS 'mega 
swath' alongshore-averaged profiles. The mega swaths are positioned as far away 
from the estuary entrances as possible based on (I) the availability of historical 
bathymetry for the entire swath, and (2) a reasonable alongshore length scale to 
perform the change analysis. Four eras of bathymetric surveys are generally available 
for extraction of shoreface profiles (186811900, 192611927, 1954/1958, and 
1999/2000). Some transects and mega swaths lack data during these eras, including: 
Long Beach SL36 (lacking 1958); Grayland Plains SL41 and NS04 (lacking 1954 ); 
North Beach NSO 1 (lacking 1900) and North Beach SL!l (lacking 1900, 1954, and 
1999). Only the North Beach SL!l transect lacks sufficient historical data to perform 
shoreface change analysis. 
Some irreconcilable offsets and irregularities in the bathymetry data exist, and they 
tend to increase with water depth. These differences are most apparent in the 1926/27 
data. Other eras often show minimal differences across the same portions of the 
profile, which suggests that significant offsets and irregularities are due to erroneous 
data. Change analysis is performed and reported only where the signal is estimated to 
be reasonably accurate. Portions of the shoreface that are resolved to have erroneous 
data are normally ignored and not discussed herein. Because of the irregularities in the 
1926/27 data (especially in the deeper portions of the profiles), the most reliable 
intervals for evaluating shoreface change tend to be the most recent interval, 1954/58-
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1999/2000, and the entire historical interval, 1868/1900-1999/2000. Nevertheless, 
most intervals have credibly accurate data for analysis, particularly across the upper to 
mid-shoreface. 
5.4.a Clatsop Plains Historical Shoreface Change 
Historical shoreface changes in the Clatsop Plains sub-cell are quantified at two 
transects, SL23 and SL24, and one mega swath, NS08, as shown in Figure 5.7. The 
intervals over which changes are analyzed include 1868-1926, 1926-1958, and 1958-
2000, as well as the entire period (1868-2000). The key characteristics and trends of 
the morphological parameter features are presented for both transects and the mega 
swath. These features were digitized from data plots similar to those shown in Figures 
4.51 (NS08), 4.59 (SL23), and 4.60 (SL24). 
As discussed in Section 5.3.a, Clatsop Plains has evolved in response to a reduction 
in sediment supply over time. On a millennia! scale, the northern Clatsop Plains 
shoreface was closely associated with the Columbia River ebb-tidal delta. The 
shoreface to the south received sediment directly from the river and associated ebb 
shoals. As the river mouth migrated northward, the shoreface became removed from 
its sediment source, resulting in a lowering of the seabed, as indicated by the vibracore 
data. In historical time, the construction of the Columbia River jetties further reduced 
the river supply of sediment to the Clatsop Plains shoreface. After jetty construction, 
the Clatsop Plains shoreface became severed from its direct connection to the 
Columbia River because ebb currents could no longer redistribute sediment southward 
to maintain shoreface sand bodies south of the river mouth. After jetty construction, 
sediment on the outer delta largely migrated northward and offshore (Buijsman et al., 
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2003b) due to ebb-tidal currents and net northward sediment drift along the CRLC. 
Since at least the late Holocene, no sediment source has been available south of 
Clatsop Plains to re-supply the shoreface (Clemens and Komar, L 988). 
Shoreface Profile Change at the SL23 Transect 
The historical shoreface profile change at the Clatsop Plains SL23 transect is shown 
in Figure 5.19. The upper shoreface prograded and the mid- to lower shoreface 
deepened extensively. The magnitude of the erosion seaward of -45 m water depth is 
nevertheless questionable. 
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Figure 5.19. Clatsop Plains SL23 historical shoreface profiles and vibracores. 
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Profile analysis of the SL23 transect reveals a number of trends, as shown in Table 
5.1. First, the minimum slope consistently deepened from 12.5 to 23.2 m water depth 
between 1868 and 2000. The maximum slope likewise deepened from 46.0 to 56.2 m 
water depth between 1868 and 2000. The toe of the concave-upward upper shoreface 
followed a trend nearly identical to that of the minimum slope, deepening from 12.4 to 
22.4 m water depth between 1868 and 2000. Finally, the toe of upper-shoreface 
progradation migrated 1460 m seaward and deepened from 10.5 to 17.5 m water depth 
between 1868 and 2000. 
Table 5.1. Clatsop Plains SL23 morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance Profile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth 
1 Parameter from 1999 Depth 2 Depth Migration Rate Change Change Feature Shoreline Year1 Year2 Rate 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mlyr) (m) (cmlyr) 
1868 minimum slope 2358 ·12.5 
1926 minimum slope 3707 -16.9 
Not Applicable 
1349 23.3 -4.5 -7.7 
1958 minimum slope 3407 -17.7 -300 -9.4 -0.7 -2.3 
2000 minimum slope 5405 ·23.2 1998 47.6 -5.5 -13.2 
1868 toe of concave-upward 2338 -12.4 
shoreface 
1926 toe of concave-upward 3556 -16.7 1216 21.0 -4.3 -7.3 
shoreface 
Not Applicable 
1958 toe of concave-upward 3550 -18.0 ·6 -0.2 -1.4 -4.2 
shoreface 
2000 toe of concave-upward 5075 -22.4 1526 36.3 -4.4 -10.5 
shoreface 
1868 toe of upper shoreface 1540 -10.5 1926 -10.5 progradation 
1926 toe of upper shoreface 2461 -14.2 1958 -14.2 921 20.5 -3.7 -8.3 progradation 
1958 toe of upper shoreface 3300 -17.4 2000 -17.4 839 22.7 -3.3 -8.8 progradation 
1868 maximum slope 12399 -48.0 
1926 maximum slope 11949 -48.1 -450 -7.8 -0.1 -0.1 
Not Applicable 
1958 maximum slope 12649 -50.6 699 21.9 ·2.5 -7.8 
2000 maximum slope 13598 ·56.2 949 22.6 -5.6 -13.3 
As the toe of the shoreface progradational sand wedge migrated to deeper water 
across the SL23 profile, the average rate of upper-shoreface aggradation decreased. 
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Landward of 10.5 m water depth, the upper shoreface aggraded by 3.2 cm/yr during 
1868-1926. During 1926-1958, the upper shoreface aggraded by 2.9 cmlyr landward 
of 14.2 m water depth. The rate of upper-shoreface aggradation then significantly 
slowed to 0.5 cm/yr as the toe migrated to 17.4 m water depth during 1958-2000. 
Over the entire historical period of 1868-2000, the upper shoreface from 3.2 to 11.5 m 
water depth aggraded by an average of 1.8 em/yr. 
Seaward of this progradational sand wedge, the shoreface eroded during each of 
these intervals by the same order of magnitude that the upper shoreface aggraded. 
During 1868-1926, the shoreface between 10.5 and 58.9 m water depth lowered by 2.7 
em/yr. During 1926-1958, the shoreface between 14.2 and 23.4 m water depth eroded 
at a rate of 3.3 em/yr. The shoreface seaward of 23.4 m water depth fluctuated 
between erosion and accretion, most likely due to the irregularities in the 1926 
bathymetry that are probably erroneous. During 1958-2000, the rate of shoreface 
lowering declined significantly to 0.8 cmlyr, which occurred between 17.4 and 28.6 m 
water depth as well as between 35.1 and 56.8 m water depth. Insignificant shoreface 
change occurred between 28.6 and 35.1 m water depth during 1958-2000. Over the 
entire historical period of 1868-2000, the shoreface lowered by an average of 1.3 
cm/yr between 11.5 and 57.8 m water depth, with a peak erosion rate of 2.3 cm/yr at an 
interval-average water depth of 19.3 m. 
Shoreface Profile Change at the SL24 Transect 
Shoreface profile change at the SL24 transect shows the transition of northern 
Clatsop Plains from an ebb-tidal shoal environment prior to jetty construction to a 
shoreface environment after jetty construction (Figure 5.20). The ebb-tidal shoal and 
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nearshore zone eroded dramatically after jetty construction ( 1885-1913) to form a 
more typical shoreface profile shape by 1926. Averaged over 1868-1926, the 
shoreface lowered by 23.2 cm/yr at the crest of the shoal. For the portion of the SL24 
shoreface that lowered over time, the erosion rates decreased from 8. 1 crn/yr ( 1868-
1926) to 3.6 crnlyr (1926-1958) to 1.2 crnlyr (1958-2000). Over the entire historical 
period of 1868-2000, the rate of shoreface lowering averaged 5.5 crnlyr between 0.6 
and 18.9 m water depth. Very little change occurred on the profile seaward of -31 m 
water depth during any interval. 
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Figure 5.20. Clatsop Plains SL24 historical shoreface profiles and vibracores. 
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From 1926 to 2000, the shoreface at SL24 evolved similarly to those at other 
transects. The minimum shoreface slope deepened from 13.0 to 14.4 m water depth 
between 1926 and 1958, and subsequently migrated seaward and deepened to 16.1 m 
water depth by 2000 (Table 5.2). Nearly identical trends and water depths are evident 
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m the position of the toe of the concave upward shoreface. The location of the 
maximum slope was likely influenced by the evolution of the ebb shoal and subsequent 
disposal of dredged material, but outside these sand bodies, the location of the 
maximum slope varied from -42.8 m water depth during 1868-1926 to water depths of 
54.0 min 1958 to 48.7 min 2000. 
Table 5.2. Clatsop Plains SL24 morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance Profile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth 
1 Parameter from 1999 Depth 2 Depth Migration Rate Change Change Feature Shoreline Year 1 Year2 Rate 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m/yr) (m) (cm/yr) 
1868 minimum slope 7023 -11.0 
1926 minimum slope 3727 -13.0 -3296 -56.8 -1.9 -3.4 
Not Applicable 
1958 minimum slope 3428 -14.4 -300 -9.4 -1.4 -4.4 
2000 minimum slope 4426 -16.1 999 23.8 -1.7 -4.1 
1926 toe of concave-upward 3702 -13.0 
shoreface 
1958 toe of concave-upward 3634 -14.5 Not Applicable ·68 -2.1 -1.5 -4.8 
shoreface 
2000 toe of concave-upward 4445 -16.1 812 19.3 -1.6 -3.9 
shoreface 
1868 toe of shoreface erosion 10651 -31.7 1926 -31.7 
1926 toe of shoreface erosion 7809 -20.3 1958 -20.3 -2842 -63.2 11.4 25.3 
1958 toe of shoreface erosion 7263 ·19.7 2000 -19.7 -546 -14.8 0.6 1.7 
1868 toe of shoreface erosion 7861 -18.9 2000 -18.9 
Shoreface Profile Change at the NSOB Mega Swath 
In contrast to profile changes at SL23, profiles from the Clatsop Plains mega swath 
(NS08) indicate slight seaward profile translation over the entire period from 1868 to 
2000 (Figure 5.21 ). Averaged over this entire historical period, the upper shoreface 
shallower than -18 m water depth aggraded by 1.4 cm/yr; seaward of -18 m water 
depth to the end of the profile in 51.4 m water depth, the shoreface aggraded by an 
average of 0.5 em/yr. Rates of change during 1868-1926 and 1926-1958 are suspect 
because of the irregularity of the 1926 profile data. During 1958-2000, the shoreface 
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aggraded by 1.7 crnlyr between 1.7 and 24.2 m water depth, with erosion increasing in 
magnitude with distance seaward to the end of the profile in 51.4 m. Seaward of the 
progradational toe at 24.2 m water depth, the shoreface eroded at an average rate of 0.8 
em/yr. 
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Figure 5.21 . Clatsop Plains NS08 historical shoreface profiles. 
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Analysis of morphological feature positions on the NS08 shoreface profiles (Table 
5.3) shows trends similar to those at the SL23 transect, yet also illustrates some 
important differences. Similar to the trends at SL23, the minimum slope consistently 
deepened, as did the toe of concave upward shoreface. The shoreface profiles at NS08 
show a 'double peak' in minimum slope. The nearshore minimum slope is associated 
with the upper shoreface and deepened from 12.4 to 17.2 m water depth between 1868 
and 1958. The shoreface profile in 2000 lacks this nearshore minimum slope. The toe 
of the concave upward shoreface parallels the nearshore minimum slope, which 
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deepened from 12.5 to 17.4 m water depth between 1868 and 1958. The toe of the 
concave-upward shoreface in 2000 was at 12.0 m water depth. The second minimum 
slope is located on the lower shoreface and also has a trend of deepening over time. 
This lower-shoreface minimum slope migrated offshore and deepened from water 
depths of 35.4 m in 1868 to 43.2 m in 1958. In 2000, the lower-shoreface minimum 
slope migrated landward to 39.6 m water depth. The lower-shoreface minimum slope 
also has a corresponding inflection in concavity, with upward concavity to the 
landward side. The lower-shoreface toe of upward concavity migrated with, and is 
nearly identical to, the lower-shoreface minimum slope. In 2000, this toe was in a 
water depth of 40.3 m. Only the 1868 and 1926 data extend far enough offshore to 
capture the maximum shoreface slopes, which are located in 59.5 and 65.7 m water 
depths, respectively. 
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Table 5.3. Clatsop Plains NSOB morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance Profile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth Parameter from 1999 Depth Depth Migration Change 1 Feature Shoreline Year 1 2 Year2 Rate Change Rate 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (rn/yr) (m) (cmlyr) 
1868 nearshore minimum slope 1649 -12.4 
1926 nearshore minimum slope 2666 -16.6 Not Applicable 1017 17.5 -4.2 -7.2 
1958 nearshore minimum slope 2666 -17.2 0 0.0 .{).6 -1.9 
1868 toe of concave-upward 1674 -12.5 
shoreface 
1926 toe of concave-upward 2622 -16.4 948 16.3 -3.9 -6.8 
shoreface 
toe of concave-upward 
Not Applicable 
1958 
shoreface 2695 -17.4 73 2.3 -0.9 -2.9 
2000 toe of concave-upward 1878 -12.0 -817 -19.4 5.4 12.8 
shoreface 
minimum height change 
1868 of upper shoreface 2182 -14.8 1926 -14.6 
progradation 
1926 toe of upper shoreface 1866 -13.1 1958 -13.1 -315 -7.0 1.6 3.6 progradation 
1958 toe of mid-shoreface 4086 -24.2 2000 -24.2 2219 60.0 -11.1 -30.1 progradation 
1868 minimum slope 6345 -35.4 
1926 minimum slope 7942 -41.7 1597 27.5 -6.3 -10.9 
Not Applicable 
1958 minimum slope 8426 -43.2 484 15.1 -1.5 -4.7 
2000 minimum slope 7458 -39.6 -968 -23.1 3.7 8.8 
1868 toe of concave-upward 6323 -35.3 lower shoreface 
1926 toe of concave-upward 7921 -41.7 1599 27.6 -6.4 -11.0 lower shoreface Not Applicable 
1958 toe of concave-upward 8416 -43.2 494 15.4 -1.5 -4.8 lower shoreface 
2000 toe of concave-upward 7642 -40.3 -774 -18.4 2.9 6.8 lower shoreface 
1868 maximum slope 11282 -59.5 
Not Applicable 
1926 maximum slope 12492 -65.7 1210 20.9 -6.2 -10.7 
This trend of increasing upper-shoreface accumulation and increasing lower-
shoreface erosion over time at NS08 1s consistent with a time lag in reduction of 
sediment supply following jetty construction, and follows the shoreline change trend 
presented in Kaminsky et a!., 1999a. An initial pulse of landward- and southerly-
migrating sand supply occurred as a result of the rapid deflation of the profile in the 
northern sector. Over time, the shoreline progradation and upper-shoreface 
accumulation increased with distance south of the Columbia River. In summary, the 
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initial pulse of sediment after jetty construction induced historical shoreface translation 
on the central Clatsop Plains shoreface, but as dispersal-stress increased over time, the 
lower-shoreface erosion became ubiquitous in the Clatsop Plains sub-cell. 
5.4.b Long Beach Historical Shoreface Change 
Historical shoreface changes in the Long Beach sub-cell are quantified at two 
transects, SL33 and SL36, and one mega swath, NS05, as shown in Figure 5.10. The 
intervals over which changes are analyzed include 1868-1926, 1926-1958, and 1958-
2000, as well as the entire period (1868-2000). The SL36 transect lacks data during 
1958, so shoreface profile changes are analyzed from 1868-1926, 1926-2000, and 
1868-2000. The key characteristics and trends of the morphological parameter 
features are presented for both transects and the mega swath. These features were 
digitized from data plots similar to those shown in Figures 4.54 (NS05), 4.61 (SL33), 
and 4.63 (SL36). 
A simple map-view inspection of the southern Long Beach shoreface reveals that 
the water depth contours diverge slightly between 20 and 40 m (Figures 5.5 and 5.10). 
The Long Beach 20-m depth contour is concave seaward, roughly parallel with the 
Long Beach shoreline. The 40- and 60-m depth contours are convex seaward along the 
length of Long Beach, indicating a lower-shoreface profile that is at present overfull, 
implying the persistence and rate of sediment supply is the dominant governing 
variable in shoreface behaviour. 
Because of the large point -source of sediment in the south, and as evident in the 
surface morphology, alongshore homogeneity cannot be assumed. Rather, a gradient 
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in the magnitude of the signal of shoreface profile behaviour with distance from the 
Columbia River is expected. Unfortunately, a time series of historical shoreface data 
does not extend beyond central Long Beach. As a consequence, the Long Beach mega 
swath (NS05) is located more within the southern third of Long Beach than would 
otherwise be desired for the objective of representing the sub-cell shoreface with a 
single transect. Nevertheless, the NS05 mega swath profile represents a 'transition-
sector' within the alongshore dispersal system where the effect of supply-stress on 
shoreface behaviour can be assessed. 
Shoreface Profile Change at the SL33 Transect 
The Long Beach SL33 transect (Figure 5.22), which is located at the southern 
boundary of NS05, shows historical seaward shoreface translation, with a slightly 
higher aggradation of the mid-shoreface centered on -18 m water depth. On this 
transect, the toe of shoreface progradation extends to -28 m water depth, whereas the 
minimum slope and inflection point in concavity are both at-24m water depth. 
Similar to the Clatsop Plains NS08 mega swath, the SL33 shoreface profile displays 
a double peak in minimum slope during the early historical period (Table 5.4). On the 
SL33 transect, distinct nearshore minimum slopes are evident at 13.7 and 12.8 m water 
depth in 1868 and 1926, respectively. These minimum slopes are indicators of the toe 
of the upper shoreface, and are more clearly pronounced in the concavity data, 
especially during 1958 and 2000, when there was no distinct nearshore minimum 
slope. The toe of the concave-upward shoreface was co-located with the minimum 
slope in 1868 (13. 7 m water depth). From 1926 to 2000, the toe of the concave-
upward shoreface migrated seaward, deepening from 13.1 to 16.3 m water depth 
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between 1926 and 1958, and becoming shallower (16.1 m water depth; but also more 
seaward) on the prograded profile by 2000. 
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Table 5.4. Long Beach SL33 morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance Profile Yea• Profile Migration Depth Depth 
1 Parameter from 1999 Depth 2 Depth Migration Ra1e Change Change Feature Shoreline Year 1 Year2 Rate 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mill') (m) (cm/lfl") 
1868 nearshore minimum slope 1812 -13.7 
Not Applicable 
1926 nearshore minimum slope 1562 -12.8 -250 -4.3 0.9 1.5 
1868 toe of concave-upward 1811 -13.7 
shoreface 
1926 toe of concave-upward 1643 -13.1 -168 -2.9 0.6 1.1 
shoreface 
Not Applicable 
1958 toe of concave-upward 2774 -16.3 1131 35.3 -3.2 -10.1 
shoreface 
2000 toe of concave-upward 3188 -16.1 414 9.8 0.2 0.6 
shoreface 
1868 toe of upper shoreface 514 -7.0 1926 -7.7 
slope change 
1926 toe of upper shoreface 1643 -13.1 1958 -13.4 1129 25.1 -5.9 -13.0 
slope change 
1868 toe of upper shoreface 1635 -13.0 1926 -13.0 
erosion 
1926 toe of upper shoreface 1421 -12.4 1958 -12.4 -214 -4.8 0.7 1.5 progradation 
minimum height change 
1868 of upper shoreface 1812 -13.7 2000 -12.3 
progradation 
1868 minimum slope 6058 -25.4 
1926 minimum slope 5609 -23.4 -450 -7.8 2.0 3.4 
Not Applicable 
1958 minimum slope 6108 -23.8 500 15.6 -0.4 -1.1 
2000 minimum slope 6408 -24.6 300 7.1 -0.8 -2.0 
1868 toe of concave-upward 6023 -25.4 
mid-shoreface 
1926 toe of concave-upward 5613 -23.4 -410 -7.1 2.0 3.4 
mid-shoreface 
toe of concave-upward 
Not Applicable 
1958 
mid-shoreface 6168 -23.9 555 17.3 -0.5 -1.4 
2000 toe of concave-upward 6323 -24.4 155 3.7 -0.5 -1.3 
mid-shoreface 
1868 toe of mid-shoreface 7643 -28.2 1926 -28.2 progradation 
1926 toe of mid-shoreface 6789 -25.1 1958 -25.1 -854 -19.0 3.0 6.7 progradation 
1958 toe of mid-shoreface 5955 -23.5 2000 -23.5 -834 -22.5 1.6 4.4 progradation 
1868 toe of mid-shoreface 8347 -30.2 2000 -30.2 progradation 
1868 maximum slope 14201 -59.0 
1926 maximum slope 13901 -56.5 
Not Applicable 
·300 -5.2 2.5 4.3 
1958 maximum slope 12003 -45.8 -1898 -59.3 10.8 33.7 
2000 maximum slope 13352 -54.2 1349 32.1 -8.4 -20.0 
The seaward mm1mum slopes along the SL33 transect are located on the mid-
shoreface in water depths of -24 m. The 1868 mid-shoreface minimum slope was in 
25.4 m water depth, after which it migrated landward to 23.4 m water depth. As the 
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shoreface prograded, the mid-shoreface minimum slope migrated seaward to deeper 
water, from 23.8 min 1958 to 24.6 min 2000. The toe of the concave-upward mid-
shoreface has near! y identical water depths and positions. 
Between the mid-shoreface minimum slope and the maximum slope, the shoreface 
is generally concave downward. The maximum slope is found in water depths ranging 
from 59.0 m (1868) to 56.5 m (1926) to 45.8 m (1958) to 54.2 m (2000). The 1868 
and 1926 data show a sharp progressive decrease in shoreface slope just offshore of 
these maximum slopes. This change in slope corresponds well to the conventional 
landward edge of the Washington mid-shelf ( -60 m water depth). 
The shoreface aggradation and erosion patterns across the SL33 transect also 
illustrate distinct morphological activity for both the upper and mid-shoreface. During 
1868-1926, the upper shoreface between 0.0 to 13.0 m water depth eroded by 0.7 
crnlyr, whereas between 13.0 to 28.2 m water depth the shoreface aggraded by 1. 7 
em/yr. During 1926-1958, both the upper and mid-shoreface have distinct zones of 
aggraclation separated by a minor zone of erosion (0.5 crnlyr) between 12.4 and 14.6 m 
water depth. The upper shoreface aggraded by 5.9 crnlyr between 1.3 and 12.4 m 
water depth, and the mid-shoreface aggraded by 2.7 crnlyr between 14.6 and 25.2 m 
water depth. During 1958-2000, the shoreface to 23.5 m water depth aggraded by 3.0 
crnlyr, with no signal of a separate, shallower upper-shoreface zone of activity. Over 
the entire historical record from 1868 to 2000, the rate of aggradation on the upper 
shoreface decreased to a minimum point ( 1.1 crnlyr) at an interval-average depth of 
13.0 m water depth, then increased to a maximum point (2.7 crnlyr) at an interval-
average water depth of 18.9 m, then decreased to 30.2 m water depth. The upper 
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shoreface aggraded by an average of 2.2 cm/yr, and the mid-shoreface aggraded by an 
average of 1.5 em/yr. 
Shoreface Profile Change at the NSOS Mega Swath 
The Long Beach mega swath (NS05) reveals the historical seaward translation of 
the upper shoreface, as expected for the Long Beach sub-cell (Figure 5.23). The toe of 
the concave-upward upper shoreface, the minimum slope, and the toe of the 
progradational sand wedge are all co-located at -23 m water depth. The profile is 
concave downward between -23 and -45 m water depth, a cross-shore distance of 
-6.3 km. The series of four profiles indicates no significant change in depth at -33 m 
water depth, near the middle of this concave downward zone. Landward of -33 m 
water depth extending to -23 m water depth is a tendency toward minor erosion, and 
seaward of -33 m water depth is a tendency toward minor accumulation. These data 
give evidence to the alongshore gradient in supply-stress, where the toe of significant 
change is located in slightly shallower water than along the SL33 transect. Given that 
the landward end of the concave-downward profile begins at the upper-shoreface toe in 
-23 m water depth, this surface appears to have evolved to be near equilibrium in 
response to high supply-stress. 
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Figure 5.23. Long Beach NS05 historical shoreface profiles. 
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The alongshore-averaged shoreface at the NS05 mega swath reveals seaward 
migration of the upper-shoreface minimum slope and toe of upward concavity as the 
barrier progrades over time (Table 5.5). All eras feature a nearshore minimum slope 
associated with the upper shoreface. In 1868, the nearshore minimum slope was in 
15.5 m water depth. The nearshore minimum slope remained at the same location in 
1926, but the water depth decreased to 13.5 m due to upper-shoreface progradation. 
The nearshore minimum slope migrated seaward and deepened from 14.3 min 1958 to 
15.2 min 2000. The toe of the concave-upward shoreface was located in similar water 
depths to the nearshore minimum slope, with the largest difference shown in 2000, 
when the toe of the concave-upward shoreface was in 14.8 m water depth. 
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Table 5.5. Long Beach NS05 morphological features. 
v .. , Morphological Distance Profiie ••• 
Profile Migration Depth Depth 
1 Parameter from 1999 Depth 2 Depth Migration Rate Change Change Feature Shoreline Year 1 Year2 Rate 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m/y<) (m) (Cm/l/1") 
1868 nearshore minimum slope 1919 -15.5 
1926 nearshore minimum slope 1919 -13.5 0 0.0 1.9 3.3 
Not Applicable 
1958 nearshore minimum slope 2169 -14.3 250 7.8 -0.7 -2.3 
2000 nearshore minimum slope 2769 -15.2 600 14.3 -0.9 -2.2 
1868 toe of concave-upward 1999 -15.6 
shoreface 
1926 toe of concave-upward 1822 -13.2 -177 -3.1 2.4 4.1 
shoreface 
Not Applicable 
1958 toe of concave-upward 2143 -14.2 321 10.0 -1.0 -3.0 
shoreface 
2000 toe of concave-upward 2649 -14.8 506 12.0 -0.6 -1.5 
shoreface 
1926 toe of upper shoreface 1479 -12.2 1958 -12.2 progradation 
1868 minimum slope 5667 -24.0 
1926 minimum slope 5417 -23.0 -250 -4.3 1.0 1.8 
Not Applicable 
1958 minimum slope 5567 -23.5 150 4.7 -0.5 ·1.5 
2000 minimum slope 5617 -23.4 50 1.2 0.1 0.1 
1868 toe of concave-upward 5721 -24.1 
mid-shoreface 
1926 toe of concave-upward 5248 -22.9 -473 -8.2 1.2 2.1 
mid-shoreface 
Not Applicable 
1958 toe of concave-upward 5553 -23.5 304 9.5 -0.6 -1.8 
mid-shoreface 
2000 toe of concave-upward 5598 -23.4 46 1.1 0.1 0.2 
mid-shoreface 
1868 toe of mid-shoreface 3945 -20.6 1926 -20.6 progradation 
1926 toe of mid-shoreface 5065 -22.7 1958 -22.7 1120 24.9 -2.1 -4.7 progradation 
1958 toe of mid-shoreface 5763 -23.7 2000 -23.7 699 18.9 -1.1 -2.9 progradation 
1868 toe of mid-shoreface 6335 -25.1 2000 -25.1 progradation 
1868 toe (2) of mid-shoreface 7658 -28.0 1926 ·28.0 progradation 
1868 maximum slope 13762 -54.5 
1926 maximum slope 13762 -54.0 Not Applicable 0 0.0 0.5 0.9 
2000 maximum slope 13462 -52.4 ·300 -4.1 1.6 2.2 
The mid-shoreface m1mmum slope and the seaward toe in upward concavity are 
shown in nearly identical water depths. Both of these morphological features are 
initially located in -24.0 m water depth and farther seaward than the subsequent 
locations. In 1926. these features were ;e: 250m landward in -23.0 m water depth, and 
then migrated seaward to depths of 23.5 and 23.4 min 1958 and 2000, respectively. 
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The shoreface is generally concave downward between the minimum slope and the 
maximum slope. The maximum slope was at the same location in 1868 and 1926, in 
water depths of 54.5 and 54.0 m, respectively. The 1958 data do not extend far enough 
seaward to locate the maximum shoreface slope. In 2000, the maximum slope was 
located 300 m landward of its previous position in a water depth of 52.4 m. Similar to 
the shoreface at the SL33 transect, the NS05 alongshore-averaged profile shows a 
relatively sharp decrease in slope beyond the maximum slope in 1868 and 1926, but 
the profiles do not extend far enough seaward to view the extent of slope change. The 
2000 data suggest a milder decrease in slope to both the landward and seaward side of 
the maximum slope, which tends to confirm the erosion that occurred during 1958-
2000 just landward of the maximum slope. 
During 1868-1926, the NS05 upper shoreface between + 1.2 m NA VD 88 and 20.6 
m water depth aggraded by 2.2 em/yr. Insignificant change occurred between 20.6 and 
22.4 m water depth, and the shoreface aggraded by 0.7 crnlyr between 22.4 and 28.0 m 
water depth. During 1926-1958, the upper shoreface between 2.1 and 12.2 m water 
depth· aggraded by 4.6 em/yr. Insignificant change occurred between 12.2 and 14.1 m 
water depth, and aggradation of 1.4 crnlyr occurred on the shoreface between 14.1 and 
22.7 m water depth. During 1958-2000, the upper shoreface between 1.1 and 23.7 m 
water depth aggraded by 2.4 em/yr. Seaward of 23.7 to 44.8 m water depth, the 
shoreface eroded an average of 0.3 em/yr. Averaged over the entire period of 1868-
2000, the upper to mid-shoreface aggraded by 1.8 crnlyr between 3.0 and 25.1 m water 
depth. Unlike the depth changes measured between successive intervals, the long-term 
change rates during 1868-2000 show a more consistent decrease in aggradation with 
distance offshore. 
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Seaward of the upper-shoreface progradation at the NS05 mega swath, erosion of I 
crnlyr or less occurred on the mid- to lower shoreface during all intervals. At -33 m 
water depth on all profiles, essentially no change occurred during any interval. 
Seaward of this depth, the profile accumulated a minor amount during the earlier 
intervals and eroded a minor amount during 1958-2000. The long-term average 
during 1868-2000 was 0.4 crnlyr accumulation from -34 to -59.5 m water depth 
where the profile data end. 
The morphological parameter plots of slope change per year (see Figure 4.54) over 
1868 to 2000 indicate an increasing slope landward of 29.6 m water depth and a 
decreasing slope seaward of this depth to 45.5 m. This slope change is associated with 
shoreface progradation landward of -25 m water depth, which steepens the landward 
side of the profile, and aggradation seaward of -33 m water depth, which tends to 
prograde the concave downward portion of the profile, flattening the shoreface profile 
between 29.5 and 45 m water depth. In addition, a minor amount of erosion occurred 
landward of -33 m water depth, as mentioned above. Thus, the 45-m depth contour 
represents the lower-shoreface peak in sediment deposition and the landward side of 
the gentle transition between the concave-downward shoreface to the landward side 
and the concave-upward shoreface to the seaward side. 
Shoreface Profile Change at the 5L36 Transect 
Figure 5.24 shows the historical shoreface profile change at the Long Beach SL36 
transect. Surprisingly, the data suggest little change across the entire profile. The 
irregularities in the 1926 data and the lack of data from 1958, combined with the 
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relatively small amount of change over the entire period from 1868 to 2000, make the 
changes more uncertain than typical of the shoreface profiles analyzed in this study. 
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Figure, 5.24. Long Beach SL36 historical shoreface profiles and vibracores. 
Despite the modest changes across the shoreface at the SL36 transect, the 
morphological parameters of slope and concavity indicate the toe of the upper-
shoreface progradation is at -13.7 m water depth, and a deeper shoreface translation 
toe is evident at -31 m water depth. From -3 1 to -41 m, the profile is slightly convex 
and the data show a tendency toward erosion. Seaward of -41 m water depth, the data 
suggest a tendency toward accumulation. In either case, the changes are minor, and 
averaged over the entire period of 1868-2000, both erosion and accumulation rates are 
less than 1 ern/yr. The profile morphology and lack of significant change over the 
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historical period are suggestive of an alongshore bypass system which disperses 
sediment uniformly across the profile. 
Similar to the shoreface profiles at NS05, the profile data at the Long Beach SL36 
transect reveal a 'double peak' in minimum slope in all eras (Table 5.6). The 
nearshore minimum slopes migrated landward from 14.3 to 12.5 m water depth during 
1868-2000. Likewise, the toe of the concave-upward shoreface migrated landward 
from 14.7 to 12.6 m water depth during 1868-2000. The mid-shoreface minimum 
slopes migrated seaward from 30.0 to 31.2 m water depth during 1868-1926, followed 
by landward migration, and deepening to 31.5 m water depth by 2000. Unlike the 
shoreface profiles at NS05 and SL33, the SL36 lower shoreface is relatively 
monotonic, and the profile data do not show distinct maximum slopes, although this 
may be because the data do not extend far enough offshore. 
Table 5.6. Long Beach SL36 morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance PrOfile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth Parameter from 1999 Depth Depth Migration Change 1 Feature Shoreline Year 1 2 Year2 Ra1e Change Ra1e 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mlyr) (m) (cm/yr) 
1868 nearshore minimum slope 2625 -14.3 
1926 nearshore minimum slope 2375 -13.8 Not Applicable -250 -4.3 0.5 0.9 
2000 nearshore minimum slope 2325 -12.5 ·50 -0.7 1.4 1.8 
1868 toe of concave-upward 2722 -14.7 
shoreface 
1926 toe of concave-upward 2336 -13.7 Not Applicable -385 -6.6 0.9 1.6 
shoreface 
2000 toe of concave-upward 2359 -12.6 23 0.3 1.1 1.5 
shoreface 
1868 minimum slope 7570 -30.0 
1926 minimum slope 8470 -31.2 Not Applicable 899 15.5 -1.2 -2.0 
2000 minimum slope 8120 -31.5 -350 -4.7 -0.3 -0.4 
1868 toe of concave-upward 7607 -30.1 
mid-shoreface Not Applicable 
2000 toe of concave-upward 8012 -31.3 405 3.1 -1.2 -0.9 
mid-shoreface 
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5.4.c Grayland Plains Historical Shoreface Change 
Historical shoreface changes in the Grayland Plains sub-cell are quantified at two 
transects, SL41 and SL43, and one mega swath, NS04, as shown in Figure 5.13. The 
SL43 transect has data available for all historical eras, thus shoreface change analysis 
is performed for 1900-1927, 1927-1954, and 1954-1999, as well as the entire period 
(1900-1999). For the SL41 transect and the NS04 mega swath, insufficient data is 
available during 1954, thus the intervals for shoreface change analysis include 1900-
1927, 1927-1999, and 1900-1999. As noted in Section 4.7, the 1900 data is a 
representative date for the gridded bathymetric surface; data south of the Grayland 
Plains NS05 jetty swath (analyzed in Chapter 6) come from a survey in 1887. The key 
characteristics and trends of the morphological parameter features are presented for 
both transects and the mega swath. These features were digitized from data plots 
similar to those shown in Figures 4.55 (NS04 ), 4.64 (SL41), and 4.65 (SL43). 
Similar to the Clatsop Plains shoreface, the Grayland Plains mid-shoreface seaward 
of the progradational wedge has deepened over historical time since jetty construction. 
However, for Grayland Plains, it is not evident that the sand supply to the lower 
shoreface has been reduced. Sediment supplied by net northerly alongshore drift along 
the CRLC must pass the Grayland Plains shoreface to accumulate along North Beach. 
Because the progradation observed along North Beach in the historical period would 
have required a much greater volume of sand than could have been supplied by the 
Grays Harbor inlet and ebb shoals (Buijsman et al., 2003b; see also Chapter 7), sand 
must have bypassed the Grayland Plains shoreface. In fact, the Grayland Plains mid-
shoreface has likely transferred a significant volume of its own sediment to North 
Beach. In part, the amount of net northward sediment transfer is probably the result of 
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the seasonal asymmetry in wave climate combined with tbe impediment created by the 
jetties and the deepened ebb-tidal delta (Kaminsky et a!., 200 I). During the winter 
season, large waves from the southwest tend to transport sand northward and seaward. 
During tbe summer season, smaller waves from the northwest tend to transport sand 
southward and landward. The contemporary depths across the mouth of Grays Harbor 
significantly reduce the potential for sediment sharing from north to south (Kaminsky 
et a!., 200 I). Nevertheless, tbe Grayland Plains mid-shoreface must be too shallow for 
equilibrium, because it bypasses sediment supplied from the south. 
Over historical time, the mid-shoreface (especially in 8-23 m water depth)' has 
lowered, creating a steeper upper to mid-shoreface profile. This behaviour is referred 
to as shoreface rotation. Historical shoreface evolution may be due in part to wave 
energy focusing and morphologic response to the construction of jetties at the Grays 
Harbor entrance (Kaminsky et a!., 1999a; Buijsman et a!., 2003a). The modern barrier 
is relatively stable. Over the historical period, barrier progradation rates in Grayland 
Plains are much slower than along North Beach (Kaminsky et a!., 1999a). 
Shoreface Profile Change at the SL41 Transect 
The profile changes at the Grayland Plains SL41 transect reveal a mid-shoreface 
minimum slope close to the depth of maximum mid-shoreface lowering (Figure 5.25; 
Table 5.7). Between 1900 and 1999, the minimum shoreface slope migrated from 14.5 
to 15.6 m water depth, while the maximum slope migrated landward to shallower 
water (from 32.8 to 31.6 m water depth). It is evident that erosion between -25 and 
-36 m water depth at this transect over each interval contributed to the local landward 
migration of the steepest shoreface slope. The toe of the concave-upward upper 
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shoreface migrated from 13.9 to 16.0 m water depth between 1900 and 1999. During 
the same period, the toe of upper-shoreface slope change migrated from 13.3 to 15.5 m 
water depth. 
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Figure 5.25. Grayland Plains SL41 historical shoreface profiles and vibracores. 
During 1900-1927, the upper shoreface of SIAl between 0.4 and 8.2 m water depth 
aggraded by 3.7 cm/yr, while the shoreface between 8.2 and 22.6 m water depth 
eroded by an average of 4.7 cm/yr, with a peak erosion rate of 6.8 cm/yr at an interval-
average water depth of 16.6 m. The upper shoreface changed insignificantly during 
1927-1999, but the mid- to lower shoreface between 21.6 and 34.4 m water depth 
eroded by 1.5 crniyr. Thus, the seaward end of erosion migrated to deeper water over 
time. Over the entire historical period of 1900-1999, the upper shoreface between 0.4 
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and 8.0 m water depth aggraded by 1.0 cm/yr, while seaward of 8.0 to 36.8 m water 
depth, the shoreface lowered by an average of 1.4 cm/yr, with a peak erosion rate of 
2.1 cm/yr at an interval-average water depth of 16.0 m. These data show that after 
1927, the seaward end of shoreface lowering was deeper and farther seaward than the 
maximum slope. 
Table 5.7. Grayland Plains SL41 morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance Profile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth 
1 Parameter from 1999 Depth 2 Depth Migration Ra1e Change Change Feature Shoreline Year 1 Year2 Ra1e 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mil") (m) (cmfl") 
1900 minimum slope 3430 -14.5 
1927 minimum slope 3031 -14.8 Not Applicable -399 -14.8 -0.4 -1.3 
1999 minimum slope 3130 -15.6 100 1.4 -0.8 -1.1 
1900 toe of concave-upward 3234 -13.9 
shoreface 
1927 toe of concave-upward 2973 -14.7 Not Applicable -261 -9.7 -0.8 -2.8 
shoreface 
1999 toe of concave-upward 3261 -16.0 287 4.0 -1.3 -1.8 
shoreface 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 1359 -8.2 1927 -8.2 progradation 
1927 Landward end of erosion 1225 -7.5 1999 -7.5 -133.9 -2.70 0.69 1.40 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 1324 -8.0 1999 -8.0 progradation 
1900 toe of shoreface erosion 5458 -22.6 1927 -22.6 
1927 toe of shoreface erosion 7576 ·34.4 1999 -34.4 2118.2 42.79 -11.85 -23.94 
1900 toe of shoreface erosion 8104 -36.8 1999 -36.8 
1900 maximum slope 7425 -32.8 
1927 maximum slope 7275 -32.2 Not Applicable -150 -5.5 0.6 2.3 
1999 maximum slope 7075 -31.6 -200 -2.8 0.6 0.9 
Shoreface Profile Change at the NS04 Mega Swath 
The historical shoreface profiles at the Grayland Plains mega swath (NS04) are 
shown in Figure 5.26. The minimum shoreface slope migrated seaward and deepened 
from 12.4 to 16.0 m water depth between 1900 and 1999 (Table 5.8). Similarly, the 
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toe of the concave-upward shoreface migrated from 12.5 to 16.1 m water depth 
between 1900 and 1999. Between the toe of the upper shoreface at the minimum slope 
and the seaward maximum slope, the shoreface is concave downward. The maximum 
slope migrated from 30.1 to 31.1 m water depth between 1900 and 1999. The 
maximum seaward slope also represents the transition between the landward concave-
down section of the profile and the seaward concave-up profile. 
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Figure 5.26. Grayland Plains NS04 historical shoreface profiles. 
During 1900-1927, the upper shoreface of NS04 between 2.4 and 7.2 m water depth 
aggraded by 4.1 cm/yr, while the mid-shoreface between 7.2 and 23.4 m water depth 
eroded by 4.2 em/yr. A peak erosion rate of 6.3 cm/yr occurred at an interval-average 
depth of 15.0 m, with decreasing rates in the landward and seaward directions. 
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Between 23.4 and 36.9 m water depth, the shoreface aggraded by 2.8 cm/yr, but the 
magnitude of change is questionable because of the irregularities in the 1927 data. 
During 1927-1999, the entire shoreface eroded moderately. The upper shoreface 
between +0.6 m NAVD 88 and 5.9 m water depth eroded by 0.7 em/yr. Essentially no 
change occurred between 5.9 and 8.6 m water depth. Seaward of this zone to 39.1 m 
water depth, the shoreface lowered by 0.9 em/yr. Averaged over the entire historical 
record of 1900-1999, the upper shoreface between 2.4 and 7.6 m water depth aggraded 
by 0.7 cm/yr, while the mid- to lower shoreface between 7.6 and 38.5 m water depth 
eroded by 1.1 em/yr. The mid-shoreface peak erosion rate was 2.2 cm/yr at an 
interval-average water depth of 15.7 m. 
Table 5.8. Grayland Plains NS04 morphological features. 
Year 
Morphological Distance Profile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth 
1 Parameter from 1999 Depth 2 Depth Migration Rate Change Change Feature Shoreline Year1 Year2 Rate 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mlyr) (m) (cm/yr) 
1900 minimum slope 2751 -12.4 
1927 minimum slope 3486 -16.1 Not Applicable 734 27.2 -3.8 -13.9 
1999 minimum slope 3290 -16.0 -196 -2.7 0.2 0.2 
1900 toe of concave-upward 2799 -12.5 
shoreface 
1927 toe of concave-upward 3363 -15.8 Not Applicable 564 20.9 -3.3 -12.1 
shoreface 
1999 toe of concave-upward 3329 -16.1 ·34 -0.5 -0.3 -0.5 
shoreface 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 1200 -7.2 1927 -7.2 progradation 
1927 toe of upper shoreface 993 -5.9 1999 -5.9 -207 -4.2 1.4 2.7 
erosion 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 1270 -7.5 1999 -7.5 progradation 
1900 toe of shoreface erosion 5700 -23.4 1927 -23.4 
1927 toe of shoreface erosion 8724 -39.0 1999 -39.1 3025 61.1 -15.7 -31.7 
1900 toe of shoreface erosion 8529 -38.0 1999 -38.5 
1900 maximum slope 6888 -30.1 
1927 maximum slope 7109 -30.4 Not Applicable 221 8.2 -0.3 -1.0 
1999 maximum slope 7011 -31.1 -98 -1.4 -0.7 -1.0 
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Shoreface Profile Change at the SL43 Transect 
The shoreface changes at the Grayland Plains SIA3 transect are shown in Figure 
5.27. The minimum shoreface slope migrated consistently seaward and deepened from 
12.2 to 18.1 m water depth between 1900 and 1999 (Table 5.9). The toe of the 
concave-upward shoreface similarly migrated seaward from 12.1 to 17.6 m water 
depth between 1900 and 1999. The maximum slope also migrated consistently 
seaward and deepened from 25.9 m water depth in 1900 to 31.1 m water depth in 1999. 
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Figure 5.27. Grayland Plains SL43 historical shoreface profiles and vibracores. 
0 
During 1900-1927, the upper shoreface of SIA3 between 0.3 and 7.6 m water depth 
aggraded by 5.1 cm/yr, while the shoreface between 7.6 and 23.9 m water depth 
eroded by 2.7 crnfyr. The peak erosion rate of 5.0 crnfyr occurred at an interval-
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average water depth of 17.2 m. During 1927-1954, the upper shoreface between 0.3 
and 11.2 m water depth aggraded by 1.6 crnlyr, while the shoreface between 11.2 and 
21.4 m water depth eroded by 0. 9 em/yr. The peak erosion rate of 1.4 crnlyr occurred 
at the interval-average water depth of 15.4 m. During 1954-1999, the shoreface 
between + 1.2 m NA VD 88 and 36.0 m water depth eroded by 1.9 em/yr. The peak 
erosion rate during 1954-1999 of 2.9 crnlyr occurred at the interval-average water 
depth of 17.3 m. Over the entire historical period of 1900-1999, the upper shoreface 
between 1.3 and 7.6 m water depth aggraded by 0.8 crnlyr, while the shoreface 
between 7.6 and 27.1 m water depth lowered by 1.8 em/yr. During 1900-1999, the 
peak erosion rate of 2.8 crnlyr occurred at the interval-average water depth of 14.'5 m. 
Intervals 1900-1927 and 1954-1999 both show accumulation seaward of the 
shoreface erosion zones, while the 1927-1954 interval shows substantial erosion in 
this seaward zone. The aggradation of 3.5 crnlyr during 1900-1927 occurred between 
23.9 and 32.9 m water depth and may have come from offshore sediment transport or 
dredged material disposal, or a combination of both. The erosion during 1927-1954 
may have been real, but is nevertheless suspect because of the common irregularities 
across the lower shoreface in the 1926/27 data. During 1954-1999, the shoreface 
between 36.0 and 46.3 m water depth accumulated 2.3 em/yr. This accumulation 
resulted from the disposal of approximately 1.8 million m3 of dredged material during 
1990-1994 (Buijsman et al., 2003b ). The peak of the disposal mound is located 
approximately 2.5 km east of Core 507, where the peak accumulation rate averaged 
over 1954 to 1999 is approximately 6 em/yr. 
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Table 5.9. Grayland Plains SL43 morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance Profile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth 
1 Parameter from 1999 Oop1h 2 Depth Migration Aa1e Change Change 
Feature Shoreline Year 1 Year2 Aa1e 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mlyr) (m) (cmlyr) 
1900 minimum slope 2979 -12.2 
1927 minimum slope 3628 -14.8 649 24.0 -2.6 -9.6 
Not Applicable 
1954 minimum slope 3678 -15.2 50 1.8 .0.5 -1.7 
1999 minimum slope 4378 -18.1 699 15.5 -2.8 -6.3 
1900 toe of concave-upward 2929 -12.1 
shoreface 
1927 toe of concave-upward 3575 -14.7 645 23.9 -2.6 -9.6 
shoreface 
Not Applicable 
1954 toe of concave-upward 3819 -15.5 244 9.1 -0.8 -3.1 
shoreface 
1999 toe of concave-upward 4157 -17.6 337 7.5 -2.0 -4.5 
shoreface 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 1131 -7.6 1927 -7.6 progradation 
1927 toe of upper shoreface 2086 -11.2 1954 -11.2 955 35.4 -3.6 -13.4 progradation 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 1149 -7.6 1999 -7.6 progradation 
1900 toe of shoreface erosion 6576 -23.8 1927 -23.8 
1927 toe of shoreface erosion 6006 -21.4 1954 -21.4 -571 -21.1 2.4 9.0 
1954 toe of shoreface erosion 8846 -36.0 1999 -36.0 2840 78.9 -14.5 -40.4 
1900 toe of shoreface erosion 7134 -27.1 1999 -27.1 
1900 maximum slope 6925 -25.9 
1927 maximum slope 7125 -26.5 
Not Applicable 
200 7.4 -0.6 -2.3 
1954 maximum slope 7224 -27.2 100 3.7 .0.7 -2.7 
1999 maximum slope 7874 -31.1 649 14.4 -3.8 -8.5 
5.4.d North Beach Historical Shoreface Change 
Historical shoreface changes in the North Beach sub-cell are quantified at the SL12 
transect and the mega swath, NSOl, as shown in Figure 5.16. As mentioned in Section 
5.4, the SLII transect lacks sufficient historical data to perform change analysis, as it 
only has 1927 historical data from Buijsman et a!. (2003b ). However, the SLII 
shoreface profile change between 1926 and 1998 is shown in Figure 5.28 using the 
1998 data from Twichell and Cross (200 I). The 1998 bathymetry is not used in 
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change analysis because it is of lower accuracy and resolution than the data from 
Buijsman et al. (2003b). The intervals over which changes are analyzed for the SL12 
transect include 1900-1927, 1927-1954, and 1954-1999, as well as the entire period 
( 1900-1999). The NSO 1 mega swath lacks sufficient data from 1900, therefore the 
shoreface change analysis is from 1927-1954 and 1954-1999, as well as from 1927-
1999. The key characteristics and trends of the morphological parameter features are 
presented for both the NSO 1 mega swath and the SL12 transect. These features were 
digitized from data plots similar to those shown in Figures 4.58 (NSO 1) and 4.66 
(SL12). 
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Figure 5.28. North Beach SL 11 historical shoreface profiles and vibracores. 
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Shoreface Profile Change at the NS01 Mega Swath 
The alongshore-averaged shoreface at the NSO 1 mega swath reveals seaward 
migration and deepening of the minimum slope and toe of upward concavity as the 
barrier progrades over time (Figure 5.29; Table 5.10). During 1927-1999, the 
nearshore minimum slope migrated seaward and deepened from 12.1 to 13.2 m water 
depth, and the toe of concave-upward shoreface migrated seaward and deepened from 
11.8 to 13.1 m water depth. The toe of upper-shoreface slope change migrated 
seaward and deepened from 12.2 m during 1927-1954 to 13.5 m during 1954-1999. 
Over the entire interval from 1927 to 1999, the toe of the upper-shoreface slope change 
deepened to 14.6 m water depth. 
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Figure 5.29. North Beach NS01 historical shoreface profiles. 
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The toe of the shoreface progradational sand wedge shows a relationship to the 
minimum slope, toe of concave-upward shoreface, and toe of slope change only during 
1954-1999, when the toe of upper-shoreface progradation was in ll.l m water depth. 
The toe of the progradational sand wedge extended to the mid-shoreface in 24.0 m 
water depth during 1927-1954 and to 23.4 m water depth during 1927-1999. During 
1927-1954, the shoreface between 1.4 and 24.0 m water depth aggraded by 3.2 em/yr. 
Averaged over 1927-1999, the shoreface aggraded by 1.5 cm/yr between 1.2 and 23.4 
m water depth. These mid-shoreface depths for the toe of shoreface progradation are 
similar to those of the shoreface in southern Long Beach. Differences at NSO 1 
compared to Long Beach are that these mid-shoreface depths of the progradational 
sand wedge are much deeper than the minimum slope and are, in fact, close to the 
maximum slope in -27 m water depth. Accordingly, the maximum slope migrated 
landward over time. 
Seaward of the maximum slope at -27 m water depth, the shoreface flattens. 
Seaward of -33 m water depth, the shoreface becomes progressively flatter than the 
mid-shoreface minimum slope, indicating that the profile is too shallow and flat to 
accumulate sediment. However, because this portion of the shoreface is controlled by 
substrate (gravel and bedrock), the erosion rates are minimal. With the common 
irregularities in the 1927 data, the shoreface profile accumulation is recorded by profile 
changes offshore of -33 m, but change data from 1954 to 1999 reveal moderate 
erosion over the mid- to lower shoreface at an average rate of 0.6 cm/yr between 11.1 
and 38.9 m water depth. 
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Table 5.10. North Beach NSOI morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance Profile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth Parameter from 1999 Depth Depth Migration Change 1 Feature Shoreline Year1 2 Year2 Rote Change Rate 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mlyr) (m) (cmlyr) 
1927 minimum slope 2341 -12.1 
1954 minimum slope 2541 -12.0 Not Applicable 200 7.4 0.1 0.4 
1999 minimum slope 2840 -13.2 300 6.7 -1.3 -2.8 
1927 toe of concave-upward 2240 -11.8 
shoreface 
1954 toe of concave-upward 2531 -11.9 Not Applicable 291 10.8 -0.1 -Q.5 
shoreface 
1999 toe of concave-upward 2817 -13.1 286 6.4 -1.2 -2.7 
shoreface 
1927 toe of upper shoreface 2402 -12.2 1954 -11.6 
slope change 
1954 toe of upper shoreface 3081 -13.5 1999 -14.0 679 18.9 -1.9 -5.2 
slope change 
1927 toe of upper shoreface 3180 -14.6 1999 -14.4 
slope change 
1927 toe of mid-shoreface 5462 -24.0 1954 -24.0 progradation 
1954 toe of upper shoreface 2237 ·11.1 1999 ·11.1 ·3224 ·89.6 12.8 35.6 progradation 
1927 toe of mid-shoreface 5258 -23.4 1999 -23.4 progradation 
1927 maximum slope 6138 ·26.6 
1954 maximum slope 6088 -27.1 Not Applicable ·50 -1.9 ·0.5 -1.7 
1999 maximum slope 5986 -27.0 ·100 -2.2 0.1 0.2 
Shoreface Profile Change at the SL 12 Transect 
Figure 5.30 shows the shoreface profile change at the North Beach SLI2 transect. 
The li.istorical profiles reveal an exceptional example of progradation that is mostly 
limited to the upper shoreface. The minimum slope migrated seaward and deepened 
from 11.2 to 13.3 m water depth during 1900-1999 (Table 5.11). Similarly, the toe of 
the concave-upward profile also migrated seaward and deepened. In 1900, the 
concave-upward shoreface toe was only 6.7 m deep. By 1927. the toe of the concave-
upward shoreface jumped to 11.8 m water depth in 1927, and subsequently migrated to 
water depths of 12.2 min 1954 and 13.2 min 1999. The maximum slope deepened 
from 26.2 to 26.5 m water depth during 1954-1999, but did not change in location. 
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Seaward of -35 m, the shoreface slope became progressively flatter than elsewhere on 
the profile. 
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Figure 5.30. North Beach SL 12 historical shoreface profiles and vibracores. 
1 0 -1 
During 1900-1927, the upper shoreface between 1.7 and 6.6 m water depth rapidly 
aggraded at a rate of 7.0 em/yr. Between 6.6 and 12.0 m water depth, the shoreface 
lowered by 1.3 crnlyr, perhaps associated with a relatively small degree of shoreface 
rotation. During 1927-1954, the toe of upper-shoreface progradation migrated to 23.8 
m water depth. The upper shoreface to 12.0 m water depth (interval average) aggraded 
by 4.6 cm/yr, while the mid-shoreface from 12.0 to 23.8 m water depth aggraded by 
1.9 em/yr. On average, the shoreface from 0.1 to 23.8 m water depth aggraded by 3.2 
em/yr. During 1954-1999 the aggradation of the upper shoreface declined to 2.3 
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crnlyr between 0.4 and 10.6 m water depth. From 10.6 to 17.1 m water depth, the 
profile eroded by 0.7 em/yr. Insignificant change occurred seaward of 17.1 m water 
depth. Over the entire period of 1900-1999, the upper shoreface aggraded by 2.1 
crnlyr between 0.8 to 11.4 m water depth. 
Table 5.11. North Beach SL 12 morphological features. 
Year Morphological Distance Profile Year Profile Migration Depth 
1 Parameter from 1999 Depth 2 Depth Migration Rate Change Feature Shoreline Year1 Vear2 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m/yr) (m) 
1900 minimum slope 738 -6.8 
1927 minimum slope 2438 -12.3 1701 63.0 -5.5 
Not Applicable 
1954 minimum slope 2588 -12.1 150 5.6 0.1 
1999 minimum slope 2838 -13.3 250 5.6 -1.1 
1900 toe of concave-upward 692 -6.7 
shoreface 
1927 toe of concave-upward 2278 -11.8 1586 58.7 -5.2 
shoreface 
Not Applicable 
1954 toe of concave-upward 2619 -12.2 341 12.6 -0.4 
shoreface 
1999 toe of concave-upward 2813 -13.2 194 4.3 -1.0 
shoreface 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 659 -6.6 1927 -6.6 progradation 
1927 toe of mid-shoreface 5399 -23.8 1954 -23.8 4740 175.6 -17.2 progradation 
1954 toe of upper shoreface 2057 -10.6 1999 -10.6 -3341 -92.8 13.2 progradation 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 2272 -11.4 1999 -11.4 progradation 
1954 maximum slope 5888 -26.2 
1999 
Not Applicable 
maximum slope 5888 -26.5 0 0.0 -0.3 
5.5 Discussion of Holocene and Historical Shoreface 
Behaviour 
Depth 
Change 
Rate 
(cm/yr) 
-20.2 
0.4 
-2.5 
-19.1 
-1.4 
-2.2 
-63.9 
38.7 
.0.6 
This section integrates the results of vibracore and historical shoreface profile 
change analysis to discuss the mean trend behaviour evident from these two methods 
and time scales. First, the results from both methods in each sub-cell are discussed. 
Next, mean trend shoreface behaviour among the sub-cells is compared and contrasted. 
Finally, the observations of historical shoreface profile reopening are discussed. 
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S.S.a Clatsop Plains Vibracore and Shoreface Profile Analysis 
Broad and shallow ebb shoals characterized the mouth of the Columbia River prior 
to inlet stabilization in the early 1900s. As the mouth of the Columbia River migrated 
northward over the late Holocene, the shoreface would have been initially shallower 
than equilibrium as the result of remnant ebb shoal deposits. As these deposits became 
increasingly removed from the tidal currents and sediment supply that built them, the 
mid- to lower shoreface would have eroded. This scenario appears to have played out 
across the Clatsop Plains shoreface over both millennia! and historical time scales. On 
a millennial scale, the oldest radiocarbon ages are farthest to the south on the lower 
shoreface, while the youngest ages are close to the Columbia River on the upper 
shoreface. These results are consistent with migration of the river mouth coincident 
with the Holocene rise in sea level. On a historical time scale, mid- to lower-shoreface 
erosion is greatest close to the river mouth. This erosion is a result of disequilibrium 
of the northern Clatsop Plains shoreface after jetty construction severed its sediment 
supply. 
The historical erosion of the Clatsop Plains shoreface has been most severe in the 
vicinity of Core 10 I, often near the crest of the ebb delta in the pre-jetty surveys. 
From 1868 to 1883 (prior to commencement of jetty construction) the seafloor eroded 
3.7 m at this site, and from 1883 to 2000 an additional 11.7 m eroded at this site 
(Appendix C, Table C.1). At the site of Core 102, the shoreface lowered by 9.7 m 
during 1883-2000. Both Cores 101 and 102 contain laminated mud units in the 
shallow subsurface. In Core 101, the relict mud unit is less than 10 em below the 
seabed, and in Core 102 only 85 em below the seabed (see Appendix A, Figures A.2 
and A.3). The severe erosion into or toward these relict units also results in very low 
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calculated accumulation rates of only 2-3 cm/100 yr for the deposits remaining above 
the topmost radiocarbon samples in the vibracores (Appendix B). Figure 5.20 shows 
the shoreface profile change from 1868 to 2000 at these core sites, and reveals a rapid 
initial adjustment from an ebb-shoal environment to a shoreface environment. The 
apparent shoal feature in the more recent profile (located at 8.6 km in Figure 5.20) is 
actually Ocean Dredge Material Disposal Site A, where more than 18.25 million m3 of 
dredged material was placed during 1956-1994. 
Core 103 (10.8 m water depth), located near the toe of upper-shoreface 
progradation, is at the only core site on the Clatsop Plains shoreface where 
accumulation was measured during the historical period. Remarkably, the 
accumulation rate of the topmost radiocarbon sample agrees well with the historical 
accumulation rate measured at the profile. A sand dollar fragment with a 2a 
radiocarbon age of 501-614 cal BP at 133 em yields accumulation rates of 24-27 
cm/100 yr, close to the 26-28 cm/100 yr accumulation rates measured at the core site 
between the 1868 and 2000 shoreface profiles at the SL23 transect (Appendix B). 
Slightly higher accumulation rates of 40-45 cm/100 yr are obtained when a similarly 
aged radiocarbon sample at 237 em is used. Averaged over 1868 to 2000, the 
historical shoreface profiles show 11.5 m water depth as an inflection point between 
upper-shoreface aggradation (averaging 180 cm/100 yr) and mid-shoreface lowering 
(averaging 130 cm/100 yr). While the core is just on the progradational side of the 
hinge point of shoreface rotation, the grain-size analysis and visual observations show 
a slight coarsening-upward shoreface unit, likely the result of winnowing, within the 
top 2 m of the core (Appendix A; Figures A.4 and A.5). 
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Both the vibracores and historical shoreface change analysis consistently show 
long-term erosion of the Clatsop Plains mid- to lower shoreface. The vibracore data 
include the laminated mud and sand units that occur near the top of many cores, near-
surface 'old' radiocarbon ages (resulting in very low accumulation rates), winnowed or 
Jag deposits, and inferred rip-up clasts and mud clasts. Additionally, radiocarbon ages 
from carbonate material are out of stratigraphic order, indicating re-working in a low-
sedimentation or erosional setting. The historical shoreface profile data across the 
lower to upper shoreface show increasing erosion rates at each core site. The historical 
rates of shoreface lowering increase from 96 cm/100 yr at the site of Core 106 ( 40.5 m 
water depth), to 137 cm/100 yr at Core 105 (25.6 m water depth), to 196 cm/100 yr at 
Core 104 ( 17.3 m water depth). This increase is consistent with a shoreface out of 
equilibrium and undergoing dispersal-stress. The shoreface rotation observed in the 
historical data at the SL23 transect is further supported by the ages of radiocarbon 
samples and inferred accumulation rates from the vibracores (Appendix B). Taken 
together, the vibracore data and historical shoreface change analysis provide consistent 
and convincing evidence of a mean trend of upper-shoreface progradation and mid- to 
lower-shoreface erosion in Clatsop Plains over time scales of decades to millennia. 
Figure 5.31 summarizes the observed shoreface behaviour for the Clatsop Plains 
sub-cell. The deepening of the lower shoreface along Clatsop Plains over the historical 
period indicates that the lower shoreface has adjusted to a deeper equilibrium in 
response to excessive dispersal-stress. The inherited substrate is relatively steep, and 
barrier progradation has occurred as a result of sand supply from the Columbia River, 
particularly when the river mouth was wide and extended farther southward during the 
late Holocene. Clatsop Plains has the steepest shoreface and the highest ridges and 
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foredunes of the CRLC sub-cells. Seaward of the progradational sand wedge, the 
shoreface has deepened over historical time since jetty construction. 
modem barrier stability 
Clatsop Plains 
neutral to negative contemporary sediment supply and positive shelf accommodation space 
Figure 5.31. Clatsop Plains shoreface and barrier showing a relatively thick, early to mid-
Holocene deposit when sediment supply was much higher. The modern barrier and upper 
shoreface have been dynamically stable with high dune ridges associated with periods of 
relatively low rates of progradation. A relatively thin and steep progradational sand wedge 
formed over the historical period, while the lower shoreface has eroded due to dispersal-
stress. 
5.5.b Long Beach Vibracore and Shoreface Profile Analysis 
Both the vibracore data and the historical shoreface change analysis from southern 
Long Beach indicate a mean trend of accumulation, with clear evidence of an aggraded 
lower shoreface and a prograded upper shoreface. In Core 307, located at 41.1 m 
water 'depth on the SL33 transect, two samples had radiocarbon ages of> Modern at 45 
em and 123-294 cal BP at 221 em; the deeper sample yields minimum and maximum 
accumulation rates of 75 and 180 crn/100 yr. These accumulation rates compare well 
to historical shoreface accumulation of 139-165 crn/100 yr at this site. In Core 306, 
located in 31.4 m water depth, a whole barnacle at 192 em has a radiocarbon age of 0-
279 cal BP, which yields minimum and average accumulation rates of 69 and 113 
crn/1 00 yr. These rates are much greater than the historical rates of on I y 1- 7 crn/1 00 
yr. This discrepancy in accumulation rates suggests that the whole barnacle (far from 
its shallow-water habitat) was likely episodically deposited by a large event prior to 
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1868. The lack of significant shoreface change additionally indicates that the 
shoreface at this location has been bypassing sediment over historical time. In Core 
303 (18.2 m water depth), a fresh sand dollar fragment at 247 em has a radiocarbon 
age of 72-297 cal BP that yields minimum and maximum accumulation rates of 83 and 
343 cm/100 yr. The shoreface profiles suggest that the entire core is within the depth 
of historical accumulation, and this radiocarbon age is consistent with the profile 
changes at the core site, which suggest 265-266 em/! 00 yr of accumulation since 
1868. Moreover, during 1868-2000, the shoreface between 13.0 and 30.2 m water 
depth aggraded by an average of !50 cm/100 yr, which compares well to the average 
accumulation rate of 134 cm/100 yr from Core 303 (18.2 m water depth) obtaineo by 
the radiocarbon method. Finally, at shallowest depth along the SL33 transect, Core 
305 (12.2 m water depth) contains a fresh gastropod at 285 em subsurface depth that 
returned a > Modern age, below a sand dollar fragment at 59 em with an older 
radiocarbon age of -709 cal BP. The> Modem age at 285 em compares well to the 
upper-shoreface aggradation of 220 cm/100 yr in water depths less than 13.0 m during 
1868-2000. At the core site, the historical accumulation rates are 74-109 cm/100 yr. 
Thus, except for the high accumulation rates in Core 306 (which likely represent an 
event deposit) that does not agree with historical accumulation rates derived from the 
shoreface profiles, the radiocarbon ages and shoreface profiles both consistently show 
high rates of sediment accumulation within the past 300 years, with rates increasing as 
water depths decrease. 
Lower accumulation rates are shown on the Long Beach SL36 transect. In Core 
304 (44.7 m water depth), a gastropod fragment at 66 em has a radiocarbon age of 
270--426 cal BP, yielding minimum and maximum accumulation rates of 15 and 24 
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cm/100 yr, respectively. Over the historical period of 1868-2000, the shoreface at the 
core site aggraded more rapidly, at rates of 87-90 cm/100 yr. Core 301 (31.8 m water 
depth) has only one radiocarbon sample at 380 em, which has an age 1819-1993 cal 
BP, giving minimum and maximum accumulation rates of 19 and 20 cm/100 yr, 
respectively. This result contrasts with the historical period of 1868-2000, when 
shoreface profiles at the core site show erosion of 48-60 cm/100 yr. Nevertheless, the 
relatively low accumulation rates correspond with erosion of the shoreface in more 
recent time. Finally, Core 302 (17.3 m water depth) has a sand dollar fragment with a 
radiocarbon age of 278-415 cal BP, giving minimum to maximum accumulation rates 
of 30 to 45 cm/100 yr, respectively. The historical shoreface profile data from 1868-
2000 reveal similar aggradation rates of 24-28 em/ I 00 yr. 
The vibracore data provide evidence of a gradient in sediment accumulation and 
grain size with distance north of the Columbia River. This alongshore gradient is 
consistent with the Columbia River dispersal system described by Nittrouer and 
Sternberg (1981) and, more specifically, the trend of decreasing grain size and recent 
accumulation rates observed on the mid-shelf by Nittrouer et a!. ( 1979) using 210Pb 
radioisotope analysis. For each vibracore at similar water depth, the accumulation 
rates derived from calibrated radiocarbon ages are more than twice as large at the SL33 
transect than at the SL36 transect, only II km farther to the north. Likewise, for 
comparable cores and subsurface depths, sediment samples from the SL33 transect 
have mean grain sizes at least 0.01 mm larger than those from the SL36 transect. A 
reduction in shoreface accumulation rates with distance north of the Columbia River 
mouth is also observed in the historical bathymetry data, with significant upper to mid-
shoreface aggradation occurring at SL33 and minimal shoreface change occurring at 
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SL36. Finally, the alongshore gradient in the data collected in this study is also 
consistent with the interpreted seismic-reflection data, which shows a much thicker 
Holocene deposit at SL33 than at SL36 (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). In summary, all data 
and analysis results show higher sediment supply-stress with proximity to the 
Columbia River for this sub-cell, which is associated with a mean trend of shoreface 
aggradation and progradation. 
The historical shoreface profile data reveal relatively distinct boundaries in 
morphological behaviour across the shoreface. The aggradation rate of the prograded 
upper to mid-shoreface along southern Long Beach decreases from the shoreline to 
-24m water depth. Between -25 and-35m water depth, the shoreface appears to be 
acting as a 'capacitor' (i.e., temporary storage area through reduction in flux) for 
sediment supply. The progradational sand wedge extends to the landward edge of this 
zone, indicating a seaward-translating upper to mid-shoreface profile in this region. At 
large scale, this shoreface translation requires significant landward sediment transport 
in shallower water toward the upper shoreface and possibly offshore sediment 
transport of the finest sediment fractions in deeper water toward a deeper rollover point 
in -42 m water depth. Thus, in this case the portion of the lower shoreface closest to 
equilibrium (relative to existing supply-stress) would be essentially non-depositional 
and would be in the vicinity of 32 m water depth, with net transfer of sediment in both 
the onshore and offshore directions. 
Figure 5.32 summarizes the observed shoreface behaviour for the Long Beach sub-
cell. The inherited substrate is relatively steep, and barrier progradation has occurred 
as a result of sand supply from the Columbia River. The progradational sand wedge 
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extends to at least 23 m water depth, and a second zone farther seaward also aggrades 
in response to excessive supply-stress. 
pre-Holocene 
substrate 
transgressive and late 
Holocene barrier sand 
positive contemporary sediment supply and partially overfull accommodation space 
Figure 5.32. Long Beach shoreface and barrier showing a relatively thick, early to mid-
Holocene deposit and modern upper-shoreface translation associated with sediment supply-
stress. The modern barrier has undergone moderate progradation rates with medium-high 
dune ridges. A contemporary non-depositional zone that previously aggraded transfers 
sediment in the onshore and offshore directions. 
5.5.c Grayland Plains Vibracore and Shoreface Profile Analysis 
The vibracore data and shoreface profile changes on the Grayland Plains shoreface 
both show evidence of an accommodation-limited setting dominated by autochthonous 
processes, despite an allochthonous sediment supply. The vibracores generally show 
accumulation rates that are lower than those of Long Beach, and higher than those of 
Clatsop Plains. Similarly, the historical shoreface profiles indicate a moderate mean 
trend of upper-shoreface progradation and mid-shoreface erosion. The mid-shoreface 
lowering is not as severe as at the northern Clatsop Plains, and the upper-shoreface 
progradation is not as great as at southern Long Beach. 
The accumulation rates at the top of Core 504 (41.9 m water depth) typify those of 
the Grayland Plains shoreface, which are marked by historical erosion. Within Core 
504 a 2cr radiocarbon age of 1050-1228 cal BP at 125 em yields minimum to 
maximum accumulation rates of 10 to 12 cm/100 yr. Historical bathymetry data at this 
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core site is limited to 1927 and 2002, during which the shoreface erosion rate is 489 
cm/IOOyr. While this very high erosion rate is suspect and likely due to the common 
irregularities of the 1927 data, the accumulation rates based on the radiocarbon method 
are relatively low. 
In general, the Grayland Plains shoreface has a shallow inherited substrate 
interpreted from the seismic-reflection profiles. Cores 503, 504 and 507 recovered 
pre-Holocene or transgressive deposits consistent with this shallow substrate. Despite 
the limited accommodation space, Cores 50 I and 507 have sedimentary units with 
radiocarbon ages that suggest episodic deposition. These deposits contrast with other 
cores and radiocarbon ages that yield accumulation rates of typically 14 em/ I 00 yr or 
less. Although there is some contrast between accumulation rates derived from 
radiocarbon ages and the historical mean trend of shoreface erosion, such erosion 
would be consistent with a shoreface out of equilibrium as a result of deposition that 
occurred as a response to either a large event or a different set of environmental 
conditions. 
Although Appendix B suggests Core 507 (45.9 m water depth) has relatively high 
accumulation rates that would apply to the topmost deposits, these require explanation. 
As discussed in Section 5.3.c, and presented in Appendix A (Figure A.73), Core 507 
has a relatively coarse, poorly sorted, and young deposit between 30 and 150 em. The 
2cr radiocarbon age of 103-399 cal BP at 139 em gives minimum to maximum 
accumulation rates of 35-135 cm/100 yr, which are anomalously high. Although the 
historical accumulation rate of 131 cm/100 yr at the core grid cell (Appendix B) would 
be consistent with the maximum accumulation rate derived from the radiocarbon 
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method, this historical rate is considered inaccurate due to irregularities in the 1927 
data. The alternative historical erosion rate of 3 cm/100 yr derived from the profile 
data (Appendix B) is considered to be more indicative of the actual historical change. 
The characteristics and age of this deposit suggest it occurred in response to a large 
event prior to 1900. The top 30 em of this core is composed of muddy, very fine sand 
that may have been dispersed from the dredged material disposal mound located 
approximately 2.5 km to the east. Bathymetric change analysis of Buijsman et a!. 
(2003b) suggests that sediment is dispersed seaward, and mostly toward the northwest, 
from the disposal mound. Moreover, the seaward dispersion from the disposal mound 
is suggested by the shape of the 1999 shoreface profile compared to the 1954 shoreface 
profile between -10 to -12 km offshore (Figure 5.27). Similarly, Twichell et a!. 
(2000) delineate a mud patch that extends 2.8 km to the northwest from the disposal 
mound (see Figure 5.6). The shoreface change analysis performed in this study 
indicates an accumulation rate of 0.5 cm/yr during 1954-1999 in Core 507, which is 
equivalent to 22.4 em of total accumulation. This recent accumulation agrees 
reasonably well with the core data, which show -27 em of accumulation following the 
event deposit assumed to be prior to 1900. 
Core 50 I (24.3 m water depth) contains a gastropod at 288 em that returned a 2cr 
radiocarbon age of 124-318 cal BP, which yields anomalously high minimum to 
maximum accumulation rates of 91 and 232 cm/100 yr. These rapid accumulation 
rates contrast with the historical shoreface erosion rates of 68 and 112 cm/100 yr 
derived from the profile data. Core 50 I also has a radiocarbon sample of nearly 
identical age, 139-317 cal BP, at 148 em. The sample at 148 em is near the top of a 
unit with a relatively high concentration of shell and sand dollar fragments, and the 
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sample at 288 em is near the base of this unit. Above a contact at 124 em, bulk density 
gradually decreases to the top of the core, associated with an upward coarsening of the 
sediments and decrease in mafic and lithic grains. This gradient, and perhaps the lack 
of bedding, are the only indications of erosion within the top section of this core. The 
shelly unit extending between the two radiocarbon samples likely represents a deposit 
from a large event, and the top unit may be associated with offshore transport erosion 
in the vicinity of Core 502, which shows historical erosion rates twice as high as those 
at Core 501. 
Core 502, in 15.5 m water depth near the peak of historical shoreface lowering~ has 
an interpreted lag deposit within the top 14 em of the surface. This deposit, composed 
primarily of sand dollar hash with a mean grain size of 0.38 mm, indicates an erosional 
surface. The historical shoreface profile data from 1900 to 1999 also indicate erosion 
at this core site at rates of 201-224 cm/100 yr. A sand dollar fragment at 74 em 
yielded a 2cr radiocarbon age of 547-658 cal BP, which results in minimum to 
maximum accumulation rates of 11-14 em/ I 00 yr. These accumulation rates of :5 14 
cm/100 yr based on the radiocarbon method are typical of the Grayland Plains 
shoreface, and further show that such moderately low accumulation rates, derived from 
material that predates the historical period, are consistent with historical shoreface 
erosiOn. 
In similar water depth (17.3 m) on the SL43 transect, Core 505 has a coarsening-
upward deposit within the top 1.5 m of the surface (Appendix A; Figure A.67), which 
suggests winnowing of very fine sand. This gradient in sediment size is consistent 
with historical erosion rates of 217-227 cm/100 yr, nearly identical to Core 502. A 
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sand dollar fragment at 28 em has a 2cr radiocarbon age of 0--222 cal BP, which results 
in minimum and average accumulation rates of 13 and 35 cm/100 yr. It is interesting 
to note that a gravel patch was delineated by Twichell et a!. (2000) around Core 505 
(as shown in Figure 5.6). While such gravel would also provide evidence of shoreface 
lowering at this site, no significant quantities of gravel are found within the top 3 m of 
the core. It is possible, however, that this core site is near one of several rippled scour 
depressions, as documented in similar water depths just to the north of the SL43 
transect, extending 4.5 km to the Grays Harbor South Jetty (Ferrini and Flood, 2005). 
In shallowest water depth (8.4 m) along Grayland Plains, Core 508 is located near 
the toe of the upper-shoreface progradational sand wedge, as shown in Figure 5.25. As 
such, almost no change is recorded at the core: change rates vary from 12 cm/100 yr 
erosion at the profile to 15 cm/100 yr accumulation at the core site, just slightly north 
of the SL41 transect. Despite the minimal change at this core site, the morphological 
features of minimum slope and toe of concave-upward shoreface suggest the upper 
shoreface may extend to -15 m water depth. Because the historical data indicate 
shoreface rotation about a 'hinge point' at -8 m depth, this shallow depth suggests that 
prior to 1900, the upper shoreface had a progradational wedge that extended to deeper 
water (perhaps to -15 m water depth). Thus, Core 508 would be expected to have 
higher accumulation rates than Core 502. In fact, Core 508 has four relatively young 
samples in stratigraphic order, of which the oldest 2cr radiocarbon date is 682 cal BP, 
at 425 em. Minimum accumulation rates for these samples are 18-65 cm/100 yr, and 
averaging the overlapping ages gives average accumulation rates of 55-79 cm/100 yr 
(Appendix B). The coarsening upward trend shown by grain-size analysis of three 
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sediment samples within the top meter suggests winnowing from this previously 
prograded shoreface. 
Similar to the Clatsop Plains shoreface transect at SL23, the Grayland Plains mid-
to lower shoreface has deepened over historical time since jetty construction. The 
profile changes along Grayland Plains are unique in that the minimum slopes and toes 
of concave-upward shoreface both migrated from -12.5 to -16.0 m water depth, yet 
the toe of upper-shoreface progradation remained relatively fixed at -7.6 m water 
depth. Whereas the minimum shoreface slope and nearshore toe of upward concavity 
' 
are closely associated with the toe of upper-shoreface progradation at most other 
profiles, along Grayland Plains these morphological features are more closely 
associated with the peak in mid-shoreface lowering. Evidently, the mid-shoreface was 
shallower than equilibrium and the upper shoreface evolved toward a closer-to-
equilibrium shape by rotating about a point well within the annual depth of closure. 
Figure 5.33 summarizes the observed shoreface behaviour for the Grayland Plains 
sub-cell. The combination of mid-shoreface lowering and landward sediment transport 
results in rotation of the shoreface toward a steeper equilibrium for the upper to mid-
shoreface. 
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Figure 5.33. Grayland Plains shoreface and barrier showing a relatively thin and shallow, late 
Holocene progradational sand wedge, which in previous time extended to deeper water, but 
has actively eroded toward deeper equilibrium. The mid-shoreface has experienced 
disequilibrium depth-stress and has bypassed sediment landward and alongshore. The 
modern barrier has been dynamically stable with a se ries of moderately high dune ridges. 
5.5.d North Beach Vibracore and Shoreface Profile Analysis 
On the shallow North Beach upper shoreface, both the vibracores and historical 
shoreface profiles show high accumulation rates, whereas both methods show 
insignificant accumulation, or more likely erosion, on the lower shoreface. The results 
of these methods agree with evidence from seismic reflection profiles and side-scan 
sonar imagery, and support the interpretation that the lower shoreface remains too 
shallow to accommodate sediment supplied by the Columbia River. The lower 
shoreface deeper than approximately 30 m water depth is an active ravinement surface 
where there is reworking of glacial and fluvial deposits and Tertiary bedrock. The 
ravinement process contributes relict sediment to the upper shoreface through 
landward sediment transport. The prograded upper shoreface is relatively young, with 
the oldest radiocarbon sample determined to be -2583 cal BP, located at the base of 
Core 706 in a lag deposit. The barrier and upper shoreface prograde, supplied with 
sediment eroded from the mid- to lower shoreface as well as from alongshore littoral 
transport. The sediment accumulation is largely confined to the upper shoreface, 
unable to accumulate on the mid- to lower shoreface due to lack of accommodation 
space. 
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Whereas relict depositional environments are recovered on the Grayland Plains 
shoreface in water depths ~ 36 m, on the North Beach shoreface, they are recovered in 
shoreface cores ~ 26.3 m. Similar to Cores 503, 504, and 507, Core 705 recovered 
relict deposits (in this case, backbarrier) below a modern shoreface unit. The main 
difference, however, is that Cores 504 and 507 show 'deep lower shoreface' 
depositional environments while Core 503 show a 'lower shoreface' depositional 
environment. Core 702 (27 .4 m water depth) similarly recovered a relict fluvial 
channel. In comparable water depths to Core 503 (36.0 m), Cores 703 (38.3 m) and 
704 (36.3 m) have active ravinement deposits at the surface with relict deposits 
immediately below. These core data illustrate that the inherited geologic substrate 
along North Beach is similar to, but shallower than, along Grayland Plains. The North 
Beach substrate provides lower accommodation space, and in fact, prohibits 
development of modern 'lower shoreface' and 'deep lower shoreface' depositional 
environments due to disequilibrium depth-stress. 
Core 705 (26.3 m water depth) is comparable to the Grayland Plains shoreface in 
terms of radiocarbon age, accumulation rates, and historical shoreface erosion. A 
bivalve fragment at 98 em has a 2cr radiocarbon age of 616-770 cal BP, which yields 
minimum and maximum accumulation rates of 13 and 16 cm/100 yr. Similar 
accumulation rates are obtained from a radiocarbon sample at 275 em with an age of 
-2141 cal BP. At this core site, the shoreface eroded at rates of 147-169 cm/100 yr 
during 1927-1999 (Appendix B). Although these rates are likely overestimated due to 
irregularities in the 1927 data, the shoreface also eroded by 61 cm/100 yr at this core 
site during 1954-1999. 
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Prograded shoreface environments are found in all cores :5 13.1 m water depth 
(Cores 706, 701, 707, and 708). Cores 701 (12.7 m water depth) and 706 (13.1 m 
water depth) are located near the toe of the historical upper-shoreface progradation 
(Figures 5.28 and 5.30). Core 701 has the highest accumulation rates of the North 
Beach cores, based on the radiocarbon method, and shows similarities to Core 50 I. A 
sand dollar fragment at 227 em in Core 70 I has a 2cr radiocarbon age of G--257 cal BP, 
yielding minimum and average accumulation rates of 88 and !55 cm/100 yr. Core 701 
has a relatively high abundance of shell fragments within the top 2 m of this core and 
an equally high abundance of shell fragments and siltstone clasts between 
approximately 210 and 310 em. A historical accumulation rate of 17 cm/100 yr at the 
core site is derived from 1927 and 1998 data, but the 1998 data is not reliable for 
change analysis. Along the SL12 transect, Core 708 accumulated more rapidly over 
the historical period than any other North Beach core, at rates of 91 and 97 cm/100 yr. 
An articulated bivalve at 245 em has a 2cr radiocarbon age of 83-306 cal BP, which 
produces minimum and maximum accumulation rates of 80 and 295 cm/100 yr, 
comparable to the accumulation rates of Core 70 I. Core 706 ( 13.1 m water depth) has 
similar accumulation rates based on both the historical shoreface change ( -13 em/! 00 
yr) and the radiocarbon method ( -10 cm/100 yr). These data also reveal that the 
accumulation rates across the SL12 transect derived from both the radiocarbon method 
and historical shoreface profiles increase in the landward direction. 
The North Beach historical shoreface profiles show remarkable upper-shoreface 
progradation with minimal signal of mid- to lower-shoreface erosion. These data 
support evidence for littoral sediment supply and a lower shoreface that is too shallow 
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and flat to accommodate sand, yet geologically controlled to prevent significant 
deepening. 
Figure 5.34 summarizes the observed shoreface behaviour for the North Beach sub-
cell. The substrate-controlled 'over-fit' lower shoreface appears to behave as an 
efficient sand bypass corridor to the beaches. Disequilibrium depth-stress prevents 
accumulation of littoral sand on the lower shoreface. The historical shoreface change 
results, in context with knowledge of the geological framework, provide evidence that 
the North Beach barrier and strandplain prograded without a significant offshore sand 
source. 
modem barrier 
progradation 
positive contemporary sediment supply and negative lower shoreface accommodation space 
Figure 5.34. North Beach shoreface and barrier showing a small and shallow, late Holocene 
progradational sediment wedge and a comparatively larger, modern progradational sediment 
wedge limited to the upper shoreface. The low-elevation barrier is due to high progradation 
rates over the late prehistoric and early historical period that did not allow sufficient time for the 
development of high dunes. The lower shoreface bypasses littoral sand due to disequilibrium 
depth-stress. 
5.5.e Sub-cell Contrasts in Mean Trend Shoreface Behaviour 
The mean trend behaviour of the shoreface in the CRLC is shown to be influenced 
to a large degree by the geological framework. Each sub-cell inherited a different 
substrate configuration that largely defined the accommodation space and timing for 
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shoreface development. The Clatsop Plains and Long Beach shorefaces evolved from 
a thick sequence of Holocene deposits that filled a large basin between Tillamook 
Head in the south and Grayland Plains in the north. The Grayland Plains shoreface 
inherited a shallower platform incised by the river channels along its southern and 
northern margins. The North Beach shoreface formed along the margin of the 
Chehalis paleoriver valley and the shore of an uplifted terrace of Tertiary bedrock and 
relict glacial gravel deposits. 
The vibracore data and historical shoreface change analyses provide similar insights 
into the mean trend behaviour of the shoreface, which varies in each sub-cell of the 
CRLC. Where both accommodation space and sediment supply are abundant, such as 
in southern Long Beach, the shoreface aggrades and progrades, exemplifying an 
allochthonous sedimentary environment. When this environment experiences a 
sustained decline in sediment supply, such as along Clatsop Plains, the shoreface 
switches to autochthonous behaviour. In a setting of moderate accommodation space 
and moderate sand supply, such as Grayland Plains, the lower shoreface has some 
capacity to store deposits from large events, but generally the lower shoreface is non-
depositional and the mid-shoreface deepens, rotating toward a steeper equilibrium in 
response to moderate to high energy. The shoreface in this setting undergoes a long-
term ravinement process, with landward transport of autochthonous sediment. Some 
of the allochthonous sediment is deposited, but much is bypassed alongshore. In a 
setting of a shallow and mild-sloped lower shoreface such as North Beach, the energy 
regime may be reduced due to dissipation, but remains sufficiently high to sweep 
allochthonous sediment onshore. The lower shoreface is too shallow to accommodate 
sediment and too coarse or indurated to provide significant supply of sediment to the 
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upper shoreface. The lower shoreface is nevertheless an autochthonous environment 
sustaining a ravinement surface, while the upper shoreface is primarily an 
allochthonous setting as a result of an abundance of alongshore sediment supply 
relative to autochthonous sediment supply. 
It is evident that both accommodation space and sediment supply influence the 
different modes of shoreface behaviour among these adjacent coastal sections within 
the Columbia River littoral cell. The lower shoreface of North Beach and Grayland 
Plains apparently cannot accommodate sand because the substrate below -35 m water 
depth is too shallow or flat, with an energy regime that is too high to allow sand to 
accumulate. The North Beach lower shoreface is the most devoid of Columbia River 
sediment, despite a supply of sand from the south, as evident by field measurements of 
waves, currents, and suspended sediment concentrations at water depths of 24 m 
(Sherwood et a!., 2001 ). As the North Beach barrier and strandplain continues to 
prograde without an offshore sand source, it is apparent that the Grayland Plains 
shoreface behaves as a sand bypass corridor to feed North Beach along the upper 
shoreface, which translates seaward. The mid-shoreface off Grayland Plains 
consequently erodes between 7 to 32 m water depth, rotating toward a steeper 
equilibrium where fine sediment is winnowed from the thin veneer above a relict 
gravel deposit. Thus, despite a supply of sediment, the Grayland Plains shoreface 
continues to adjust toward a deeper equilibrium. It is evident that the mid-shoreface of 
Grayland Plains and the lower shoreface of North Beach have a lack of 
accommodation space relative to their energy regime (i.e., disequilibrium depth-stress), 
and that they have not attained equilibrium because of substrate controls. 
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The observations of coarse sediment and profile deepening on the mid- to lower 
shorefaces of Grayland Plains and North Beach contrast with the deposition of finer 
sediment on the upper shoreface, as well as on the mid-shelf, in water depths generally 
greater than 60 m (cf. Nittrouer and Sternberg, 1981). The profile data available for 
historical shoreface change analysis in Grayland Plains and North Beach are limited to 
approximately 40 m water depth, thus the schematics of profile evolution (Figures 5.33 
and 5.34) do not include the mid-shelf. 
Similar findings of coarse sediment across the mid- to lower shoreface have been 
documented in other settings. For example, a lower-shoreface band of coarser 
sediment between zones of finer sediment has also been documented at East Gippsland 
in southeastern Australia and at Pak:iri in northeastern New Zealand (Black and 
Oldman, 1999). This cross-shore grain-size pattern is attributed to the development of 
peak ripple length, height and steepness, which leads to enhanced bottom roughness, 
winnowing, and positive feedback to sustain the winnowed zone between 20 and 45 m 
water depth. While a similar mechanism may be responsible for the apparent 
winnowing on the shorefaces of North Beach and Grayland Plains, an important 
difference is that these shorefaces must actively bypass an alongshore supply of 
sediment. Moreover, the coarse-gravel surface layers on the North Beach shoreface 
may inhibit shoreface adjustment to equilibrium, whereas for the East Gippsland and 
Pak:iri shorefaces, the self-sustained coarser band of sediment may represent a near-
equilibrium condition (Black and Oldman, 1999). 
Although the origin, maintenance, and significance of 'rippled scour depressions' 
(Cacchione eta!., 1984) are not well understood, they have often been associated with 
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active shoreface erosion with only an intermittent or thin veneer of modern sediment 
on the adjacent seabed (e.g., Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina, USA (Thieler eta!., 
1995; Thieler eta!., 2001); Bay of Seine, France (Garnaud eta!., 2005); North Aleutian 
shelf, Alaska, USA (Schwab and Molnia, 1987); Monterey Bay area, California, USA 
(Eittreim et al., 2002); and Cook Strait, south Wellington, New Zealand (Carter and 
Lewis, 1995)). Other areas with rippled scour depressions appear to be 
bathymetrically stable (e.g., Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts, USA (Goff et a!., 
2005), perhaps indicating a shoreface close to equilibrium. Murray and Thieler (2004) 
suggest that rippled scour depressions are ubiquitous on sediment-starved shoreface 
and inner-shelf environments. In Grayland Plains and North Beach, the shoreface is 
not sediment starved, but the surficial gravel expressions mimic this setting due to an 
inherited substrate that is shallower than equilibrium. These rippled scour depressions 
are like! y indicators of an energy regime that exceeds the accommodation space of the 
shoreface. 
The rippled scour depressions on the North Beach and Grayland Plains shorefaces 
(Ferrini and Flood, 2005) contain coarse, poorly sorted sands and gravels (Gelfenbaum 
et a!., 2000) and are generally viewed as migratory. Ferrini and Flood (2005) 
compared multibeam bathymetry data collected in 1999 with side-scan sonar data 
collected in 1997 (Twichell et a!., 2000) and found that a rippled scour depression on 
the North Beach shoreface increased in alongshore width from 100 min 1997 to 400 m 
in 1999. The same depression also extended landward by an additional 100 m from 
1997 to 1999. 
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In contrast to the shoreface profile of North Beach and Grayland Plains, the 
southern Long Beach shoreface is presently 'over-full', particularly between the 20-
and 40-m depth contours. However, the southern Long Beach shoreface is subject to 
excessive supply-stress, and the equilibrium profile is governed by this variable. The 
Long Beach lower shoreface presently functions as a source zone that augments the 
littoral sand supply to prograde the upper shoreface and barrier. The landward 
sediment supply is indicated during 1958-2000 at the SL33 and NS05 profiles, where 
the shoreface deeper than 23.5 m water depth erodes, and the shoreface shallower than 
23.5 m water depth aggrades. Similarly, on the Clatsop Plains NS08 lower shoreface 
during 1958-2000, the shoreface deeper than 24.2 m water depth erodes, while the 
shoreface shallower than 24.2 m water depth aggrades. As the supply of sand from the 
Columbia River has rapidly declined (Gelfenbaum et al., 1999), and has possibly been 
eliminated, during the recent historical period, the Clatsop Plains lower shoreface has 
deflated toward a deeper equilibrium subject to excessive dispersal-stress. It is 
possible that the lower-shoreface erosion along Clatsop Plains and southern Long 
Beach has also been enhanced by the increase in wave-energy levels over the past few 
decades (Allan and Komar, 2000, 2006). 
The Long Beach historical shoreface change contrasts greatly with that of the 
Clatsop Plains shoreface. Whereas the southern Long Beach upper to mid-shoreface 
has aggraded, and the progradational wedge has translated seaward out to the concave-
downward portion of the profile as a result of supply-stress, the northern Clatsop 
Plains upper to mid-shoreface has deepened as a result of dispersal-stress. Conversely, 
the minimum slope is found at -41 m water depth at both the SL36 transect in central 
Long Beach and the NS08 transect in central Clatsop Plains. 
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5.5.f Shoreface Profile Reopening 
Several historical shoreface profiles exhibit significant morphologic change 
seaward of the nearshore closure depth, herein referred to as the toe of upper-shoreface 
progradation (or erosion). Because the shoreface profile changes are evaluated over 
time scales exceeding two decades, it is not surprising to observe significant 
morphologic activity on the mid- to lower shoreface deeper than the depth of closure 
on an annual time scale. However, some shoreface profiles during some intervals 
reveal both a nearshore closure depth as well as a mid- to lower-shoreface closure 
depth. These two minima in height change define the 'profile reopening zone' as 
similarly observed on the Holland shoreface (Hinton et a!., 1999; Hinton and Nicholls, 
2007). Such 'profile reopening' is particularly accentuated where a height change 
maximum is observed between the two closure depths. 
Profile reopening and maximum height change on the mid-shoreface is observed at 
similar depths on both eroding and aggrading shorefaces. Over the entire historical 
period of 1868-2000, the Clatsop Plains SL23 profiles reveal shoreface erosion 
between 11.5 and 57.8 m water depth, with a peak erosion rate of 2.3 cm/yr at an 
interval-average water depth of 19.3 m. Similarly, the entire historical record of 1868-
2000 across the Long Beach SL33 profiles reveal minimum aggradation at 13.0 and 
30.2 m water depth with a peak aggradation rate of 2.7 cm/yr at an interval-average 
water depth of 18.9 m. 
The zone of profile reopening and the point of maximum shoreface-height change 
do not necessarily increase in depth over time or over interval duration. The shoreface 
change appears to depend more on the shape of the shoreface and the departure from 
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equilibrium than on a time scale per se. Across the Grayland Plains SIA3 profile, each 
interval reveals a shoreface reopening zone and maximum height change within this 
zone. During 1900--1927 the shoreface between 7.6 and 23.9 m water depth eroded by 
2.7 cm/yr, with a peak erosion rate of 5.0 cm/yr at the interval-average water depth of 
17.2 m. During 1927-1954, the shoreface between 11.2 and 21.4 m water depth 
eroded by 0.9 cm/yr, with a peak erosion rate of 1.4 cm/yr at the interval-average water 
depth of 15.4 m. During 1954-1999, the shoreface between +1.2 m NAVD 88 and 
36.0 m water depth eroded by 1.9 cm/yr, with a peak erosion rate of 2.9 cm/yr at the 
interval-average water depth of 17.3 m. Over the entire historical period of 1900--
1999, the shoreface between 7.6 and 27.1 m water depth lowered by 1.8 cm/yr, with a 
peak erosion rate of 2.8 cm/yr at the interval-average water depth of 14.5 m. 
Other examples of profile reopening include the Grayland Plains SL41 and NS04 
profiles during 1900-1927 and 1900-1999. The zone of reopening across the SIAl 
profile ranges from 8.2 to 22.6 m water depth during 1900-1927, and expands in range 
from 8.0 to 36.8 m water depth during 1900-1999. However, the peak erosion rate 
maintains a similar interval-average water depth of 16.6 and 16.0 m over these two 
intervals, respectively. Across the NS04 profile, the zone of reopening extends from 
7.2 to 23.4 m water depth during 1900--1927, with a peak erosion rate at an interval-
average depth of 15.0 m. During 1900--1999, the zone of reopening extends from 7.6 
to 38.5 m water depth, with a peak erosion rate at an interval-average depth of 15.7 m. 
Some profiles and intervals do not consistently reveal a zone of profile reopening, 
but morphological parameter features show a compound profile based on a double 
peak in minimum slope or toe of concave-upward shoreface, or both. The consistency 
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of water depths for these morphological parameter features suggests possible zones 
and morphological activity. In the case of the Long Beach NS05 alongshore-averaged 
profile, height change minima occur at water depths between 20.6 and 22.4 m (1868-
1926), at 22.7 m (1926-1958), at 23.7 m (1958-2000), and at 25.1 m (1868-2000). 
The water depths of these height-change minima are similar to the water depths of the 
minimum slope (24.0 min 1864,23.0 min 1926,23.5 min 1958, and 23.4 min 2000). 
The water depths at the toe of the concave-upward mid-shoreface are essentially 
identical to the water depths of the minimum slope for these years. Both nearshore and 
mid-shoreface height-change minima across the Long Beach SL33 shoreface profile 
have similar water depths to the minimum slope or toe of concave-upward shore'face. 
The Long Beach SL36 profile lacks significant height change, but consistently has 
both nearshore and mid-shoreface minimum slopes and toes of concave-upward 
profiles in water depths of roughly 13.5 and 31 m. The Clatsop Plains NS08 
alongshore-averaged profile does not close due to progressive erosion across the entire 
profile, but does reveal lower-shoreface minimum slopes and toes of concave-upward 
shoreface ranging from 35.3 to 43.2 m, which are comparatively deeper than at other 
profiles. 
The minimum slope is correlated with the toe of upward concavity and is often 
found in proximity to the seaward limit of significant shoreface change (e.g., near the 
toe of the shoreface progradational wedge). In the case of deep and steep inherited 
substrate such as along Clatsop Plains and Long Beach, the shoreface develops a 
compound profile with both nearshore and mid- to lower-shoreface minimum slopes. 
Across the Clatsop Plains NS08 alongshore-averaged profile, the lower-shoreface 
minimum slope consistently migrated seaward and deepened from water depths of 35.4 
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m m 1868, to 41.7 min 1926, to 43.2 min 1958. During this time, the shoreface 
consistently aggraded. Between 1958 and 2000, the mid- to lower shoreface eroded 
and the minimum slope migrated landward to 39.6 m. In contrast, the North Beach 
shoreface was too shallow and too flat to develop a compound profile with a mid- to 
lower-shoreface minimum slope. Rather, the minimum slope was confined to the toe 
of the upper shoreface in approximately 12.5 m water depth, even where the toe of 
shoreface progradation extended to the mid-shoreface, such as at the North Beach 
NSO I alongshore-averaged profile. 
The importance of these observations is that the spatial scale of shoreface behaviour 
appears to be more substrate-dependent than depth-dependent per se. While shoreface 
sediment transport is governed by near-bottom velocity and critical shear stress, the 
trends observed in these morphological feature parameters indicate morphological 
change across the shoreface to water depths much greater than would be defined by 
traditional closure-depth parameters. Furthermore, the absence of significant 
morphological change on the lower shoreface may in some cases be due to substrate 
contwls rather than to the depth-limited shoreface processes or equilibrium. 
5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter two methods are employed to evaluate the mean trend behaviour of 
the shoreface on two time scales. First, vibracore data, especially radiocarbon ages, 
are used to infer accumulation rates, enabling the evaluation of mean trend shoreface 
behaviour at time scales of centuries to millennia over the Holocene. Second, 
shoreface profiles, quantitatively analyzed for changes through the mapping of 
morphological parameter features, provide trends at time scales of decades to a century 
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over the historical period. The interpretation of mean trend shoreface behaviour is 
further enhanced by evaluation of the regional sea-level curve and the interpreted 
seismic-reflection data and side-scan sonar imagery, as well as detailed analysis of 
vibracores (involving core photography, x-radiography, logging of sedimentary 
features, grain-size analysis, and the interpretation of depositional environments). The 
results from analysis of both vibracores and historical shoreface change are compared 
to explore the consistency of shoreface behaviour over decadal to millennia! time 
scales. 
These methods are applied within the Columbia River littoral cell (CLRC), a coastal 
sedimentary system composed of four barrier/strandplain sub-cells separated by the 
entrances to the Columbia River, Willapa Bay, and Grays Harbor. The inherited 
geological framework encountered during the Holocene sea-level rise and the location 
of each sub-cell relative to the Columbia River sediment source provided a different 
set of conditions-particularly with regard to substrate slope and accommodation 
space-from which the shoreface evolved. Moreover, the construction of jetties about 
a century ago at the entrances to the Columbia River and Grays Harbor induced a 
change in sediment-sharing among the sub-cells, which accentuated differences in 
sediment supply over the historical period. These differences in conditions manifest in 
sediment deposits as differences in sediment accumulation rates and patterns. 
The methods and data show that deeper inherited substrates have a larger capacity 
to accumulate shoreface sediment, whereas shallower substrates have less 
accommodation space. In the CRLC, all basins, paleoriver valleys, depressions, and 
paleochannels were filled with sediment during the Holocene transgression, indicating 
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high sediment supply in a high-energy environment. In contrast, along the margin of 
an uplifted terrace (North Beach), the lower shoreface accumulated little to no 
sediment despite ample supply from the Columbia River. Thus, the configuration of 
the shoreface relative to its equilibrium profile can significantly influence the 
transport, residence time, distribution, and fate of sediment supplied to the system. 
Along coasts with shallow shoreface substrates, an external supply of sediment can be 
efficiently delivered to the upper shoreface, resulting in rapid progradation of the 
barriers. In contrast, aggrading shorefaces on steep inherited substrate require a larger 
volume of sediment to produce the equivalent rate of barrier and upper-shoreface 
progradation. 
Data from both the shoreface vibracores and historical profile change analysis 
reveal that the highest accumulation rates occur at the shallowest water depths. The 
historical profile data show the highest erosion rates occurring on the mid- to lower 
shoreface, typically decreasing in rate with distance offshore from the mid-shoreface. 
The pattern of upper-shoreface accumulation rates decreasing with distance offshore 
result6 in a progradation wedge with a toe that tends to migrate offshore and deepen 
over time. In some settings, upper-shoreface progradation corresponds with mid- to 
lower-shoreface erosion, which results in rotation of the shoreface toward a steeper 
equilibrium. This trend is especially evident in historical shoreface profiles along 
northern Clatsop Plains (SL23 and SL24) and Grayland Plains (SL41, SL43, and 
NS04), but is also apparent in the most recent interval along central Clatsop Plains 
(NS08), southern Long Beach (SL33 and NS05), and southern North Beach (NSOl). 
The recent trend observed along Long Beach and Clatsop Plains may be due to 
changes that have occurred over the past few decades: a decrease in sediment supply 
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from the Columbia River (Gelfenbaum eta!., 1999) and an increase in wave heights in 
the Pacific Northwest (Allan and Komar, 2000, 2006). 
These findings of erosion on the mid- to lower shoreface and progradation of the 
upper shoreface are similar to the observed shoreface behaviour on the Holland coast 
(Stive et al., 1991; Hinton eta!., 1999; Hinton and Nicholls, 2007). Moreover, profile 
reopening is observed to occur on decadal scales, with erosion peaks occurring in 
water depths of 14.5 to 19.3 m, compared to an estimated annual closure depth of 
approximately 12.3 m (based on Birkemeier, 1985). Although these data do suggest an 
increase in the depth of closure over annual to decadal scales, the zone of profile 
reopening and the point of maximum shoreface-height change do not necessarily 
increase in depth over time or interval duration. The shoreface response appears to 
depend more on the shape of the shoreface and the departure from equilibrium than on 
a time scale per se. For example, across the Grayland Plains shoreface, the upper-
shoreface profile typically closes between 7.2 to 8.2 m water depth (shallower than the 
estimated annual closure depth), and maximum erosion typically occurs between 15.0 
and 16.6 m water depth, regardless of the interval or duration. These historical 
shoreface changes are evaluated against theoretical equilibrium profiles in Chapter 6. 
Mid- to lower-shoreface eroswn and upper-shoreface accumulation indicated by 
historical profile change analysis are also supported by evidence in the vibracores. 
Indications of erosion from the mid- to lower-shoreface cores include: (I) near-surface 
'old' radiocarbon ages, resulting in very low accumulation rates; (2) radiocarbon ages 
that are out of stratigraphic order, which likely represent sediment re-working in an 
erosional setting; (3) interpreted lag deposits; and (4) deposits that coarsen upward, 
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which likely represent winnowing of fines. Along Clatsop Plains, deposits in the mid-
to lower-shoreface cores that represent an erosional setting also include relict 
laminated mud and sand units near the top of many cores, and inferred rip-up clasts 
and mud clasts. Along North Beach, relict fluvial gravel deposits and active 
ravinement surfaces are located at or near the top of lower-shoreface cores. The 
vibracore data is further corroborated by interpreted seismic-reflection data, side-scan 
sonar imagery, and surficial sediment samples that reveal a thin veneer of sand, gravel 
patches, and rippled scour depressions along the northern Grayland Plains and 
southern North Beach mid- to lower shoreface, which in this case suggest a shoreface 
undergoing disequilibrium depth-stress. 
The vibracore data also provide evidence of onshore sediment transport from the 
lower shoreface. Along Grayland Plains and North Beach, the sediment is 
predominantly of Columbia River origin, but also contains locally sourced relict 
granules and pebbles. Because the upper shoreface and barrier are recent 
progradational deposits, the relict material found within these deposits could only have 
been .derived from landward transport of material eroded from relict deposits on the 
lower shoreface. Some of the North Beach upper-shoreface cores include weathered 
siltstone clasts, presumed to be eroded from the bedrock outcrop that is prevalent on 
the lower shoreface along central and northern North Beach. While these data also 
support the historical profile changes along northern Clatsop Plains and Grayland 
Plains that show a mean trend of mid- to lower-shoreface erosion and upper-shoreface 
accumulation, landward sediment transport will be further evaluated through a 
sediment budget analysis in Chapter 7. 
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The response of the Clatsop Plains shoreface over both millennia! and historical 
time scales does tend to confirm that the lower shoreface adjusts toward a deeper 
equilibrium in response to a reduced external sediment supply or effective increase in 
dispersal-stress. Over millennia! scales, the northward migration of the Columbia 
River mouth represents a gradual reduction in sediment supply to ebb-tidal shoals. 
The erosion of those shoals to the south of the river mouth is inferred from the 
presence of the laminated mud and sand units across the northern Clatsop Plains 
shoreface. The migration of the river mouth is inferred from (I) the location of the 
paleoriver valley interpreted on the seismic-reflection profiles; (2) the northward 
growth of Clatsop Spit over the late Holocene; and (3) the presence of tidal 1nlet 
deposits that have relatively old radiocarbon ages farthest to the south on the lower 
shoreface, and relatively young radiocarbon ages close to the present Columbia River 
mouth on the upper shoreface. On a historical scale, mid- to lower-shoreface erosion 
is greatest close to the river mouth as a result of disequilibrium of the northern Clatsop 
Plains shoreface after jetty construction severed its sediment supply. This historical 
shoreface response will be further evaluated in Chapters 6 and 7. 
The shoreface vibracore data from Clatsop Plains and Long Beach, in the context of 
the interpreted seismic-reflection data, show that the shelf and shoreface have 
aggraded during the early to mid-Holocene as a result of positive accommodation 
space and sediment supply from the Columbia River. Over the late Holocene, a sharp 
contrast between Clatsop Plains and Long Beach developed as accommodation space 
filled, the Columbia River sediment discharge was reduced, and the entrance migrated 
to the north. Northern Clatsop Plains became dominated by dispersal-stress, while 
southern Long Beach became dominated by supply-stress. As a result, the northern 
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Clatsop Plains shoreface eroded and the southern Long Beach shoreface aggraded. As 
sea level stabilized over the late Holocene, the net northward sediment supply formed 
the mid-shelf silt deposit and the modern sediment-dispersal system, in which 
accumulation rates and sediment grain size decrease with distance from the Columbia 
River. Whereas the thickest Holocene deposits are shown by the interpreted seismic-
reflection data to be located below the modern mid-shelf, the modern dispersal system 
shows that late Holocene accumulation rates increase in the landward direction from 
the modern mid-shelf. This accumulation pattern manifests as a seaward-translating 
upper shoreface, with the toe of the progradational wedge at the Long Beach NS05 
mega swath migrating seaward and deepening from 20.6 to 23.7 m water depth during 
1868-2000. The vibracores show that the entire shoreface across the Long Beach 
SL33 transect also aggraded at average rates (based on the topmost radiocarbon ages) 
in excess of 106 cm/100 yr at 41.1 m water depth, with increasing accumulation rates 
with decreasing water depth. Thus, these data provide evidence of lower-shoreface 
adjustment toward a shallower equilibrium in response to supply-stress. In contrast, 
the historical profile change analysis across the Clatsop Plains shoreface shows 
lowering in excess of 96 cm/100 year at the site of Core 106 in 40.5 m water depth, 
with increasing erosion rates with decreasing water depth. Thus, these data provide 
evidence of lower-shoreface adjustment toward a deeper equilibrium in response to 
dispersal-stress. 
Finally, a few shoreface vibracores in Long Beach and Grayland Plains indicate 
deposits from large episodic events. These deposits suggest the potential for the 
shoreface to act as a capacitor for sediment supply when accommodation space is 
available. Whereas accommodation space would seem likely in Long Beach, the 
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preservation of event deposits on the Grayland Plains shoreface would be unexpected 
due to the relatively thin accumulation of Holocene sediment. These event deposits 
will be further evaluated in Chapter 6. 
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This chapter explores shoreface behaviour in response to two different 
perturbations. Part I analyzes the response of the shoreface to a condition of being 
overfull relative to the inherent energy regime. Part 2 considers shoreface response to 
an instantaneous sea-level rise due to earthquake-induced subsidence. 
6.1 (Part 1) Historical Perturbations 
As introduced in Chapter 2, the shape of an equilibrium shoreface is governed by a 
balance between (I) the sediment composition and characteristics, (2) the energy-regime 
forcing on the bottom sediments, (3) the inherited substrate slope and regional 
configuration, (4) the rate and persistence of sediment supply, and (5) the variability in 
relative sea level. In the case of an ebb-tidal delta, the morphology of the sand body is 
controlled by a balance of forces acting in the shoreward and seaward directions. Deltas 
are commonly classified as either wave-dominated or tidal-dominated systems. Wave-
domin.ated deltas are held in close proximity to their inlets by the landward momentum 
of wave-energy flux, while tidal-dominated deltas protrude significantly onto the inner 
shelf due to the predominance of seaward-directed tidal currents. Mixed-energy and 
tidal-dominated ebb-tidal deltas are convex-seaward shallow sand bodies extending 
across the inlet, providing an alongshore sediment transport corridor connecting the 
littoral zones of the adjacent coasts. 
Jetties, constructed at an inlet with an ebb-tidal delta, partition the delta into distinct 
energy-regime zones. Seaward of the inlet, the jetties enhance the ebb currents, which 
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forces the delta to migrate offshore into deeper water. On the flanks of the delta, the 
counter-balancing effect of ebb currents is eliminated by the jetties, and the waves 
become the dominant forcing factor that governs the response of the shoreface under 
these conditions. In effect, the post-jetty inherited shoreface across the delta flanks is 
too shallow for the energy regime. This disequilibrium condition implies that the mid-
to lower shoreface must deepen by alongshore sediment dispersal or rotate toward an 
overall steeper slope by wave-driven onshore sediment transport. 
The effect of delta portioning into zones of net onshore- and offshore-directed 
sediment transport has not been emphasized in the literature, because most coastlines 
reported on have a dominant alongshore sediment transport direction. Under these 
conditions, much more emphasis is placed on the updrift -downdrift effect of jetties (e. g., 
Dean, 1988). On the updrift side, the jetty imposes a barrier or partial barrier to 
alongshore sediment transport, and the coast progrades in the vicinity of the jetty on the 
updrift side. On the downdrift side, the coast tends to recede as the result of the 
reduction of sediment supply from the updrift side. The onshore-offshore effect is 
nevertheless an important, albeit overlooked, component of equilibration to 
disequilibrium stress. On the updrift side, the predominance of onshore sediment 
transport enhances the capacity of the shoreface to retain sediment impounded by the 
alongshore transport barrier. As a result, the barrier progrades and the shoreface 
translates seaward. On the down drift side, onshore sediment transport enhances upper-
shoreface rotation and mid-shoreface flattening. Over time, the updrift shoreface may 
become steeper than equilibrium, inducing offshore sediment transport, while the 
downdrift shoreface becomes flatter than equilibrium, enhancing onshore sediment 
transport (Dean, 1996). 
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In this study, emphasis is placed on the investigation of the perturbation-response of 
the shoreface to jetty construction across shallow ebb-tidal deltas. The cross-shore 
adjustment of the shoreface profile is evaluated with respect to the equilibrium concepts 
and governing factors presented in Chapter 2. Again, the Columbia River littoral cell 
(CLRC) is considered as a case study, where jetties were constructed at the entrances to 
the Columbia River and Grays Harbor during the late 1800s to early 1900s. Although 
northward littoral drift is predominant in this study area, the effect of onshore-offshore 
sediment transport is apparent due to a seasonal divergence in transport direction. In 
addition, this case study is well suited for the analysis of shoreface change because the 
inherited ebb-tidal deltas in the CRLC were broad and shallow shore-connected 
platforms situated in a high-energy wave regime. Therefore the magnitude of the 
shoreface response following the elimination of counter-balancing ebb-tidal currents 
may be greater than at other sites. 
The mean trend of shoreface behaviour following the construction of jetties is 
measured by change over time from the inherited shoreface profile (i.e., at the time of 
jetty installation). The inherited shoreface is assumed to be too shallow, and the 
expected response would be the erosion of the lower shoreface and accretion of the 
upper shoreface through onshore sediment transport. The upper shoreface feeds the 
barrier, and the barrier progrades along with the upper-shoreface sediment wedge. 
Thus the overall response can be characterized as a shoreface rotation toward a steeper 
equilibrium profile. It would be expected that rapid adjustments of the shoreface 
would be followed by slower adjustments over time. In effect, the rate and persistence 
of sediment supply to the upper shoreface decrease over time as the profile 
asymptotically approaches equilibrium. In time, a relaxation from the initial 
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perturbation-response can be anticipated if there is an alongshore dominance in 
sediment transport direction away from the jetty. As the barrier and upper shoreface 
prograde in the vicinity of the jetty, the shoreline and shoreface contours rotate 
lateral! y in the alongshore direction, increasing the alongshore sediment transport rate, 
which ultimate! y disperses the onshore sediment pulse alongshore. Thus the shoreface 
and shoreline eventually equilibrate to the wave-dominated energy regime and 
boundary condition imposed by the jetty. 
In Part I of this chapter, the near-jetty shoreface profile response is examined using 
the methods described in Section 3.4. First, historical shoreface change analysis is 
performed at alongshore-averaged profiles adjacent to each jetty. This analysis is 
supplemented by shoreline change analysis to observe the shoreline response 
accompanying the shoreface response to jetty construction. Second, disequilibrium 
analysis of the shoreface profiles is performed based on the behaviour of the shoreface 
relative to theoretical equilibrium. In this analysis, Eq. 2.4 developed by Dean (1977) 
is applied (as described in Section 3.4.c) to shoreface profiles at SL transects analyzed 
in Chapter 5. In this way, the shoreface behaviour at the SL transect closest to the jetty 
(where disequilibrium would be greater) is compared to that at the SL transect farther 
away from the jetty (where disequilibrium would be less). Two transects within each 
sub-cell are analyzed and compared, except at North Beach, because profile change 
data sufficiently away from the jetty does not exist. 
6.2 Historical Profile Change Analysis 
As summarized in Kaminsky et a!. ( 1999a), the evolution of the CRLC over the 
historical period since the late 1800s has been marked by large signals of bathymetric 
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change (-10 m vertically) and shoreline change (-1 km horizontally), and large 
volumetric transfers of sand ( -106 m\ These changes have been accentuated by the 
installation of jetties at the entrances to the Columbia River Estuary and Grays Harbor 
during the late 1800s and early 1900s, which established new boundary conditions and 
induced system-wide responses at decade to century scale. Long-term shoreline 
progradation rates increased from a low of tens of centimeters per year during the late 
prehistoric era from 1700 to the early 1900s, to the tens of meters per year during the 
period of several decades following jetty construction. The abrupt increase in 
shoreline progradation rates was due mostly to an onshore flux of sand from the flanks 
of the ebb-tidal deltas at the entrances to the Columbia River and Grays Harbor. 
6.2.a Clatsop Plains NS09 Jetty Swath 
The Columbia River South Jetty was constructed during 1885-1895, extending 7.2 
km across the sub-tidal shoal of Clatsop Spit from Point Adams. During 1903-1913, 
the South Jetty was extended seaward by approximately 3.4 km. Following 
construction of the South Jetty, the sub-aqueous spit rapidly accumulated sediment, 
extemling the barrier beach plain approximately 4 km to the northwest. The location 
of the NS09 profile is shown in Figure 6.1. This profile, oriented shore-normal and 
approximately 3 km in alongshore width, is located just to the south of Dredged 
Material Disposal Site A that is no longer active. 
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Figure 6.1 . Clatsop Plains NS09 and Long Beach NS06 jetty swaths. 
The major observation of change in the NS09 profile is that of significant lowering 
of the profile to about 25 m water depth, as shown in Figure 6.2. The shoreline 
changes along Clatsop Plains are relatively small, so are not included in this analysis. 
During 1868-1926, the NS09 profile rapidly lowered, much more so than during any 
other period. Between water depths of 1.2 m and 24.9 m, the average rate of shoreface 
lowering was 9.6 em/yr. The erosion peak occurred at an interval-average water depth 
of 12.6 m, at a rate of 17.8 em/yr. During 1926-1958, the shoreface lowered between 
water depths of 0.8 and 26.0 m at an average rate of 3.3 crnlyr, a substantial slowing 
from the previous period. The erosion peak during this period occurred at an interval-
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average water depth of 14.0 m, at a rate of 5.3 ern/yr. During 1958-2000, the 
shoreface continued to lower, but at a slower rate and with a greater extent offshore. 
The shoreface between water depths of 8.7 and 26.2 m lowered by an average rate of 
1.5 crn/yr, less than half the rate of the previous period. The erosion peak occurred at 
an interval-average water depth of 16.3 m, at a rate of 2.3 ern/yr. Between water 
depths of 26.2 and 55.7 m (at the end of the profile), the profile lowered at an average 
rate of 0.7 ern/yr. 
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Figure 6.2. Clatsop Plains NS09 historical shoreface profiles. 
0 
In summary of the lowering of the NS09 profile, the erosion peak migrated from a 
water depth of 12.6 m, to 14.0 m, to 16.3 mover the three intervals. Both the average 
and peak rates decreased substantially. Over the three intervals spanning 1868-2000, 
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the average rates of lowering were 9.6, 3.3, and 1.5 crnlyr, while the peak rates of 
lowering were 17.8, 5.3, and 2.3 em/yr. 
Similar to the NS03 profile, the toe of the concave-upward upper shoreface at NS09 
co-migrated with the minimum slope, from 13.2 m in 1926, to 15.1 m in 1958, to 16.6 
m in 2000 (Table 6.1). The rate of depth increase for these parameter features was 5.8 
crnlyr and 3.7 crnlyr for the two intervals, respectively. 
Table 6.1. Clatsop Plains NS09 morphological features. 
Distance 
Year Morphological from Profile Year Profile Migration Depth Depth Parameter Equilibrium Depth Depth Migration Change 1 Feature Profile Year 1 2 Vear2 Rate Change Rate 
Origin 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m/yr) (m) (Cm/Y') 
1926 toe of concave-upward 3182 -13.2 
shoreface 
1958 toe of concave--upward 3359 -15.1 Not Applicable 176 5.5 -1.9 -5.8 
shoreface 
2000 toe of concave-upward 3822 -16.6 463 11.0 -1.6 -3.7 
shoreface 
1868 minimum slope 4726 -7.8 
1926 minimum slope 3170 -13.2 -1556 -26.8 -5.4 -9.3 
Not Applicable 
1958 minimum slope 3339 -15.1 168 5.3 -1.9 -5.8 
2000 minimum slope 3675 -16.4 336 8.0 -1.3 -3.2 
6.2.b Long Beach NS06 Jetty Swath 
The Long Beach jetty swath (NS06) is located immediately north of the Columbia 
River North Jetty and has an alongshore dimension of approximately 4 km, as shown 
in Figure 6.1. The Columbia River North Jetty was constructed during 1913-1917, 
extending 3.8 km from the Cape Disappointment headlands across the large sub-tidal 
shoal of Peacock Spit. A historical shoreline change analysis was performed to 
complement the analysis of historical profile change. 
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Figure 6.3a shows the shoreline change relative to the 1869 shoreline position. 
Figure 6.3b shows locations of shoreline transects used to measure historical shoreline 
change at Benson Beach, located between the Columbia River North Jetty and North 
Head. After construction of the jetty, Benson Beach rapidly formed and Peacock Spit 
aggraded and expanded northward and offshore. This shallow subtidal shoal provided 
a large platform that served as a littoral transport pathway to supply a large pulse of 
sediment to the northern beaches (see Appendix C, Figure C.8). Although there is a 
large alongshore gradient in the magnitude of shoreline change, the shoreline advanced 
by an average of about 600 m by 1926. Near the jetty, the shoreline advanced by as 
much as 2500 m seaward of the 1869 position, the most seaward shoreline over the 
entire historical period. From 1926 to 1951, the shoreline near the jetty slightly 
retreated, while the shoreline farther north advanced seaward to maximum of about 
1200" m seaward of the 1869 position. From 1951 to present, the shoreline has 
retreated on the order of 7.5 m/yr. 
Figure 6.4 shows the historical shoreface profile changes at NS06. It is evident that 
the nearshore profile quickly became overfull due to supply-stress. During 1868-
I 926, the profile between the beach and 28.0 m water depth aggraded by an average of 
3.9 em/yr. The peak accretion occurred at an interval-average water depth of 16.1 mat 
a rate of 6. 7 em/yr. 
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Figure 6.4. Long Beach NS06 historical shoreface profiles. 
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During 1926-1958, when the shoreline reached its maximum seaward extent, the 
upper shoreface prograded, with the toe of the progradation wedge reaching to 6.3 m 
water depth. Seaward of this toe and 11.1 m water depth, the mid-shoreface lowered 
by an average of 1.0 em/yr. The shoreface between 11.1 m water depth and the 
seaward end of the profile at 50.9 m water depth aggraded by an average of 8.5 em/yr. 
The peak accretion occurred at an interval-average water depth of 21.5 mat a rate of 
17.8 em/yr. 
During 1958-2000, when the shoreline retreated an average of 7.5 m/yr, the upper 
shoreface lowered from the beach to 12.6 m water depth, eroding at an average rate of 
1.9 em/yr. Seaward of this erosion toe and the end of the profile at 49.9 m water 
depth, the profile aggraded by 3.6 cm/yr, with the peak accretion occurring at an 
interval-average water depth of 26.1 m, at a rate of 8.6 em/yr. 
In summary of shoreface aggradation, the accretion peak migrated from water 
depths of 16.1 m, to 21.5 m, to 26.1 m over the three intervals. Both the average and 
peak rates initially increased and then decreased. Over the three intervals spanning 
1868-2000, the average rates of aggradation were 3.9, 8.5, and 3.6 cm/yr, while the 
peak rates of aggradation were 6.7, 17.8, and 8.6 em/yr. 
Similar to the NS03 and NS02 profiles, these height changes caused the mild-sloped 
mid-shoreface to broaden over time. Similar to the NS03 profile, the minimum slopes 
for the NS06 profile flattened from 0.0025 in 1868, to 0.0016 in 1926, to 0.0014 in 
1958, and finally to 0.0012 in 2000. 
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Morphological parameter features indicating a trend of migration were fewer on the 
NS06 profile than on the other profiles to the north. The shoreface sand body at NS06 
showed moderate deepening trends in the toe of upper-shoreface erosion, as well as in 
peaks of upward and downward concavity (Table 6.2). As mentioned above, the toe of 
upper-shoreface erosion migrated seaward from 11.1 m water depth during 1926-
1958, to 12.6 m water depth during 1958-2000. The concave-downward peak 
migrated seaward from water depths of 14.7 min 1868, to 14.4 min 1927, to 20.5 min 
1954 and 2000, revealing significant deepening only during 1926-1958 at a migration 
rate of 18.8 em/yr. Similarly, the concave-upward peak migrated offshore from water 
depths of 19.4 min 1868, to 21.7 min 1926, to 30.2 min 1958, to 31.6 min 2oOO-
the major change occurring during 1926-1958, when the rate of deepening of the 
concave-upward peak was 26.5 em/yr. 
Table 6.2. Long Beach NS06 morphological features. 
Morphological Distance Profile Profile Depth Year Parameter rrom Depth Year Depth Migration Migration Depth Change 1 Feature Equilibrium Year 1 2 vear2 Rate Change Rate Profile Origin 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mlyr) (m) (cmlyr) 
1926 toe of upper shoreface 3632 -11.1 1958 -11.1 
erosion 
1958 toe of upper shoreface 4343 ·12.6 2000 -12.6 711 19.2 -1.5 -4.0 
erosion 
1868 concave-downward peak 3745 -14.7 
1926 concave-downward peak 4578 -14.4 833 14.4 0.3 0.4 
Not Applicable 
1958 concave-downward peak 6342 -20.5 1764 55.1 -6.0 -18.8 
2000 concave-downward peak 6734 -20.5 392 9.3 0.0 -0.1 
1868 concave-upward peak 4823 -19.4 
1926 concave-upward peak 5607 -21.7 784 13.5 -2.3 -4.0 
Not Applicable 
1958 concave-upward peak 7518 -30.2 1911 59.7 -8.5 -26.5 
2000 concave-upward peak 8057 -31.6 539 12.8 -1.4 -3.2 
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6.2.c Grayland Plains NS03 Jetty Swath 
The Grayland Plains jetty swath (NS03) is located immediately south of the Grays 
Harbor South Jetty and has an alongshore dimension of approximately 2.5 km, as 
shown in Figure 6.5. The Grays Harbor South Jetty was constructed during 1898-
1902, extending 4.2 km across the sub-tidal shoal attached to Point Chehalis. 
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Figure 6.5. Grayland Plains NS03 and North Beach NS02 jetty swaths. 
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Figure 6.6 shows the locations of shoreline transects used to measure historical 
shoreline change near the Grays Harbor jetties. The SB 1 transect is located 
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approximately 400 m south of the South Jetty, within the Grayland Plains NS03 jetty 
swath. 
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Figure 6.6. Grays Harbor regional shoreline change transects used for comparison with 
shoreface profile changes. From Buijsman et al. (2003a). 
Figure 6.7 shows the shoreline change in the vicinity of the Grays Harbor South 
Jetty relative to the 1886 shoreline position. After jetty construction in 1898, the 
shoreline at SB 1 quickly advanced by as much as 800 m by J 909, after which it rapidly 
retreated as sediment was dispersed alongshore. By 1929 the shoreline retreated to just 
over 200 m seaward of its pre-jetty position. 
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3). From Buijsman et al. (2003a). 
The NS03 alongshore-averaged shoreface profile changes are shown in Figure 6.8. 
During 1900 and 1927 the entire upper shoreface from 0.5 to 23 m water depth 
. 
lowered by an average of 6.5 em/yr. The peak lowering rate of 14.1 crnlyr occurred at 
an interval-average water depth of only 4.7 m. 
From 1929 to 1951, the shoreline again advanced seaward by about 300m (Figure 
6.7), during which the toe of the upper-shoreface progradation was limited to 7.3 m 
water depth (Figure 6.8; 1927- 1954). From this toe to 13.2 m water depth, the mid-
shoreface eroded at an average rate of 6.1 crnlyr, slightly lower than the previous 
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period. The peak lowering occurred at an interval-average water depth of 10.7 m at a 
rate of 10.2 cm/yr, a modest reduction from the previous period. 
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Figure 6.8. Grayland Plains NS03 historical shoreface profiles. 
After 1960, the shoreline retreated, reaching its most landward point in 1995, and 
the most landward position since 1906, only a few years after jetty construction. The 
upper shoreface likewise eroded over an area extending from the beach to 17.3 m 
water depth. The average shoreface lowering rate was 4.3 cm/yr, approximately 30% 
slower than the previous period. The peak lowering occurred at an interval-average 
depth of 13.7 m at a rate of 5.3 cm/yr, a 48% reduction from the previous period. It is 
evident that the peak in shoreface lowering migrated offshore and deepened over time 
from water depths of 4.7 m, to 10.7 m, to 13.7 mover the three intervals. 
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The trend of shoreface behaviour is also mapped by the migration of the toe of the 
concave-upward upper shoreface, the minimum slopes, and the toe of upper-shoreface 
slope change (Table 6.3). The toe of the concave-upward upper shoreface and the 
minimum slope were co-located, and both features migrated from water depths of 9.4 
min 1900, to 10.2 min 1927, to -12.7 min 1954, to 15.2 min 1999, which yields 
water depth change rates for the three intervals of 3.1, 9.4 and 5.5 cm/yr, respectively. 
In this case, the minimum slopes also became more flat over time, ranging from 0.0013 
in 1900 and 1927, to 0.0003 in 1954, to 0.0002 in 1999. The toe of upper-shoreface 
slope change migrated from water depths of 6.7 min 1927, to 12.1 min 1954, to 14.9 
min 1999. 
Although the greatest magnitude of change occurred on the upper shoreface, a 
modest amount of offshore migration of the shoreface sand body also resulted from the 
disequilibrium condition. The peak accretion during 1927-1954 occurred at an 
interval-average water depth of 19.5 m, at a rate of9.5 em/yr. During 1954-1999, the 
peak accretion occurred at an interval-average water depth of 23.9 m, at a rate of 5.6 
cm/yr, a significant reduction from the previous period. 
Peaks in upward and downward concavity map the offshore migration of the 
shoreface sand body. The concave-downward peak migrated from water depths of 
14.9 min 1900, to 15.1 min 1927, to 16.4 min 1954, to 19.7 min 1999. These water 
depth increases yield rates of 0.7 cm/yr, to 4.8 cm/yr, to 7.4 em/yr. The concave-
upward peaks, located closer to the toe of the shoreface sand body, also deepened from 
water depths of 23.2 min 1927, to 25.5 min 1954, to 38.1 min 1999, which yield 
depth change rates of 8.6 and 27.9 em/yr. 
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Table 6.3. Grayland Plains NS03 morphological features. 
Morphological Distance Profile Profile Depth Year from Year Migration Depth 
1 Parameter Equilibrium Depth 2 Depth Migration Rate Change Change Feature 
Profile Origin Year 1 Year2 Rate 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m/y<) (m) (cmlyr) 
1900 toe of concave-upward 3480 -9.4 
shoreface 
1927 toe of concave-upward 3170 -10.2 -310 -11.5 .0.8 -3.1 
shoreface Not Applicable 
1954 toe of concave-upward 3724 -12.8 554 20.5 -2.5 -9.4 
shoreface 
1999 toe of concave-upward 4096 -15.2 372 8.3 -2.5 -5.5 shoreface 
1900 minimum slope 3517 -9.4 
1927 minimum slope 3127 -10.2 -390 -14.4 -0.7 -2.7 
Not Applicable 
1954 minimum slope 3088 -12.5 -39 -1.4 -2.3 -8.7 
1999 minimum slope 4102 -15.2 1014 22.5 -2.7 -6.1 
1900 toe of upper shoreface 1381 -2.9 1927 -6.7 
slope change 
1927 toe of upper shoreface 2632 -9.3 1954 -12.1 1250 46.3 -5.9 -22.0 
slope change 
1954 toe of upper shoreface 3152 -12.5 1999 -14.9 521 14.5 -3.0 -8.4 
sl e chan e 
1900 concave-downward peak 4921 -14.9 
1927 concave-downward peak 4843 -15.1 -78 -2.9 .0.2 -0.7 
Not Applicable 
1954 concave-downward peak 5311 -16.4 468 17.3 -1.3 -4.8 
1999 concave-downward peak 5896 -19.7 585 13.0 -3.3 -7.4 
1927 concave-upward peak 5857 -23.2 
1954 concave-upward peak 6325 -25.5 Not Applicable 468 17.3 -2.3 -8.6 
1999 concave-upward peak 7924 -38.1 1599 35.5 -12.6 -27.9 
6.2.d North Beach NS02 Jetty Swath 
Prior to jetty construction, the adjacent coasts were co-linear and linked across the 
entrance by shallow ebb-tidal shoals and shore-connected platforms of approximately 
5 m depth or less. After jetty construction the adjacent coasts became downdrift 
seaward offset by roughly 2 km, the inner shoals eroded, and the shallowest contiguous 
contour across the entrance deepened to approximately 20 m. 
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The North Beach jetty swath (NS02) is located immediately north of the Grays 
Harbor North Jetty and has an alongshore dimension of approximately 2.5 km, as 
shown in Figure 6.5. The Grays Harbor North Jetty was constructed during 1907-
1916, extending 5.2 km across the broad, shallow tidal flats seaward and south of Point 
Brown. 
Figure 6.9 shows the shoreline change along North Beach relative to the 1886 
position. The NB l transect extends from Point Brown toward the North Jetty, and is 
within the North Beach NS02 jetty swath (Figures 6.5 and 6.6). The shoreline quickly 
advanced by more than 1600 m by 1927, approximately a decade after jetty 
completion. 
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Figure 6.9. North Beach shoreline change relative to the 1886 shoreline position. The 
shaded bars indicate period of jetty construction (1 ), and periods of jetty rehabilitation (2 and 
3). From Buijsman et al. (2003a). 
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The trend of shoreface behaviour is also mapped by the migration of the toe of the 
concave-upward upper shoreface and the minimum and maximum slopes (Table 6.4). 
The toe of the concave-upward upper shoreface and the minimum slope were 
essentially co-located on each profile and both features migrated from 7.1 m water 
depth in 1927, to 8.4 m water depth in 1954, to 10.9 m water depth in 1999-a near-
constant rate of depth increase of 5.2 cmlyr. As evident in the slope parameter plot 
(see Figure 4.57), the mild mid-shoreface slope broadened over time. The maximum 
slope provides for a measure of the offshore migration of the shoreface sand body. 
The peak slope migrated from 13.2 m water depth in 1900, to 17.3 m water depth in 
1927, to 19.3 m water depth in 1954, to 23.2 m water depth in 1999. These depth 
increases yield rates of 15.0 cmlyr, to 7.3 cmlyr, to 8.7 cmlyr. 
Table 6.4. North Beach NS02 morphological features. 
Morphological Distance Profile Profile Depth Year Parameter from Depth Year Depth Migration Migration Depth Change 1 Feature Equilibrium Year 1 2 Year2 Rate Change Rate Profile Origin 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (mlyr) (m) (cmlyr) 
1927 toe of concave-upward 1383 ·7.1 
shoreface 
1954 toe of concave-upward 2323 -8.4 Not Applicable 940 34.8 -1.3 -4.9 
shoreface 
1999 toe of concave-upward 2617 -10.9 294 6.5 -2.4 -5.4 
shoreface 
1900 maximum slope 3512 -13.2 
1927 maximum slope 4112 -17.3 600 22.2 -4.1 -15.0 
Not Applicable 
1954 maximum slope 4862 -19.3 750 27.8 -2.0 -7.3 
1999 maximum slope 5612 -23.2 750 16.7 -3.9 -8.7 
1900 minimum slope 2012 -5.6 
1927 minimum slope 1512 -7.1 ·500 -18.5 -1.5 -5.6 
Not Applicable 
1954 minimum slope 2312 -8.4 BOO 29.6 ·1.3 -4.8 
1999 minimum slope 2862 ·10.9 350 7.8 ·2.5 ·5.5 
1900 concave-downward peak 2862 -7.2 
1927 concave-downward peak 3262 -10.7 400 14.8 -3.5 ·12.8 
Not Applicable 
1954 concave-downward peak 4212 ·12.5 950 35.2 -1.8 ·6.7 
1999 concave-downward peak 4912 ·16.2 700 15.6 ·3.7 ·8.3 
1927 concave-upward peak 4912 ·24.3 
1954 concave-upward peak 5562 ·26.8 Not Applicable 650 24.1 -2.5 -9.4 
1999 concave-upward peak 6212 -29.4 650 14.4 -2.6 -5.8 
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It is evident that as the nearshore platform deflated, the shoreface sand body 
migrated offshore. The migration was likely driven in part by a combination of ebb 
currents within the inlet as well as net norther! y currents along the ebb shield. The 
peak accretion during 1927-1954 occurred at an interval-average water depth of 16.7 
m, at a rate of 22.2 em/yr. During 1954-1999, the peak accretion occurred at an 
interval-average water depth of 21.6 m, at a rate of 10.3 cm/yr, a 38% reduction from 
the previous period. 
Peaks in upward and downward concavity were found to be a valuable metric the 
offshore migration of the shoreface sand body. The concave-downward peak migiated 
from 7.2 m water depth in 1900, to 10.7 m water depth in 1927, to 12.5 m water depth 
in 1954, to 16.2 m water depth in 1999. These depth increases yield rates of 12.8 
cm/yr, to 6.7 cm/yr, to 8.3 cm/yr, which are similar to the depth change rate of the 
peak slope located farther seaward on the profile. These similar rates indicate seaward 
translation of the sand body with proportional dimensions. The concave-upward 
peaks, located closer to the toe of the shoreface sand body, also deepened from 24.3 m 
water depth in 1927, to 26.8 m water depth in 1954, to 29.4 m water depth in 1999, 
which yield depth change rates of 9.4 and 5.8 em/yr. It is notable that the various 
measures of change for offshore migration of the shoreface sand body are larger than 
the migration rates of the shallower features of minimum slope and the toe of the 
concave-upward profile. 
6.3 Disequilibrium Profile Analysis 
Although sediment data for the jetty swath profiles were unavailable to plot 
theoretical equilibrium profiles, the use of the SL profiles is relevant to this 
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perturbation analysis, because regional trends are observed. The disequilibrium profile 
plots reveal greater positive disequilibrium at the SL profiles closest to the jetties, and 
lower positive disequilibrium at the SL profiles farther away from the jetties. In 
addition, especially for the SL profiles closest to the jetties, positive disequilibrium is 
consistently reduced over time. 
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the disequilibrium trends in the SL24 and SL23 
profiles, respectively. The SL24 profile is much closer to the Columbia River South 
Jetty (see Figure 5.7). In this case, the SL24 profile actually runs through a portion of 
the NS09 profile, but is oriented a different angle, and passes through the Dredged 
Material Disposal Site A (Figure 6.1 ). The SL24 disequilibrium profile shows a much 
shallower profile relative to a theoretical equilibrium. The positive disequilibrium 
averages 15.1 min 1868, 8.2 min 1926, 7.9 min 1958, and 8.1 min 2000. The 
increase in disequilibrium from 1958 to 2000 can be attributed to the placement of 
more than 18.25 million m3 of dredged material during 1956-1994 at Dredged 
Material Disposal Site A. The trend during 1868-1958 suggests that the time scale 
adjustment to equilibrium is centuries, although in this case, the shoreface inherited 
relatively coarse sand as well as semi-consolidated laminated mud units (see Sections 
5.3.a and 5.5.a), which likely increase the morphological time scale. In comparison, 
the SL23 profile has average positive disequilibrium of 2.6 min 1868, 1.1 min 1926, 
0.6 min 1958, and 0.5 m in 2000. 
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Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the disequilibrium trends in the SL36 and SL33 profiles, 
respectively. The SL33 profile is much closer to the Columbia River North Jetty (see 
Figure 5.1 0). In the SL36 profile, there is consistent negative disequilibrium. Between 
the shoreline and the break in profile slope in the vicinity of 26-29 m water depth, the 
average disequilibrium computes to -5.0 m in 1868, -5.4 m in 1926, and -5.5 m in 
1999. In comparison, the SL33 profile has average disequilibrium of 1.7 min 1868, 
1.6 m in 1926, 1.5 m in 1958, and 1.1 m in 2000. Thus, the SL36 shoreface profile 
shows a slight increase in negative disequilibrium, whereas the SL33 shoreface profile 
shows a consistent slight reduction in positive disequilibrium over time. 
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Figure 6.14. Long Beach SL33 historical shoreface profiles, theoretical equilibrium profiles, 
and disequilibrium. 
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show the disequilibrium trends in the SIA3 and SIAl 
profiles, respectively. The SIA3 profile is much closer to the Grays Harbor South 
Jetty (see Figure 5.13 ). In the SIA3 profile, the positive disequilibrium reduces from 
an average of 3.4 m in 1900, to 2.4 m in 1927 and 1954, to 1.7 m in 1999. In 
comparison, the SIAl profile has average disequilibrium of 1.1 m in 1900, -1.2 m in 
1927, and -1.3 min 1999. 
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6.4 Part 1 Summary 
The construction of jetties during the late 1800s and early 1900s at two estuary 
entrances-each with a broad ebb-tidal delta and shallow shore-connected shoals-
created the situation of shoreface sand bodies out of equilibrium with incident wave 
energy. Once constructed, the jetties blocked the seaward-directed tidal currents that had 
maintained a dynamic balance with the landward-directed forcing from waves. These 
sand bodies represented a shoreface profile much shallower than equilibrium for the 
incident wave energy. Onshore transport of large quantities of sand occurred over the 
next several decades. In the immediate vicinity of the jetties, shoreline progradation 
halted or became inconsequential within 50 years. However, erosion of the shoreface 
continues to the present. The longer time scale of shoreface response compared to 
shoreline response is consistent with theory. Due to alongshore equilibration of the 
shoreline, the onshore supply of sediment from the lower shoreface was in some cases 
insufficient to maintain the shoreline position adjacent to the jetties. This prompted a 
relaxation from the initial pulse of progradation, with previously accreted land being 
eroded. 
This human-induced perturbation essentially created a large-scale experiment in 
which the response of shorefaces out of equilibrium with the energy regime could be 
observed in terms of overall behaviour, rates of change, and relaxation properties. 
Shoreface profile analysis revealed several trends in the perturbation response and 
quantified signals of change. A variety of morphological parameter features with 
measured rates of change provide the means to develop and calibrate morphological 
behaviour models for the prediction of future shoreface morphology at time scales of 
decades. 
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6.5 (Part 2) Earthquake Perturbations 
The CRLC is situated along an active tectonic margin of the Cascadia Subduction 
Zone that produces great earthquakes (magnitude ;e: 8) with a recurrence interval that 
averages about 500 years, based on estimated ages of the seven most recent events 
(Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997; Atwater et al., 2004). Each great subduction 
zone earthquake is accompanied by coseismic subsidence of 0.5 to 2 m, and sequences 
of these events are recorded as stacks of buried soils along coastal estuaries in the 
Pacific Northwest (e.g., Atwater and Yamaguchi, 1991; Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 
1997). Nelson et al. (1996) and Clague ( 1997) review geological criteria and evidence 
for these events. Along the prograded barriers of the CRLC, each coseismic 
subsidence event may have resulted in shoreline retreat on the order of a few hundred 
meters (Doyle, 1996; Peterson et al., 1999, 2000). 
These episodic erosion events are recorded as a sequence of buried scarps within 
the barriers and strandplains. Evidently the erosion scarps are preserved by 
interseismic rebound, beach recovery, and net progradation between events (Meyers et 
al., 1996; Woxell, 1998). Despite these subsidence-erosion events, the barriers and 
strandplains of the CRLC have prograded -0.5 m/yr over the past few thousand years 
(Woxell, 1998; Peterson et al., 1999). The paleoscarps associated with earthquake 
events have been detected with ground penetrating radar (GPR) and are indicated by 
steep (up to 7 degrees) reflectors that truncate seaward-dipping 1-2 degree beachface 
reflectors (Meyers et a!., 1996; Smith et a!., 1999). Vibracoring, hand augering, and 
shallow trenching have shown the steep and prominent reflectors interpreted as 
beachface scarps to be due to the concentration of heavy minerals such as magnetite 
and ilmenite (Meyers et al., 1996; Doyle, 1996; Woxell, 1998; Smith et al., 1999). 
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After the initial discovery of a cross-barrier sequence of eight subsidence-induced 
paleoscarps at Long Beach (Meyers et a!., 1996), cross-barrier GPR profiles were 
collected throughout the CRLC at alongshore intervals of 3-5 km (Jol et a!., 1998). 
Most profiles were collected using 100 MHz antennae, because this frequency 
generally provides an acceptable balance between resolution and depth of penetration. 
The GPR signature of subsidence-induced paleoscarps contrasts with the prevalent 
shingle-like dipping reflectors (interpreted as beachface stratigraphy), and is also 
distinguishable from typical storm-based erosion scarps, especially when comparing 
GPR profiles processed using different gains (e.g., Figure 4 in Jol eta!., 1998). Most 
commonly, the GPR reflectors from subsidence-induced paleoscarps truncate the entire 
package of low-angle seaward-dipping reflectors, and are evident 2-3 m below the 
base of the beachface reflectors. Studies using 200 MHz GPR antenna across a rapidly 
prograded ( -13 m/yr) portion of the North Beach barrier found GPR reflectors to 
represent annual layers of beachface progradation (Moore et a!., 2004). Others have 
interpreted shallow scarp-like reflectors from 200 MHz, 225 MHz, and 450 MHz GPR 
to be coincident with historical El Niiio events (Jol et a!., 2000; Kaminsky et a!., 
1999a; Moore eta!., 2003a,b) that have been associated with beach erosion in the U.S. 
Pacific Northwest (Kaminsky et a!., 1998; Komar, 1998; Komar et a!., 200 I). 
Compilation and analysis of GPR profiles (Jol et a!., 1998), radiocarbon dates from 
barrier deposits (Rankin, 1983; Woxell, 1998; Herb, 2000; Schlichting, 2000), regional 
foredune-ridge mapping (Rankin, 1983; Phipps and Messmer, 1984; Woxell, 1998; 
Reckendorf eta!., 2001), and LIDAR topography (Daniels, 2001) enabled Peterson et 
a!. (2002, in press-b) to correlate subsidence-induced paleo scarps to the record of 
buried soils along the adjacent estuaries (Atwater, 1987; Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 
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1997; Atwater et a!., 2004). From this extensive regional data set of prehistoric 
paleoscarp positions, the south-central Long Beach barrier was selected as a 
representative site for further analysis in this study. This sub-region has among the 
most thoroughly documented paleoscarps based on the results of Jol et a!. (1994, 1998, 
2002), Meyers et a!. (1996), Woxell (1998), Smith et a!. ( 1999), Herb (2000), Jol and 
Peterson (2006), and Schlichting and Peterson (2006). 
Figure 6.17 shows the locations of three cross-barrier GPR profiles in south-central 
Long Beach, along with the locations of buried subsidence-induced paleoscarps and 
their approximate ages. Paleoscarp positions are indicated in the figure by line 
segments crossing the GPR profiles. The positions of the paleoscarps are taken at the 
most landward and shallow limit of the steep and deep GPR reflector that truncates the 
low-angle beachface reflectors, and are interpreted to be analogous to the toe of a 
modem dune scarp (Peterson et al., 2002, in press-b). The paleo scarp position is 
typically tens of meters landward of placer deposits that form on the beachface. For 
reference, Figure 6.17 also includes four historical shoreline positions and the locations 
of cross-barrier topographic profiles. Because GPR profiles were collected along road 
surfaces that were topographically graded, nearby cross-barrier profiles were extracted 
from LIDAR data from places where the natural topography was better preserved. The 
locations of the paleoscarps from the GPR profiles were then projected onto the 
adjacent topographic profiles as shown in Figure 6.18. 
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Figure 6.17. Long Beach barrier with cross-barrier GPR profiles and positions and estimated 
ages of buried paleoscarps interpreted by Peterson et al. (2002, in press-b). Gray lines 
indicate locations of the topographic transects shown in Figure 6.18. 
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' 
To provide examples of the GPR data and illustrate the lateral continuity of the 
paleo scarps, Figures 6.19, 6.20, and 6.21 show the paleo scarp with an estimated age of 
1700 BP at each of the cross-barrier 100 MHz GPR profiles illustrated in Figures 6.17 
and 6.18. The 1700 BP paleoscarp at the Loomis profile (Figure 6.20) is also shown in 
Jol and Peterson (2006) mapped with 50, 100, and 200 MHz GPR, as well as in 3-D 
mapped with 225 MHz GPR. The same paleoscarp is also shown in Meyers et al. 
(1996) in a 100 MHz GPR profile processed with constant gain, along with a photo of 
a vibracore collected at this site, which shows a heavy mineral placer deposit. 
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Figure 6.20. Long Beach Loomis 1 00-MHz GPR profile showing the 1700 BP paleoscarp extending seaward (to the left) from approximately 70 m. 
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Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquakes affect the coast not only through abrupt 
subsidence, but also through the generation of large tsunamis (e.g., Atwater, 1987; 
Darienzo and Peterson, 1990; Clague et al., 2000; Kelsey et al., 2002, 2005; Peters et 
al., 2003; Witter et al., 2003; Atwater et al., 2005; Nelson et al., 2006). While 
dramatic shoreline retreat occurs due to subsidence, tsunamis further modify the coast 
through cross-shore sediment transport. Tsunami turbulence in shallow water erodes 
shoreface sediments and transports them landward in high-velocity flows (Dawson, 
1994; Dawson and Stewart, 2007). Tsunami inundation typically results in the 
deposition of fining-upward sand sheets that cap the land surface with decreasing 
thickness with increasing distance onshore. Such tsunami deposits often mantle 
subsided soil layers along estuary margins of the Pacific Northwest, as referenced 
above. On land, tsunami deposits that coincide with Cascadia Subduction Zone 
earthquakes normally extend 0.5-1.5 km inland from the open coast in barrier and 
backbarrier environments (Peters et al., 2003; Schlichting and Peterson, 2006; Jol and 
Peterson, 2006). Studies of offshore sediment transport from tsunami drawdown and 
backwash processes remain scant, but the potential for seaward transport of sand 
beyond the normal storm wave base exists (e.g., Goff, 2007). Data and modeling of 
the December 2004 tsunami in Sumatra show that both the onrushing wave and the 
seaward withdrawal resulted in erosion of the beach (Gelfenbaum et al., 2007). 
Following tsunami inundation, drainage off the coastal plain and return flow formed an 
offshore bar on the shoreface in 12-15 m water depth, with a larger volume of 
sediment transported offshore than deposited onshore (G. Gelfenbaum, personal 
communication). 
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6.5.a Modeling Barrier and Shoreface Evolution 
The cross-barrier paleoscarp positions and timelines (Peterson et al. 2002, in press-
b) and geometric parameters derived from GPR profiles, paleoscarp positions, 
historical shorelines, and shoreface profiles, are used to simulate the late Holocene 
evolutionary sequence of the Long Beach barrier and shoreface (Kaminsky et al., 
1999c; Cowell, 2000). The observed cycles of episodic coseismic subsidence events, 
subsequent rebound, and net progradation were simulated with the Shoreface 
Translation Model (STM), a mass-budget geometric profile model driven by sea-level 
change, sediment budgets, and morphological parameters (Cowell et al., 1995). The 
simulations illustrate the interaction of the barriers and shoreface, and help to 
determine the range of possibilities that could account for net barrier and shoreface 
progradation (e.g., sediment supply from the Columbia River, and/or sediment supply 
from the lower shoreface). This modeling supplements the historical shoreface change 
analysis to evaluate the role of the lower shoreface in long-term shoreline dynamics. 
In this study, the simulation of barrier and shoreface evolution is explored for the 
following objectives: 
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I. To investigate the likelihood and effects of shoreface rotation (steepening and 
deepening of the shoreface), including the transfer and sequestering of sand 
between the lower shoreface and barrier. 
2. To determine the effects of episodic earthquake-induced subsidence on barrier 
evolution by comparison with paleoscarps recorded in the GPR profiles. 
3. To obtain estimates of shoreline recession that results from coseismic 
subsidence events. 
Shoreface Perturbation Analysis 
4. To obtain estimates of volumes and depths of cross-shore sand transport to 
infer the possibility of a shoreface signature of coseismic subsidence. 
6.5.a.1 Shoreface Rotation Parameterization 
Figure 6.22 illustrates shoreface rotation with sand conservation, causing barrier 
progradation. The total progradation volume is V, + Vt. where V, is the sand displaced 
from the shoreface, and V1 is the additional gain (or loss) in sand due to littoral 
transport. The seaward displacement of the shoreline shifts the location of the water 
depth h· and the closure depth on the lower shoreface. The distances L, and L. may 
vary through time (e.g., immediately following earthquake-subsidence events), and the 
distance L. is expected to decrease along with h •. 
deepening point 
~ lower shoreface adjustment zone 
Lo 
lower shoreface 
Figure 6.22. Shoreface rotation. 
upper shoreface -
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Figure 6.23 illustrates shoreface rotation with sea-level fall and sand conservation, 
causing barrier progradation. Falling sea level requires an increase in the distance Lv 
to obtain realistic shoreface geometry. A sea-level fall causes excavation of both the 
mid- and lower shorefaces, providing a sand supply to the barrier that is either 
augmented or offset by littoral transport. If the sea-level fall is slow enough, 
additional shoreface lowering might be expected due to disequilibrium on a shelf that 
is too shallow overall. 
deepening point 
lower shoreface 
adjuatmont zono 
Lo 
lower shoreface 
Figure 6.23. Shoreface rotation with sea-level fall. 
upper shoreface 
6.5.a.2 Barrier Progradation Parameterization 
... 
Figure 6.24 illustrates the progradation-volume geometry of the barrier: (a) divided 
into upper and lower parts; and (b) with an expanded view of lower part in which Z1 = 
xp tan a; Z2 = (xp + L 0 ) tan a; and Z3 =Lotan a. The total cross-section volume (Vp) of 
the barrier can be expressed geometrically as Vp = v, + V2, from which it can be shown 
that vp = Xp[h· + Y2 tan a (Xp + Lo)]. 
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6.5.b Model Simulations 
Model simulations of sea-level fluctuations due to coseismic subsidence involved 
successive iterations of simulated evolution of the Long Beach barrier. The 
simulations were calibrated by the barrier topography, width, and stratigraphic 
geometry, including the record of paleoscarps interpreted by Peterson et a!. (2002, in 
press-b) in GPR profiles. The event magnitude-frequency was based on Atwater 
(1996) and Atwater and Hemphill-Haley (1997). Subsidence magnitudes are uncertain 
from the geologic record, so were assumed to be proportional to the time elapsed since 
the previous event, with a maximum of 2 m. After full rebound, sea level was held 
constant until the next event. 
The timing of the seven most recent events was approximated based on the 
estimated age of buried soils (Atwater, 1996; Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997); the 
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timing of the second event was approximated based on Meyers et a!. ( 1996); the timing 
of the first event was estimated using the average back -edge age of Long Beach from 
Peterson et a!. (1999). The simulated dates compared to these data sources are shown 
in Table 6.5. Event 7 (soil U) was shown in Atwater (1996) with an age of 
approximately 1600 calendar years before A.D. 1990, but was updated in Atwater and 
Hemphill-Haley (1997) to an estimated age of 113G-1350 calendar years before A.D. 
2000. The model simulations used a date closer to that given by Atwater (1996), with 
the objective of reproducing the net progradation and geometry of the barrier and 
shoreface while accounting for the total number of subsidence events, rather than 
replicating the precise position of individual paleoscarps. As shown on the cross-
barrier profiles in Figure 6.18, both the cross-barrier topography and positions of 
individual paleoscarps are variable in the alongshore direction. The STM simulations 
performed in this analysis are meant to be representative of the area bounded by these 
cross-barrier profiles, but are not set to a precise transect location. 
Three STM scenarios were explored to replicate the barrier progradation width and 
topographic and stratigraphic geometry. One scenario was tested to estimate the 
coastal response to a future coseismic subsidence event. In brief, replication of the late 
Holocene evolution involved: (I) invariant shoreface dimensions and fast rebound; (2) 
shoreface rotation and fast rebound; and (3) shoreface rotation and slow rebound. The 
coastal response to a future coseismic subsidence event was then estimated through 
comparison of shoreline recession in invariant and rotational shoreface scenarios. 
These scenarios are described in the following sections. 
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Table 6.5. STM simulated events (in years BP) compared to the geological data provided 
by Atwater (1996), Atwater and Hemphill-Haley (1997), Meyers et al. (1996), and Peterson et 
al. (1999), as described in the text. 
Estimated Age Range Buried 
Event Years BP Calendar yrs before 2000 Soil 
1 4500 startup event; data not relevant 
2 4200 4030 4580 none 
3 3400 3320 3500 J 
4 3100 2800 3300 L 
5 2700 2400 2780 N 
6 1700 1500 1700 s 
7 1600 1130 1350 u 
8 1100 900 1300 w 
9 400 300 300 y 
6.5.b. 1 Invariant Shoreface Dimensions and Fast Rebound 
Figure 6.25 shows the STM simulation of the Long Beach barrier with constant 
shoreface dimensions (h. = 15 m; L. = 3000 m; L, = 2000 m) and littoral sediment 
input of 1358 m3/m per 100-year time step from 4500 BP to 1200 BP (reducing to 300 
m3/m per 100-year time step after 1200 BP). 'Fast' rebound after subsidence events 
were imposed (i.e., full rebound within the next time step). This simulation produced 
an unrealistic bulge (clinoform) in the prograding shoreface. Alternative trials using 
invariant shoreface dimensions and varying sediment supply rates failed to reduce the 
morphological discrepancy to any significant degree. 
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Figure 6.25. Long Beach barrier STM simulation with invariant shoreface dimensions and fast 
rebound. 
6.5.b.2 Shoreface Rotation and Fast Rebound 
Figure 6.26 shows the STM simulation of the Long Beach barrier with time-varying 
shoreface dimensions (causing shoreface rotation), a littoral sediment input of 676 
m3/m per 100-year time step from 4500 BP to 1200 BP (reducing to 300 m3/m after 
1200 BP), and 'fast' rebound (full rebound within the next time step) after subsidence 
events. Simulation with shoreface rotation involved a shoreface deepening during 
interseismic periods at a rate of I m per I 00 years until the occurrence of the next 
earthquake. During each earthquake, the depth of the upper shoreface was reset to h· = 
15 m due to the greater response time required for shoreface adjustment in deeper 
water, and the infinitesimal response time available during a subsidence event. The 
barrier and shoreface dimensions were satisfactorily reproduced in this simulation. 
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10m 
2000m 
Figure 6.26. Long Beach barrier STM simulation with shoreface rotation and fast rebound. 
6.5.b.3 Shoreface Rotation and Slow Rebound 
Figure 6.27 shows the STM simulation of the Long Beach barrier with time-varying 
shoreface dimensions (causing shoreface rotation), a littoral sediment input of 676 
m3/m per 100-year time step from 4500 BP to 1200 BP (reducing to 300 m3/m after 
1200 BP), and 'slow' rebound after subsidence events. The shoreface deepening rate 
during the interseismic period was I m per 100 years. The rebound rate following an 
earthquake was constant at 0.4 m per 100 years until the total rebound offset the 
subsidence caused by the earthquake, whereupon relative sea level stabilized. The 
results differ little from those of the previous scenario, suggesting that shoreface 
rotation, rather than rebound rate, is the critical factor for reproducing the observed 
morphology. 
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Figure 6.27. Long Beach barrier STM simulation with shoreface rotation and slow rebound. 
6.5.b.4 Comparison of Simulation Results 
The key results of the three simulations are listed in Table 6.6. Shoreline rece~sion 
1s plotted as a function of subsidence (Figures 6.28) and time between successive 
events (Figure 6.29). Sand volume displaced is plotted as a function of subsidence 
(Figure 6.30) and time between events (Figure 6.31 ). These results are discussed in 
Section 6.5.c. 
Table 6.6. Coseismic subsidence simulation results. 
Invariant Shoreface, Shoreface Rotation, Shoreface Rotation, 
Fast Rebound Fast Rebound Slow Rebound 
Time SLR Volume Volume Volume 
Event 
Years interval Recession displaced Recession displaced Recession displaced 
BP (yrs) (m) (m) (m3 m_,) (m) (m3 m"1) (m) (m3m-1) 
4500 startup event: data not relevant 
2 4200 300 2.0 422 740 705 2108 693 2204 
3 3400 BOO 1.2 253 478 905 3997 898 4057 
4 3100 300 1.6 333 603 630 2180 613 2241 
5 2700 400 2.0 421 724 783 2549 763 2709 
6 1700 1000 0.4 81 182 893 4815 890 4846 
7 1600 100 2.0 427 782 540 1298 515 1338 
8 1100 500 2.0 420 719 848 3001 825 3226 
9 400 700 1.2 245 483 913 4014 895 4154 
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Figure 6.28. Shoreline recession as a function of subsidence magnitude. 
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Figure 6.29. Shoreline recession as a function of time between successive subsidence 
events. 
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Figure 6.30. Sand volume displaced as a function of subsidence magnitude. 
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Figure 6.31. Sand volume displaced as a function of time between successive subsidence 
events. 
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6.5.b.5 Future Scenarios 
The simulated recession due to a future earthquake event (2 m subsidence within 
the next 100 years) is shown for an invariant shoreface (Figure 6.32) and a rotational 
shoreface (Figure 6.33). Both simulations assume 'fast' rebound. The conventional 
analysis (Bruun, 1962) with an invariant shoreface predicts a much smaller recession 
than with shoreface rotation. Unfortunately, model calibration against the long-term 
coastal evolution suggests that shoreface rotation is more likely to be the governing 
behaviour, so the larger impact would be anticipated. 
recession = 412 m 
10m 
2000m 
Figure 6.32. Long Beach barrier STM simulation for an invariant shoreface showing 
recession due to a future earthquake event (2 m subsidence within the next 100 years). 
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recession • 778 m 
Figure 6.33. Long Beach barrier STM simulation for a rotational shoreface showing recession 
due to a future earthquake event (2 m subsidence within the next 100 years). 
6.5.c Discussion 
The coseismic subsidence events simulated with the STM are assumed to be 
essentially equivalent to an instantaneous rise in sea level (on the order of 2 m) that 
results in a shoreface profile that is initially too deep. Model simulations of these 
events suggest large initial displacement of sand from the barriers to the lower 
shoreface, followed by large net onshore transfer of sand over time, commensurate 
with interseismic rebound. The modeling results suggest that the rate of onshore 
sediment flux following rebound results from the decrease in accommodation space of 
the mid- to lower shoreface. 
The STM results show a contrast in response to subsidence between the invariant 
and rotational shorefaces. The invariant shoreface simulations show that the shoreline 
recession and sand volume displacement in response to subsidence (classic Bruun 
response; Bruun, 1962) are proportional to the magnitude of the subsidence (i.e., sea-
level rise). Both response parameters are inversely proportional to the time between 
earthquakes. With shoreface rotation, the time interval between events (rather than the 
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subsidence magnitude) governs event-induced shoreline recession and sand volume 
transfers. This counter-intuitive behaviour is related to the time-varying shoreface 
dimensions. The lower shoreface is deeper after prolonged event-free periods, so that 
the new, upper shoreface at high sea levels requires larger offshore fill volume to 
equilibrate. Barrier and shoreface evolution are not significantly affected by the rate of 
rebound after a subsidence event. With fast rebound, shoreline recession is slightly 
greater, and volume displacement slightly less, than in slow-rebound conditions. 
The STM modeling of coseismic subsidence events supports the possibility of 
offshore sediment transport and episodic deposition on the mid- to lower shoreface. 
While the invariant shoreface simulations produced an unrealistic bulge (clinoform) in 
the shoreface and failed to adequately reproduce the stratigraphic geometry and 
contemporary morphology, the results do suggest the potential for excess storage (or 
longer residence time) for sediment episodically deposited on the mid- to lower 
shoreface. In fact, the invariant shoreface simulation prograded the barrier 8% too far 
seaward, which implies that substantially larger shoreface dimensions than those tested 
would likely reduce the clinoform and redistribute some of volume farther offshore. 
The results of other modeling studies also indicate offshore sediment transport and 
deposition associated with coseismic subsidence and tsunami events. Gelfenbaum et 
a!. (2004) and Gelfenbaum and Lesser (2003) performed modeling using the process-
based Delft3D morphological model to simulate the combined morphological response 
to coseismic subsidence and tsunami events in Willapa Bay and along Grayland Plains 
and northern Long Beach. The model predicted mid-shoreface erosion coupled with 
bands of onshore and offshore deposition in response to both processes, particularly 
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the tsunami. The offshore band of deposition on the Grayland Plains shoreface was 
located near or seaward of the 30-m depth contour for both a medium and large 
tsunami, as shown in Figures 6.34 and 6.35, respectively. 
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Figure 6.34. Willapa Bay regional morphologic change simulation due to subsidence and 
medium tsunami. From Gelfenbaum et al. (2004). 
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Figure 6.35. Willapa Bay regional morphologic change simulation due to subsidence and 
large tsunami. From Gelfenbaum et al. (2004}. 
Both coseismic subsidence and tsunami processes provide a mechanism for offshore 
sediment transport to the lower shoreface, which could potentially explain radiocarbon 
ages on the mid- to lower shoreface of Grayland Plains and Long Beach shoreface that 
were both relatively young and deep, indicating episodic event deposits and 
anomalously high accumulation rates (as presented in Sections 5.3.c and 5.5.c). 
Radiocarbon dating returned ages within range of the most recent Cascadia coseismic 
subsidence and tsunami event of January 1700 (Atwater et al., 2005). The evidence 
from the vibracores follows. 
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On the lower-mid Grayland Plains shoreface, a gastropod at 288 em depth at the 
base of a shell-abundant zone in Core 50 I (24.3 m water depth) returned a radiocarbon 
age range of 124-318 cal BP (weighted average= 221 cal BP =A.D. 1729). Core 501 
also recovered a similarly aged sand dollar fragment at 148 em depth with a 
radiocarbon age of 139-317 cal BP (weighted average= 228 cal BP =A.D. 1722). 
Both of these two dates indicate rapid accumulation on the lower-mid shoreface. A 
tsunami mechanism for these stratigraphic units could be explained by an initial 
onshore flow of sand from an incident tsunami followed by offshore flow and deep 
water deposition from drawdown or return flow, or both. 
Farther offshore, a bivalve fragment at 139 em depth in Core 507 (45.9 m water 
depth) returned a radiocarbon age of 103-399 cal BP (weighted average = 251 cal BP 
= A.D. 1699). This dated shell was located within poorly sorted, very fine to medium 
sand just above a basal unit of poorly sorted sand and granules of 2-5 mm. The basal 
unit is interpreted as an erosion surface, and the poorly sorted, finer sediment zone 
above as a depositional unit. A possible mechanism for rapid deposition of this coarse-
grained, poorly-sorted material in relatively deep water would be a turbidity current 
generated from rapid outflow from Grays Harbor or Willapa Bay following tsunami 
inundation (G. Gelfenbaum, personal communication). 
On the Grayland Plains upper shoreface, a radiocarbon age of 78-440 cal BP 
(weighted average = 259 cal BP = A.D. 1691) was obtained from very fresh, whole 
sand dollar within a reduced zone at 214 em depth in Core 508, located at 8.4 m water 
depth. The burial and preservation of two whole sand dollars at this depth interval 
suggest rapid burial and sedimentation on the upper shoreface. Rapid sediment 
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deposition on the upper shoreface is suggested by the process-based modeling results 
of Gelfenbaum eta!. (2004) and Gelfenbaum and Lesser (2003). 
On the Long Beach lower-mid shoreface, a whole barnacle at 192 em in Core 306 
(31.4 m water depth) returned a radiocarbon age of 0-279 cal BP (weighted average = 
171 cal BP = A.D. 1779), which yields minimum and average accumulation rates of 69 
and 113 cmlyr. Compared to the accumulation rates of only 1-7 cmllOO yr derived 
from historical shoreface profiles, this accumulation rate is anomalously high and 
suggests that the deposition occurred prior to the first bathymetric survey in 1868. The 
deposition of a fresh whole barnacle at this depth on the shoreface (far from its 
shallow-water habitat) would seem to be rare and likely associated with a large event. 
The shape of the 1868 shoreface profile, relative to the subsequent surveys in 1926, 
1958, and 2000, indicates that greater accumulation occurred along the profile (SL33) 
both landward and seaward of the site of Core 306, as shown in Figure 5.22. In 
comparison with these subsequent surveys, the 1868 shoreface profile in the vicinity of 
Core 306 appears to be at the crest of a broad and deep sand bar, while Core 303 ( 18.2 
m water depth) appears to be above a landward trough. This trough appears to have 
been progressively filled, and at the site of Core 303, 3.5 m of sediment accumulated 
between 1868 and 2000. Thus, Core 303 (256 em long) would have recovered 
sediment that has accumulated only during this historical period (which is plausible 
based on the returned radiocarbon age of 72-297 cal BP from a sand dollar fragment at 
247 em). The shape of the 1868 shoreface profile compared to the more recent profiles 
would be consistent with the pattern of mid-shoreface erosion and lower shoreface 
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accumulation indicated by the modeling results of Gelfenbaum et al. (2004) (Figure 
6.35). 
The accumulation rates calculated from both radiocarbon dates of the Core 303 
sample at 247 em (83-343 cm/100 yr) and historical shoreface profiles from 1868 and 
2000 at this site (265-266 cm/100 yr) are anomalously high compared to an inferred 
accumulation rate of 27-30 cm/100 yr for the Holocene deposits from the ravinement 
surface up to the dated sample at 247 em at the base of Core 303 (Figure 5.11). The 
contrast between anomalously high historical accumulation rates at the site of Core 
303 and anomalously low historical accumulation rates at the site of Core 306 supports 
the possibility of late prehistoric deposition of sediment on the lower shoreface which 
was subsequently reworked landward. 
The low historical accumulation rates at the site of Core 306 also contrast with 
much higher accumulation rates farther seaward on the SL33 profile. At the site of 
Core 307 (41.1 m water depth) historical shoreface accumulation rates are 139-165 
cm/100 yr. Without some explanation, such as an episodic deposit that 'overfilled' the 
profile to be shallower than equilibrium, it would be unusual for accumulation rates to 
be much higher in 41 m water depth than in 31 m. In fact, disequilibrium profile 
analysis (Section 6.3) shows that the highest positive disequilibrium on the 1868 
shoreface profile is between 35.6 and 23.4 m water depth, with a maximum 
disequilibrium of 3.0 m at 26.8 m water depth (Figure 6.14). Over time, the peak 
disequilibrium lowered to 1.6 m as it shifted landward on the aggraded profile to 25.2 
m water depth. 
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Like the trends observed at the site of Core 303, the historical accumulation rates at 
Core 307 compare well to accumulation rates inferred from radiocarbon ages, and are 
also much higher than inferred Holocene accumulation rates. Gastropod samples 
recovered in Core 307 returned radiocarbon ages of> Modern at 45 em, and 123-294 
cal BP (weighted average= 209 cal BP =A.D. 1741) at 221 em. The deeper sample 
yields accumulation rates of 75-180 cm/100 yr, in which the average rate (106 cm/100 
yr) is lower than the average historical shoreface accumulation rate of 152 cm/100 yr. 
In either case, these more recent rates are higher than the accumulation rates of 35-74 
cm/100 yr inferred from a bivalve sample (547-658 cal BP) at 408 em, and 
substantially higher than the inferred accumulation rates of 34-40 cm/100 yr for the 
deposits from the ravinement surface up to 408 em below the top of the core. 
Seaward dispersal of sediment from a disequilibrium deposit in 31 m water depth 
would also seem plausible, and could explain the higher accumulation rates during the 
historical period compared to the late prehistoric and Holocene accumulation rates. 
Nevertheless, the historical shoreface profile data and disequilibrium analysis indicate 
that landward sediment transport is predominant, based on the landward migration 
during 1868-2000 of the peak positive disequilibrium (from 26.8 to 25.2 m water 
depth) as well the entire zone of positive disequilibrium; the seaward boundary of this 
zone migrates from 35.6 to 32.0 m, while the landward boundary migrates from 23.4 to 
15.1 m water depth) (Figure 6.14). 
6.5.d Part 2 Summary 
• The use of GPR and the identification of buried paleoscarp positions that 
correspond to recurring great subduction zone earthquakes in the Columbia 
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River littoral cell have made it possible to reconstruct barrier evolution over 
time scales ranging from years to millennia. 
• The Columbia River littoral cell is marked by quincentennial-scale episodes 
of massive beach retreat followed by recovery and net shoreline 
progradation, which preserves a geologic record. Prehistoric shoreline 
progradation rates during interseismic periods must be on the order of 
several meters per year to account for the estimated shoreline retreat of a 
few hundred meters during each event (Peterson et a!., 2000). 
• STM simulations of coastal response to coseismic subsidence and 
interseismic rebound suggests that shoreface rotation and sediment transfer 
from the mid- to lower shoreface to the barrier are essential to produce 
morphology consistent with the stratigraphic record and present topographic 
and bathymetric profile. 
• Estimates of shoreline recession simulated with the STM for the invariant 
shoreface are similar to estimates derived by Peterson et a!. (2000). 
However, the topography and stratigraphic geometry were more 
satisfactorily reproduced in the rotational shoreface scenarios, in which 
shoreline recession was greater than in the invariant shoreface scenarios. 
• Model simulations of coseismic subsidence suggest that significant 
shoreface sand transport and deposition likely occurs seaward of 15 m water 
depth. These results are consistent with data in Cores 501, 507, and 306 
which indicate episodic deposition in water depths greater than 24 m, 
although tsunami-related flows are hypothesized to be a likely transport 
mechanism responsible for these lower-mid shoreface deposits. 
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• The combination of geophysical observations and simulations of 
morphologic change has enhanced both the quantification and conceptual 
understanding of coastal evolution over time scales (especially centuries) 
that have formerly been speculative due to a lack of data. The results of 
these efforts can be used to refine behaviour-oriented models and enhance 
the capability to predict future coastal change. 
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7 Coastal Tract Sediment Sharing on a 
Historical Time Scale 
7.1 Introduction 
Shoreface behaviour and tendencies relative to equilibrium have been evaluated 
with regard to mean trend (Chapter 5) and perturbation response (Chapter 6). In this 
chapter, indicators of shoreface change are further tested through analysis of the 
sediment budget for the Columbia River littoral cell (CRLC). Although this analysis 
uses the same historical bathymetric data on which the shoreface profile analyses were 
based, this effort develops quantitative links to the other physiographic units of this 
sediment-sharing system, so that the observed shoreface changes can be validated 
against independent data sets, such as barrier accumulation volumes and modeled 
sediment transport fluxes. 
The sediment budget is derived from analysis of shoreline, topographic, and 
bathymetric data. Volume changes between successive data sets are calculated within 
compartments having common erosion or accretion trends, and these volumes are 
compared to the sediment fluxes required to accurate! y simulate historical shoreline 
changes with a one-line numerical model. Finally, an integrated and quantitative 
dynamic sediment-flux model is developed to balance sediment flux throughout the 
entirety of the littoral system based on an understanding of transport pathways between 
all the major sediment compartments. The major compartments of the CRLC sediment 
budget include four lower shorefaces, four upper shorefaces, four barriers/strandplains, 
three ebb-tidal deltas, three tidal inlets, and three tidal basins. The lower shoreface in 
this chapter includes the mid-shoreface referred to in previous chapters. 
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A variety of data sets are utilized, each of which Jacks either complete coverage or 
the desired spatial resolution and accuracy (e.g., Gibbs and Gelfenbaum, 1999). The 
data sets include 1954 and 1958 bathymetry collected by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey (USC&GS), and 1954 and 1998/1999 bathymetry of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE). The 199811999 bathymetric data were merged with 1999 
nearshore and beach morphology data (Ruggiero et a!., 1999). These data were also 
merged with barrier topographic data. Topographic change was calculated using a 
Digital Elevation Model (OEM) developed from a laser mapping project conducted in 
1998 by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the USGS (Sallenger eta!., 1999). 
Shorelines derived from the 1950s National Ocean Service topographic sheets (NOS 
T-sheets) and 1995 NOAA aerial photography, with methods described in Kaminsky et 
a!. (1999b), were used to delineate the area to be analyzed for topographic change. 
Calculations of topographic change include bathymetry to an estimated annual depth of 
closure of approximately II m below mean sea level, or a modification thereof in areas 
with ebb-tidal shoals. 
Relative to shoreface behaviour and equilibrium, the sediment budget is an 
independent check on net shoreface-sediment flux, which is typically difficult to 
quantify with bathymetric data alone due to the relatively small signals of change and 
relatively large uncertainties in measurements and vertical datum control. For 
shoreface profile analysis (Chapters 5 and 6) the signals of change can be enhanced 
using cross-shore smoothing and alongshore averaging techniques. For bathymetric 
surfaces, the averaging and smoothing techniques are generally not applied because the 
interest is in obtaining area-based volume changes through surface differencing. 
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Smoothing and averaging techniques may simply reduce the resolution of the derived 
quantities. The uncertainties in bathymetric data generally increase with increasing 
water depth and distance from shore (Gibbs and Gelfenbaum, 1999). Volume change 
of the prograded barriers, which show large signals of sediment accumulation, is likely 
the most accurately measured quantity. Therefore by quantifying and evaluating the 
possible ranges of sediment flux for the better-known compartments, the contribution 
of the lower shoreface can be inferred and compared to fluxes estimated from 
historical bathymetric data. 
7.2 Background 
Since the construction of jetties in the early 1900s at the entrances to the Columbia 
River and Grays Harbor, shoreline change throughout the CRLC has been dominated 
by sediment supply from the flanks of the ebb-tidal deltas (Kaminsky et al., 1999a) 
where the shoreface was too shallow relative to the inherent energy regime (Chapter 
6). In general, shoreline advance has been greatest next to the jetties, decreasing 
alongshore over tens of kilometers, resulting in curvilinear sub-cells that function more 
independently than prior to jetty construction. Both historical bathymetric changes and 
the onset of coastal erosion adjacent to the jetties suggest a recent decline in sediment 
supply from the ebb-tidal deltas and, consequently, shoreline re-adjustment toward a 
new equilibrium configuration. 
As this long-term morphologic response to the jetties is occurring, a reduction in 
sediment supply from the Columbia River (Gelfenbaum et al., 1999) effectively results 
in an increase of the dispersal-stress, especially for the Clatsop Plains shoreface. The 
influences of other factors such as climate change and relative sea-level change may 
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also be affecting the behaviour of the shoreline, but these factors appear to be smaller 
and longer term compared to the overwhelming signals of the dominant trends of the 
past century attributed to the changes in sediment supply (Kaminsky et a!., 1999a) and 
dispersal-stress. 
The measurement of net shoreface sediment transport, and even of long-term 
morphological change to infer net sediment transport, is inherently difficult. A 
principal mechanism in onshore sediment transport from the lower shoreface is the 
asymmetry of wave orbital velocities in the wave shoaling zone. Wind-driven currents 
(upwelling) may enhance the effect of wave asymmetry in transporting sediment in the 
onshore direction (e.g., Niedoroda et a!., 1984 ). But the residuals of transport are 
generally masked by large fluctuations. Rates of shoreface sand supply to beaches are 
typically on the order of 1-10 m3/yr m·', a volume equivalent to shoreface change of a 
few grain diameters per year (Cowell et a!., 200 I). Relatively few studies have been 
able to document or derive estimates of shoreface sediment supply to beaches. A few 
studies are briefly reviewed here. 
Thorn (1984) documented that Moruya Beach, NSW, Australia, developed as a 
prograded strandplain in an embayment that precludes a littoral sediment supply. 
Radiocarbon dating suggests a declining rate of shoreface sand supply from 
approximately 7 m3/yr m·' at 6000 BP to 3.3 m3/yr m·' at present, with a trend toward 
shoreface equilibrium or bed armoring that has developed on the lower shoreface. 
Cowell et a!. ( 1999) illustrate that the volume of the prograded strandplain can be 
accounted for by erosion of the lower shoreface over 6000 years by 1.3 mrnlyr. 
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In applying the Shoreface Translation Model (e.g., Cowell eta!., 1995) to Tuncurry, 
NSW, Australia, Cowell et a!. (1999) simulated strandplain progradation due to 
erosion of the lower shoreface over 6000 years at an average rate of 1.1 m3/yr m·', 
which accounts for 80% of the sand in the present strandplain; the remaining 20% of 
the sand was accounted for by a littoral supply of 0.25 m3 /yr m·'. 
On the U.S. northeast coast, where many studies of the inner shelf have been 
performed, the lower shoreface is typical! y composed of relict sands and gravels, 
bedrock outcrops, and paleofluvial channels, covered in a thin veneer of shoreface 
sand (e.g., Schwab eta!., 1997, New York and New Jersey; Belknap and Kraft, 1985, 
Delaware; Cleary 2002, North Carolina). In this setting, the framework geology, e.g., 
indurated substrate, can constrain or prevent the shoreface from achieving a theoretical 
equilibrium profile (e.g., Pilkey eta!., 1993; Riggs eta!., 1995; Thieler eta!., 1995). 
Nevertheless, persistent exposure of hardground on an otherwise sandy shoreface is an 
indicator of a disequilibrium depth-stress (i.e., the shoreface is too shallow relative to 
the energy regime). 
In southwestern Maine, USA, along open embayments of the Gulf of Maine (Wells 
Embayment and Saco Bay), the shoreface stratigraphy consists of backbarrier facies or 
pre-Holocene units, an erosional surface (ravinement unconformity), and a thin 
overlying nearshore wedge of sand and reworked coarse sediments (Belknap et a!., 
2002). The nearshore sand wedge is truncated in I 0-25 m water depth by erosional 
processes, indicating onshore working and supply of sediment to beaches (Belknap et 
a!., 2002). 
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On the Long Island shoreface, between Fire Island Inlet and Montauk Point, New 
York, USA, the lower shoreface and inner shelf are being actively reworked by 
hydrodynamic processes (Liu and Zarillo, 1989). These processes are winnowing out 
fine and very fine sands that are transported onshore, and leaving behind a 
transgressive lag deposit composed of medium-size sand. Likewise, the results of a 
seafloor-mapping study in the same region by Schwab et al. (2000) provide evidence 
of an active ravinement surface and a net onshore sediment flux from the inner shelf to 
the littoral zone. However, neither of these studies was able to estimate the onshore 
sediment flux; they were only able to document geological indicators of this process. 
Intensive field experiments in nearshore coastal processes have been performed for 
well over a decade in Duck, North Carolina, USA. Unfortunately, the upper shoreface 
is constrained by a lower shoreface that is too shallow or flat relative to equilibrium. 
The shoreface is covered by a thin sand sheet of less than I min approximately 11-12 
m water depth, and has significant outcrops and bathymetric variability approaching 18 
m water depth (Rice et al., 1998). Wright et al. ( 1994) documented 18 em of shoreface 
accumulation in 14 m water depth on the Duck shoreface as the result of onshore 
sediment transport due to a mild storm event in October 1992. This finding supports 
the proposition of Stive et al. (1991) that smaller storm events are effective in 
transporting sediment onshore from the lower to upper shoreface. 
On interannual time scales, onshore sediment transport has been documented to be 
an important mechanism for beach accretion. On the Skallingen shoreface along the 
southwestern coast of the Danish North Sea, Aagaard et al. (2004) estimate the mean 
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onshore sediment supply from the shoreface to be 6-7.5 m3 /yr m·' based on eight years 
of profile data. 
Onshore sediment supply from the lower shoreface to the barrier has also been 
documented to occur on time scales of millennia. Beets et a!. (1992) estimates that at 
least half of the sediment comprising the progradational strandplains of the central 
Netherlands coast was derived from the lower shoreface during 5000-2000 BP at an 
average rate of approximately 4.6 m3/yr m·'. Similarly, Short (2003) estimates 
Holocene rates of onshore sediment transport to the Australian coast range from a low 
of 0.1 m3/yr m·' in the tide-dominated northwest coast to a high of 11.1 m3/yr m·' 
along the wave-dominated sand islands of southeast Queensland and parts of the 
exposed southern Australian coast. 
7.3 Sediment Budget Analysis 
7.3.a Columbia River Entrance and Adjacent Coasts 
Bathymetric change analysis at the Columbia River entrance reveals that between 
1958 and 1998 the outer ebb-tidal delta migrated offshore, accumulating 2.0 million 
cubic meters per year (Mm3/yr) (a total of 81 Mm\ while the inner delta (pre-jetty 
channel-mouth bar) and inlet eroded at a rate of 2.8 Mm3/yr (113 Mm\ The upper 
shoreface, shallower than 24 m along the southern 4 km of Long Beach, accumulated 
0.5 Mm3/yr (22 Mm3) over this period, equivalent to 35.7 m3/yr m·'. Based on 
alongshore averaging, the mid- to lower shoreface between the 24 m and 40 m depth 
contours along Long Beach eroded by approximately 30 m3/yr m·'. It is assumed that 
the sand from the lower shoreface moved onshore during this period at a rate of 1.1 
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Mm3/yr (44 Mm3) over a 35-km stretch of Long Beach. The topographic change 
analysis reveals that Long Beach accumulated 2.3 Mm3/yr on the barrier and 0.3 
Mm3/yr on the spit at Leadbetter Point (a total of 104 Mm3) during the same 40-year 
period. 
The Clatsop Plains mid- to lower shoreface eroded by as much as 3.4 Mm3/yr (135 
Mm3) between 1958 and 1998, as determined by bathymetric change analysis. This 
apparent erosion is displayed as a nearly uniform seafloor lowering of approximately 
1.2 m extending from 15 m to 60 m water depth, suggesting a probable datum control 
problem. However, a consistent trend of seafloor lowering is also evident in other 
bathymetric data sets during the periods from 1926 to 1958 and 1994 to 1998, 
indicating a significant trend with only the magnitude in question. The Clatsop Plains 
shoreline remained stable along the northern 8 km but advanced in the south, resulting 
in 0.7 Mm3/yr (29 Mm3) of accumulation in the sub-cell between 1958 and 1998, 
which apparently was supplied by the eroding lower shoreface. 
Sediment supply rates from the Columbia River to the coast are not ascertainable 
for any period. Gelfenbaum et al. (1999) estimated that the supply of sand to the 
estuary from the river was 1.4 Mm3/yr over the period from 1958 to 1997. Other 
studies (e.g., Morse et al., 1968) have suggested that sand from the littoral environment 
also enters and potentially accumulates in the estuary. Through dredging, the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers mechanically removes sand from the Columbia River 
entrance and littoral cell by disposing of sand on the mid-shelf in water depths greater 
than 40 m (USACE, 1999). Between 1956 and 1983, 0.9 Mm3/yr (25 Mm3) of sand 
was disposed in deep water outside the littoral system. Between 1984 and 1998, 2.5 
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Mm3/yr (34.6 Mm3) of sand was disposed of in deep-water ocean sites. Therefore, it is 
possible that none of the sand currently entering the estuary from the river is reaching 
the littoral environment. 
7.3.b Grays Harbor Entrance and Adjacent Coasts 
Similar to the Columbia River entrance, the Grays Harbor ebb-tidal delta migrated 
offshore between 1954 and 1998, accumulating 1.4 Mm3/yr (60 Mm3), while the inlet 
and inner delta eroded by 0.9 Mm3/yr (40 Mm\ The southern flank of the delta 
offshore of Grayland Plains eroded by 0.7 Mm3/yr (29 Mm\ while Grayland Plains 
accumulated 0.5 Mm3/yr (20 Mm3) between 1950/51 and 1995. North Beach 
accumulated 1.3 Mm3/yr (59 Mm3) during the same period. Unfortunately, no 
bathymetric data are available for this period along much of the northern coast of 
North Beach and the southern coast of Grayland Plains. Bathymetric change between 
1927 (USC&GS) and 1999 (Ferrini and Flood, 2002) along Grayland Plains shows an 
average trend of shoreface lowering of 15 m3/yr m·1 between the 7 m and 17 m depth 
contours over at least a 10-km alongshore section. From a mass balance perspective it 
is evident that sand is being supplied from the south by alongshore transport across the 
Willapa Bay ebb-tidal delta or further seaward. However, the erosion of the mid-
shoreface along Grayland Plains indicates that this region does not accumulate sand; 
rather sand is bypassed to the Grays Harbor ebb-tidal delta, and potentially northward 
to the North Beach shoreface and coast. 
7.3.c Integrated Sediment Budgets 
The historical morphologic change data presented in the previous sections have 
been integrated to develop sediment budget scenarios for the entire littoral cell, which 
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are then used to predict a future sediment budget. The sediment budget has been 
quantitatively schematized as a dynamic sediment-flux model based on an 
understanding of transport pathways between the major sediment compartments. 
Through iteration, holding constant the compartment values of highest accuracy, the 
budget is balanced by allowing the remaining compartments to vary within a limited 
range constrained by morphological change data and process-based modeling. Figure 
7.la shows one likely scenario to account for the historical (1950s to 1990s) transfers 
of sediment among compartments of the littoral system. 
In Figure 7.la, the suspected high rate of erosion of 3.4 Mm3/yr on the Cla'tsop 
Plains mid- to lower shoreface has been reduced to 1.8 Mm3/yr to more closely 
approximate the erosion rate identified in the bathymetric data along Long Beach. 
This imposed condition necessitates a sediment supply of 1.4 Mm3/yr from the 
Columbia River to balance the adjacent sediment compartments. It is evident that 
either the Columbia River supply to the coast has been similar to that estimated by 
Gelfenbaum et a!. (1999) for the estuary, or the supply to the coast is less, requiring 
that the erosion rate of the Clatsop Plains mid- to lower shoreface be closer to 3.4 
Mm3/yr. The values for all the adjacent compartments that could otherwise balance 
this budget are held constant because they are thought to be more precisely known than 
either the Clatsop Plains lower-shoreface change or the Columbia River sand supply, 
due to additional or higher resolution data. The northward sediment-bypass rate 
departing Long Beach approximates the magnitude of sediment transport predicted by 
a calibrated shoreline-change model (Buijsman eta!., 2001). The accumulation rate of 
0.6 Mm3/yr in Willapa Bay accounts for both 0.3 Mm3/yr at Leadbetter Point (an 
accreting curvilinear spit at the northern end of Long Beach not included in the model 
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runs) and a roughly estimated 0.3 Mm3/yr to account for sedimentation in Willapa Bay. 
It is assumed that the Willapa Bay entrance and ebb-tidal delta are in dynamic 
equilibrium. No sediment exchange between Grays Harbor and the coast is assumed, 
based on the results of Peterson and Phipps (1992). The values for shoreface sand 
supply to the coast for North Beach and Grayland Plains are loosely constrained by the 
incomplete data from the Grayland Plains bathymetry, and are allowed to respond in 
order to balance other inputs and outputs. The values of the remaining variables in the 
system are based on available data. 
Figure 7.1 b presents one possible sediment budget applicable over the next two 
decades. The values of the outer and inner ebb-tidal deltas/inlets of the Columbia 
River and Grays Harbor have been reduced based on extrapolation of historical 
accumulation and erosion trends, respectively. The Columbia River sediment supply is 
assumed to be zero due to river-flow regulation and removal of potentially available 
sand by dredging. The morphological response to reduced sediment flux from the 
inlets results in decreased accumulation of the coastal barriers and lower net sediment 
fluxe~ throughout the system than has occurred historically. 
7.4 Discussion 
A significant quantity of sediment may be lost to sinks such as the outer ebb-tidal 
deltas (as they approach equilibrium with the jetties), Willapa Bay (as it fills 
accommodation space), the coastal barriers (as they aggrade by aeolian transport), and 
the Columbia River inlet (as sand is removed by dredging and offshore disposal). If 
these sink quantities exceed the potential supply of sand from the shoreface and from 
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the jetty-induced scour of the inlets and inner ebb-tidal deltas, the elimination of 
Columbia River sand supply would result in an aggregate trend of shoreline retreat. 
(a) Historical Scenario (1950s-1990) (b) Future Scenario (1995-2020) 
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Figure 7.1. CRLC sediment budget with (a) a representative historical scenario and (b) a 
possible future scenario. All values are expressed as Mm3/yr with negative values indicating 
sediment sources and positive values indicating sediment sinks. Fluxes in compartments 
portrayed by rectangles (estuaries and barriers), rounded rectangles (inlets), circles (other 
sand bodies), and ovals (outer deltas) have been determined through bathymetric or 
topographic change analysis. The rates of shoreface feeding are based on bathymetric 
change analysis but are typically allowed to adjust to balance the transports between the 
sediment compartments of the system. 
Results of sensitivity analysis of the sediment budget and shoreline modeling 
(Buijsman et al., 200 I) reveal that if the Clatsop Plains shoreface is actually lowering 
by as much as the bathymetric change analysis suggests, then this sediment source 
diminishes the need for a high Columbia River supply to balance the budget. If the 
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bathymetric change analysis for the Clatsop Plains mid- to lower shoreface 
overestimates the actual amount of shoreface lowering, then the Columbia River and 
other sources in the system become more critical. In either case, it is recognized that 
these estimates of shoreface sediment supply are higher than others reported in the 
literature (e.g., Cowell et al., 2001), which may be explained by relatively higher 
energy effectively transporting relatively fine-grain sediment in the Columbia River 
littoral cell. 
7.5 Concluding Points 
1. A review of Columbia River Estuary dredging and disposal records (USACE, 
1999) suggests the possibility that none of the sand currently entering the 
Columbia River Estuary from the river is reaching the littoral environment. In 
recent decades (1984 to 1998), 2.3 Mm3/yr (34.8 Mm3) of sand was dredged 
from the mouth of the Columbia River and Estuary and disposed of in deep-
water ocean sites. This amount exceeds the estimated amount of sand supply 
from the upland drainage basin, so the Columbia River Estuary may have been 
acting as a sink for shoreface sand during this period. 
2. Important components in balancing the sediment budget are accurate estimates 
of Columbia River sediment supply and shoreface sediment supply. The 
historical data required to accurately quantify and constrain these sources is 
sparse. Yet analysis of dredging records and erosion patterns in the vicinity of 
the mouth of the Columbia River suggests that on average, there is a net deficit 
of sand from the Columbia River. Under these conditions, barrier progradation 
can only continue as a result of sediment supply from the shoreface. The 
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present high rates of shoreline progradation along the central to northern Long 
Beach sub-cell and central North Beach sub-cell, suggest that the shoreface is 
still undergoing significant adjustment. Sediment transfer from the lower to 
upper shoreface occurring at a time of insignificant external sediment supply 
indicates that the lower shoreface functions as a capacitor for storing sediment, 
and that the intrinsic morphodynamic time scale (and thus capacitance) 
increases with water depth. 
3. It is evident that the bypassing of sand across the Willapa Bay entrance by 
littoral transport and lower-shoreface transport is critical to the supply of sand 
to the northern sediment compartments of the CRLC. If the residual 
alongshore sediment transport north of Willapa Bay is less than approximately 
0.8 Mm3/yr, then the supply from the lower shoreface would have to be what 
would seem unreasonably high in order to balance the sediment budget. 
4. The results of shoreline modeling (Buijsman et a!., 200 I) and morphodynamic 
analysis suggest that the net sediment transport along the upper shoreface and 
coast is directed away from the jettied estuary entrances. In contrast, the net 
regional sediment transport along the lower shoreface appears to be both 
northerly and onshore over decade to century time scales throughout the entire 
littoral cell. At present, the shoreline modeling only includes wave-driven 
sediment transport on the upper shoreface. Yet significant sediment transport 
occurs on the lower shoreface as a result of wave stirring and coastal currents. 
Large sediment transport events (storms) that occur during the winter months 
likely govern the direction of net alongshore sediment transport (northward) on 
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the lower shoreface while fair-weather (swell-dominated) conditions likely 
govern the direction of cross-shore sediment transport direction (onshore). The 
shoreline and bathymetric contour orientation relative to incident wave 
direction along the northern sections of Clatsop Plains, Grayland Plains, and 
North Beach, may enable a weak dominance of southward sediment transport, 
which results in higher shoreline progradation rates along the southern to mid-
sections of the sub-cells during non-ENSO-dominated conditions (when 
incident waves arrive from a more southerly direction). 
5. A principal implication of the sediment budget is that a significant shoreface 
sediment supply is required to account for barrier progradation. The historical 
bathymetry data are consistent with the volume flux needed, yet even if these 
data were inaccurate, the sediment budget of the barriers (sinks) could not be 
filled by the supply of sand from the ebb-tidal deltas and the Columbia River 
(sources) alone. This case study tends to confirm the role of the lower 
shoreface in the long-term shoreline and barrier behaviour, as also indicated in 
, previous chapters. The estimated rates of onshore sediment supply from the 
lower shoreface to the barriers are higher than typical (as are the rates of barrier 
progradation); nevertheless they are plausible based on sediment transport 
measurements and historical bathymetric change data. 
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8 Multi-Scale Implications of Coastal Tract Dynamics 
8.1 Introduction 
Coastal management, planning, and decision-making require knowledge and 
prediction of coastal behaviour, and the effects of human interventions, over temporal 
scales of decades to centuries and spatial scales of 10 to 100 km (Cooper et a!., 200 I). 
However, most morphodynamic studies over the past few decades have addressed 
instantaneous and event -scale processes or coastal evolution over geological time 
scales, as discussed in Section 2.1. 
This chapter explores a nested hierarchy of time and space scales, with an emphasis 
on coastal morphodynamic approaches to investigate coastal changes over temporal 
and spatial scales that are useful to management applications. Topically referred to as 
'Large Scale Coastal Behaviour' (LSCB), this scientific field considers the coastal 
zone as a morphodynamic system with controlling variables such as geologic 
fram~work, regional tectonics, sediment budgets, relative sea-level change, climate 
variability, hydrodynamics, and human activities that influence the evolution of the 
oceanic and terrestrial margin. 
Investigations of LSCB are directed toward developing a conceptual understanding 
of system hierarchy and function, formulating data models, and predicting coastal 
evolution at scales of decades and tens of kilometers. The current practice has begun 
to reveal the limitations of classical reductionist methodologies, and the possibilities of 
alternative approaches that draw from systems theory, inverse modeling, deterministic 
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chaos, geostatistical analysis, and non-linear dynamics. Relatively few studies, 
however, are adequately designed to address multi-scale implications of coastal-tract 
dynamics. 
A greater emphasis on investigating the interaction of hydrodynamic, geological, 
and sedimentary processes of large-scale morphodynamics is needed, particularly on 
the relationship between the continental shelf, barrier, and backbarrier. These sub-
regions that transect the coastal zone have traditionally been treated as distinct and 
independent environments (or physiographic units), when they actually represent a 
continuum of form and function. Rather than being partitioned, these ' sub-
environments should be viewed as a continuum of nested physiographic units, because 
each unit is intrinsically linked through the morphodynamics and sediment flux of the 
other units (Chapter 7). 
This chapter has two objectives: (I) to present a coherent rationale and framework 
for investigating LSCB and the coastal tract; and (2) to demonstrate the value of LSCB 
science by showing how results of this study fit within the construct of the coastal-tract 
cascade as a paradigm for advancing the knowledge, understanding, and prediction of 
coastal morphodynamic systems. 
8.2 Large-Scale Morphodynamics 
Sediment flux from land to ocean occurs across a number of physiographic 
environments or units, including mountains, rivers, flood plains, estuaries, deltas, 
barriers, beaches, nearshore zones, continental shelves, submarine canyons, continental 
slopes, and abyssal plains. Both science and management schemes have traditionally 
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been organized around these types of relatively distinct environments. Nevertheless, 
most practitioners would recognize that these physiographic units are all linked and 
function as an integrated system across a broad range of temporal and spatial scales. 
The morphology and boundaries of these physiographic units are intrinsically 
connected and evolve through sediment movement. The transfer of sediment from one 
unit to the next occurs as a response to both forcing and feedback on time scales of 
seconds to millennia. A perturbation within one unit can propagate through the entire 
system, though its transfer may go undetected due to filtering, time lags, and dynamic 
interaction with independent events. Sediment production, flux, and storage are 
regulated not only by a dynamic set of forcing variables such as tectonics, sea-level 
changes, and hydrodynamics, but also by the inherited state of the substrate and 
morphology on which those variables act (e.g., Belknap and Kraft, 1985). 
Littoral cells are typically delineated on the basis of a shared sediment source. The 
offshore boundary to a littoral cell may be defined by sediment size or closure of the 
'active zone' for morphology change. This active zone may be more commonly 
determined on the basis of measurable change over relatively short time scales (years 
to a decade). While these offshore delineations may be logical for contemporary 
classifications, they are unsuitable for science concerned with understanding and 
predicting coastal change at centuria! time scales. 
There are a number of ways to define a coastal cell (e.g., Carter, 1988). In the 
alongshore direction, boundaries are often fixed at headlands or inlets that inhibit 
sediment bypassing. Along coasts with no such boundaries, coastal cells can be 
partitioned by residual or time-integrated drift patterns; gradations and distributions in 
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sediment texture or mineralogy; and alongshore variation in shoreface morphology and 
evolution. At a large scale, shoreface evolution and depositional history are essential 
to delineating offshore boundaries. In some cases, no single approach or combination 
of methods may be completely satisfactory in delineating boundaries; nevertheless, 
rational decisions are needed for analysis and modeling of coastal change at LSCB 
dimensions. The reality is that rarely, if ever, are there absolute boundaries that will 
confine a 'closed' cell throughout a nested hierarchy of scales relevant to LSCB. 
Furthermore, the boundaries change as the system evolves over time. Most 
importantly, coherent morphodynamic units must be conceptualized and identified 
within a nested hierarchical framework, as will be discussed in greater detail. 
8.3 A Systems Approach 
Within large systems, certain sub-systems can act with specific functional 
capacities. For example, the lower shoreface may function as a 'capacitor' for 
sediment that was deposited in response to episodic sea-level rise. Other sub-systems, 
such as stabilized inlets, may function as a barrier or (one-way) valve to sediment 
transport. Estuaries function primarily as sediment sinks or sources. Also, the 
locations of interactions between components may function as transport pathways, for 
example, along the ebb shield of a delta, along a recurved spit, or within a flood or ebb 
channel. Embayments may function as transport 'dissipaters', and promontories may 
function as transport 'accelerators'. Recognizing the net effects of these components 
from a large-scale perspective clarifies the down-scaling framework within which to 
examine these components at higher resolution. 
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Nature tends to self-organize into coherent scales of behaviour and interaction. 
Coherent scales of behaviour operate as components within a larger system. The 
interactions between system components are driven by disequilibrium within the 
components and regulated through internal feedback by the state of the lower-order 
system relative to equilibrium. Disequilibrium in this sense is only caused by external 
forcing. 
A three-tiered hierarchy is essential to systems analysis (Huggett, 1980). The base 
level is the system environment (larger-scale, lower-order). The medium level is the 
system of interest, and the top level is the sub-system (smaller-scale, higher-order). 
The large-scale, low-order system (environment) sets the bounds for the system of 
interest, and the higher-order, small-scale sub-systems aggregate as components of the 
system of interest'. In other words, a system at one level in the hierarchy comprises 
higher-order sub-systems (components), and this same system is also a component 
within the lower-order super-system (environment). 
The bipartite relations of a system to higher-order, smaller-scale components, as 
well as to a lower-order, larger-scale environment, imply that both up-scaling and 
down-scaling approaches are needed to resolve the behaviour and state of a system of 
2 The convention of the large scale corresponding to low order, and the small scale 
corresponding to high order is consistent with mathematical terms. For example, in the 
Taylor series: 
( ) ( ) aj(x0 ) a'J(x0 )(~x)' a"J(x0 )(~x)" f x +~x =! x + ~x+ + .. ·+ + ... 0 0 ax ax' 2! ax" n! 
the increasing order has successively smaller effect on the base. In hierarchy theory, 
high level would correspond to large scale, low order; and low level would correspond 
to small scale, high order. However, in morphological terms, base level, large scale, 
and low order is congruent with geological framework; and top level, small scale, and 
higher order is congruent with surficial processes. 
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interest, even if knowledge about the scale of interest is well established. Thus, a 
system cannot necessarily be viewed as the sum or integral of its component dynamics, 
nor can a system of interest necessarily represent the total internal dynamics of its 
environment. 
Consequently, the three-tiered hierarchical structure of natural systems presents an 
inherent challenge to understanding how they evolve. In terms of LSCB, this 
challenge is accentuated because the 'pillars of knowledge' are rooted in systems 
operating on scales both smaller and larger than the scale of interest. Furthermore, 
there can be divergent viewpoints between scientists focused on short -term sediment 
dynamics and those focused on long-term evolution (Pye and Allen, 2000). Finally, 
the data and information upon which knowledge is built is generally lacking at time 
scales of several decades to several centuries. 
The above situation compels a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
approaches that have a common aim of extrapolating knowledge from the base and the 
top levels of the hierarchy toward the middle levels. For example, at a large scale, it is 
important to develop appropriate expressions based on aggregated processes, boundary 
conditions, asymptotic morphological behaviour, physical geometry, and mass-balance 
parameters. At a smaller scale, it is necessary to quantify perturbation-response 
signals (including relaxation properties} in order to determine the relative stability or 
resilience of a system. Together, these elements form the basis for identifying 
equilibrium states and transitions for the system scale of interest. 
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8.4 The Coastal Tract 
One of the most recent and comprehensive expressions for modeling LSCB directly 
using the top-down approach is presented in Cowell et a!. (2003a,b ). This researc:h 
introduces a meta-morphology, the 'coastal tract', as the first-order system within a 
cascade hierarchy intended for modeling low-order coastal change. The coastal tract 
extends across-shore from the backbarrier (if present) to the lower shoreface (which, in 
this definition, extends to the edge of the continental shelf). In terms of physical 
space, this morphological entity is nearly equivalent to the definition of the coastal 
zone given in Section 1.2; the only difference is that the coastal zone also includes the 
coastal plains landward of the backbarrier. The coastal tract is considered a spatially 
contiguous set of morphological units representative of a sediment-sharing coastal cell. 
The coastal tract concept emphasizes a 2-D shore-perpendicular organization of 
morphological constituents that tend to drive long-term coastal evolution. Shore-
parallel processes are considered with respect to their tendency to imprint gradients 
and variability in morphology change. The 3-D morphological evolution of the coastal 
planform, then, is addressed either through the higher-order 'tract cascade' or lower-
order aggregation techniques. For example, given that the shore-perpendicular 
distribution of inherited substrate elevation (profile) and sea level define the position 
and principal features of the coast (e.g., shoreline, barrier, backbarrier), process 
gradients and physical discontinuities in the alongshore direction are treated within the 
coastal tract framework as factors imposing a higher-order overlay on those features 
(e.g., spit elongation, point source sediment dispersal). The coastal tract concept is in 
part a manifestation of 'templating' (i.e., mapping site-specific problems onto data-
models), which uses modeling tools that require the assumption of alongshore 
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homogeneity (of morphology or processes) or the application of aggregation 
techniques to account for alongshore variability. 
8.5 Nested Hierarchical Scales of Coastal Tract 
Morphodynamics 
The 'nested hierarchical scales' approach is consistent with the principles, methods, 
and protocols prescribed for the 'coastal tract', but it applies to a full range of discrete 
time and space scales. The framework applies equally to the higher-order and lower-
order levels within a nested hierarchy of scales relevant to LSCB (i.e., the 'coastal-
tract cascade'). Each level within the hierarchy of morphodynamic scales provi<,les a 
detailed view of the nested dynamics of large-scale coastal systems, especially in terms 
of 3-D spatial scales, which are not explicit in the coastal tract framework. 
From the perspective of dynamic coastal systems in 3-D form, precise spatial and 
temporal boundaries of systems and components (i.e., the nested higher-order sub-
systems) rarely exist; in actuality, these boundaries may superimpose or even merge 
over a range of scales (Townend, 2003). Contemporary coastal features are dynamic 
products resulting from and continuing to respond to a complex mosaic of interactions 
that occur over a range of spatial and temporal scales within the Holocene epoch 
(Townend, 2003). Dealing with multiple and stochastically-driven forcing agents, 
interactions, and responses of an evolving system in time and space undoubtedly 
presents a scientific challenge. The objective here is to conceptually identify a set of 
nested scales within a cascade hierarchy that can serve as a practical construct for 
unraveling this complexity and exploring data- and model-driven methods. The 
ultimate goal is to increase knowledge of coastal dynamics at a management scale (of 
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decades and tens of km) to a level more commensurate with our knowledge of 
geological-scale and process-scale dynamics. 
Although this chapter proposes six levels of nested systems in the cascade hierarchy 
as a pragmatic basis for the study of LSCB, there are no set limits to the number of 
levels or their individual scales. The intent of the proposed levels is to: 
I. Present a unified and internally consistent framework for multi-scale 
analysis. 
2. Define a set of hierarchical levels that correspond to the physical reality of 
the study area. 
3. Identify the intrinsic morphodynamic scales in time and space for each level. 
4. Recognize potential indicators and metrics for determining system 
functioning. 
5. Provide a rational basis (hypothesis) for investigating system constraints, 
dynamics, equilibrium properties, states, and asymptotes of non-linear 
behaviour. 
The identification of the specific hierarchical levels proposed here is based on 
observations of coupled temporal and spatial scales in coastal morphodynamics and 
geomorphology. Fundamentally, each level of the hierarchy displays some degree of 
autonomy over its higher-order sub-system components and within its lower-order 
environment; nevertheless, the three levels are inherently related (Huggett, 1980). 
A system of interest is necessarily defined by the phenomenon being examined and 
the hypotheses being tested. The ability to define the system may be constrained by 
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the indicators being used to determine the state and behaviour of the system. In 
addition, empirical, analytical, or heuristic knowledge can be used to define the spatial 
and temporal bounds of the levels in a hierarchical schematization. Each level should 
be reasonably coherent and able to be examined as an isolated unit (O'Neill, 1988). 
Nonetheless, the motivation for adopting this paradigm of hierarchical nested scales 
is to recognize system components and amalgamate them into a unified whole. In 
other words, system components and interactions must be explicitly linked in a way 
that allows them to be progressively aggregated. Otherwise, disparate scales of coastal 
change will continue to be examined with a perspective inadequate to connect them to 
a continuum. This approach requires heuristic knowledge to ensure consistency 
between levels in the process hierarchy, but in practice the approach should be 
relatively straightforward. At a minimum, the scale of interest needs to be connected 
to the lower-order system (environment) and to the higher-order sub-system(s), a basic 
step in systems analysis. 
Each level of the hierarchy has aspects of both function (process, behaviour) and 
structure (form, state) that interact at common space and time scales. Hence, each 
system within a nested hierarchy is said to have a characteristic morphodynamic scale. 
This scale defines the constraints within which a system can evolve and the resolution 
at which the past can be used to predict the future. The evolution of a system is 
influenced by the inherited behaviour and state of its sub-system(s) and super-system 
(environment), and therefore consideration of these adjacent levels in the hierarchy is 
essential in modeling and predicting system evolution. 
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In general, small systems change rapidly and large systems change slowly (O'Neill, 
1988). Thus the hierarchical nested scales paradigm is framed around the time scales 
at which governing processes result in geomorphic change and the spatial scales 
commensurate with this evolution. Nevertheless, cataclysmic events such as great 
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions can cause rapid geologic and morphologic change. 
To incorporate both uniformitarianist and catastrophist perspectives, each hierarchical 
scale must consider the gradual effect of governing processes as well as the effect of 
prior or potential catastrophic events. Examining the effects of catastrophic events 
would most certainly involve down-scaling, which in this case would involve 
evaluating the response of the larger-scale environment and its effect on the higher-
order system of interest. 
In the context of coastal morphodynamics and gradual processes, the time scale for 
change is governed by the cross-shore length scale, with the highest rates of change 
typically occurring at the shoreline, and decreasing rates of change in both the offshore 
and onshore directions. The dynamics of cross-shore change are inherently linked to 
coherent alongshore length scales. In addition, a characteristic 'active depth' within 
the sediment bed corresponds to these alongshore and cross-shore length scales. 
Based on the study area in which shoreface behaviour is investigated and the focus 
of this thesis on LSCB, which spans the late-Holocene to decadal scales, Figure 8.1 
illustrates the concept of nested hierarchical coastal systems. From large to small 
scale, these systems include the late Quaternary basin scale, Holocene margin scale, 
late Holocene coast scale, century cell scale, decadal sub-cell scale, and annual surf 
zone scale. While there are clearly higher-order coherent scales operating in coastal 
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morphodynamics, these scales are considered too small to be aggregated to LSCB 
dimensions. In this regard, the annual surf zone scale would act as a component to the 
decadal sub-cell scale. At the lowest-order of the hierarchy, the late Quaternary basin 
scale provides the framework to constrain the evolution within the Holocene margin 
scale. Although the number and morphodynamic scales of the component sub-systems 
may differ in other geographic regions, the nested hierarchy described herein should be 
representative of coastal systems in general. A similar approach is adopted by Harris 
et a!. (2005) in a study of coastal evolution at Charleston, South Carolina, USA, in 
which four nested coastal systems are investigated. 
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Figure 8.1. Nested hierarchical coastal systems illustrated tor the U.S. Pacific Northwest. 
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The following sections describe each of the nested scales in detail relative to the study 
area. 
8.5.a Late Quaternary Basin Scale 
Figure 8.2 illustrates the late Quaternary basin scale of the U.S. Pacific Northwest 
(northeastern Pacific Ocean), a tectonically-active continental margin regionally 
influenced by the Cascadia Subduction Zone. The coastline is of broad arcuate form 
extending from Cape Mendocino, California, USA, to the northern tip of Vancouver 
Island, British Columbia, Canada. An appropriate time scale for addressing the 
morphology of this large region is on the order of 104-105 years, the span over which the 
last glacial cycle developed following the global sea-level highstand of approximately 
125,000 years ago. The cross-shore scale of interest is on the order of 300 km (e.g., from 
Cascadia deformation front to Cascade Volcanic Arc), the alongshore scale of interest is 
on the order of 1000 km (approximate length of the subduction zone), and the vertical 
scale of morphology change at Pleistocene time scales is on the order of 500 m (e.g., 
accretionary wedge, basin channel fill, mass slumping). Eustatic sea level has fluctuated 
on the order of 120 m. Typical concerns at this scale include the regional response to 
global climate change between ice ages and interglacials; tectonic processes; major 
topographic features such as mountain ranges, drainage basins, submarine canyons, the 
continental slope, and basin geometry; marine circulation and sedimentation processes 
from the uplands to the deep sea basin; continental slope failures and mass movements; 
oceanic processes; and glacially induced sea-level changes. 
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Figure 8.2. Late Quaternary basin scale extending 1000 km alongshore and 300 km cross-
shore direction. 
This region is commonly referred to as the Cascadia margin, based on the extent of the 
Cascadia Subduction Zone that establishes a common geologic framework and agent of 
geologic change. The Cascadia Subduction Zone extends from Cape Mendocino, 
California in the south to Vancouver Island, British Columbia in the north (Figure 8.3). 
Along this margin, the Juan de Fuca Plate and two smaller fragments , the Gorda Plate in 
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the south and the Explorer Plate in the north, are being pushed under the North American 
plate. The Mendocino fracture zone runs westward from Cape Mendocino and forms the 
unstable triple junction of three tectonic plates. To the north, the Gorda Plate is being 
subducted under the North American Plate. To the south of this transform boundary, the 
San Andreas fault (strike-slip) separates the Pacific Plate from the North American Plate. 
Active subduction processes create an evolving accretionary prism landward of the 
deformation front; this prism controls the structure, composition, and behaviour of the 
continental margin. 
The highest rates of tectonic uplift are found near both ends of the margin, at rates 
greater than 2 mm/yr (Wang et al., 2003). Within 10 km south of Cape Mendocino, a 
stretch of coast referred to as the Mendocino Uplift has anomalously high rates of tectonic 
uplift on the order of I to 5 mm/yr (McLaughlin et al., 1992, 2000). These high uplift 
rates contrast sharply with long-term Quaternary uplift rates between Cape Mendocino 
and Cape Blanco, Oregon, which range from moderate subsidence to less than I mm/yr 
uplift (Mitchell et al., 1994; Kelsey et al., 1994). Similarly, along the Olympic Peninsula 
of Washington, recent tectonic uplift rates range from 1.2 to 3.2 mm/yr (Pazzaglia and 
Brandon, 2001; Pazzaglia et al., 2003). 
The upland geologic province along the Cascadia margin from south to north includes 
the Klamath Mountains between Cape Mendocino and Cape Blanco, the Coast Range that 
runs north along the Oregon coast to the Columbia River, the Willapa Hills in southwest 
Washington between the Columbia River and Chehalis River, the Olympic Mountains of 
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northwest Washington, and the Coast Mountains of British Columbia (Figure 8.3). 
Farther inland along this entire region is the Cascade Range, where a belt of volcanoes 
referred to as the Cascade Arc has been produced by subduction zone processes. 
The continental shelf varies in width from as narrow as 2 km off northern Vancouver 
Island to 80 km near the Straight of Juan de Fuca, but has an average width of about 45 
km between the shoreline and 180 m depth. The continental slope is about 60 km wide off 
Vancouver Island, widens to 100 km off Washington, and narrows to 40 km off Cape 
Blanco. The continental rise joins the continental slope to the Cascadia Basin, which 
slopes gently southward with an average depth of 3000 m. The Cascadia Basin lies on the 
Juan de Fuca Plate between the Juan de Fuca Ridge to the west, the Blanco Fracture Zone 
to the southwest and the Gorda Ridge farther south, and the Mendocino Fracture Zone at 
the southern end (Figure 8.3). The Cascadia Basin is the ultimate sink for sediments 
supplied principally by the Columbia River drainage basin. The Cascadia Channel, one of 
the 1op.gest deep-sea channels known in the world, runs through the Cascadia Basin at a 
depth ranging from 20 to 300 m and has an average width of 2 to 4 km (Griggs and Kulm, 
1970). 
The landscape of the U.S. Pacific Northwest was dramatically shaped during the 
Pleistocene epoch (which began about 1.8 million years ago), during which most of 
Canada and much of the northern portion of the United States was covered by continental 
ice sheets. The Wisconsin glaciation is the most recent glacial event, spanning 
approximately 80,000-10,000 14C yr BP, when there were at least six advances of the 
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Cordilleran ice sheet across the western Olympic Peninsula (Thackray, 2001) and to the 
south into lowlands of western Washington (Booth et a!., 2004 ). During the late 
Wisconsin glaciation, the Fraser glaciation began approximately 25,000 14C yr BP, during 
which alpine glaciers expanded from the Coast Mountains of British Columbia, the 
Olympic Mountains in northwest Washington, and the Cascade Range of Washington 
(Booth et a!., 2004 ). Alpine glaciers reached their maximum positions between 22,000 
and 18,000 14C yr BP, and the Cordilleran ice sheet made its last advance into the Puget 
lowland and Strait of Juan de Fuca between approximately 18,000 and 14,000 14C yr BP 
(16,950 cal BP) (Porter and Swanson, 1998). During this time, the Juan de Fuca lobe of 
the Cordilleran ice sheet likely extended approximately 100 km west of the present 
shoreline along the northern Washington coast (Booth et a!., 2004 ). The Cordilleran ice 
sheet reached its maximum extent in southern British Columbia about 14,500 BP, several 
thousand years after the global last glacial maximum (Clague and James, 2002). 
The advancing ice sheets and alpine glaciers constructed extensive erosional and 
depositional landforms throughout the region. The landscape of the southern Puget Sound 
region is dominated by outwash ridges and terraces, and is dotted with lakes and 
hummocky terrain. Meltwater from the Puget lobe and deglaciated alpine valleys in the 
Cascade and Olympic Mountains drained southward and westward to the Pacific Ocean 
(Crandell, 1965; Waitt and Thorson, 1983; Booth, 1986). This drainage formed extensive 
glacial outwash plains throughout the Chehalis River Basin (Thorson, 1980; Porter and 
Swanson, 1998). Venkatarathnam and McManus (1973) contend that the discharge from 
the Chehalis River during the Pleistocene was probably several times larger than that of 
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the present Columbia River, and likely transported glacial gravel onto the continental shelf 
during times of lowered sea level. Fluctuations of sea level over the Pleistocene reworked 
and shaped the continental shelf and developed wave-cut platforms throughout much of 
the region. 
The Cordilleran ice sheet includes other major lobes east of the Puget lobe. These 
lobes include the Okanagan and the Columbia River lobes in eastern Washington, the 
Purcell Trench lobe in northern Idaho, and the Flathead lobe in northwestern Montana 
(Figure 8.3). The Purcell Trench lobe formed the dam for the 2000-km3 glacial Lake 
Missoula that filled intermontaine valleys fed by the Clark Fork river (Waitt and Thorson, 
1983). 
Periodically, over time scales of years to decades, the Purcell Trench ice dam failed, 
producing catastrophic discharges (jokulhlaups) that swept through the eastern Columbia 
River, drainage basin, massively altering the landscape and forming the Channeled 
Scablands. The floodwaters converged at Wallula Gap, ripped through the Columbia 
River Gorge, inundated the Willamette Valley, and poured into the Pacific Ocean (e.g., 
Bretz eta!., 1956; Baker 1973; Waitt 1980, 1985; Atwater, 1986). In total, there were 
probably 95-100 Missoula Floods over a few thousand years, with the most of the floods 
occurring during 15,700-13,500 14C yr BP (Booth et a!., 2004), which in calibrated 
radiocarbon age is approximately 18,000-16,000 BP (R.B. Waitt, personal 
communication), when sea level was greater than 110 m below present. 
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Figure 8.3. Cordilleran ice sheet at maximum advance and extent of Missoula Floods and Cascadia Basin deposits caused by periodic failure of 
the Purcell Trench ice dam of Glacial Lake Missoula. 
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Benito and O'Connor (2003) indicate that perhaps more than 13 Missoula Floods 
may have persisted substantially beyond 13,000 14C yr BP, including at least two 
floods with discharges greater than 6 x 106 m3/s. Nearly 1000 km away from the 
Columbia River mouth in the deep sea, Escanaba Trough (Figure 8.3) captured 120m 
of dominantly sandy fill, which petrography suggests came from the Columbia River 
(Brunner et al., 1999). The sediment had been transported by turbidity currents 
generated by the Missoula Floods (Brunner et al., 1999; Zuffa et al., 2000; Normark 
and Reid, 2003; Reid and Norrnark, 2003). Only 11 sandy beds attributed to the 
Missoula Floods are recorded, indicating that only the very largest flows reached 
Escanaba Trough (Norrnark and Reid, 2003). The topography of the Cascadia Channel 
suggests that only the largest turbidity currents could cross the Blanco Fracture Zone 
and overflow (> 150 m) onto the Tufts fan to reach Escanaba Trough (Reid and 
Normark, 2003). The youngest of the turbidite megabeds in Escanaba Trough was 
deposited just after 10,882 ± 85 14C yr BP. In calibrated years, this age is 11,225 cal 
BP (W.R. Normark, personal communication). Therefore any of the Missoula Flood 
events that post-date this last event near 11,225 cal BP, when sea level was 
approximately 58 m below present, likely contributed sediment to the continental shelf. 
The results of these recent studies correspond well to the much earlier estimate of 
Barnard ( 1978) that all the major canyons notching the upper continental slope were 
deluged with turbidity currents en route to the deep-sea fans of the Cascadia Basin up 
until 10,500 14C yr BP. Thus, as soon as there was separation between the river mouth 
and the canyon, the floods did not continue downslope as hyperpycnal flows (W.R. 
Norrnark, personal communication). Moreover, not all of the Missoula Flood events 
would necessarily be dense enough to form hyperpycnal flows, so these flows could 
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have deposited much of their sediment load on the shelf and in the canyon head (W .R. 
Normark, personal communication). In short, the sequence of Missoula Floods could 
have provided a significant quantity of sediment to the Washington and Oregon 
shelves during the latest Pleistocene. 
Missoula Flood deposits are interpreted in shore-normal seismic-reflection profiles 
along Ciatsop Plains and Long Beach (Twichell and Cross, 200 I). The locations of the 
seismic-reflection profiles are shown in Figure 4.20. The deposits appear on the 
seismic-reflection profiles as clinoforms extending outward from the Columbia 
paleoriver valley. The top of these deposits are delineated by the blue line in Figures 
4.23, 4.24, 4.27, 4.29, 4.30, and 4.32. 
Missoula Flood deposits are also interpreted in sediments recovered from a deep 
borehole drilled within the axis of the Columbia paleoriver valley on the landward side 
of Clatsop Spit, south of the present mouth of the Columbia River (Baker, 2002). 
River cobble was encountered at the base of the borehole at 113 m depth, which 
corresponds to the pre-Holocene bottom of the river valley as interpreted in seismic-
reflection profiles and another nearby borehole. Alternating sand and mud deposits 
between 112 and 67 m depth in the borehole are interpreted to have come from the 
eastern Columbia River Basin, based on ratios of hypersthene to augite, and 
hypersthene to metamorphics, whereas sediments above this depth increasingly show a 
Cascade Arc provenance. Calibrated radiocarbon ages, obtained from wood and plant 
material samples, range from 15,948 cal BP at 112 m to 11,550 cal BP at 73 m. A 
shell sample at 61 m depth has a radiocarbon age of 10,300 cal BP. Above 37m depth 
and 9445 cal BP (shell sample), the sediment has a predominant Cascade Arc 
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signature. The first presence of an estuarine diatom is found at 70 m depth, and an 
increase in diversity of estuarine diatoms is found above this depth. These results 
suggest that the Missoula Floods deposited on the order of 40 m of sediment above the 
valley floor. 
The results of Baker (2002) support the interpretations of Twichell and Cross 
(2001) that the initial sediment deposits on the pre-Holocene erosional surface under 
the present mid- to outer shelf appear to be associated with the Missoula Floods. In 
addition, the inferred age and depth of these deposits, based on results of Zuffa et a!. 
(2000) and Baker (2002), suggest that at approximately 11,500-11,000 cal BP, the 
Columbia River began depositing sediment on the shelf around the mouth of the river. 
These shelf deposits appear to coincide with both the last of the Missoula Floods and 
the separation of the river mouth from the Astoria and Willapa canyons as a result of 
rapid sea-level rise. 
B.S.b Holocene Margin Scale 
Figure 8.4 depicts a portion of the continental shelf, upper slope, and canyons along 
Washington and Oregon, USA. The margin is regionally influenced by the Columbia 
River, which drains about 650,000 km2 and has dispersed sediment broadly across the 
shelf and into the canyons. An appropriate time scale for addressing the morphology 
change of this continental margin may span the latest Pleistocene to about 5000 years 
ago, during which time sea level rose rapidly and shelf sediment was reworked and 
transported onshore and alongshore to form the transgressive coastal deposits. The 
cross-shore scale of interest is on the order of 100 km, the alongshore scale of interest 
is on the order of 500 km, and the vertical scale of morphology change is on the order 
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of 100 m, extending from the seaward edge of the continental shelf to the drowned 
river valleys. The shelf can be partitioned into outer-, mid-, and inner-shelf 
depositional environments (e.g., Kulm et al., 1975; Nittrouer and Sternberg, 1981). 
The lateral extent of the margin may be arbitrarily defined, but can be reasoned based 
on shelf geometry, cross-shelf breaks such as at submarine canyons, or coastal current 
circulation cells. However, at this scale alongshore dimensions are likely to change 
with sea level as the shoreline translates landward over the Holocene. Relative sea 
level rose by over 50 m during the late Pleistocene and by an additional 45 m during 
10,000-5000 cal BP (Figure 4.4 ). Typical concerns at this scale include coastal 
current systems; antecedent geology and topography; tectonic activity; shelf gradient; 
accommodation space; shelf sediment accumulation; stratigraphic evolution; and 
framework geology from the shelf break to the inland topography of the previous sea-
level highstand. 
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Figure 8.4. Holocene margin scale extending 500 km alongshore and 100 km cross-shore. 
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The Washington and Oregon continental shelf is narrower and steeper with a deeper 
shelf break than is typical of other continental shelves of the world. Shepard (1963) 
estimates a worldwide average shelf width of 74 km and an average shelf-break depth 
of 132 m. The Washington and Oregon shelf averages 45 km wide, and the shelf break 
averages about 180m deep. The shelf break adjoins the steep continental slope, which 
is segmented by numerous submarine canyons (Barnard, 1978). Astoria Canyon off 
the mouth of the Columbia River is the largest canyon, which indents the shelf by 
about 15 km. Submarine canyons convey sediments by turbidity currents from the 
shelf to the Cascadia Basin, but have become less active over the Holocene as sea level 
approached the present highstand (Barnard, 1978). 
Sediments on the continental shelf of Washington and northern Oregon are 
principally derived from the Columbia River. The southern Oregon coastal rivers, the 
Rogue and the Umpqua, provide the bulk of the modem sediment for the Oregon coast 
and shelf (Kulm et al., 1975). Pleistocene terrace deposits and a combination of other 
smaller rivers from the Oregon Coast Range and the Klamath Mountains provide 
additional smaller sources of sediment to the Oregon and Washington coast 
(Scheidegger et al., 1971 ). Fine to very fine sands dominate the composition of 
modern sediment deposited on the shelf to 90 m water depth. A parallel band of 
modern silt has accumulated on the mid-shelf, centering on about 90 m water depth. 
Silt deposits on the Oregon and Washington mid-shelf formed over the past several 
thousand years as sea level approached its present position, and have developed as a 
mixed mud-and-sand facies through the reworking of benthic organisms (Kulm et al., 
1975; Nittrouer and Sternberg, 1981). Although net sediment transport across the shelf 
is northward, the late spring freshets from the Columbia River carry suspended 
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sediment within its plume, which extends as far as 240 km south of the river mouth 
(Pak, 1970). 
The processes governing sediment transport vary over time and space across the 
shelf. During the winter, long-period surface waves from the southwest generate 
oscillatory flows that can stir the bottom sediments to the edge of the continental shelf 
(Komar et a!., 1972, 1976). When combined with bottom currents, these flows can 
transport very fine sediment to the continental slope (Kulm et a!., 1975). Summer 
waves from the northwest have shorter periods, typically stirring the bottom to less 
than 90 m water depth, which is conducive to deposition of mud on the mid-shelf. 
Shelf sediment transport occurs primarily in the winter months due to waves and wind-
induced bottom flows with thresholds being exceeded 22%, 16%, and 1.5% of the time 
annually on the inner, mid-, and outer shelf, respectively (Sternberg, 1986). Wind-
driven currents are the most important driver for sediment transport on the mid-shelf, 
whereas shoaling waves and tidal currents are of equal or greater importance on the 
inner shelf, and shoaling internal waves may be as important at the shelf break (Smith 
>and Hopkins, 1972). 
Over the length of the shelf extending from central Oregon to the Juan de Fuca 
Canyon in northern Washington, much of the shelf surface is graded, with decreasing 
sediment size with water depth and distance from shore (Kulm eta!., 1975; Nittrouer, 
1978). The inner-shelf sand facies is typically fine sand (2.75-phi) except along Long 
Beach and Grayland Plains, where very fine sand is more dominant (3.25-phi). The 
main distinction between the inner shelf sands and the mid-shelf deposits along both 
Oregon and Washington is the lack of nearshore silt. North of the Columbia River, the 
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mid-shelf silt deposit trends diagonally across the shelf to the Quinault Canyon (Gross 
and Nelson, 1966), following the north-northwest direction of bottom transport 
associated with winter storms (Smith and Hopkins, 1972; Sternberg and McManus, 
1972). The water depths of the modem mid-shelf silt deposit along the Washington 
shelf generally range from about 60 to 120 m. The inner part of the mid-shelf silt 
deposit landward of the Quinault Canyon continues north to the Juan de Fuca Canyon 
(Nittrouer, 1978). South of the Tillamook Head, the mid-shelf also features a silt 
deposit. Like the mid-shelf silt deposit north of the Columbia River, the inner portion 
has a higher percentage of mixed sand with mud (Kulm et a!., 1975). Much of the 
outer shelf contains a mix of relict material with a modem silt and clay component 
(Runge, 1966; Nittrouer, 1978; Kulm et a!., 1975; Sternberg, 1986). 
Relative sea level during the late Pleistocene to early Holocene varied greatly along 
the northern Washington coast and was much different than along southwest 
Washington and Oregon. The retreat of the Cordilleran ice sheet from northwest 
Washington and southwest British Columbia resulted in rapid isostatic uplift, which 
decreased exponentially during latest Pleistocene and early Holocene time (Clague and 
James, 2002). Along southwestern Vancouver Island, sea level was as much as 50 m 
higher than at present, but the effect of postglacial rebound decreased abruptly with 
distance from the ice sheet. In southwest Washington, the estuaries record a mostly 
eustatic response as the ice sheet melted, with sea level drowning the river valleys 
(Peterson and Phipps, 1992; Booth eta!., 2004). 
As sea level rose and transgressed landward, the drowned river valleys formed 
estuaries that have been a sediment sink for both fluvial and marine sand. Sediment 
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accumulation rates were highest during the early Holocene at both Grays Harbor 
(Peterson and Phipps, 1992) and the Columbia River (Gates, 1994; Baker, 2002). In 
Willapa Bay, much of the bottom sediment, particularly the fine sand fraction, 
originated from the Columbia River (Andrews, 1965). Seismic profiles show that 
paleoriver valleys across the shelf were completely filled with sediment prior to the 
formation of the ravinement surface (Twichell and Cross, 200 I). The modem estuaries 
continue to import sand from the adjacent marine environment, where it accumulates 
in the lower portion of the estuaries (Kulm and Byrne, 1966; Byrne and Kulm, 1967; 
Lockett, 1967; Scheidegger and Phipps, 1976; Peterson eta!., 1982, 1984; Komar et 
a!., 2004). 
The Holocene evolution of the southwest Washington shelf is discussed in Sections 
1.4 and 5.2, and is more completely presented in Twichell and Cross (2001). The 
descriptions in those sections are primarily based on seismic-reflection profiles, which 
map the stratigraphy and structural controls across the shelf and provide an inventory 
of accumulated sediment. A lack of age-control spanning the early to mid-Holocene 
·precludes a detailed reconstruction of the evolutionary history of this continental 
margin. Nevertheless, Stolper et a!. (2005) simulate the stratigraphic evolution of the 
southwest Washington shelf and shoreface using a behaviour-oriented morphological 
model. Stolper et a!. (2005) finds that three periods of sedimentation are required to 
reproduce the main stratigraphic features, including a dimensional! y correct clinoform 
sequence, dipping reflectors, and modern morphology. A large initial pulse of 
sediment simulates Missoula Flood deposits, which contribute to the development of 
clinoforms during the late Pleistocene. A second period follows with no sedimentation 
until 9100 BP, which shifts the shoreface from a progradational mode to transgressive 
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mode during rapid sea-level rise. A final period of moderate sediment supply enabled 
the reproduction of the Holocene shoreface progradation, constrained by a 4500 BP 
shoreline and the modem shoreline. This large-scale coastal evolution model provides 
the context of a 'super-system' for the STM modeling of the late Holocene barrier 
evolution presented in Chapter 6; both models were developed for the same section of 
the Long Beach sub-cell. 
The modeling work of Stolper et al. (2005) represents a reasonable first attempt to 
reproduce the complex shelf stratigraphy involving both regressive and transgressive 
phases of the evolutionary history of the southwest Washington shelf and shoreface. 
Three periods representing vastly different rates of sediment supply is broadly 
consistent with the interpretations of Baker (2002), and provides an explanation for the 
development of basal clinoforms and a thick package of Holocene shoreface and 
barrier sediments as inferred by Twichell and Cross (200 I) and Peterson et al. (1999). 
Stolper et al. (2005) assumes a constant sediment-supply rate over the past 9100 years 
for the southern Long Beach mid-shelf, modeled at a transect between SL33 and SL28 
(Figure 5.10). Based on the vibracore data collected in this study, there is reason to 
assume the early Holocene sediment supply rates were higher than during the late 
Holocene, as will be described below. 
Holocene accumulation rates can be inferred using the radiocarbon ages obtained 
from vibracore samples, extrapolating to the depth of the ravinement surface 
(interpreted from seismic-reflection profiles), and estimating the age of the ravinement 
surface based on the sea-level curve of Peterson et al. (in press-a) (Figure 4.4 ). 
Although this method can only estimate long-term average rates, each rate is based on 
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different locations across the shoreface, thus each rate is inferred from different water 
depths and periods. Each period is defined as being between the time of ravinement 
formation and the radiocarbon age of the deepest core sample. 
The results show a trend toward lower accumulation rates over time. For example, 
at the site of Core 902 (67 m water depth at present) the shoreface accumulated at a 
rate of -51 cm/100 yr during 13,800-7253 cal BP. Similarly, at the site of Core 901 
(65.5 m water depth at present) the shoreface accumulated at a rate of -47 cm/100 yr 
during 14,600-5500 cal BP. Farther landward at the site of Core 306 (31.4 m water 
depth at present), where the ravinement surface is about 3000 years younger, the 
shoreface accumulated at a rate of -43 cm/100 yr during ll,IOG-1740 cal BP. Closest 
to shore, where the ravinement is about another 3000 years younger at the site of Core 
305 (12.2 m water depth at present), the shoreface accumulated at a rate of -27 cm/100 
yr during 810G-1258 cal BP. These rates are based on the assumption that the 
ravinement forms at 15 m water depth, though accumulation rates are not substantially 
lower if it is assumed that the ravinement forms at the shoreline. The radiocarbon ages 
. from the mid-shelf vibracores show that the formation of the mid-shelf silt deposit 
occurred over the past 7000 years or so and that the accumulation rates within this 
modern deposit are generally less than 25% of the inferred accumulation rates during 
the late Pleistocene to mid-Holocene. These results further imply that the modern mid-
shelf silt deposit is relatively thin, situated above late Pleistocene to early Holocene 
aggraded shoreface deposits. 
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8.5.c Late Holocene Coast Scale 
Figure 8.5 illustrates the late Holocene coastal scale, showing the Columbia River 
littoral cell (CRLC). This region comprises the extent in which modem Columbia 
River sediment is deposited on the beaches; the beaches to the north and south do not 
show significant quantities of modem Columbia River sediment. The cross-shore 
scale of interest is on the order of 50 km, the alongshore scale of interest is on the 
order of 200 km, and the vertical scale of morphology extends from the middle of the 
continental shelf to the backbarrier, spanning roughly 80 m in elevation. The depth of 
the morphological units of interest extends some 20 m. An appropriate time scale for 
addressing the morphology of this regional system spans 6000 years ago to about 200 
years ago, a time of slow sea-level change and the development of the modern barriers. 
Typical concerns at this scale include coastal evolution; equilibration during relative 
sea-level still-stand; millennial-scale climate change; coseismic subsidence events; 
distinction of the progradational sand wedge from transgressive deposits; sediment 
sources; and sediment-sharing compartments such as estuaries, inner shelf, deltas, 
beaches, and barriers. 
The CRLC is the largest of 42 littoral cells that make up the shoreline of the 
Cascadia margin (Peterson et al., 1991 ). This cell extends 165 km from Tillamook 
Head, Oregon, to Point Grenville, Washington, with four barrier beach sub-cells 
separated by the Columbia River and two large coastal plain estuaries of Willapa Bay 
(348 km2 at MHW shoreline) and Grays Harbor (223 km2 at MHW shoreline). The 
barriers, lower estuaries, and shoreface of the CRLC are mostly composed of sand 
supplied by the Columbia River. The shoreface sediment to 55 m water depth is 
composed of approximately 39% lithics, 20% feldspars, 14% quartz, 2% micas, 14% 
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mafic minerals and miscellaneous sediments, and 11% fine silt and clay (White, 1970). 
The highest percentages of heavy minerals are found on the beaches adjacent to the 
Columbia River mouth (Ballard, 1964). 
Figure 8.5. Late Holocene coast scale extending 200 km alongshore and 50 km cross-
shore. 
A marked change in mineralogy and grain rounding is apparent at Tillamook Head. 
Modern Columbia River sand rich in highly-angular heavy-minerals compositions 
including hypersthene (45%) and hornblende (22%) to the north of this headland 
change abruptly to rounded, more augite-rich (>55%) relict sand to the south, 
demonstrating that beach sand does not bypass this headland at present (Clemens and 
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Komar, 1988). Rounded grains of Columbia River sand are found on beaches much 
farther to the south of Tillamook Head, but this sand is inferred to have been supplied 
by diffusion processes during lowered sea levels, and was subsequently reworked 
onshore over thousands of years (Clemens and Komar, 1988). Thus, Tillamook Head 
likely became the southern boundary of the CRLC during the mid- to late Holocene. 
Eocene-aged volcanic rocks are exposed on the seafloor immediately offshore of 
Tillamook Head (Walker and MacLeod, 1991). In the past 3000-5000 years, both 
headlands and estuaries in the Pacific Northwest have become barriers to alongshore 
sediment dispersal patterns. Whereas relict sediments indicate an efficient alongshore 
transport corridor for over 270 km along southern to northern Oregon during the late 
Pleistocene to early Holocene, modem central and northern Oregon sediments now 
lack Klamath Mountain provenance (Scheidegger et al., 1971 ). 
The Columbia River sand on the southern Washington shoreface in less than 25-30 
m water depth has a significant percentage of orthopyroxene, which is lacking along 
the northern Washington shoreface (Venkatarathnam and McManus, 1973). North of 
the latitude of the Quinault River (5 km north of Point Grenville) the sediment on the 
mid-shelf is more than 80% sand in water depths up to 90 m, whereas south of this line 
the isopleth of 80% sand shifts landward to about 45 m depth (Nittrouer and Sternberg, 
1981). Much of the inner shelf in less than 90 m depth north of Grays Harbor has a 
thin to absent cover of modern sediment and is characterized by unusual sediment 
texture and composition similar to the outer shelf in greater than 120 m, suggesting it 
is detached from the modem Columbia River dispersal system (Nittrouer and 
Sternberg, 1981). However, the beaches and upper shoreface from Grays Harbor to 
Point Grenville are mostly composed of Columbia River sand accumulated within the 
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past 1500 years or so (Woxell, 1998). From the Copalis River mouth to Point 
Grenville-a distance of -18 km-prograded beach deposits have been preserved only 
since the most recent Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake of A.D. 1700 (Woxell, 
1998). North of Point Grenville, the shoreface is more irregular, with Middle Miocene 
and older rocks exposed in places and numerous islands and stacks near the rocky 
headland-type shore (Venkatarathnam and McManus, 1973). 
Based on calculated sediment transport rates (Smith and Hopkins, 1972; Sternberg 
and McManus, 1972) that indicate even the coarsest sand could be dispersed 200 km 
from the Columbia River in 2000 years, Nittrouer et al. (1986) suggest that the 
Washington shelf should be in equilibrium. 
Sediment transport on the Washington shoreface is inferred (from the recovery of 
seabed drifters) to have a predominant onshore component in water depths less than 40 
m, attributed to the influence of waves and wind-induced upwelling (Gross et al., 
1969). This inference is reflected in the distribution of sediments across the shoreface . 
. In comparison to the vibracore results, the shallowest depositional depth for a 'deep 
lower shoreface' depositional environment (which has an average of 63% very fine 
sand and 12% mud; Table 4.4) is 41 m (Core 504; Section 4.3.b). The greatest 
depositional depth for a 'shoreface' depositional environment (which has an average of 
69% fine sand and only 1% mud) is approximately 35 m (Core 306). Thus, the 40-m 
depth contour falls only within the 'lower shoreface' depositional environment (which 
has an average of 51% fine sand, 40% very fine sand, and 5% mud). This depth and 
depositional environment thus represents a transition with regard to cross-shore sorting 
of sediments, with most of the fine sand and coarser material being transported and 
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deposited in shallower water, and very fine sand and finer material being mostly 
transported and deposited in deeper water. 
In more general terms, the shoreface sediment is graded from sands in the nearshore 
to muds on the mid-shelf. This cross-shore gradation in sediment size is evident from 
the vibracore grain-size analysis and depositional environments (Section 4.3.b). 
Coarse sediments are essentially trapped in the surf zone as a result of strong onshore 
transport, while fines are winnowed and transported offshore toward the mid-shelf as 
diffusive suspended-sediments in mid-water layers or at the surface with river runoff 
(Harlett and Kulm, 1973). In comparison, Harris and Wiberg (2002) consider cross-
shore gradation in sediment size as the long-term implication of cross-shore gradients 
in sediment flux (due to a cross-shore gradient in wave-orbital velocities, thus bed 
shear stress). Harris and Wiberg (2002) used wave and current measurements on the 
northern California continental shelf to predict net erosion and offshore transport of 
coarse silt and fine sand in water depths shallower than 50 m, with deposition 
occurring between 50-120m. 
The late Holocene shoreface evolution of the CRLC is presented in detail in Section 
5.3 and discussed relative to historical scale changes in Section 5.5. The results of 
mean trend analysis show contrasting modes of shoreface behaviour influenced by the 
inherited geologic framework, especially due to differences in shelf gradient. 
Compared to the inherited topography around the present Columbia River mouth, the 
Grayland Plains and North Beach topography seaward of the modern shoreline is much 
wider, flatter, and higher (Figures 5.1-5.4). The inherited shelf substrate of Clatsop 
Plains and Long Beach was a large valley between Tillamook Head in the south and 
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Grayland Plains in the north. In contrast, the Grayland Plains substrate ranges from 
more than 20 m below the present shoreface in the south to about 5 m below present in 
the north, and the inherited substrate of North Beach is very close to the present 
shoreface surface, except where previously cut by fluvial channels. Much of the 
shallow substrate north of Grays Harbor is Tertiary rock (Twichell et a!., 2000; 
McCrory et a!., 2002) or glacial outwash transported by fluvial systems when sea level 
was much lower (Venkatarathnam and McManus, 1973). The regional alongshore 
gradients in the inherited substrate depth are shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3. 
Corresponding to the regional gradient in the inherited substrate, Herb (2000) finds 
that the total volume of barrier and shelf sediment above the ravinement surface is 
greatest in Clatsop Plains and decreases northward, corresponding to a gradient in the 
depth of the ravinement surface. While the total volume of the barriers corresponds to 
the geological framework, high rates of littoral sediment supply combined with 
onshore feeding from mid- to lower shorefaces with positive disequilibrium (Chapter 
6) enabled relatively uniform rates of barrier progradation over the late Holocene 
{Woxell, 1998; Peterson et al., 1999). Nevertheless, the evolution and resulting 
morphology of each CRLC barrier or strandplain has been significant! y shaped by 
differences in conditions, which affect the balance of governing factors such as those 
identified in Section 2.2, which are hypothesized to regulate shoreface equilibrium. In 
this case, the relationship between accommodation space (governed principally by the 
inherited substrate slope and regional configuration) and the rate and persistence of 
sediment supply (especially as affected by differences in duration) appear to have had 
a major effect on the CRLC barriers. 
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The modem barriers and strandplains of the Columbia River littoral cell developed 
sequentially following the filling of shelf and estuary accommodation space and the 
onset of a relatively slow rate of eustatic sea-level rise (approximately 6000 cal BP, as 
shown in Figure 4.4 ). Radiocarbon dating of material collected along the landward 
edge of the barriers and strandplains indicate a delayed onset of net progradation with 
distance north of the Columbia River, consistent with a decrease in the number of 
shore-parallel ridges that line each of the barriers or strandplains (Cooper, 1958; 
Rankin, 1983; Peterson et a!., 1999). In addition, the number of ridges and age of the 
progradational sequence roughly correlate to prehistoric barrier width. 
As discussed in Section 6.5, barrier progradation was periodically interrupted by 
coseismic subsidence events that resulted in catastrophic shoreline retreat (Doyle, 
1996; Peterson et a!., 1999, 2000). These episodic erosion events-recorded as a 
sequence of buried scarps within the barriers and strandplains-are correlated 
throughout the CRLC by radiocarbon dates and the series of linear ridges. By 
establishing the age of a back-edge proxy shoreline that extends along most of each 
sub-cell and mapping the A.D. 1700 paleoscarp, average widths and progradation rates 
of the barriers are inferred over the late Holocene (Woxell, 1998; Peterson et a!., 
1999). 
Table 8.1 presents a summary of barrier attributes by sub-cell that reveals the 
regional correlation between the number of ridges, the onset back-edge age, and the 
average width of each barrier between the back-edge to the A.D. 1700 paleoscarp. 
These data are based on conservative estimates of back-edge ages, which indicate that 
net progradation of Grayland Plains and North Beach did not occur until 2000 and 
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1500 BP, respectively. Peterson et al. (in press-b) estimates back-edge ages of about 
2800 BP for Grayland Plains and the southern portion of North Beach. North of the 
Copalis River, the oldest possible proxy shoreline remains A.D. 1700. Figures 8.6 and 
8.7 illustrate the location of barrier back-edges and the A.D. 1700 paleoscarp position 
that serve as proxy shorelines in the calculation of barrier progradation rates. 
Table 8.1. Late Holocene barrier attributes by sub-cell (from Peterson et al., 1999). 
Mid-distance Ridges Onset Prehistoric 
Sub-cell 
North Beach' 
Grayland Plains 
Long Beach 
Clatsop Plains 
From 
Columbia River 
(km) 
90 
70 
20 
15 
Maximum 
Number 
2 
4 
8 
7 
Back-edge 
14C Dates 
(ka BP) 
1.5 
2 
4-5 
4 
Mid-distance= Sub-cell midpoint distance from the Columbia River mouth 
Ridges Number= Maximum number of linear ridges in sub·cell 
Onset Back-edge Dates = Thousand years (ka) BP from 14C analyses 
Prehistoric Width= Average barrier width from back·edge to A.D. 1700 paleoscarp 
'Extending from Grays Harbor to Copalis River 
Average 
Width 
(m) 
770 
1100 
1690 
2470 
Table 8.2 presents a summary of barrier progradation rates from Peterson et a!. 
.(1999) for three intervals: prehistoric (back-edge to A.D. 1700), late prehistoric (A.D. 
1700 to 1868-87), and historical (1868-87 to 1995). The late prehistoric progradation 
rates are relatively uniform (0.5-0.6 m/yr) among all sub-cells when conservative 
estimates of onset back-edge dates are used, whereas a regional gradient in 
progradation rates-from 0.6 m/yr at Clatsop Plains to 0.2 m/yr at North Beach-
result from assuming a common back-edge date of 4000 BP. In contrast, North Beach 
and Grayland Plains have the highest late-prehistoric progradation rates of 1.8 and 1.2 
m/yr, respectively, while progradation rates decline at Long Beach (0.3 m/yr) and 
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Clatsop Plains (0.5 rnlyr). The historical barrier progradation rates are much higher 
(3.2-3.4 rnlyr). These latter two periods will be discussed in the following section. 
Table 8.2. Barrier progradation rates for each sub-cell {from Peterson et al., 1999). 
4000 BP-A.D. 1700 Back-edge-A.D. 1700 A.D. 170Q-1868/86 1868/86-1995 
Subcell Progradation Progradation Progradation Progradation 
Rate Rate Rate Rate 
(m/yr) (m/yr) (m/yr) (mlyr) 
North Beach* 0.2 0.6 1.8 3.4 
Grayland Plains 0.3 0.6 1.2 3.4 
Long Beach 0.5 0.5 0.3 3.2 
Clatsop Plains 0.6 0.6 0.5 3.3 
* Extending from Grays Harbor to Copalis River 
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'""''"''""' 
Figure 8.6. Clatsop Plains and Long Beach prehistoric and historical shorelines. Red line is 
4500 BP, blue line is A.D. 1700, purple line is 1868-74, and gray line is 1999. 
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Figure 8.7. Grayland Plains and North Beach prehistoric and historical shorelines. Red line 
is 2800 BP in Grayland Plains and 2500 BP in North Beach, blue line is A.D. 1700, purple line 
is 1871-87, and gray line is 1999. 
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8.5.d Century Cell Scale 
Figure 8.8 illustrates the century cell scale in which distinct coastal morphological 
units evolve in response to human interventions. As an example. the Grays Harbor 
jetties constructed in the early 1900s are observed to have had regional effects on 
shoreline and shoreface behaviour that continue for over a century. An appropriate 
time scale for addressing a sub-cell and its sediment -sharing interactions within the 
larger littoral system spans the last 300 years, a time of pre- and post-human 
intervention over which the morphological behaviour is best observed at multi-decadal 
scale. The cross-shore scale of interest is on the order of 10 km, the alongshore scale 
of interest is on the order of 50 km, and the vertical scale of morphology extends from 
the transition to the mid-shelf to the lower estuary. The depth of coastal deposits of 
interest may extend 8-10 meters into the subsurface. Typical concerns at this scale 
include the offshore limit of sand accumulation; pre- and post-anthropogenic impacts 
on sediment budget and dynamics; ebb- and flood-tidal delta evolution; multi-decadal 
climate fluctuations; sediment exchange and interactions between the backbarrier, tidal 
inlet, deltas, beach and shoreface; regional shoreline changes; and dune sedimentation. 
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Figure 8.8. Century cell scale extending 50 km alongshore and 10 km cross-shore. 
As mentioned in the previous section, the late prehistoric (A.D. 1700 to 1868-87), 
and historical ( 1868-87 to 1995) barrier progradation rates differ significantly from 
those of the late Holocene. The late prehistoric interval provides a -170-yr window 
beyond the historical data to assess barrier response to the most recent Cascadia 
Subduction Zone earthquake. The sub-cell-averaged progradation rates during the late 
prehistoric interval reveal a double to triple increase in progradation rates at Grayland 
Plains and North Beach compared to the rates during the late Holocene. fn addition, 
the historical progradation rates of Grayland Plains and North Beach are double to 
triple those of Clatsop Plains and Long Beach within the late prehistoric interval. 
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Peterson et a!. (1999) attributes the higher progradation rates at Grayland Plains and 
North Beach to an increase in sand bypassing from tbe southern sub-cells to the 
northern sub-cells, and hypothesizes that unlike in earlier periods, Willapa Bay and 
Grays Harbor had become full and were no longer effective in capturing excess sand 
transported northward. 
The progradation rates published by Woxell (1998) and Peterson et al. (1999) 
primarily measured westward barrier progradation, but did not analyze spit growth. A 
more detailed shoreline change analysis and review of changes at the estuary entrances 
reveal that the highest progradation rates during the late prehistoric interval correspond 
to spit growth at northern Long Beach (26.0 m/yr) and southern North Beach ( 13.5 
m/yr) (Kaminsky et a!., in press). Progradation rates averaged within compartments 
extending approximately 5 km alongshore yield slower rates, but at each barrier spit, 
growth rates at the estuary entrances are significantly higher than mid-barrier 
progradation rates. These compartment-averaged progradation rates suggest that 
coseismic subsidence events induced catastrophic retreat that tended to straighten the 
·shoreline along the length of each CRLC barrier and strandplain. The barriers likely 
eroded the most at the estuary entrances, forming recurved spits and dune ridges. 
Following rebound, the spits would be expected to accrete rapidly seaward, leaving 
abandoned recurved dune ridges separated by a broad coastal plain and spit. At 
northern Grayland Plains, the spit prograded northward by 10.1 m/yr, and at tbe 
adjacent compartment to the west, the shoreline prograded to the northwest by 7.0 
m/yr. These high progradation rates at the mouth of Grays Harbor contrast with 
shoreline progradation of 1.5 m/yr averaged from central Grayland Plains. At southern 
North Beach, the spit prograded 4.8 m/yr, compared to 2.7 m/yr averaged from the two 
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adjacent compartments to the north and 0.1 rnlyr averaged from the four northernmost 
compartments in this sub-cell. 
Higher barrier accretion near the estuary mouths is consistent with hayward 
transport and estuary infilling of sand in response to subsidence, and possibly with 
rebound-induced export of sand from the estuaries increasing the supply to the 
adjacent beaches. Except for Clatsop Spit, it appears that most of the barrier 
progradation near the spits is only maintained during the interseismic periods 
following rebound. The low barrier spits would appear to be subsequently truncated 
during each coseismic subsidence event. 
The perturbation analysis and vibracore results presented in Section 6.5 offer an 
alternative explanation of the northward sand bypass following the A.D. 1700 
subsidence event reported by Peterson et al. ( 1999). Coastal subsidence results in 
offshore sediment transport with a relatively longer residence time for sand moved to 
the lower shoreface. Winter storm waves, predominantly from the southwest, stir the 
lower shoreface and transport sediment-sediment that is not effectively transported 
by milder summer waves and currents from the northwest. Sediment on the shallower 
and flatter Grayland Plains and North Beach shorefaces is transported landward more 
effectively than on the steeper Long Beach and Clatsop Plains shorefaces. The North 
Beach lower shoreface is too shallow to accommodate sand (as shown in Chapter 5), 
and sand that is transported to it is effectively swept onshore by waves to prograde the 
North Beach barrier. The lack of significant early-historical beach accretion between 
Copalis Head and Point Grenville may be due to both lack of preservation following 
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the coseismic subsidence events, and the reduced northward sediment transport to this 
region due to the northwest -trending shoreline angle defined by the Pleistocene terrace. 
While the A.D. 1700 subsidence event provides a unique opportunity to analyze 
century-scale coastal evolution and gain insight into the state and behaviour of the 
coast prior to human influence, most studies at the century cell scale are limited to the 
historical record. At this scale, the primary concern is the related to estuary entrance 
evolution, sediment-sharing across the inlet between sub-cells, and the exchange of 
sediment between the estuary and the adjacent coasts (especially in response to jetty 
construction or entrance channel deepening by dredging). The effect of jetties on 
regional shoreline change as well as on the changes in the ebb- and flood-tidal shoals 
has received much attention in the literature. Sediment budget analyses are often 
performed to reduce dredging and enhance regional sediment management for the 
estuary, inlet, and adjacent coasts (e.g., Byrnes et al., 2003; Gelfenbaum et al., 2001; 
Byrnes et al., 2007). Increasing attention is being directed toward understanding and 
predicting the effect of sea-level rise on coastal systems, in which the response of the 
·tidal inlet will affect the response of the shoreline. Recent modeling of the effect of 
long-term acceleration of sea-level rise on two tidal inlets in the Dutch Wadden Sea 
indicates that individual components may have different morphodynamic time scales, 
but tidal inlet systems respond on time scales of a few centuries (van Goor et a!., 
2003). 
At Grays Harbor, the pre-jetty shoreline and bathymetric data indicate a dynamic 
system of interconnected sediment-sharing components. The entrance was broad and 
shallow. The inner ebb delta across the entrance averaged only 6 m deep, and entrance 
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shoals were 5 m deep or less. Thus, sub-tidal shore-connected shoals extending from 
Grayland Plains and North Beach provided a shallow sediment transport pathway 
across the entrance. A broad sub-tidal spit platform with shallow flood-tidal channels 
extended over much of the width of the entrance from North Beach, and likely 
provided a sediment transport pathway to the flood-tidal shoals and tidal flats within 
the bay. The adjacent coasts were essentially co-linear across the entrance. 
Jetties were constructed during the early 1900s to improve navigation through the 
entrance to Grays Harbor. The 4.2-km long South Jetty was constructed between 1898 
and 1902 across the sub-tidal shoal extending from Grayland Plains, and the 5.2-km 
long North Jetty was constructed between 1908 and 1916 across the broad sub-tidal 
spit platform extending from North Beach. Jetty construction effectively reduced the 
width of the entrance from 3. 7 to 2.5 km (Buijsman et a!., 2003a). The constricted 
entrance enabled tidal currents to scour the entrance channel and push the ebb-tidal 
delta an average of 1.6 km to the west-northwest into deeper water (Kaminsky eta!., in 
press). Outside the entrance adjacent to the jetties, the remnant ebb shoals became 
shoreface sand bodies subject to wave-driven forcing, which resulted in rapid onshore 
sediment transport. Adjacent to each of the jetties, the shoreline prograded up to 0.5 
km along Grayland Plains, and 2.2 km along North Beach. The effect on the shoreface 
profiles and adjacent coasts is presented in Section 6.2. 
The abrupt shoreline progradation adjacent to the jetties was due mostly to onshore-
directed sand flux from the flanks of the ebb-tidal delta. Over several decades 
following the initial onshore pulse of sand to the coasts adjacent to the jetties, sand has 
been dispersed alongshore, modifying the regional shoreline position and orientation 
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across a distance of tens of kilometers from the jettied entrance. North Beach became 
offset seaward approximately 2 km from Grayland Plains. The historical shoreline 
change rates from 1886-87 to 1999 are typically double the late prehistoric rates from 
A.D. 1700 to 1886-87 (Kaminsky et al., in press). 
As a result of the northerly and offshore migration of the ebb-tidal delta, Grayland 
Plains has become increasingly separated from the ebb-tidal delta. The relict southern 
flank of the ebb-tidal delta has deflated over time, as shown in Figure 6.8. The peak in 
shoreface lowering migrated offshore and deepened over time from water depths of 4. 7 
m, to 10.7 m, to 13.7 m over three historical intervals; the rate of peak lowering 
declined over the three periods from 14.1 crnlyr, to 10.2 crnlyr, to 5.3 crnlyr. This 
deflation is expected to continue over the next several decades, albeit at lower rates. 
With continued offshore migration of the ebb-tidal deltas over the next several 
decades, North Beach will likely become more separated from the ebb-tidal delta as 
well. This separation is evidenced by the expanded area of inner-delta erosion to the 
north of the inlet over the historical intervals. 
The contemporary sediment pathways, fluxes, and volumes in the compartments 
that make up the system-wide sediment budget differ from those of the recent 
prehistoric era in a number of ways. Jetty construction has enhanced the segmentation 
of the littoral cell, comparatively decreasing sediment-sharing between the adjacent 
coasts. The inner shoals dispersed such that the shallowest contiguous contour across 
the entrance is now at least 16 m deep. The sediment from the inner deltas was jetted 
offshore and deposited in the outer deltas, where the main sediment pathway is situated 
for winter storm transport to the north. As a result, the southerly sediment transport 
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across the jettied estuary entrances that occurs primarily during fair-weather conditions 
has diminished. 
In effect, the contemporary entrance and ebb-tidal delta system functions as a one-
way valve for alongshore sediment transport. Large winter waves, predominantly from 
the southwest, induce net northward sediment transport across the ebb-tidal delta. The 
fair-weather summer waves from the northwest induce southward sediment transport, 
but not enough to balance the northward transfer of sand from Grayland Plains. As a 
result, North Beach has prograded much more than Grayland Plains despite its 
downdrift location. The shoreline along each sub-cell has been reshaped to a more 
concave configuration as a result of peak shoreline progradation occurring at the 
southern end of Grayland Plains and the southern end of North Beach. The change in 
shoreline configuration corresponds to the boundary conditions imposed by the jetties, 
the proximity to local sand supplies, and the alongshore gradients in net sediment 
transport. 
In the period of nearly a century since the construction of the jetties, the rates of 
change at the Grays Harbor entrances have gradually decreased, and the peaks in 
sediment accumulation along the adjacent coasts have migrated away from the 
entrances. The exception to the trend of decreasing rates of change is the shoreline 
progradation at northern North Beach. The higher accretion rates are likely due to both 
the change in shoreline orientation along the southern portion of the sub-cell (which 
has enhanced northward sediment transport; Kaminsky et al., 1999a) and the increase 
in sediment supply associated with the one-way valve process described above. Aside 
from the northward asymmetry in progradation rates, both accumulation and erosion 
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rates have decreased, suggesting the littoral cell is approaching dynamic equilibrium. 
Nevertheless, the relatively slow decline in the change rates and the magnitude of 
morphologic trends observed at present indicate that the system will not reach a 
dynamic equilibrium for several decades or more. 
8.5.e Decadal Sub-cell Scale 
Figure 8.9 illustrates the decadal sub-cell scale at which the behaviour of a specific 
sub-cell can be observed relative to its internal dynamics. An appropriate time scale 
for addressing the internal dynamics of a contiguous morphological unit may span on 
the order of 50 years ago to 20 years into the future (for prediction). The cross-shore 
scale of interest is on the order of 4 km, the alongshore scale of interest is on the order 
of 20 km, and the vertical scale of morphology may span from the toe of the historical 
progradational sand wedge to the upland dune ridges. The subsurface morphological 
record of interest at this scale may extend 3-5 m. Typical concerns at this scale 
include landscape changes; management-scale predictions; direct effects of human 
interventions; beach profile and shoreline change trends and variability; control 
·volumes; interannual climate fluctuations; dune stabilization and vegetation; spit 
migration; and channel migration. 
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Figure 8.9. Decadal sub-cell scale extending 20 km alongshore and 4 km cross-shore. 
In continuing with the nested hierarchical scale approach from the previous 
sections, this scale would focus specifically on either Grayland Plains or North Beach. 
As an example, Section 6.2 presents decadal-scale shoreline change in response to jetty 
construction. More specifically, Buijsman et al. (2003a) presents details of the 
response of the adjacent shorelines to jetty deterioration and rehabilitation along both 
Grayland Plains and North Beach. The analysis by Buijsman et al. (2003a) is an 
example of shoreline response that is essentially constrained by the boundary condition 
imposed by jetty functioning. Another example suited to decadal-scale analysis is the 
mapping of barrier stratigraphy in a prograded sequence across North Beach, as briefly 
mentioned in Section 6.5. Moore et at. (2004) uses high-resolution GPR to interpret 
annual layers of beachface progradation. 
Because this thesis spans decadal to millennia! scales of coastal change, each sub-
cell of the CRLC represents a component within the larger system. Thus, in order to 
adequately follow through with the nested hierarchical scale approach, the decadal-
scale morphodynamics of each of the CRLC sub-cells must be examined. However, a 
presentation of the higher-order dynamics of each component is beyond the scope of 
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this chapter. Since the aim of this chapter is illustrate the concept of the scales of 
nested systems, it is more instructive to present this scale in more generally applicable 
terms and refer the reader to the relevant literature as well as to Chapters 5, 6, and 7, 
which specifically evaluate decadal-scale shoreface morphodynamics in each of the 
CRLC sub-cells. 
Historical shoreline change analysis is among the most common methods of 
determining decadal-scale coastal behaviour. The shorelines of the CRLC sub-cells 
have been analyzed at decadal scale. Furthermore, shoreline change modeling has 
been performed to predict changes over the time scales of a few decades based on 
regional sediment budgets (such as those presented in Chapter 7) that provide 
boundary conditions in the model. Kaminsky et al. ( 1999a) applies a one-line 
shoreline change model to estimate decadal-scale shoreline response to a reduction in 
sediment supply along North Beach. Such modeling provides estimates of long-term 
sediment transport rates. These sediment transport rates are then are used iteratively 
with sediment budgets, which are principally derived from volume-change analysis 
·(e.g., Buijsman et al., 2003b). Kaminsky et al. (2001) updates predictions for North 
Beach and makes 25-year shoreline change predictions for Long Beach. Buijsman et 
al. (200 I) performs a detailed sensitivity analysis of shoreline change predictions in 
response to changes in the wave climate for Long Beach. Model scenarios include: (I) 
a one-degree clockwise rotation of the wave direction; (2) the baseline wave 
climatology excluding the 1997-1998 El Nino year; and (3) a wave climate based on 
an extrapolation of the baseline wave climate using a decadal-scale trend of increasing 
significant wave height and peak period indicated by Allan and Komar (2000). 
Kaminsky et al. (2003) combines shoreline change modeling with extrapolations from 
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historical shoreline and 10-m bathymetric contour change trends and from monitoring 
data on beach morphology variability to make 25- and 40-yr shoreline change 
estimates for southern Long Beach. Shoreline change predictions are developed based 
on a range of dredged material management practices. Ruggiero et al. (in press) 
presents the most definitive work to date on shoreline change prediction in the CRLC 
by applying a shoreline change model in a quasi-probabilistic manner to evaluate the 
influence of both sediment supply and wave climate variability. Through iteration, a 
range of realistic scenarios is developed to constrain decadal-scale shoreline change 
predictions. This study concludes that accurate estimates of Columbia River sediment 
supply and sediment feeding from the lower shoreface are critical components to 
balancing the barrier-beach sediment budget and are therefore essential to making 
accurate shoreline change hindcasts and forecasts. 
Ruggiero et a!. (in press) shows that the predicted increase in the intensity of wave 
climate (Allan and Komar, 2000) significantly affects forecasted shoreline positions 
only when this increase occurs during the winter storm season. The effect of the 
increase in wave height is smaller than the impact of major El Nino events. Modeling 
suggests that alongshore gradients in sediment transport dominate decadal-scale 
coastal change at Long Beach. Both data and model results suggest that net onshore 
feeding from the lower shoreface is responsible for approximately 20% of the decadal-
scale coastal change. Field measurements and poor model skill at annual scale suggest 
that cross-shore processes likely dominate coastal change at shorter time scales. 
The studies cited above indicate that wave climate and sediment supply govern 
regional- and decadal-scale shoreline behaviour, and that onshore sediment supply 
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from the lower shoreface contributes to shoreline progradation. Changes in wave 
climate and sediment supply affect not only shoreline position, but also the orientation 
and configuration of the shoreline along the length of the sub-cell. Regional shoreline 
rotation initially occurred as a response to jetty construction, which changed the 
boundary conditions and essentially modified the point source of sediment supply at 
one end of each CRLC sub-cell. Both shoreline progradation and recession have been 
greatest next to the jetties, with decreasing magnitudes and rates of change over tens of 
kilometers in the alongshore direction, resulting in the development of concave-
seaward curvilinear sub-cells over decadal time scales. Historical shoreface change 
adjacent to the jetties (Chapter 6) and the onset of coastal erosion suggest a decline in 
sediment supply from the ebb-tidal deltas, and consequently, shoreline readjustment 
toward a new configuration over time scales of decades. 
Both beach-monitoring data and modeling show a significant signature of major El 
Niiio events that occur approximately once per decade (Komar 1986, Allan and 
Komar, 2002). In the Pacific Northwest, El Niiios are characterized by an increased 
, frequency of large wave events from the south-southwest and higher-than-normal sea 
levels (Komar, 1986; Komar et al., 200 I). As a result of anomalously acute incident 
wave angles, the southern end of most littoral cells tends to erode and the northern 
ends of these cells tend to accrete (Peterson et al., 1990; Kaminsky et a!., 1998; 
Ruggiero et al., 2005). This response manifests regionally as a shoreline rotation. 
Higher-than-normal sea levels (Komar, 1986; Kaminsky et a!., 1998; Komar et a!., 
200 I) combined with higher-than-normal waves at acute angles enhance offshore and 
northerly sediment transport. Following the 1982-83 El Niiio event along the Oregon 
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coast, shorelines remained rotated and severe beach erosion persisted for several years 
(Peterson et a!., 1990). 
Ruggiero et a!. (2005) shows the relationship between the variability in foredone 
ridge morphology, decadal-scale shoreline changes, and upper-shoreface slopes. 
Clatsop Plains has the highest primary foredone ridges (up to 14 m NA VD 88) while 
the foredone ridges in Long Beach are distinctly lower ( -7 m NA VD 88). The lowest 
foredunes are along the northern section of North Beach, where small incipient dunes 
are less than 5 m NA VD 88. The variability in foredone height is probably most 
closely linked to the variability in decadal-scale shoreline change along the CRLC. 
While most of the Clatsop Plains shoreline has remained relatively stable since the 
1950s, much of the Long Beach and North Beach shorelines prograded at 4 to 5 rnlyr 
(Kaminsky et al., in press). These observations agree with the conceptual models 
described in Shepherd (1987, 1991) and Hesp (2002), with stable beaches building 
dunes vertically and prograding beaches building a sequence of lower elevation 
foredune ridges over time. Foredone ridge height also corresponds to upper-shoreface 
slopes. The Clatsop Plains upper shoreface has the steepest slope (0.0086) and the 
highest foredone ridges (generally 11-12 m NAVD 88), while the North Beach upper 
shoreface has the flattest slope (0.0058) and the lowest foredone ridges (generally 5-6 
mNAVD 88). 
8.5.f Annual Surf Zone Scale 
Figure 8.10 illustrates the annual surf zone scale in which nearshore coastal 
processes are typically investigated. An appropriate time scale for addressing the 
annual changes in beach and nearshore morphology extends from -5 years ago to the 
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present. The cross-shore scale of interest is on the order of 1 km, the alongshore scale 
of interest is on the order of 5 km, and the vertical scale of morphology may span from 
the annual depth of nearshore profile closure ( -10 m) to the toe of the primary dune. 
The subsurface morphological record of interest at this scale may extend to about 1 m 
over the envelope of profile change. Typical concerns at this scale may include: 
nearshore processes; extreme limit of water excursion over an interannual period; 
seasonal climate fluctuations; nearshore bar migration; swash bar dynamics; beach 
cusps and mega-cusps; beach erosion and accretion cycles; nearshore profile depth of 
closure; and non-linear shoreline dynamics. 
. ....... ··•· 
BAR-TYPE 
(WIIITER PROFIL£) 
Figure 8.1 0. Annual surf zone scale extending 5 km alongshore and 1 km cross-shore. 
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Since the initiation of a beach morphology monitoring program in 1997 (Ruggiero 
et a!., 1998; Kaminsky et a!., 1998; Ruggiero et a!., 1999; Ruggiero and Voigt, 2000), a 
comprehensive data set on seasonal to interannual coastal change in the CRLC has 
been amassed (Ruggiero et a!., 2005, 2007). This beach monitoring program was 
designed within the framework of nested hierarchical scales and LSCB research 
objectives, and has a temporal and spatial data set that reflects this approach (Figure 
8.11 ). The field data collection program involves a nested sampling scheme consisting 
of cross-shore topographic beach profiles, 3-dimensional topographic beach surface 
maps, nearshore bathymetry, and sediment size distributions (Figure 8.12). Cross-
shore topographic beach profiles are collected seasonally at 49 sites to quantify the 
regional variability of seasonal to interannual morphologic change. Beach surface 
maps (each approximately 4 km in the alongshore direction) were collected semi-
annually at 16 sites from summer 1997 to winter 2003 to determine both the 
alongshore and cross-shore morphologic variability. Since winter 2003, only 8 sites 
have been surveyed during the winter season. One site was surveyed monthly from 
summer 1997 to fall 2002, and quarterly since winter 2003. Nearshore bathymetry is 
collected annually along more than half of the CRLC to document the variability in 
sub-aqueous morphology. Beach surface sediment samples are collected at each beach 
profile location during each summer surveying campaign. 
The beaches of the CRLC are composed mostly of well-sorted fine to medium sand 
with a mean mid-beach grain size of approximately 0.18 mm (ranging from 0.12 to 
0. 71 mrn) that generally decreases with distance from the Columbia River (Ruggiero et 
a!., 2005). The mean grain size of 0.18 mrn does not include samples from two 
northern Grayland Plains profiles, where beach deposits include a mixture of coarse 
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sand, granules, and gravel derived from glacial outwash and eroded from the mid- to 
lower shoreface, with mean grain sizes of 0.60 and 0. 71 mrn. The mean slope of the 
foreshore (between l and 3 m NA VD 88) averages 0.020 during the summer, with a 
range from 0.0 ll to 0.053. The trend in sediment size is well correlated to a regional 
gradient in foreshore beach slope, with slopes generally decreasing with distance from 
the Columbia River (Ruggiero et al., 2005). The northern portion of the North Beach 
sub-cell features the finest grain sizes (0.13 mm) and the lowest sloping beaches (0.0 ll 
to 0.0 15) within the CRLC. 
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Figure 8.11. Time and space scales relevant to nested monitoring of beach morphology 
change. The horizontal and vertical scales shown are representative of CRLC beaches. The 
tidal datums of mean higher high water (MHHW)~ mean sea level (MSL), and mean lower low 
water (MLLW) are shown at their approximate elevations. From Ruggiero et al. (2005). 
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Figure 8.12. CALC beach morphology monitoring sites. Beach profiles are monitored 
seasonally 49 sites. Three-dimensional surface maps are collected semi-annually at up to 16 
sites. Nearshore bathymetry is collected annually along more than half of the littoral cell, at 
approximately 1-4 km-spaced transects, and in more detail at selected surface map sites. The 
locations of long-term tide and wave gages are also shown. From Ruggiero et al. (2007). 
The CRLC is exposed to a relatively severe wave climate (AJlan and Komar, 2000, 
2002; Ruggiero et al. , 1997; Tillotson and Komar, 1997). Average annual deep-water 
significant waves are 2.2 m high with periods of 10.4 s, but winter storms generate 
significant wave heights up to 14 m (Allan and Komar, 2002). Seasonally averaged 
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wave conditions range from 3 m and 12-13 s with a peak direction from the west-
southwest direction during winter months (November through February), to wave 
conditions of 1.2 m and 8 s with a peak direction from the west-northwest during the 
summer months (May through August). Tides are mixed semidiumal with a 2- to 4-m 
tide range. Water levels during winter months are typically 30 em higher than during 
summer months. 
Based on wave climate and ten years of beach morphology measurements, the 
beaches in the CRLC are almost always in the fully dissipative state, according to the 
classification of Wright and Short (1983, 1984). This is true even with large seasonal 
changes in the beachface. Fully dissipative beaches have very low gradients, wide surf 
zones, multiple bars, spilling breaking waves, and infragravity energy that dominates 
the surf zone. These characteristics describe the CRLC beaches well; however, a few 
differences are notable. According to the Masselink and Short (1993) classification, 
dissipative beaches (at least in Australia) exhibit subdued sandbar morphologies, 
whereas the CRLC sandbars-particularly in the Long Beach sub-cell-have been 
·measured up to 4 m high. The CRLC upper shoreface also exhibits alongshore 
morphologic rhythmicity or irregularities that are rarely present on dissipative 
Australian beaches, according to Wright and Short (1984). Finally, the CRLC beaches 
develop significant ridge-and-runnel topography during seasonal onshore migration of 
inner-tidal swash bars (the principal mechanism for beach progradation), although 
ridge-and-runnel topography is an intermediate stage closer to the reflective state 
rather than the dissipative state. 
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The seasonal cycle in waves and water levels along the CRLC drives a distinct 
seasonal cycle in beach morphodynamics. The winter months are characterized by 
beach erosion with net offshore and northerly sediment transport, while the summer 
months are characterized by beach accretion with onshore and weak southerly 
sediment transport (Ruggiero et al., 2003; Sherwood et al., 200 I). Beach profiles from 
1997 to 2002 show the mean seasonal changes of the 3.0-m NA VD 88 contour to be 
15.3 m retreat during the winter and 18.4 m advance in the summer, yielding an 
average rate of 3.2 rn/yr net advance. Surface maps for the same interval show mean 
3.0-m contour changes of 18.4 m retreat in the winter and 20.4 m advance in the 
summer, yielding an average rate of 2.0 rn/yr net advance (Ruggiero et al., 2005). The 
3.0-m NA VD 88 elevation contour roughly approximates the location of shorelines 
mapped by aerial photo techniques. 
On interannual time scales, the net changes at a particular profile are often difficult 
to resolve with confidence due to the relatively high variability of the 3.0-m contour 
position. Interannual trends are better resolved higher and more landward on the 
profile, where the variability is lower (Ruggiero et al., 2003). Doermann et al. (2006) 
reports that the CRLC dune face positions and dune crest elevation are much less 
variable, and are therefore useful in describing the interannual evolution of the 
dune/beach system in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Kaminsky et 
al. (2007) provides an example of morphodynamic variability decreasing in the 
landward and seaward directions from the upper shoreface and beach. In this case, the 
Clatsop Plains NS08 alongshore-averaged profile across the mid- to lower shoreface is 
shown to aggrade on decadal time scales (Section 5.4.a), while the upper shoreface is 
dominated by sand bar variability at interannual time scales. However, the dune face 
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shows a consistent trend, prograding at 2.6 rn/yr over the same interannual time scale 
(1997-2006). 
8.6 Conclusion 
While decadal-scale coastal research (LSCB) has received increased attention since 
the 1990s, our ability to predict coastal change at decade to century scale is still 
rudimentary. Primary research needs are higher resolution sea-level curves and 
stratigraphic analysis, to aid in resolving prehistoric coastal evolution at a scale much 
finer than the millennia! scale of the late Holocene. New dating techniques, ground 
penetrating radar, and high-resolution chirp seismic-reflection data are among the 
promising tools in this regard. An alternate approach is to pursue coordinated research 
programs at sites that are geologically active (e.g., MARGINS Source to Sink 
program, Nittrouer and Driscoll, 1999). The dynamic morphology at such sites would 
allow change to be measured and interpreted over relatively brief periods using 
existing technology. After reviewing the development of sensors, observational 
techniques, and survey methods since the 1970s, Sternberg and Nowell (1999) 
t:onclude that the means are available to merge the small-scale and large-scale 
approaches that have previously been applied in relative isolation. It is now possible to 
more completely integrate methods of analyzing both fluid and sediment 
characteristics at temporal and spatial scales as small as 0.0 I seconds and 0.1 
millimeters to as large as thousands of years and hundreds of kilometers. This ability 
presents the opportunity to address fundamental research questions that have, until 
recently, been out of reach. 
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The hierarchy of nested scales of the coastal tract, combined with LSCB thematic 
principles, provides a systematic framework within which to explore these research 
questions across a spectrum of coastal systems. It is within this context that 
morphological models should be developed and applied. There is a need for process-
and behaviour-oriented models that span multiple time and space scales and that are 
general enough to be transferable between coastal settings (e.g., Storms et a!., 2002; 
Storms, 2003; van Goor et a!., 2003). Hence, a priority in coastal research should be 
the development of nested morphodynamic scale-models that link to adjacent levels. 
The study of coastal evolution from the perspective of nested temporal and spatial 
scales would increase the ability to identify and manage both natural and human-
induced changes throughout the system. In the hierarchy illustrated for the study area, 
each level is shown to have characteristic states and behaviour. The relevance and 
management implications of these states and behaviour can be best assessed by 
determining the relationship of the system of interest to its lower-order environment 
and higher-order components. For example, the risks posed by seasonal storm activity 
and beach erosion can be evaluated relative to 'the perfect storm' event as well as 
interannual El Nino-induced shoreline change fluctuations, and those changes can be 
put in larger context with decadal-scale morphological adjustments to human 
interventions such jetties, dams, and dredging operations. Similarly, knowledge of 
beach response to storm events will aid in assessing the potential effects of the 
decadal-scale trends in climate change such as an increase in storm intensity and 
frequency. The implications of these long-term human-induced changes can be further 
understood within the framework of prehistoric patterns of change, which reveal the 
scales and effects of natural processes. The role of catastrophic events such as 
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coseismic subsidence and tsunamis, and their potential to induce large-scale landscape 
changes, can be viewed in light of late Holocene coastal evolution. An understanding 
of the dimensional impacts of these infrequent, but recurring, catastrophic events 
would help to distinguish 'safe' zones, which will likely be preserved, from ephemeral 
landscapes that will likely be reset by the next event. The role of long-term climate 
change-in particular, sea-level rise-will be better understood when viewed with 
knowledge of Holocene coastal evolution. 
Taken in sum, the nested-scale approach to studying coastal dynamics leads to a 
more integrated understanding of the multiple temporal and spatial scales of coastal 
change and their interrelationships with social, economic, and environmental systems. 
This approach brings within reach a much fuller and contextualized knowledge of 
coastal dynamics, from which both science and coastal management stand to benefit. 
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9 Conclusions 
9.1 Overview of Results 
This thesis examined shoreface behaviour in the Columbia River littoral cell over 
time scales of decades to millennia. Measured and inferred trends were evaluated 
relative to equilibrium concepts and other factors presumed to govern shoreface 
behaviour. A variety of methods were applied to resolve the inherent difficulty of 
quantifying shoreface change, and to test for consistent behaviour over a range of time 
scales. The principal aims of this thesis were to analyze shoreface response to 
disequilibrium conditions, explore contrasting modes of shoreface behaviour, and 
evaluate the relationship between the shoreface and barrier. This thesis also aimed to 
explore the effect of governing variables such as accommodation space, sediment 
supply, and energy regime on shoreface behaviour and coastal tract dynamics. 
The results of this thesis answered several questions regarding the response of the 
shoreface to supply-stress, dispersal-stress, episodic events, and inherited 
disequilibrium conditions. Through a conceptual framework for interpreting 
observations of mean trends, this study has resulted in significant insights into the 
behaviour of the shoreface and its functions under different conditions and stressors. 
In addition, the study brought forth a greater understanding of the geographic region-
the Columbia River littoral cell-in which the data was collected. The following 
sections summarize key findings and identify research tasks to expand upon the results 
of this thesis. 
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9.2 Roles of the Shoreface 
Data and modeling indicate the potential of the shoreface to act as a capacitor for 
sediment supply. Intuitively, it is reasonable to expect that the lower shoreface can 
store sediment supplied to it when accommodation space is available. Vibracore data 
collected in this study indicate that large episodic events likely deposited sediment on 
the lower shoreface in relatively deep water (up to about 46 m) and in a setting 
(Grayland Plains) where accommodation space appears to be rather limited. It is 
possible that the depth of the deposit is partly influenced by the available 
accommodation space, but this shoreface has also retained deposits, possibly from the 
same event, in water depths as shallow as 24 m. In this particular case, it is possible 
the deposits resulted from the subsidence or tsunami associated with the A.D. 1700 
Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake. Given the energetic wave climate in the 
region, it would seem surprising that the residence time of such deposits would be so 
long; nevertheless, the vibracore data imply a time scale of centuries, perhaps even 
millennia, for the lower shoreface to adjust to such a large perturbation. 
Other indications that the lower shoreface has stored, and gradually released, 
sediment include the erosion of the Long Beach lower shoreface during 1958-2000 
and the relatively high rate of aggradation of the upper shoreface and beaches at a time 
of apparent reduction in littoral sediment supply based on analysis of the sediment 
budget (Gelfenbaum et a!., 200 I; Buijsman et a!., 2003b; Chapter 7). Historical profile 
change analysis suggested the southern Long Beach shoreface acts as a capacitor 
between -25 and-35m water depth. 
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The STM modeling of coseismic subsidence events also supported the potential for 
excess storage (or longer residence time) for sediment episodically deposited on the 
mid- to lower shoreface. In fact, the invariant shoreface simulation prograded the 
barrier 8% too far seaward, which implies that substantially larger shoreface 
dimensions than those tested would likely improve the reproduction by redistributing 
some of volume farther offshore. 
On a shoreface that is flatter than equilibrium (North Beach), an active ravinement 
surface is maintained in water depths deeper than -30 m. In effect, the shoreface is too 
shallow to accumulate sand relative to the energy regime, which indicates 
disequilibrium depth-stress. The shoreface in this setting reworks glacial and fluvial 
deposits, erodes Tertiary bedrock, and effectively bypasses sediment transferred to it. 
In a setting of relatively high sediment supply, the ability of the shoreface to remain 
free of sand in water depths deeper than -30 m would not necessarily be expected, 
even with the understanding of self-sustaining mechanisms of winnowed beds such as 
those described by Black and Oldman ( 1999) for the East Gippsland and Pakiri 
· shorefaces. This example demonstrates the function of the lower shoreface as a 'wave-
base razor' (Cross and Lessenger, 1997), which prohibits development of modern 
'lower shoreface' and 'deep lower shoreface' depositional environments. 
9.3 Shoreface Equilibrium 
Shoreface equilibrium concepts proved valuable in interpreting shoreface 
behaviour. The data analyzed in this study show that the mean trend of the shoreface 
is driven by disequilibrium, so that over time, the shoreface evolves toward 
equilibrium. Only one profile (SL36) out of the six analyzed for disequilibrium did not 
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change significantly. The entire SL36 profile was below equilibrium and did not 
aggrade toward equilibrium. All other profiles had a portion of the mid-shoreface 
above equilibrium that lowered toward equilibrium. States of inherited disequilibrium 
were often found to be the result of either episodic event deposition or jetty 
construction. The Long Beach shoreface aggraded, mostly due to high sediment 
supply from the Columbia River, but episodic event deposition was also interpreted to 
contribute to a more recent disequilibrium state. 
The disequilibrium shoreface profile plots (Figures 6.11-6.16) reveal greater 
positive disequilibrium at profiles closest to the jetties, and lower positive 
disequilibrium at profiles farther away from the jetties. This alongshore disequilibrium 
gradient is due to the inherited shoreface sand bodies (relict ebb-tidal shoals) following 
jetty construction. In all cases, positive disequilibrium was shown to have consistently 
declined over time, with the most rapid adjustments occurring closest to the jetties. 
The shoreface was found to adjust toward equilibrium in response to both dispersal-
stress and supply-stress. The Clatsop Plains shoreface was found to adjust toward a 
deeper equilibrium in response to a reduced external sediment supply and dispersal-
stress. Conversely, the shoreface of southern Long Beach (at SL33) was found to have 
become shallower as the result of supply-stress, which led to the state of being 
'overfull'. This interpretation is based on vibracore data and the earliest historical 
shoreface profile. The historical profiles show that the 'overfull' shoreface adjusted 
toward equilibrium over the historical period. 
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This thesis has shown that the time scale at which the shoreface adjusts toward 
equilibrium increases with water depth and distance offshore. For example, across 
southern Long Beach-where the overall shoreface translated seaward-both the 
radiocarbon ages and shoreface profiles show that sediment accumulation rates within 
the past 300 years have consistently decreased with water depth. Conversely, across 
northern Clatsop Plains-where the overall shoreface steepened through seaward 
rotation--erosion rates are highest on the mid-shoreface and decrease with water 
depth. These mean trends observed for both modes of shoreface behaviour validate the 
conceptual relationship between depth and time scale of morphologic change depicted 
in Figure 8.11 (cf. Figure 3.1 in Cowell et a!., 1999). The exceptions to this finding 
include profile reopening on the mid-shoreface and episodic event deposits, both of 
which are discussed further in this chapter; profile reopening appears to be governed 
by the shape of the shoreface relative to equilibrium, and episodic event deposits result 
from large perturbations. The decreasing rates of morphologic change with increasing 
water depth across the mid- to lower shoreface correspond to a decrease in sediment 
grain size, which also confirms the concept of a graded shoreface in allochthonous 
·Settings. 
The configuration of the shoreface relative to its equilibrium profile can 
significantly influence the transport, residence time, distribution, and fate of sediment 
supplied to the system. Along coasts with shallow shoreface substrates, an external 
supply of sediment can be efficiently delivered to the upper shoreface, resulting in 
rapid progradation of the barriers. In contrast, aggrading shorefaces on steep inherited 
substrate require a larger volume of sediment to produce the equivalent rate of barrier 
and upper-shoreface progradation. 
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9.4 Shoreface Sand Supply to Beaches 
Upper-shoreface progradation was found to correspond to mid- to lower-shoreface 
erosion. This was especially true along northern Clatsop Plains (SL23 and SL24) and 
Grayland Plains (SL41, SL43, and NS04), but was also apparent in the most recent 
interval along central Clatsop Plains (NS08), southern Long Beach (SL33 and NSOS), 
and southern North Beach (NSOI). The recent trend observed along Long Beach and 
Clatsop Plains may be due to changes that have occurred over the past few decades: a 
decrease in sediment supply from the Columbia River (Gelfenbaum et a!., 1999) and 
an increase in wave heights in the Pacific Northwest (Allan and Komar, 2000, 2006). 
The upper-shoreface vibracores along Grayland Plains and North Beach contain 
locally sourced relict granules and pebbles. Because the upper shoreface and barrier 
are recent progradational deposits, the relict material found within these deposits could 
only have been derived from landward transport of material eroded from relict deposits 
on the lower shoreface. Some of the North Beach upper-shoreface cores include 
weathered siltstone clasts, presumed to be eroded from the bedrock outcrop that is 
prevalent on the lower shoreface along central and northern North Beach. The 
ravinement process inferred from the North Beach vibracores likely contributed to the 
reworking and landward transport of sediment. 
The Grayland Plains upper shoreface has prograded, at least m part, through 
landward transport of sediment from the mid- to lower shoreface. Side-scan sonar 
data, multibeam backscatter data and surface sediment samples on the northern 
Grayland Plains mid-shoreface reveal rippled scour depressions (Twichell and Cross, 
200 I; Ferrini and Flood, 2005). Vibracores collected on the mid-shoreface of 
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Grayland Plains recovered near-surface lag deposits and coarsening-upward deposits. 
Some gravel from the mid-shoreface has been reworked and transported landward 
across the shoreface profile, as evidenced by relict pebbles within the upper shoreface 
that prograded within the last millennium. Ruggiero et a!. (2005) shows that the 
northern Grayland Plains beach is composed of the coarsest sediment on any of the 
CRLC beaches. While the mid-beach sediments throughout the CRLC show a mean 
grain size of 0.18 mm, the mean grain size of the northern Grayland Plains mid-beach 
ranges from 0.60 and 0.71 mm. Clearly the coarse sand, granules, and gravel that 
contribute to this relatively coarse sandy beach have been derived from glacial 
outwash (Venkatarathnam and McManus, 1973) and have been transported onshore 
from the mid- to lower shoreface. 
The Long Beach and Clatsop Plains lower shorefaces presently function as a source 
zone that augments the littoral sand supply to prograde the upper shoreface and barrier. 
The landward sediment supply is indicated during 1958-2000 at the SL33 and NS05 
profiles, where the shoreface deeper than 23.5 m water depth erodes, and the shoreface 
·shallower than 23.5 m water depth aggrades. Similarly, on the Clatsop Plains NS08 
lower shoreface during 1958-2000, the shoreface deeper than 24.2 m water depth 
erodes, while the shoreface shallower than 24.2 m water depth aggrades. 
A historical sediment budget analysis over the most recent interval (1950s-2000) 
indicated that lower-shoreface sediment supply is required to account for barrier 
progradation. The sediment budget cannot be rationally balanced without assuming 
this sediment flux. The estimated rates of onshore sediment supply from the lower 
shoreface to the barriers are higher than have been reported in the literature at other 
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sites (as are the rates of barrier progradation); nevertheless they are plausible based 
sediment transport measurements and historical bathymetric change data. 
The results of STM modeling of shoreface response to recurnng coseismic 
subsidence events showed that sediment transfer from the mid- to lower shoreface to 
the barrier is commensurate with interseismic rebound. In fact, STM results required 
shoreface rotation during interseismic periods in order to reproduce realistic 
stratigraphic signatures and barrier and shoreface dimensions. Furthermore, shoreface 
rotation, rather than rebound rate, was found to be the critical factor in reproducing the 
observed morphology. 
9.5 Shoreface Profile Reopening 
Because shoreface profile change in this study was evaluated over time scales 
exceeding two decades, it was not surprising to observe significant morphologic 
activity on the mid- to lower shoreface deeper than the depth of closure on an annual 
time scale. However, some shoreface profiles during some intervals reveal both a 
nearshore closure depth and a mid- to lower -shoreface closure depth. These two 
minima in height change define the 'profile reopening zone', as similarly observed on 
the Holland shoreface (Hinton et a!., 1999; Hinton and Nicholls, 2007). Such 'profile 
reopening' is particularly accentuated where a height change maximum is observed 
between the two closure depths. 
Profile reopening and maximum height change on the mid-shoreface was observed 
at similar depths on both eroding and aggrading shorefaces. Over the entire historical 
period of 1868-2000, the Clatsop Plains SL23 profiles reveal shoreface erosion 
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between 11.5 and 57.8 m water depth, with a peak erosion rate of 2.3 cm/yr at an 
interval-average water depth of 19.3 m. Similarly, the entire historical record of 1868-
2000 across the Long Beach SL 33 profiles reveal minimum aggradation at 13.0 and 
30.2 m water depth with a peak aggradation rate of 2.7 cm/yr at an interval-average 
water depth of 18.9 m. 
Although the historical shoreface profiles do suggest an increase in the depth of 
closure over annual to decadal scales, the zone of profile reopening and the point of 
maximum shoreface-height change do not necessarily increase in depth over time or 
interval duration. The shoreface change appears to depend more on the shape of the 
shoreface and the departure from equilibrium than on time scale per se. It is notable 
that the absence of significant morphological change on the lower shoreface may in 
some cases be due to substrate controls rather than to equilibrium or depth-limited 
shoreface processes. 
Some profiles and intervals do not consistently reveal a zone of profile reopening, 
, but morphological parameter features show a compound profile based on a double 
peak in minimum slope or toe of concave-upward shoreface, or both. The consistency 
of water depths for these morphological parameter features over each historical 
interval suggests possible zones of morphological activity. The ranges of water depth 
for the double peaks in these morphological parameter features are as follows: Long 
Beach NS05 alongshore-averaged profile (13.2-15.6 and 20.6-25.1 m); Long Beach 
SL33 profile (12.8-16.3 and 23.4-25.4 m); Long Beach SL36 profile (12.5-14.7 and 
30.0-31.5 m); Clatsop Plains NS08 alongshore-averaged profile (12.4-17.4 and 35.3-
43.2 m). The nearshore water depths of these features correspond reasonably well to 
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annual depths of closure for the CRLC, which were estimated at 12.3 m based on 
Birkemeier (1985) and 16.3 m based on Hallermeier (1981). The mid-shoreface water 
depths of these features are shallower than the seaward limit of the lower shoreface, h;, 
of -44.1 m. 
9.6 Regional Processes and Coastal Evolution 
Holocene accumulation rates-inferred from radiocarbon ages of vibracore samples 
and the estimated age of the interpreted ravinement surface-suggest a trend of 
declining sediment accumulation rates since the latest Pleistocene. These results are 
consistent with a trend of declining Columbia River sediment supply that was 
estimated by Gelfenbaum et a!. (1999) to range from a prehistoric rate of 20 x 106 
m3/yr, to an early historical rate of 8.7 x 106 m3/yr, to a recent historical rate since the 
1950s of 4.3 x 106 m3/yr. 
The radiocarbon ages from the mid-shelf vibracores show that the formation of the 
mid-shelf silt deposit occurred over the past 7000 years or so, and that the 
accumulation rates within this modern deposit are generally less than 25% of the 
inferred accumulation rates during the late Pleistocene to mid-Holocene. These results 
imply that the modern mid-shelf silt deposit is relatively thin, situated above late 
Pleistocene to early Holocene aggraded shoreface deposits. These results differ from 
the findings of Nittrouer (1978), in which mid-shelf accumulation rates derived from 
210Pb geochronology of box cores ( -40-cm deep) are an order of magnitude greater 
than the accumulation rates derived from calibrated radiocarbon ages. Nittrouer 
( 1978) finds that high rates of sediment accumulation on the mid-shelf silt deposit 
calculated from 210Pb profiles ( -2.5-4 mm/yr, extrapolated to 2.5-4 m/1000 yr and 25-
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40 m/10,000 yr) compares favorably to the total thickness and pattern of presumed 
Holocene sediment accumulation interpreted from seismic-reflection data. In contrast, 
the much lower rates of sediment accumulation derived from 14C dating of the 
vibracores indicate that the thick package of Holocene sediment, as identified in 
Twichell and Cross (200 I), is a composite of a relatively thin (<5-8 m) mid-shelf silt 
deposit that overlies a much thicker unit that was deposited on the shoreface as sea 
level rose. 
The longer-term (lower) rates of mid-shelf sediment accumulation based on 14C 
ages, as compared to previously published short-term (higher) rates based on profiles 
of 210Pb activity, have substantial implications for the CRLC sediment budget. In other 
words, the sediment budget inferred from short-term 210Pb-derived accumulation rates 
(Sternberg, 1986) cannot be reliably extrapolated to longer time scales. Sediment 
accumulation rates inferred from the ravinement surface and 14C ages indicate that the 
supply of Columbia River sediment to the shoreface has declined over the latest 
Pleistocene to late Holocene. Relative to modern sea-level still-stand conditions, 14C 
·ages from the vibracores show the highest sediment accumulation rates in shallower 
water to be associated with a progradational sediment wedge-a finding contrary to 
previous thought that viewed the inner shelf as too energetic to allow significant 
sediment deposition (Wright and Nittrouer, 1995). Where the lower shoreface has 
filled its accommodation space, data derived from several methods consistently 
indicate net onshore sediment supply from the lower shoreface to the barrier beaches, 
rather than significant mid-shelf sediment accumulation from offshore sediment 
transport. Given the apparent substantial decrease in Columbia River sediment supply 
from the early to late Holocene, the shelf is now the primary source of sediment for the 
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coast, and there is a relatively limited future supply of beach-quality sand for most of 
the northwest Oregon and southwest Washington coasts. 
Over the historical period, analysis of the CRLC sediment budget shows that the 
Columbia River sediment supply has further declined due to human interventions, 
especially flow regulation and dredging. Erosion patterns in the vicinity of the mouth 
of the Columbia River suggest that on average, there is a net deficit of sand from the 
Columbia River. Under these conditions, barrier progradation can only continue as a 
result of sediment supply from the shoreface. While dredged material is an important 
source of sediment, it is not sufficient to balance the present deficit. 
Data from both vibracores and historical shoreface profiles reveal contrasting 
modes of shoreface behaviour in the CRLC. Over decadal to millennia! time scales, 
the northern Clatsop Plains shoreface has significantly eroded, while the southern 
Long Beach shoreface has significantly aggraded. The northern and central Grayland 
Plains upper to mid-shoreface has rotated toward a steeper equilibrium, while the 
lower shoreface has remained relatively stable. This accommodation-limited shoreface 
has undergone autochthonous processes, despite an allochthonous sediment supply, 
which has been mostly bypassed alongshore. The southern North Beach lower 
shoreface has remained too shallow relative to equilibrium to accommodate the littoral 
sediment that is bypassed to it. The North Beach barrier and upper shoreface has 
prograded through the supply of littoral sediment and erosion of the lower shoreface 
(where not prevented by the substrate). 
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Along the allochthonous Long Beach shoreface, a regional gradient in both 
sediment accumulation and grain size with distance north of the Columbia River has 
been observed, consistent with the Columbia River dispersal system described by 
Nittrouer and Sternberg (1981) based on 210Pb analysis of mid-shelf box cores 
(Nittrouer et a!., 1979). Sediment accumulation rates derived from radiocarbon ages in 
vibracores of comparable water depth are more than two times higher across southern 
Long Beach than across central Long Beach only II km north. Shoreface 
accumulation rates based on historical bathymetry data reveal significant upper to mid-
shoreface aggradation across southern Long Beach and minimal shoreface change 
across central Long Beach. The accumulation rates observed in both the vibracores 
and historical shoreface profiles are consistent with the interpreted seismic-reflection 
data, which show a much thicker Holocene deposit across southern Long Beach than 
across central Long Beach. Mean grain sizes from vibracores are at least 0.0 I mm 
larger across the southern Long Beach shoreface compared to the central Long Beach 
shoreface in similar water depths, consistent with the regional trend in beach sediment 
grain size along the CRLC (Ruggiero et a!., 2005). 
9. 7 Significance of Methods and Data 
Because of the inherent difficulty in quantifying and even qualitatively interpreting 
shoreface behaviour, several complementary methods were engaged in this study. 
These methods included shoreface vibracoring and radiocarbon dating (together with 
core photography, x-radiography, logging of sedimentary features, grain-size analysis, 
and the interpretation of depositional environments), historical shoreface profile 
change analysis, shoreline change analysis, historical sediment-budget analysis, and 
shoreface translation modeling. The data extracted from these methods were further 
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compared with data from seismic-reflection profiles, side-scan sonar imagery, ground 
penetrating radar, and previous studies (e.g., sea-level change; framework geology and 
Holocene evolution; shelf sedimentation; paleoseismology; hydrodynamics and 
sediment transport measurement and modeling; beach and nearshore morphology 
monitoring; and process-based shoreline, tsunami, and subsidence modeling). 
The methods were applied over a range of site conditions within a common 
sediment-sharing system so that observations could be compared among adjacent 
shorefaces and evaluated relative to equilibrium. This enabled testing for consistent 
behaviour over a range of time scales, exploring contrasting modes of shoreface 
behaviour, assessing the relationship between the shoreface and barrier, and evaluating 
shoreface response to disequilibrium conditions and the variables presumed to govern 
shoreface behaviour. Because this research was performed within a common 
sediment-sharing system, the results could be further analyzed within the context of 
nested hierarchical scales and the coastal tract. 
Equilibrium concepts, while highly simplified, provided a useful reference state 
against which to evaluate observed shoreface changes. Mean trend shoreface 
behaviour was evaluated relative to the influence of governing variables, and 
perturbation responses were evaluated relative to disequilibrium conditions. Both 
mean trends and perturbation responses of the shoreface were independently 
investigated on time scales of decades to centuries (historical shoreface profiles) and 
centuries to millennia (vibracores and radiocarbon ages; sea-level curve and seismic-
reflection profiles; ground penetrating radar; and shoreface translation modeling). 
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The results from these multiple methods appear to be largely consistent, and are 
supportive of theoretical principals. For example, the shoreface profile changes 
mapped on decade to century scale were largely found to be 'ground-truthed' by 
radiocarbon results yielding estimates of change on the centuria! to millennia! scale, 
and these results were generally consistent with interpretations of Holocene shelf 
evolution. High accumulation rates were found on the aggraded Long Beach shoreface 
where the inherited substrate was 'too deep'; low accumulation rates were found on the 
lower shoreface of Grayland Plains and North Beach where the inherited substrate was 
'too shallow'. On the shallow North Beach upper shoreface, both the vibracores and 
historical shoreface profiles showed high accumulation rates, whereas both methods 
showed insignificant accumulation, or indications of erosion, on the lower shoreface. 
The results of these methods were largely consistent with evidence from seismic-
reflection profiles and side-scan sonar imagery. 
The available historical data did have a number of significant limitations to be 
overcome. Notable examples include: shoreface change analysis often could not be 
·performed using portions of the 1926127 bathymetry data, which possessed 
irregularities across the mid- to lower shoreface; analysis of shoreface change could 
not be performed along the northern sectors of Long Beach and North Beach or the 
southern sector of Clatsop Plains due to a lack of bathymetry data; and an 
understanding of the relation between the shoreface and backbarrier in the sediment 
budget was hindered by a lack of estuary bathymetry data. 
Despite these and other limitations, comparisons of independent data sets most! y 
revealed consistent results or interpretations. For example, the identification of rippled 
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scour depressions on the northern Grayland Plains shoreface from multibeam 
bathymetry, backscatter, and sediment samples (Ferrini and Flood, 2005) is consistent 
with vibracore data showing winnowed and relatively old sediments, side-scan sonar 
images and bottom photographs showing gravel patches, seismic reflection data 
showing shallow ravinement surfaces, and historical profiles showing mid-shoreface 
erosion across zones of positive disequilibrium. 
Sometimes comparisons revealed remarkable agreement to yield more confident 
interpretations in situations where any of the individual data sets, examined alone, 
would have had relatively limited value. For example, the top 30 em of Core 507 (45.9 
m water depth on the Grayland Plains shoreface) is composed of muddy, very fine 
sand interpreted to have been dispersed from a nearby dredged material disposal 
mound, based on shoreface and bathymetric change analysis. Surficial sedimentary 
facies mapping (Twichell et al., 2000) similarly delineated a mud patch extending from 
the area of the disposal mound (Figure 5.6). While shoreface change analysis 
indicated an accumulation of 22.4 em during 1954-1999, the core data showed -27 em 
of accumulation of fine sediment following episodic deposition of coarse sediment 
assumed to have occurred prior to 1900. 
Data-processing techniques were developed in this study to quantify shoreface 
change and elucidate trends that might otherwise have been masked by systematic 
noise. A methodology was developed for mapping the number of parameters that 
describe shoreface morphology. Parameters such as shoreface slope, concavity, height 
change, slope change over time, and contour migration often displayed characteristic 
signatures that were used to observe and quantify shoreface profile change. Key 
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morphological features-such as the toe of the concave-upward upper shoreface, 
minimum and maximum slopes, and peaks in height change-were able to be mapped 
through time to identify trends and rates of change. The magnitudes, trends, and 
change rates of these morphological features provided a wealth of metrics on shoreface 
behaviour. Mapping the behaviour of morphological parameters overcomes the 
problems of temporal and spatial variability, which is important in identifying the 
longer-term trends. Through cross-shore smoothing, irregularities in the bathymetry 
data are minimized and offsets in depth measurements are overcome, in part, by the 
mapping of morphological shape. For example, the toe of upper-shoreface 
progradation-as measured by the decreases in height change with distance from 
shore-normally varies in cross-shore location and depth, whereas the minimum slope 
and toe of the concave-upward shoreface are often more consistent in terms of location 
and depth. 
9.8 Summary and Future Research 
The Columbia River littoral cell proved to be an outstanding field site in which to 
·carry out this research. Large signals of change were observed, and the variety of 
settings within a larger morphological system allowed for testing of the concept that 
the shoreface evolves toward equilibrium if its inherited condition is 'too deep' or 'too 
shallow' (i.e., the Goldilocks paradigm). Evaluation of the shoreface behaviour 
relative to this concept and the factors governing shoreface behaviour documented the 
signatures of shoreface translation, shoreface rotation, supply-stress, dispersal-stress, 
disequilibrium, disequilibrium depth-stress, and shoreface capacitance. These 
concepts and properties, though not prevalent in the scientific literature, appear to be 
fundamental to both understanding the shoreface and predicting large-scale coastal 
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behaviour. Moreover, the sediment-sharing properties evident in this study area lend 
credence to constructs such as the coastal tract and the paradigm of nested hierarchical 
scales of coastal morphodynamics. 
Further research is warranted to build upon the results of this thesis, to attain a 
better understanding of the study site, and to advance broader scientific principles. 
Naturally, this study can be extended with additional data. For example, the collection 
of vibracores across the mid- to outer shelf or long shelf cores through the thick 
deposits off Long Beach and Clatsop Plains would be valuable in resolving the 
questions about continental shelf evolution and the sediment budget that were beyond 
the scope of this thesis. However, in terms of LSCB research objectives, much could 
be gained by further analysis of the existing data and by complementary modeling 
efforts. Among the most logical next steps in this regard are to: 
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I. Enhance shoreface behaviour models. The metrics derived from morphological 
feature change rates and trends provide constituents to building robust morpho-
kinematic models for the prediction of shoreface evolution. In applying these 
metrics, it should be possible to develop higher-resolution models of shoreface 
profile behaviour. 
2. Compare shoreface model predictions to extrapolations. The results of trend 
analysis of morphological features make it possible to extrapolate the future 
shape of the shoreface. Such a forecast of shoreface evolution should be 
compared to process-based or behaviour-oriented model predictions of 
shoreface change to explore the relative influence of the factors governing the 
behaviour. 
Conclusions 
3. Quantify the relationship between shoreline and shoreface trends. The decadal-
scale trends in morphological parameter features should be quantitatively 
compared with shoreline change trends to derive empirical relationships 
between these parameters. For example, shoreline change rates can be 
compared to the migration rates of the minimum slope, toe of concave-upward 
shoreface, and toe of upper-shoreface progradation. 
4. Closely re-examine the interpretation of the seismic reflection profiles in light 
of the core data. The vibracore data provide the means to calibrate the upper 
portion of the seismic-reflection profiles, and the radiocarbon ages provide 
means to enhance the interpretation of depositional history of the deposits 
between the ravinement surface and the bottom of the cores. Accumulation 
rates inferred for the deposit between the ravinement surface and the deepest 
sample in each vibracore can be used to refine the reconstruction of early 
Holocene shoreface evolution. These rates can also be extrapolated to obtain 
upper estimates of total shoreface accumulation prior to the inferred erosion 
over the late Holocene (e.g., on the Clatsop Plains shoreface). 
5. Construct stratigraphic profiles from vibracore data. The radiocarbon ages and 
depositional environments, combined with shoreface profiles and interpreted 
seismic-reflection profiles, provide the means map the stratigraphic units across 
the shoreface. The stratigraphic profiles can then be used to enhance the 
linkage to interpretations of the CRLC barrier evolution (Herb, 2000; Peterson 
et al., in press-a,b; Vanderburgh eta!., in press). 
6. Relate the results of cores from the shoreface, barriers, and estuaries. Previous 
studies have collected cores throughout the CRLC barriers and estuaries (Herb, 
2000; Vanderburgh et al., 2000, 2002, in press). However, much of the data 
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and interpretations from the estuary cores remain unpublished. This thesis 
provides the means to enhance the understanding of barrier and estuary 
evolution relative to the shoreface evolution. In particular, analysis of estuary 
cores is needed to evaluate the sediment sink capacity of the estuaries, the 
response to coseismic subsidence events, and estimate the present equilibrium 
states of the estuaries. These efforts would improve the CRLC sediment 
budget and the understanding of the sediment exchange between the shoreface 
and estuaries. 
7. Relate core data and interpretations to numerical modeling of subsidence- and 
tsunami-induced morphology change. Comparisons between vibracore data 
indicating episodic event deposits on the mid- to lower shoreface and 
preliminary modeling of sediment transport and morphology change due to 
coseismic subsidence and tsunamis suggest a possible explanation of processes 
that may be responsible for such deposits. The models should be further 
developed to determine whether event deposits interpreted in the vibracores can 
be simulated based on coseismic subsidence or tsunami processes. 
8. Explore depth of closure parameters and relationship to shoreface change and 
sediment texture. This study quantified decadal-scale shoreface changes, but 
did not rigorously investigate the relationship between depth of closure 
parameters such as h, and h; and the variation in depths based on the changing 
wave climate of the U.S. Pacific Northwest as documented in Allan and Komar 
(2000, 2006). Furthermore, sediment texture was not sufficiently evaluated in 
this study relative to either shoreface changes or depth of closure parameters. 
Promising empirical relationships and insights into shoreface change may be 
possible with further investigation. 
Conclusions 
9. Evaluate compound equilibrium profiles. This study evaluated shoreface 
profile change relative to the equilibrium expression the form of h = A/1. The 
equation appeared to fit most profiles to water depths of -20 m or more, which 
is well beyond the -6-m isobath limit of the profiles from which the 
relationship was derived (Bruun, 1954, 1962; Dean, 1977, 1991). However, 
most of the historical shoreface profiles in the CRLC display a compound form. 
Furthermore, shoreface change analysis revealed profile reopening and a 
compound shape in morphological parameter plots. Thus, application of 
compound equilibrium shoreface shapes (e.g., Inman et al., 1993; Cowell et al., 
1999; Larson et al., 1999; Bernabeu et al., 2003; Jenkins and Inman, 2006) 
could lead to additional insights into shoreface behaviour and equilibrium. 
10. Enhance shoreface sediment transport models. Decadal-scale shoreface profile 
change reveals significant morphologic change seaward of the surf zone, and 
shoreface profile reopening indicates that peak morphologic change can occur 
in water depths of -19 m. In addition, the results of shoreline modeling 
(Buijsman et al., 200 I) and morphodynamic analysis suggest that the net 
sediment transport along the upper shoreface and coast is directed away from 
the jettied estuary entrances (i.e., southward along northern Clatsop Plains and 
northern Grayland Plains). In contrast, the net regional sediment transport 
along the lower shoreface is clearly in a northerly direction throughout the 
entire CRLC. At present, most process-based sediment transport models are 
governed by near-bed orbital velocities. Yet significant sediment transport 
occurs on the lower shoreface as a result of wave stirring and coastal currents. 
In the CRLC, large sediment transport events (storms) that occur during the 
winter months likely govern the direction of net alongshore sediment transport 
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(northward) on the lower shoreface, while fair-weather (swell-dominated) 
conditions likely govern the direction of cross-shore sediment transport 
direction (onshore). The shoreline and bathymetric contour orientation relative 
to incident wave direction along the northern sections of Clatsop Plains, 
Grayland Plains, and North Beach may enable a weak dominance of southward 
sediment transport along the upper shoreface, which results in higher shoreline 
progradation rates along the southern to mid-sections of the sub-cells during 
non-ENSO-dominated conditions (when incident waves arrive from a more 
southerly direction). However, these observations and explanations are not 
sufficiently simulated by process-based models. Much more research is needed 
to better understand the flow field across the shoreface that governs sediment 
transport and the resulting morphologic change. 
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Figure A.13. Clatsop Plains Core 105 Section 2. 
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Figure A.16. Clatsop Plains Core 1 06 Section 2. 
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Figure A.17. Clatsop Plains Core 1 06 Section 3. 
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Figure A.20. Clatsop Plains Core 1 07 Section 2. 
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Figure A.21 . Clatsop Plains Core 108 Section 1. 
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Figure A.22. Clatsop Plains Core 1 08 Section 2. 
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Figure A.23. Clatsop Plains Core 109 Section 1. 
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Figure A.24. Clatsop Plains Core 1 09 Section 2. 
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Figure A.25. Clatsop Plains Core 1 09 Section 3. 
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Figure A.26. Clatsop Plains Core 1 09 Section 4. 
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Figure A.27. Mouth of the Columbia River Core 207 Section 1. 
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Figure A.28. Mouth of the Columbia River Core 207 Section 2. 
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Figure A.29. Mouth of the Columbia River Core 207 Section 3. 
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Figure A.30. Long Beach Core 301 Section 1. 
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Figure A.31. Long Beach Core 301 Section 2. 
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Figure A.32. Long Beach Core 301 Section 3. 
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Figure A.33. Long Beach Core 302 Section 1. 
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Figure A.34. Long Beach Core 302 Section 2. 
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Figure A.35. Long Beach Core 302 Section 3. 
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Figure A.37. Long Beach Core 303 Section 1. 
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Figure A.38. Long Beach Core 303 Section 2. 
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Figure A.39. Long Beach Core 304 Section 1. 
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Figure A.41. Long Beach Core 305 Section 2. 
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Figure A.42. Long Beach Core 305 Section 3. 
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Figure A.43. Long Beach Core 305 Section 4. 
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Figure A.44. Long Beach Core 306 Section 1. 
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Figure A.45. Long Beach Core 306 Section 2. 
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Figure A.46. Long Beach Core 306 Section 3. 
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Figure A.47. Long Beach Core 306 Section 4. 
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Figure A.48. Long Beach Core 307 Section 1. 
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Figure A.49. Long Beach Core 307 Section 2. 
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Figure A.51 . Long Beach Core 307 Section 4. 
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Figure A.52. Grayland Plains Core 501 Section 1. 
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Figure A.53. Grayland Plains Core 501 Section 2. 
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Figure A.54. Grayland Plains Core 501 Section 3. 
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Figure A.55. Grayland Plains Core 502 Section 1. 
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Figure A.56. Grayland Plains Core 502 Section 2. 
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Figure A.57. Grayland Plains Core 502 Section 3. 
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Figure A.58. Grayland Plains Core 502 Section 4. 
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Figure A.59. Grayland Plains Core 503 Section 1. 
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Location: Grayland- South (SL 41) 
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Figure A.60. Grayland Plains Core 503 Section 2. 
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Figure A.61 . Grayland Plains Core 503 Section 3. 
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Core 10: GL-503/4 
Location: Grayland- South (SL 41) 
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Figure A.62. Grayland Plains Core 503 Section 4. 
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Figure A.63. Grayland Plains Core 504 Sections 1 and 2. 
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Figure A.64. Grayland Plains Core 504 Section 3. 
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Figure A.65. Grayland Plains Core 504 Section 4. 
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Figure A.66. Grayland Plains Core 504 Section 5. 
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Figure A.67. Grayland Plains Core 505 Section 1. 
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Figure A.68. Grayland Plains Core 505 Section 2. 
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Figure A.69. Grayland Plains Core 505 Section 3. 
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Figure A.70. Grayland Plains Core 505 Section 4. 
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Core 10: GL-506/1 
Location: Grayland - North (SL 43) 
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Figure A.71 . Grayland Plains Core 506 Section 1. 
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Figure A.72. Grayland Plains Core 506 Section 2. 
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Core 10: GL-507/1 
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Figure A.73. Grayland Plains Core 507 Section 1. 
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Figure A.74. Grayland Plains Core 507 Section 2. 
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Figure A.75. Grayland Plains Core 507 Section 3. 
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Location: Grayland - North (SL 43) 
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Figure A.76. Grayland Plains Core 507 Section 4. 
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Figure A.77. Grayland Plains Core 508 Section 1. 
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Figure A.78. Grayland Plains Core 508 Section 2. 
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Core 10: GL-508/3 
location: Grayland- South (Sl41) 
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Figure A.79. Grayland Plains Core 508 Section 3. 
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Core 10: NB-701/1 
location: North Beach- North (Sl11) 
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Figure A.BO. North Beach Core 701 Section 1. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-701/2 Water Depth: 12.7 m 
location: North Beach- North (Sl11) Dist. from Shore: 3.0 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/303 
Dep. Environment: prograded shoreface 
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Figure A.81 . North Beach Core 701 Section 2. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-701/3 Water Depth: 12.7 m 
location: North Beach. North (Sl11) Dist. from Shore: 3.0 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/303 
Dep. Environment: prograded shoreface 
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Figure A.82. North Beach Core 701 Section 3. 
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Core ID: NB-702/1 
Location: North Beach- North (SL 11) 
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Figure A.83. North Beach Core 702 Section 1. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-702/2 Water Depth: 27.4 m 
Location: North Beach. North (SL 11) Dist. from Shore: 6.2 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/277 
Dep. Environment: shoreface & relict fluvial channel 
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Figure A.84. North Beach Core 702 Section 2. 
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Core 10: NB-702/3 Water Depth: 27.4 m 
Location: North Beach - North (SL 11) Dist. from Shore: 6.2 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/277 
Dep. Environment: relict fluvial channel 
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Figure A.85. North Beach Core 702 Section 3. 
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Core ID: NB-703/1 
Location: North Beach- North (SL 11) 
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Figure A.86. North Beach Core 703 Section 1. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-703/2 Water Depth: 38.3 m 
Location: North Beach - North (SL 11) Dist. from Shore: 10.2 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/384 
Dep. Environment: relict fluvial channel margin 
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Figure A.87 North Beach Core 703 Section 2. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-703/3 Water Depth: 38.3 m 
Location: North Beach - North (SL 11) Dist. from Shore: 10.2 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/384 
Dep. Environment: relict fluvial channel margin 
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Figure A.88. North Beach Core 703 Section 3. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-703/4 Water Depth: 38.3 m 
Location: North Beach _ North (SL 11) Dist. from Shore: 10.2 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/384 
Dep. Environment: relict fluvial channel margin & fluvial channel lag 
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North Beach Core 703 Section 4. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-704/1 Water Depth: 36.3 m 
location: North Beach- South (Sl 12) Dist. from Shore: 9.3 km Seabed Slope: 1/1173 
Dep. Environment: active ravinement & fluvial channel fill 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-70412 Water Depth: 36.3 m 
Location: North Beach- South (SL 12) Dist. from Shore: 9.3 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/1173 
Dep. Environment: fluvial channel fill 
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Core 10: NB-70413 Water Depth: 36.3 m 
Location: North Beach- South (SL 12) Dist. from Shore: 9.3 km 
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Figure A.92. North Beach Core 704 Section 3. 
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Figure A.93. North Beach Core 704 Section 4. 
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Core 10: NB-705/1 Water Depth: 26.3 m 
location: North Beach- South (Sl12) Oist. from Shore: 5.9 km Seabed Slope: 1/171 
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Figure A.94. North Beach Core 705 Section 1. 
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Figure A.95. North Beach Core 705 Section 2. 
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Core 10: NB-705/3 Water Depth: 26.3 m 
Location: North Beach- South (SL 12) Dist. from Shore: 5.9 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/171 
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Figure A.96. North Beach Core 705 Section 3. 
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Figure A.97. North Beach Core 705 Section 4. 
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Figure A.98. North Beach Core 706 Section 1. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-706/2 Water Depth: 13.1 m 
Location: North Beach -South (SL 12) Dist. from Shore: 2.8 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/311 
Dep. Environment: prograded shoreface 
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Figure A.99. North Beach Core 706 Section 2. 
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Figure A.1 00. North Beach Core 706 Section 3. 
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& Comments 
bllclding 
~of-
Figure A.1 01. North Beach Core 706 Section 4. 
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Core 10: NB-707/1 
Location: North Beach- North (SL 11) 
apparent bedd•ng 
lllOg8nOUS a.nd 
Core-Section Logs 
Water Depth: 8.8 m 
Dist. from Shore: 2.0 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/285 
Dep. Environment: prograded shoreface 
Figure A.1 02. North Beach Core 707 Section 1. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-707/2 Water Depth: 8.8 m 
Location: North Beach. North (SL 11) Dist. from Shore: 2.0 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/285 
Dep. Environment: prograded shoreface 
• 
..:;:: ... 
• 
•• 
• 
-
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Q I pebbles lind half und dollar 
ocaU.red cartonale fraga 
pebbieo 
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lens of c:oal'$4!<, 
I ""'**"*S qtt -f'1Ch sand 
vf.f wart 
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SY 311 
vf-f. wart 
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Figure A.1 03. North Beach Core 707 Section 2. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-707/3 Water Depth: 8.8 m 
Location: North Beach • North (SL 11) Dist. from Shore: 2.0 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/285 
Dep. Environment: prograded shoreface & shoreface 
Visual log 
=-
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~ 
'. 
oe-~ "';.. 
•• "=,. • •\ 
~- ~~ • • "" i 
...... -~--·-~-~ 
·-- .. ..,- ... 
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Sed Structures 
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Figure A.1 04. North Beach Core 707 Section 3. 
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Core 10: NB-708/1 
Location: North Beach- South (SL 12) 
~0 
(}~ 
Sed Structures 
& Comments 
dollar fragments 
0( ddle1wol1y colOred 
sedmenl 
highly reduced burrow fil 
DO Q,..., dofla-lragments 
~ 
graduol and sloghl 
coarM,.ng upward 
due to b10turbobon 
of aloghUy coarser aand 
Core-Section Logs 
Water Depth: 8.3 m 
Dist. from Shore: 1.4 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/235 
Dep. Environment: prograded shoreface 
art 
Figure A.1 05. North Beach Core 708 Section 1. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-708/2 Water Depth: 8.3 m 
Location: North Beach_ South (SL 12)Dist. from Shore: 1.4 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/235 
Dep. Environment: prograded shoreface & relict tidal channel 
Visual Log 
.,... 
. 
. 
..,_"""' 
- . 
··:.; ... ~ 
.. ,.. 
..,.. 
• 
--
• 
• 
Sed Structures 
&Comments 
ldl8gONISMd atnngers 
Figure A.1 06. North Beach Core 708 Section 2. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: NB-708/3 Water Depth: 8.3 m 
Location: North Beach- South (SL 12) Dist. from Shore: 1.4 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/235 
Dep. Environment: relict tidal channel & relict tidal channel lag & shoreface 
Sed Structures 
&Comments 
.. 
• 
...... ._. 
~-
shell fragments 
I I quartt pebble 
alight co.t1801ng upward 
- ..... - ,catbc>Ntelragments 
•• pebbles 
• 
care catcher oanlaone 
..,.lar Mdrnent to EOC, 
catbonate lr8gi1Wlts 
--~~ 
Figure A.1 07. North Beach Core 708 Section 3. 
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Core 10: MS-901/1 
Location: Mid-5helf- Long Beach 
(SL 28) 
Sed Structures 
& Comments 
4Q 31% sand, 38 99% alit 
,, 70%elay 
artiCUlated bivalve 
48 82% a.nd' 39 92% sill 
13 26% clay 
Aalll castrfltl.:US 
Aclla C8SII'DI1St$ 
Figure A.1 08. Mid-shelf Core 901 Section 1 . 
Core-Section Logs 
Water Depth: 66.4 m 
Oist. from Shore: 17.1 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/250 
Oep. Environment: mid-shelf 
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Core 10: MS-901/2 
Location: Mid-Shelf - Long Beach 
(SL 28) 
Sed Structures 
& Comments 
Figure A.1 09. Mid-shelf Core 901 Section 2. 
Core-Section Logs 
Water Depth: 66.4 m 
Dist. from Shore: 17.1 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/250 
Dep. Environment: mid-shelf 
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Core 10: MS-902/1 
Location: Mid-Shelf - Long Beach 
(SL 36) 
Sed Structures 
Figure A.11 0. Mid-shelf Core 902 Section 1. 
Core-Section Logs 
Water Depth: 65.4 m 
Dist. from Shore: 17.8 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/384 
Dep. Environment: mid-shelf 
il 0 04 mm. a 2 17 
593 
Core 10: MS-902/2 
Location: Mid-Shelf- Long Beach 
(SL 36) 
zone 
brvolve and bowlve tr.gs 
Figure A.111 . Mid-shelf Core 902 Section 2. 
Core-Section Logs 
Water Depth: 65.4 m 
Dist. from Shore: 17.8 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/384 
Dep. Environment: mid-shelf 
Bulk Density (gfcm3) 
10 20 
594 
Core ID: MS-902/3 
Location: Mid-Shelf- Long Beach 
(SL 33) 
Figure A.112. Mid-shelf Core 902 Section 3. 
Core-Section Logs 
Water Depth: 65.4 m 
Dist. from Shore: 17.8 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/384 
Dep. Environment: mid-shelf 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: MS-903/1 Water Depth: 49.9 m 
Location: Mid-Shelf - Clatsop (SL 24) Dist. from Shore: 13.8 km Seabed Slope: 1/152 
Dep. Environment: ebb delta margin & mid-shelf 
Figure A.113. Mid-shelf Core 903 Section 1. 
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Core 10: MS-903/2 
Location: Mid-Shelf- Clatsop (SL 24) 
I 
1211. aand 11 93,., .. ~ I 
clay 
layer of c:.rb 
organoc fregmen-. 
Figure A.114. Mid-shelf Core 903 Section 2. 
Core-Section Logs 
Water Depth: 49.9 m 
Dist. from Shore: 13.8 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/152 
Dep. Environment: mid-shelf & old ebb delta margin 
I 0 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: MS-904/1 Water Depth: 64.2 m 
Dist. from Shore: 15.2 km 
Seabed Slope: 1/203 Location: Mid-Shelf- Clatsop (SL 23) 
Dep. Envrronment mid-shelf & early-mrd Holocene ebb delta & early Holocene shallow mid-shelf & early Holocene ebb 
Sed Structures 
&Comments 
97.70% sand . 1 74~ ~~~ ·~ 
0 56~ clay 
lt,.lhonbt-
zone or altghtly liner 
rntcaCIOOUS aand 
(78 - 85an) 
53 93~ sand 35 03, 1111 
I 
11 03% clay ... 
.. 
or mtCIIceous sand 
Figure A.115. Mid-shelf Core 904 Section 1. 
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Core-Section Logs 
Core 10: MS-904/2 Water Depth: 64.2 m 
Location: Mid-Shelf - Clatsop (SL 23) Dist. from Shore: 15.2 km Seabed Slope: 1/203 
Dep. Environment: early Holocene ebb delta 
Figure A.116. Mid-shelf Core 904 Section 2. 
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Appendix B 
Table 8.1 . 
Color Age 
Accumulation Rate Historical 
(cm/100 yr) surface change 
Key 
~ 2a Calibrated Age Ignoring Age > (cm/100 yr) Q < 
(Cal BP) overlap a. a> 
:;: ~ ~~ a () a :T :;· 3 a 
Water Depth > 
... s::: s::: >~ s::: > s::: > SlO<C 3 
Core- <C + :;· Ill < a> :;· < :;· < Ill 0 -o G) Depth Sample ID Interval Material a> .,.. 3 X a> - · 3' a> 3' a> cc< a 3' -.cc iil iil :::1. section '< Ill =r a> ~ :::!'1 a. (m) (em) 
.§. c c cc- c <C c <C ~ (J) 3 3 a> ~ 3 a> 3 a> Ill '0 (J) 
CP105-1 -25.6 0845008 36 mod. fresh sand dollar fragment 4330 25 3815 4010 3913 
CP105-2 -25.6 0845906 219 v. friable barnacle fragment 5970 30 5878 8079 5887 
I -137 -114 
CP105-3 -25.6 BETA172662 329 organic layer in laminated mud unit 5390 40 5188 8214 8180 
CP105-3 -25.6 WW4706 361-363 sand dollar fragments (same organism) 5780 40 5639 5870 5755 16 18 
CP106-1 -40.5 0845907 49 mod. fresh large gastropod 4960 30 
CP106-1 -40.5 0845081 76-77 slightly pitted, abraded bivalve fragment with 5680 50 5629 5768 5848 I 2 some periostracum 
CP106-2 -40.5 0846357 184-185 mod. fresh bivalve fragment; possibly razor 5140 25 4849 5109 4962 4 4 29 62 
-94 -85 clam (Siliqua patufa) 
CP106-3 -40.5 0846487 292 mod. fresh bivalve fragment with fine ndges 7510 40 7500 7662 7581 4 4 
and some color 
CP106-4 -40.5 0841477 511 organic-rich mud layer from laminated unit 8080 50 8774 9251 8994 13 15 
CP 108-1 -12.2 0845908 65-70 mod. fresh fragment of mussel shell with 1310 25 466 565 516 12 14 
original color 
CP 108-1 -12.2 0846567 140·141 picked organics with some sed1ment 1580 35 1354 1542 1465 7 7 -310 -318 
CP 108-2 -12.2 0845297 211 piece of wood 2240 25 2153 2336 2242 7 9 
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-
Table 8.1. 
Accumulation Rate Historical Color Age (cm/100 yr} surface change 
Key 
~ 2a Calibrated Age Ignoring Age )> (cm/100 yr) Q < 
(CaiBP} overlap a.<D 
:; m (I) iil -a 'Occ a a () st :r 3 
Water Depth )> 
~ 3::: 3::: :l>:'E 3::: )> 3::: )> Qo<C 3 
Core- <C t s· ~ < (I) s· < 5" < Ill 0 -o G1 Depth Sample ID Interval Material (I) 3" (I) -· 3" (I) 3" (I) <C < a 3" ~cc iil iil ::J. section '< Ill :::T (I) ~ ::::n a. (m) (em) 
.§. c c cc- c <C c <C Ill iD (J) 3 3 (I)~ 3 <D 3 <D '0 (J) 
CP109-2 -11.3 0845082 254-255 small shell fragments from laminated mud >Modem 
unit 
CP109-2 -11.3 0846066 254-255 fine organic fibers/roots picked from 2470 35 2381 2712 2551 laminated mud unit 
CP109-3 -11.3 OS45083 347-348 fragment of fresh blue mussel shell 1450 40 538 682 610 51 57 
-345 -330 
CP109-3 -11.3 0845298 397-398 wood fragment from laminated mud unit 2270 25 2158 2348 2288 
CP109-4 -11.3 0845299 459 organic-rich mud (organics in sediment) 2210 30 2131 2327 2236 6 7 
MCR207-1 -5.5 OS46570 94 hand-picked fine fibrous organics and wood 635 45 548 
-
806 fragments (no charcoal) 
------
MCR207-1 -5.5 0845091 127 barnacle fragment 995 41 59 456 474 
90 
MCR207-3 -5.5 OS45092 375 barnacle fragment 1070 40 251 427 339 88 111 81 203 
LB301cc -31.8 OS46488 380 3 slighUy pitted, bleached bivalve fragments 2700 30 1819 1993 1906 19 20 -48 -60 
LB302-1 -17.3 0846787 124 mod. fresh sand dollar fragment 1090 25 278 415 347 30 36 
LB302-2 -17.3 0545910 252 v. fresh sand dollar (dried feet attached) 1590 30 657 815 736 24 33 28 24 
LB302-4 -17.3 0842960 440 fresh sand dollar fragment 1880 25 945 1111 1028 41 64 
LB303-2 -18.2 BETA172657 247 fresh sand dollar fragment in lag at EOC 970 40 72 297 185 83 134 266 265 
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Table 8 .1. 
Yoooger dale below or at same deplh; omit Age Accumulation Rate Historical Color 
":, . ..: .... r;J~ c> ""-• i",,U - . (cm/100 yr) surface change 
Key 
~ 2a Calibrated Age Ignoring Age )> (cm/100 yr) Q < 
(CaiBP) overlap a, CD 
:; m CD iiJ a 
-
~ "Oco 
() a :r ::r 3 a 
Water Depth )> 
~ ~ ~ l>::i! ~ )> ~ )> Qoco 3 
Core- co + S' ~ < CD 5' < :;· < Ill 0 't) G> CD - · CD CD a Depth Sample 10 Interval Material CD -;- 3' 3' ~co 3 iil 3' iil co < ::1. section '< 11)::1' CD~ => a. (m) (em) 
.§. c c co- c co c co ~ rJ) 3 CD ~ 3 CD 3 CD Ill 3 "0 rJ) 
LB304-1 -44.7 OS45911 14-15 thin-walled articulated bivalve; most of one 525 30 0 0 
valve sent for dating 
LB304-1 -44.7 OS39425 66 fresh gastropod fragment; possibly 1090 35 270 426 348 15 19 90 87 Nassarius perpinguis 
L8304-1 -44.7 OS46555 122-123 mod. fresh small bivalve fragment with low- 3340 35 2616 2800 2717 2 2 
relief concentric ridges 
LB305-1 -12.2 OS46788 59 mod. fresh sand dollar fragment 1560 30 646 771 709 
L8305-2 -12.2 OS-46360 284-285 fresh whole gastropod with original color; > Modem 
similar to Cancellaria reticulata 
109 74 
L8305-4 -12.2 OS42961 505-506 sand dollar fragment 2190 35 1258 1414 1336 36 38 
L8306-2 -31 .4 OS46030 192 v. fresh whole barnacle (3 x 4 mm) 950 35 0 279 171 69 113 
v.fresh whole gastropod; likely Giant Western 73 LB306-2 -31 .4 OS46556 282-284 Nassa (Nassarius fossatus) 1260 40 418 545 482 52 59 17 30 
fresh, thin-walled bivalve fragment along 1 1 7 
L8306-4 -31 .4 OS4582 474 bedding; possibly Macoma or Tel/ina 2720 30 1841 2028 1935 
LB306-4 -31 .4 OS46619 474 fresh, thin-walled b1valve fragment along 2650 35 1740 1949 1845 12 14 bedding; possibly Macoma or Tel/ina 
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Table 8 .1. 
Age Accumulation Rate Historical Color (cm/100 yr) surface change 
Key 
~ 2o Calibrated Age Ignoring Age ~ (c m/100 yr) Q 
c. CD 
:;;: m (Cal BP) overlap ~a a a - cg_ a () ::T:::J 3 
Water Depth )> 
.., s:: s:: >:!: s:: ~ s:: )> po<C 3 Core- <C ~ 5" ~ < (J) 5 ' 5 ' < Ill ~ -o (j) (J) - - (J) (J) ~ Depth SampleiD Interval Material (J) 3 3 iiJ'§. 3" iil 3" iil <C (J) ::>. section '< CD:>. c. (m) (em) 
.§. c c cal~ c <C c co (j) (/) 3 3 3 (J) 3 (J) Ill 
-o (/) 
LB307-1 -41 .1 OS-39426 44-45 sl. abraded gastropod with periostracum; > Modem possibly Nassarius perpinguis 
LB307-2 -41 .1 OS45912 221 mod. fresh large gastropod fragment with fine 980 30 123 294 209 75 106 139 165 
ridges preserved 
LB307-3 -41.1 OS39549 408 slightly abraded bivalve with minor pits; 1440 25 547 658 603 35 47 possibly Macoma or Tellina 
GL501 -1 -24.3 OS46361 148 v. fresh sand dollar fragment 1010 30 139 317 228 
GL501-2 -24.3 0846557 288 v. fresh gastropod at base of shelly interval ; 1000 35 124 318 221 91 130 -112 -68 likely Nassarius perpinguis 
GL501cc -24 .3 0846546 434 bleached and pitted bivalve fragment 3730 40 3053 3317 3185 5 5 
GL502-1 -15.5 OS46362 74 v. fresh sand dollar fragment 1440 25 547 658 603 11 12 
GL502-1 -15.5 WW4707 146-1 49 fresh sand dollar fragment; same organism 2460 40 1517 1741 1629 dated by NOSAMS 
-
GL502-1 -15.5 OS42962 Dup 146-149 fresh sand dollar fragment 2260 35 1310 1502 1406 8 9 
GL502-2 -15.5 WW4708 274 sand dollar fragment; same organism dated 3580 40 2843 3113 2978 using OS samples for -201 -224 byNOSAMS consl8tency 
GL502-2 -15.5 OS42963 Dup 274 sand dollar fragment 3730 35 3053 3317 3185 6 7 
GL502-4 -15.5 WW4709 536-538 chalky bivalve fragment 6625 40 6549 6774 6662 
Uilliig' OS .iiffiiilii. tor 
GL502-4 -1 5.5 OS42964 0 536_538 unknown bivalve; same fragment dated by up USGS 6800 40 6746 6983 6865 7 7 
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Table 8.1. 
Color 
Key 
Core-
section 
GL503-1 
GL503-1 
GL503-2 
GL503-3 
GL503·4 
GL504·2 
GL504-3 
GL505·1 
GL505·2 
GL505·3 
GL505-3 
GL505-4 
608 
Water 
Depth 
(m) 
-36.0 
-36.0 
-36.0 
-36.0 
-36.0 
-44.6 
·44.6 
-17.3 
-17.3 
-17.3 
-17.3 
·17.3 
Sample ID 
WW4710 
OS46363 
OS39550 
OS46686 
WW4711 
OS42965 
OS46687 
0846364 
WW4712 
WW4713 
0842966 
OS46365 
Depth 
Interval Material 
(em) 
52 bivalve fragment along bedding plane 
110 v. fresh gastropod; possibly immature Lewis' 
moon snail (Polinices lewisii) 
286 slightly pitted, abraded bivalve fragment; possibly Macoma or Tel/ina 
344 mod. fresh bivalve fragment; possibly razor 
clam (Siliqua patula) 
550 chalky bivalve fragment; surface scraped before sent for analysis 
125 thin-walled clam With some periostracum 
21 1 abraded sand dollar fragment (not iron-
stained) 
25·28 v. fresh sand dollar fragment 
283-284 large bivalve fragment lying along bedding; possibly Stimpson's surf clam 
374 fresh thin-walled bivalve fragment 
Dup374 fresh think-walled bivalve fragment; same 
shell dated by USGS (WW) 
551 mod. fresh barnacle fragment 
Age I Accumulation Rate I Historical (cm/100 yr) surface change 
...... 2a Calibrated Age Ignoring Age ~ I (cm/100 yr) Q 
(Cal BP) overlap a. CD ;:: m CD ii,l -a 'Oco a a (') :T 3 ' 3 
)> ~ s: s: l>!E s: )> s: )> QoCO 3 
co t. :;· ~ < CD :;· < :;· < II> 0 "tl (j) CD - · CD CD a CD 3' 3' ~ co 3' iil 3' iil co < :::l. 
'< II> =r CD ~ 
"" 
a. 
.§. c c co - c co c co CD' fJJ 3 CD~ 3 CD 3 CD II> 3 '0 fJJ 
2270 40 1312 1514 1413 3 4 
2770 25 1905 2088 1997 7 10 
3180 35 2359 2669 2514 23 34 
-13 35 
30 
3490 25 2769 2937 2853 23 27 10 17 
8020 45 7959 8167 8063 4 4 
-
1980 30 1050 1228 1139 10 11 
5200 30 4951 5240 5096 2 
No 
-489 
Data 
2 
-
860 30 0 222 81 13 35 
3490 40 2751 2962 2857 9 9 
. 
6085 45 5944 6198 6071 -227 -217 
6210 45 6101 6316 6209 
5100 30 4833 5021 4927 12 13 
Table 8.1. 
Color 
Key 
Core-
section 
GL506·1 
GL506·2 
GL506-2 
GL507-1 
GL507-3 
GL507-4 
GL508-1 
GL508-2 
GL508-3 
GL508-3 
Water 
Depth Sample ID 
(m) 
·27.1 0846366 
-27.1 0846558 
-27.1 0846489 
-45.9 0846547 
-45.9 0846583 
·45.9 0846490 
-8.4 0846367 
·8.4 BETA 172660 
·8.4 0846491 
·8.4 BETA 172659 
Depth 
Interval 
(em) 
58-59 
155 
299 
139 
307 
484-485 
59-60 
210-214 
316 
425 
~ 
Q 
;: m ~ () 0 
Material 
)> ~ 
<0 t. (I) 
'< 
.§. 
mod. fresh bivalve fragment with some luster 
(but no original color) 1190 25 
v. fresh large gastropod; likely Western Fat 
Dog Whelk (Nassarius perpinguis) 3100 40 
small, mod. fresh bivalve fragment (some 
original color but slightly pitted) 3250 25 
sl. pitted, v. bleached bivalve fragment 
(sampled thickest part near muscle scar) 1010 50 
mod. fresh sand dollar fragment 9450 35 
2 fragments of same pitted, bleached thin 
bivalve 9090 40 
mod. fresh sand dollar fragment 930 30 
v. fresh whole sand dollar 1030 70 
mod. fresh large sand dollar fragment 1380 30 
slightly abraded bivalve; possibly Spisu/a or 
Tresus 1450 40 
Radiocarbon Ages and Accumulation Rates 
Age I Accumulation Rate Historical (cm/100 yr) surface change 
2a Calibrated Age Ignoring Age )> (cm/100 yr) < 
(Cal BP) overlap a.!D (I) iil a 'Ceo a g.:;· 3 ~ ~ l>:f ~ )> ~ )> 110<0 3 ::;· Ill < (I) ::;· < ::;· < Ill 0 -o G) X ac§: (I) (I) a 3 3 3' iil 3' iil <0 < 5: (I)~ :::!! c c co- c <0 c <0 CD' V> 3 3 (I)& 3 (I) 3 (I) Ill '0 V> 
339 494 422 12 14 
-
~-"~~·t.,. f~ ... -··lr:• ."!,: .. ··,; ' 4 5 ·2 16 
• I ..,.. ~~~~ I ... ,.: _ I~ -fiB'-
8 
2493 2712 2603 10 11 35 83 
103 399 251 35 55 
9139 10252 9634 -3 131 
8964 9731 9220 4 4 
23 38 66 
35 150 79 
-12 15 
18 32 55 
538 682 610 62 70 65 295 
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Appendix B 
Table 8 .1 . 
C I Ycutget date below or at same depth; omit A Accumulation Rate Historical o or •· -~ · ge (cm/1 00 yr) surface change 
Key (cm/100 ) 
0 2a Calibrated Age Ignoring Age ~ yr 
_ m (Cal BP) overlap ~ ~ ~ 
• -, "Ceo o -
n a ~ =r 3 a 
W t D th )> ~ ~ ~ l>:E ~ )> ~ )> Qo<O 3 C a er ep <O + - · ~» < <D - · < - · < 0 -c ore- . ._ ::J x <D - · ::J <D ::J <D ~» ~ G> 
ti. Depth Sample ID Interval Matenal <D • 3· 3· iil <g. 3 iil 3' iil <0 ~ g, ::J. sec on ( ) ( ) ~ c c <O - c <O c <O <D ::>. =- a. 
m em ,e. 3 3 <D :g_ 3 <D 3 <D ~ 5: r.n 
NB701-1 -12.7 OS46368 59-60 mod. fresh sand dollar fragment > Modem 
NB701-1 -12.7 0546368 130-131 mod. fresh sand dollar fragment 1900 30 957 1142 1060 
--- -- No 
NB701-2 -12.7 OS46584 227 mod. fresh sand dollar.fragment with surface 920 30 0 257 147 88 155 Data 17 
'n1pples'/connection po1nts 
NB701-3 -12.7 OS46585 447 v. fresh~nddollarfragmentwithprominent 1950 30 999 1194 1097 18 23 
surface 'mpples' 
NB703-4 _38_4 05_46573 555 large piece of wood at base of core; small >48000 No No p1ece from center dated Data Data 
NB705-1 -26.3 OS46559 98 mod. fresh SrT_Jall bivalve, some borings ~n 1530 40 616 770 693 13 14 
surface; poss1bly small Macoma or Yold1a 
NB705-2 -26.3 OS46559 275 slightly pitted, bleached bivalve fragment 2880 55 1987 2294 2141 11 12 
from contact 
NB706·2 -13.1 0546586 178-180 mod. fresh. but slightly bleached, bivalve 2560 25 1671 1847 1759 10 10 
fragment 
-169 -147 
NB706·3 -13.1 WW4714 405-408 small bivalve 2905 40 2048 2296 2172 36 55 13 -20 
NB706-4 -13.1 OS46587 495-497 fresh lustrous bivalve frag~ent with some 3230 30 2460 2706 2583 14 22 
color and fine concentnc ndges 
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Radiocarbon Ages and Accumulation Rates 
. 
Table 8.1. 
Color Age Accumulation Rate Historical (cm/100 yr) surface change 
Key 
~ Ignoring Age )> (cm/100 yr) Q 2a Calibrated Age < 
(Cal BP) overtap a. <I> 
• 
m <I> iil a ~ "co -0 g 5' 3 a 
Water Depth )> s:: s:: >:E s:: )> s:: )> QoCO 3 Core- co ~ 5' ~ <<I> 5' < :;· < Ill 0 , G) <I>-· <I> <I> a Depth Sample ID Interval Material <I> 3 3' ... co 3 1il 3' 1il co < :::1. section '< Ill~ <I>~ => a. (m) (em) ~ c: c: <0 - c: co c: co CD" (/) 3 3 <1>~ 3 <I> 3 <I> Ill 
" 
(/) 
NB707-1 -8.8 OS-46369 59-60 mod. fresh sand dollar fragment >Modem 
NB707-2 -8.8 0546370 216-219 large, v.fresh sand dollar fragment 2180 30 1260 1396 1328 16 16 No No 
NB707-3 -8.8 WW4715 400 fresh bivalve fragment with original color 2640 40 1721 UM4 1833 llllnO OS --tor Data Data 
NB707-3 -8.8 0542967 Dup400 unknown gastropod fragment 2650 30 1756 1944 1850 26 35 
NB708-1 -8.3 OS-46371 42 fresh purple olive snail ( 0/ive//a biplicata ); > Modem 
some original color and luster 
NB708-2 -8.3 BETA172658 244-245 articulated b1valve along bedding; possibly 980 40 83 306 195 80 126 Macoma indentata 91 97 
1 
NB708-2 -8.3 BETA172661 295 fragments of organic mat 2380 60 2212 2711 2480 
NB708-3 -8.3 WW4716 331 fresh sand dollar fragment 2405 40 1457 1689 1573 5 6 
MS901-1 -66.4 OS-46492 16-17 v. fresh articulated bivalve; likely Tel/ina > Modem 
carpenteri 
MS901-1 -66.4 OS-46485 32 fresh fragment of bivalve Acila castrensts >Modem 
MS901-1 -66.4 0546733 49 v. fresh articulated b1va1ve Acila castrensis 3190 25 2381 2879 2536 No No 
-
Data Data 
MS901-1 -66.4 0539551 65 v. f resh, articulated Acila castrensis 3160 30 2 3 
3 
MS901-1 -66.4 0539552 111 ribbed bivalve fragment; possibly Macoma 3490 30 2764 2943 2854 4 4 8 13 
MS901-2 -66.4 0540507 221 robust, thick bivalve fragment 5620 45 5467 5681 5574 4 4 
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Table 8 .1. 
Age Accumulation Rate Historical Color (cm/100 yr) surface change Key 
~ 2a Calibrated Age Ignoring Age )> (cm/100 yr) Q < 
(Cal BP) overlap a. CD :;: m CD iiJ a a U<e a () ~ s· 3 
Depth )> 
~ s:: s:: )>~ s:: )> s:: )> po<C 3 
Core- Water <C t s· Ill < CD s· < s· < Ill 0 "0 G) X ~cg: CD CD a Depth Sample ID Interval Material CD ~3" 3" 3" iil 3" iil <C < ::::1. section '< CD ~ 
"" 
a. (m) (em) 
.§. c: c: <&1~ c: <C c: <C iD fJI 3 3 3 CD 3 CD Ill u fJI 
MS902-1 -65.4 OS-46789 27 fresh whole single bivalve; possibly Tel/ina 185 25 
carpenteri 
MS902-1 -65.4 OS46493 50-55 fresh articulated bivalve Aci/a castrensis 2580 25 1695 1857 1776 3 3 
MS902-1 -65.4 OS41370 122-125 large robust bivalve fragment; possibly 3540 35 2798 3039 2919 5 6 Stimson's surf clam No No 
Data Data 
MS902-2 -65.4 OS46734 237 mod. fresh bivalve fragment; possibly Comb 5410 30 5286 5449 5368 4 5 yoldia (Yoldia myalis) 
MS902-3 -65.4 OS41371 314-316 large, robust clam fragment; poss1bly 6650 35 6596 6794 6695 5 6 California sunset clam ( Gari califomica) 
MS902-3 -65.4 OS46735 384-385 fresh articulated 4mm bivalve 7200 30 7253 7402 7328 9 11 
MS903-1 -49.9 OS46548 29-30 small, v. fresh bivalve fragment Acila 2440 45 1490 1731 1611 
castrensis 
MS903-1 -49.9 OS46790 44-46 v. fresh fragment of large bivalve; occurred 1610 30 667 844 756 5 6 
with Acila castrensis 
MS903-1 -49.9 OS39553 63-64 mod. fresh fragment of Aci/a castrensis with 2570 40 1637 1870 1759 1 2 24 33 periostracum 
MS903-1 -49.9 OS39554 105 mod. abraded Acila castrens1s with 3050 30 2246 2451 2349 5 7 periostracum 
MS903-2 -49.9 OS40508 218 thin ribbed bivalve fragment 4440 40 3919 4202 4061 6 7 
6 12 
Table 8.1 . 
Color 
Key 
Core-
section 
MS904-1 
MS904-1 
MS904-1 
MS904-1 
MS904-1 
MS904-2 
Water 
Depth Sample ID 
(m) 
-64.2 OS46791 
-64.2 OS46549 
-64.2 OS46792 
-64.2 OS46550 
-64.2 OS46736 
-64.2 OS43076 
Depth 
Interval Material 
(em) 
18 mod. fresh articulated Acila castrensis ; may be old (partially white) 
27-28 v. fresh articulated bivalve Acila castrensis 
34-36 fresh fragment of bivalve Aci/a castrens1s 
70 bivalve fragment with some original color; possibly razor clam ( Siliqua patula) 
92 v. small bivalve fragment, abraded, but with 
some periostracum 
158-159 bivalve fragment 
Radiocarbon Ages and Accumulation Rates 
Age I Accumulation Rate (cm/100 yr) 
~ 2a Calibrated Age lgnonng Age Q 
(Cal BP) overlap ;: m ~ 
() 0 
)> ~ ~ ~ >=E ~ )> ~ )> 
<0 + ::;· Ill < <D ::;· < ::;· < )( ~ - · <D ~ ~ -;- 3' 3' ~<0 3' a 3' a 
'< Ill :T c: c: <0- c: <0 c: <0 
.§. 3 3 <D ~ 3 CD 3 ~ 
4210 25 3650 3837 3744 
4490 40 3981 4283 4122 
2250 25 1309 1480 1395 2 3 
•••· '!I •• 
7870 65 
. -~:~ .. :-, I 
.. . ;.~1-•.L.f,_:_:·-~·~~~ .) ::.-.-· -7940 40 6 23 
8180 60 8103 8371 8237 2 2 14 29 
)> 
< 
a.~ 
~ a 
'0(0 
st :;· 
Qo<O 
I» 0 
<0< ~ ~ 
Ill 
'0 
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Historical 
surface change 
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3 
"0 
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::II 
<D 
(/) 
No 
Data 
a 
3 
G) 
::l. 
a. 
(/) 
-241 
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Historical Changes at the Mouth of the Columbia River 
C.1 Introduction 
This appendix describes the historical setting at the mouth of the Columbia River 
(MCR) to provide a perspective of the dynamic sedimentary environment in which 
deposits recovered in vibracores from Clatsop Plains were situated prior to and after 
stabilization of the inlet during the early 1900s. Many of the cores on the Clatsop 
Plains shoreface contain laminated mud and sand units that are interpreted to be relict 
tidal inlet channel deposits. These units were likely deposited by Columbia River 
floods that discharged large quantities of suspended sediment to the coast. Fine 
sediment would tend to deposit in deeper sections of the channels, especially where 
fresh and salt water masses meet. Sand/mud 'couplets' derived from suspended 
sediment could accumulate with each major spring freshet; thus, multiple couplets 
might accumulate in a single year. However, mud lamina would only be preserved if a 
sand wave or shoal migrated over the top of the mud and buried it, thus preventing its 
erosion by subsequent high-energy events. The early historical surveys indicate that 
the channels and shoals at the Columbia River mouth shifted substantially with some 
locations alternating between channels and shoals. Preservation of the laminated mud 
deposits would be likely under conditions of rapid shoal migration and channel 
infilling. These deposits are discussed in Chapter 5. 
Overlays of the vibracore sites onto a series of early historical bathymetric charts 
(Figures C.l-C.7) reveal substantial natural and human-induced changes that have 
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occurred at the mouth of the Columbia River, and provide context for interpretation of 
the Clatsop Plains shoreface cores. In particular, the early charts illustrate multiple 
fluctuations between different depositional environments at some of the Clatsop Plains 
vibracore sites over a period of just 73 years between 1841 and 1914. To provide a 
frame of reference, the position of the jetties and the 1926 and 1999 shorelines are also 
plotted on these historical charts. 
Digital images of the historical charts (except 1792) were rectified in Arc Map 9.0 in 
reverse-chronological order-i.e., from most recent (1914) to oldest (1841)-so that 
feature-to-feature georeferencing could substitute for benchmarks, which were sparse 
or non-existent in the oldest charts. A first-order polynomial affine transformation was 
used in the registration of each chart. The total root mean square (RMS) error 
increased with the age of the chart, from a low of 19.3 min 1914, to 37.7 min 1870, to 
a high of 171 m in 1841. The highest accuracy within the charts tends to be in the 
vicinity of the inlet, due to the distribution of control points, so the positions of the 
shorelines, depth soundings, and jetties within and around the inlet tend to be more 
accurate than these RMS errors imply. 
After presentation of the early historical charts leading up to the time of jetty 
construction, the regional bathymetric changes for three historical periods are shown 
(Figures C.8, C.9, and C.IO). These figures illustrate the extensive erosion of the 
Clatsop Plains shoreface, which helps to explain why relict tidal inlet deposits are 
found in the shallow subsurface of the modern seafloor. 
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This appendix concludes with a presentation of the water depths at the vibracore 
sites recorded by the historical surveys (Table C.!). 
C.2 Early Historical Surveys 
A series of early historical surveys document morphologic changes at the Columbia 
River entrance. A comparison of surveys shows a dynamic region characterized by 
rapid changes in the pattern of sediment deposition and erosion. The number of 
channels has fluctuated between one and two, and the location and depth of the 
channel(s) has varied dramatically. 
The earliest survey of the mouth of the Columbia River was performed in 1792 by 
Captain George Vancouver. This survey shows a single entrance channel bounded by 
broad shoals to the north and south (Figure C.1). The entrance channel was at least 
7.3-m deep, 2.4-km wide and 9.7-km long, as measured from the outer 9-m contour to 
a line joining the southeast tip of Cape Disappointment and the northwest tip of 
Clatsop Plains (Point Adams). 
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Figure C.1. Mouth of the Columbia River in 1792 as drawn by Lieutenant Broughton from 
Captain Vancouver's survey. 
The Charles Wilkes survey of 1841 (Figure C.2) shows an extremely different 
configuration, with a Middle Sand bank filling a significant portion of the area that had 
been the main channel in 1792. The entrance channels were located to the north and 
south of this shoal. The channel depth across the bar was 9.6 m (5.25 fathoms), and 
there were massive shallow shoals (at < 7.5 m) extending seaward and southwest of 
Cape Disappointment, seaward of Point Adams (subaerial Clatsop Spit), and across 
much of the center of the entrance (Middle Sand bank) and lower estuary. These 
extensive sand banks separated the north and south channels, which were typically 11-
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13 m deep in the lower estuary. The entrance was a dynamic zone of migrating 
channels, with adjacent regions of active erosion and deposition. 
Figure C.2 shows the vibracore locations plotted on the 1841 survey by Charles 
Wilkes. Cores 107 and I 08 are at the center of the confluence between the north 
channel and the south channel, with the south channel running east-west through the 
entrance. Cores 107 and 108 are located in water depths of 5 fathoms (9.1 m) in the 
center of the south channel where it begins to deepen with the confluence with the 
north channel. The deepest part of this confluence is 9.25 fathoms (35.2 m), located 
approximately 870 m to the northwest of these core sites. Core 207 is located in 7.1 m 
water depth (the mapped boundary between 4 fathoms and 22.25 ft) at the margin 
between the north channel and a large shoal referred to as Middle Sand bank. 
Similarly, Core 102 is located in about 4 fathoms (7 .3 m) water depth on the southern 
flank of the ebb delta, referred to as South Breaker. Core 102 is apparently located 
along an abandoned channel, as nearby soundings indicate depths of 7 fathoms (12.8 
m), whereas the shoreface to the south is at 4.5 fathoms (8.2 m). Core 101 is located in 
uncharted waters that are as shallow as 15ft (4.6 m) toward the north, and 13 fathoms 
(23.8 m) toward the southeast. Core 109 is along the southern margin of the south 
channel in 4 fathoms (7 .3 m) water depth. 
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Figure C.2. Mouth of the Columbia River in 1841 from the U.S. Exploring Expedition survey 
by Charles Wilkes. Depths in channels are in fathoms (~ 4); depths on sand banks are in feet 
(~ 23). Vibracore locations, jetties and 1926 and 1999 shorelines are shown for reference. 
Figure C.3 shows the vibracore locations plotted on the 1851 U.S. Coast Survey, 
which reveals significant change in the configuration of the Middle Sand bank (now 
referred to as Middle Sands) and the south channel over the ten-year period since the 
previous survey. The Middle Sand bank in the 1841 survey now extends over 5 km to 
the southwest, as does the south channel, which now cuts through the westward-
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extending 'South Breaker' of 1841. Cores 107 and 108 are located toward the eastern 
margin of the north channel in about 4 fathoms (7.3 m) water depth, and Core 207 is 
located to the east-northeast on the margin of the Middle Sands in about 13ft (4.0 m) 
water depth in a similar setting as in 1841. Core 10 I is located closer to the southern 
terminus of the Middle Sands in 5.5 fathoms (10.1 m) water depth. Core 102 is located 
in the thalweg of the south channel in 6 fathoms ( 11 m) water depth, and Core 109 is 
located along the western margin of the Middle Sands in about 15 ft (4.6 m) water 
depth. 
Figure C.4 shows the vibracore locations plotted on the 1870 U.S. Coast Survey 
chart, with hydrography from 1868. Relative to the sites of Cores 207, 107, 108, and 
10 1, the Middle Sands has migrated westward so that these sites are now located to the 
ea~t of this shoal. Core 207, which had been on the western margin of the Middle 
Sands in 1841 and 1851, is now located toward the center of the south channel in water 
depths of at least 6 fathoms (11 m). Cores 107 and 108 remain in about 4 fathoms (7 .3 
m) water depth, but are now on the western margin of the south channel, and Core 101 
·is now near the southwest terminus of the Middle Sands in a water depth of -10 ft (3.0 
m). Cores 109 and 102 are now found along the western margin of the south shoal 
(now labeled as Clatsop Spit) in 3.75 fathoms (6.9 m) water depth. 
Figure C.5 shows the vibracore locations plotted on the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers survey of 1883. The 1883 survey shows an extensive and dense coverage of 
depth soundings at the MCR just prior to commencement of the South Jetty 
construction. All depth soundings are in feet; wide dark lines are the 18-ft (5.5-m) 
contour and the fine lines are the 24-ft (7.3-m) contour. It is worthy to note that all 
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core sites, including at Cores 10 l and l 02, are within the 24-ft (7 .3-m) depth contour 
of the ebb-tidal delta that extends from shore to shore across the entrance. 
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Figure C.3. Mouth of the Columbia River in 1851 from the U.S. Coast Survey chart, in which 
the hydrography is from 1850. Channel depths are in fathoms (~ 3) ; sand bank depths are in 
feet (~ 18) below MLLW. Vibracore locations, jetties and 1926 and 1999 shorelines are shown 
for reference. Vibracore locations, jetties and 1926 and 1999 shorelines are shown for 
reference. 
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Figure C.4. Mouth of the Columbia River in 1870 from the U.S. Coast Survey chart, in which 
the hydrography is from 1868. Channel depths are in fathoms (~ 3); sand bank depths are in 
feet (~ 18) below MLLW. Vibracore locations, jetties and 1926 and 1999 shorelines are shown 
for reference. 
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1883 USACE survey 
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Figure C.S. Mouth of the Columbia River in 1883 from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
survey MC-1-35. Depths are in feet below MLLW. Vibracore locations, jetties and 1926 and 
1999 shorelines are shown for reference. 
A major change of the entrance conditions from previous surveys is that the Middle 
Sands no longer exists, and a single, wide channel exists m the center between Cape 
Disappointment and Point Adams. Sand Island, which previously represented the 
eastern extent of the Middle Sands, has been pushed substantially northward toward 
Baker's Bay. The Middle Sands appears to have been dispersed in all directions: (1) to 
the north and south within the entrance; (2) to the inner southwest portion of Peacock 
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Spit, across the previous location of the north channel; (3) to the westward edge of the 
ebb-tidal delta; and (4) to the southwest flank of the ebb-tidal delta. The main channel 
diverges much farther seaward, cutting across Peacock Spit in the north. The 
configuration of the channel and shoals compared to the previous surveys suggests that 
large river discharges may have contributed to the changes. Core 207 is along the 
margin of Clatsop Spit and the entrance channel at the 22-ft (6.7-m) depth contour, as 
are Cores 107 and 108, located in 25 ft (7 .6 m) water depth. The deepest portion of the 
main entrance channel near Cores 107 and 108 is 39ft (11.9 m), located 730 m to the 
north-northwest. Core 101 is located near the outer edge of the bar in 22 ft (6.7 m) 
water depth. Cores 109 and 102 are located in 16 ft (4.9 m) water depth along the 
margin of a southern spit and a lesser, landward channel running north-south between 
this shoal and the much shallower Clatsop Spit. 
The Columbia River South Jetty was constructed across Clatsop Spit between 1885 
and 1895 to a length of approximately 6.8 km. Initially, the jetty confined the tidal 
currents, deepening the entrance channel. The jetty deteriorated under influence of the 
waves and currents, and the entrance channel shoaled and moved to the northwest. 
The South Jetty was extended between 1903 and 1913. 
Figure C.6 shows the vibracore locations plotted on the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers survey of 1902. This survey illustrates the effect of the partially-built South 
Jetty and a continuation of shoal migration and dispersal. Clatsop Spit partially 
emerged as a barrier connecting Clatsop Plains to the South Jetty at a point 3. 7-4.7 km 
northwest of Point Adams. At this time, Core 207 was located in 27 ft (8.2 m) water 
depth just 240m north-northwest of the seaward end of the partially constructed South 
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Jetty. Cores 107 and 108 remain in water depths of about 25 ft (7.6 m), whereas Core 
101 is now located in 46ft (14.0 m) of water, over twice as deep as in 1883. Core 102 
IS located on the shoreface in 28 ft (8.5 m) and Core 109 IS located m L9 ft (5.8 m) 
water depth. 
Figure C.6. Mouth of the Columbia River in 1902 from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
survey MC-1-78. Depths are in feet below MLLW. Vibracore locations, jetties and 1926 and 
1999 shorelines are shown for reference. 
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Figure C.7 shows the vibracore locations plotted on the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers survey of 1914. This survey shows the completed construction of the South 
Jetty and the partial construction of the North Jetty. The North Jetty was built across 
the large shoal of Peacock Spit between 1913 and 1917, at a length of 3.8 km. Jetty 
construction reduced the width of the river mouth of the late 1800s by two-thirds, from 
approximately 9.6 to 3.2 km. At this point, the areas of both Peacock Spit and Clatsop 
Spit within the entrance appear to have expanded in size. Core 207 is located in 
shallower water of 21 ft (6.4 m), as are Cores 107 and 108 in depths of 22ft (6.7 m). 
Core 102 is now in 34 ft ( 10.4 m) water depth, and Core 109 is in 27 ft (8.2 m) water 
depth. 
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Figure C.7. Mouth of the Columbia River in 1914 from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
survey MC-1-122. Depths are in feet below MLLW. Vibracore locations, jetties and 1926 and 
1999 shorelines are shown for reference. 
C.3 Historical Bathymetric Change 
Regional bathymetric changes for three historical periods are shown in Figures C.8, 
C.9, and C.lO. These figures were developed from merged regional bathymetric 
surfaces developed by Buijsman et aL (2003b) and include the vibracore locations. 
These figures illustrate the regional, decadal- to century-scale morphological changes 
primarily attributed to the construction of the Columbia River jetties. 
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Figure C.8. Mouth of the Columbia River bathymetric change from 1868 to 1935 (1877 to 
1926 for shelf; 1868 to 1926 for delta; and 1868 to 1935 for entrance and estuary). 
Bathymetric contours in meters NAVD 88 derived from data from 1998-2003. Locations of 
vibracores shown for reference. 
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Figure C.9. Mouth of the Columbia River bathymetric change from 1926 to 1958 (1935 to 
1958 for entrance). Bathymetric contours in meters NAVD 88 derived from data from 1998-
2003. Locations of vibracores shown for reference. 
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Figure C.1 0. Mouth of the Columbia River bathymetric change from 1958 to 2000. 
Bathymetric contours in meters NAVD 88 derived from data from 1998-2003. Locations of 
vibracores shown for reference. 
Table C.l provides a summary of historical seabed depths at the core sites. Water 
depths for years 1841 to 1914 are obtained directly from the overlays of historical 
charts discussed above, where either the closest sounding or an interpolated value was 
selected; the depths are reported in m, relative to NA VD 88. The original surveys are 
assumed to be referenced to the MLLW datum at Astoria and the conversion to the 
NAVD 88 datum is only -0.02 m (Buijsman et al., 2003b). Because this correction 
factor is much less than the accuracy of the original depth soundings, it is not applied. 
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For the years 1926 and 1958, depths were obtained from merged and 50-m gridded 
bathymetry data developed by Buijsman et a!. (2003b ). For 2003, the reported water 
depths for the cores are obtained from 50-m gridded bathymetry comprising data 
collected in 2000 and 2003 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Portland 
District, and in 2003 by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the Washington State 
Department of Ecology (WDOE) (Coastal Profiling System, CPS; Ruggiero et a!., 
2005). Water depths at Cores 207 and 109 are derived from 2003 USGS-WDOE 
gridded CPS data, and water depths at Cores 10 I, 102, 107 and 108 are derived from 
2000 USACE gridded data. Water depths are in meters below the NAVD 88 datum 
(not reported in negative values). 
It should be noted that the only site that experienced net accumulation from the pre-
jetty era to 2003 is at Core 207 (up to 5.5 m accumulation since 1868). These data 
suggest Core 207 ( 4.23 m length) is composed only of sediment deposited at this site 
since 1868. Relative to the water depth in 2003, all other core sites experienced a 
minimum of 3.1 m net erosion since 1902 or earlier. Although this significant erosion 
trend may enhance the probability that the cores are mostly comprised of sediment 
deposited prior to 1841, the 'active depth' of the bottom (e.g., due to episodic events or 
migrating shoals, channels, or bedforms) within the inlet may also be on the same 
order of magnitude. 
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Table C.1. Clatsop Plains core-site water depths over time in meters below NAVD 88. 
Orange indicates erosion relative to previous survey; blue indicates accumulation relative to 
previous survey. 
Year 
Core 1841 1851 1868 1883 1902 1914 1926 1958 2003 
101 4.6 10.1 3.0 ' 6.7 14.0 NA 16.1 17.7 18.4 
102 7.3 11.0 8.9 4.9' 8.5 10.4 12.6 14.2 14.6 
107 9.1 7.3 ~ 7.3 7.6 I 7.6 6.7 1 10.0 11 .1 12.2 108 9.1 7.3 7.3 7.6 ' 7.6 8.7 10.0 11.1 12.2 
109 7.3 4.6 6.9 4.9 T- 5.8 8.2 10.3 11 .2 11 .8 
207 7.1 4.0 I 11.0 6.7 [ 8.2 6.4 2.8 5.3 5.5 
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